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Algebraic Representation of CSG Solids Built from
Free-Form Primitives
Á.L. García, J. Ruiz de Miras, F.R. Feito
Departamento de Informática. Universidad de Jaén
Paraje Las Lagunillas s/n
23071, Jaén. Spain

{algarcia, demiras, ffeito}@ujaen.es
ABSTRACT
A mathematical model for free-form solid modelling was presented in previous published works. The key aspects of this
model are the decomposition of the volume occupied by the solid into non-disjoint cells, and the representation of the solid
as an algebraic sum of these cells. Here we apply this scheme to represent CSG solids built by combining free-form solids in
boolean operations. As a proof of the validity of this scheme, we present an algorithm that allows us to visualize the nonevaluated result of the operations. We have worked with free-form solids whose surfaces are bounded by a set of low degree
triangular parametric patches.

Keywords
Cell decomposition, boolean operations representation, free-form solid modelling.

tives bounded by triangular Bézier patches [Far86]. Notice
that the ESC model is not only a boundary representation,
but also a volume representation scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION
Solid modelling can be defined as a consistent set of principles for mathematical and computer modelling of threedimensional solids [Sha02]. One open issue in solid modelling is the representation in an exact, useful and efficient
way of solids bounded by free-form elements (curves in
2D, curved surfaces in 3D, etc.). These are usually named
free-form solids.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) is one of the most
popular representation schemes for solid modelling
[RV77]. CSG solids are built as boolean combinations of
simpler solids (primitives). The classic data structure associated with this scheme is a binary tree, where the nonterminal nodes represent boolean operations, and the terminal nodes store either primitives or transformations.

Operations like visualization, boolean combination, surface
determination, collision detection and so on, depend on the
representation scheme used for solids; some schemes enhance the performance of some operations, while others are
intended to be as versatile as possible.

There appear problems when applying the CSG approach
to free-form solid modelling, mainly related to boundary
evaluation and visualization. Using a reduced set of freeform primitives and exact computation [Key00] is one way
to solve this; other solutions get approximate results with
variable cost and precision [BKZ01].

The Extended Simplicial Chain (ESC) model was presented as a mathematical model to represent free-form
solids in a simple and robust way by means of an algebraic
decomposition [RF99b, GRF03]. Based on this scheme,
algorithms have been developed to test the inclusion of a
point [RF99a, GRF04], obtain a B-Rep or a voxel representation [RF02] of free-form solids.

The visualization of CSG solids is another important field
of research. Many different approaches have been studied:
using polyhedral approximations (lossy precision) [RS97],
complex mathematical developments (numerical stability
problems) [KGMM97], ray shooting techniques (computationally expensive) [HG96], or modifying the rendering
pipeline (memory expensive and complexity) [SLJ02].

Here we apply the ESC model to develop a method to obtain an algebraic decomposition of CSG solids built by
applying boolean operations to a set of free-form primiPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to
lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

Feito et al. proposed the algebraic decomposition of polyhedral solids in previous works [FR98]; this was the Simplicial Chain (SC) model. Ruiz et al. extended the SC
model to free-form solids, this is the Extended Simplicial
Chain (ESC) model [RF99b]. The application of this
scheme to free-form solids bounded by triangular Bézier
patches has been recently developed [GRF03].
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3. THE ESC MODEL
The Extended Simplicial Chain (ESC) model use a divide
and conquer approach to model free-form solids. The solids are decomposed into a set of non-disjoint extended cells

1

additional planes (called associated planes); each plane
contains one of the edges of the base triangle of the main
patch, and is parallel to the weighted average vector of the
normal vectors from the two triangles that share that edge.
An ffc is bounded by the mentioned planar elements, the
main patch, and all the patches that share a vertex with the
main patch and intersect the planar elements [GRF04].

of two types: simplices and free-form cells. Each cell has
an associated sign; the volume of positive cells is added to
the solid, and the volume of negative cells is subtracted
from the solid. This decomposition scheme allows us to
develop algorithms just by combining in a sum the results
of computing the test locally in the individual cells.
The ESC model is intended for representing general freeform solids. Up to now, the model has been successfully
applied to 2D solids bounded by conics and Bézier curves
[RF97], and 3D solids bounded by triangular algebraic
patches [RF99b, Rui01] and triangular Bézier patches
[GRF03].

Figure 2 left shows the bounding elements of an ffc. The
associated planes are drawn as quadrilaterals; the main
triangular Bézier patch of the ffc is drawn in shaded mode,
and one neighbour patch that also bounds the ffc is drawn
in wireframe mode. Figure 2 right shows the ffc as a solid.

In this work, the starting point to construct the ESC associated to a 3D free-form solid is a triangle mesh that approximates the shape of the solid. The surface of the solid
is built from these triangles [VPBM01, HB03].

Simplices

Figure 2. Left: bounding elements of an ffc.
Right: solid view of the same ffc
Considering the triangle vertices disposed counterclockwise, an ffc is positive if it is in the positive half-space
defined by the plane that contains the base triangle, and
negative if it is in the negative one. If the patches pass
through the plane that contains the base triangle, each connected component is considered a different ffc.

A d-dimensional simplex is defined as the convex hull of
d+1 affinely independent points. We use 2D simplices for
2D solids, 3D simplices for 3D solids and so on.
In our model, each 3D simplex is built by joining one arbitrary point (e.g. the origin of coordinates) with the vertices
of each triangle. These are named original simplices.
We compute the associated sign of a 3D simplex as the
sign of its signed volume, which can be computed as:

Extended Simplicial Chains
A (3-dimensional) Extended Simplicial Chain, δ, is defined
as δ = ∑ α i ⋅ E i . Ei being extended cells, each of them

T1 . x T2 . x T3 . x T4 . x
1 T1 . y T2 . y T3 . y T4 . y
⋅
6 T1 . z T2 . z T3 . z T4 . z
1
1
1
1

i

multiplied by an integer αi (its coefficient). There is an
integer-valued function associated to each ESC, which is
defined in the following way:

T1, T2, T3, T4 being the vertices of the simplex.

f δ (Q ) =

f δ : R 3 → Z;

Figure 1 shows two original simplices (tetrahedra).

∑α

i

Q∈Ei

For a point Q of the space, fδ is the sum of the coefficients
associated with the extended cells that contain Q.
The associated function of an ESC is different from zero
only for those points that belong to the free-form solid
represented by δ (noted FFδ). There is a simple point in
solid test based on this property [RF99a, GRF04].
The same solid can be represented by several ESC’s. We
define a normal extended simplicial chain as the one that
verifies f δ (Q) = 1
∀Q ∈ FFδ .

Figure 1. Wireframe model, positive (blue) and negative (red) original simplices

Free-form Cells

From now on, we will consider only normal ESC’s.

A general d-dimensional free-form cell (ffc) is defined as a
set of points in Rd, obtained as the intersection of the halfspaces defined by a free-form element of dimension d, and
one or more planar elements of dimension (d-1) that verifies a number of properties ensuring closure and conectivity (see [RF99b, GRF03] for details).

3.3.1
Let δ =

Operating with ESC’s
n

∑ α ·E
i

i

and δ ' =

m

∑α

j

·E j be two ESC’s, and

j =1

i =1

λ a scalar value. The sum of two ESC’s, and the product of
an ESC by a scalar value are defined as:

The ffc as defined in the bibliography needs to be specified
in more detail, as the number and computation of the planar elements depend on the type of free-form elements
chosen to bound the solids. This time, we are working with
triangular Bézier patches [Far86], and the planar elements
necessary to completely close the ffc are the plane containing the base triangle of the main patch of the cell and three

n

m

δ + δ ′ = ∑ α i ⋅ Ei + ∑ α j ⋅ E j ;
i =1

j =1

n

λ ⋅ δ = ∑ (λ ⋅ α i ) ⋅ Ei ;
i =1

2

solids represented by ESC’s. Since the result of this operation is another ESC, it can be used again as an operand in a
new boolean operation. If we repeat this process, we can
obtain a chain for the final result of a whole tree of boolean
operations to design a complex CSG solid.

The regularization of these operations is described in
[RF99b, Rui01, GRF03]. We consider always regularized
operations.

4. REPRESENTATION OF BOOLEAN
OPERATIONS

Figure 3 shows an example of a CSG tree where the leaf
nodes are free-form solids represented by ESC’s.

Using the ESC model, boolean operations can be represented applying the divide and conquer approach to reduce
them to a combination of operations with extended cells,
which are much simpler than the original solids.

By applying the ESC model, we can obtain an homogeneous representation for both free-form primitives and CSG
solids, and algorithms designed for free-form solids with
ESC’s can be easily applied to CSG solids [RF02].

Let us note the intersection of extended cells E and E’ as
ExCell(E∩E’). Computing ExCell(E∩E’) involves computing the intersection of the bounding elements of E and E’.
It would be also necessary to define a new type of extended cell to represent the sets of points bounded by
fragments of the bounding elments of E and E’. At the
moment, we are working on this topic. An alternative option for this process consists of decomposing the intersection in an approximative way, using smaller simplices and
ffc’s to represent the resulting sets.
Using ESC’s to represent solids and boolean operations
allows us to delay the computation of ExCell(E∩E’) depending on how the result will be applied. As the volume
of positive and negative cells often compensates, the
evaluation of ExCell(E∩E’) can be avoided for cells whose
intersection do not add volume to the final solid.

Figure 3. Example of CSG tree

Now we present the expressions for the representation of
boolean operations. Theorems establishing these formulas
and their demonstrations can be found in [Rui01, GRF03].

As it was mentioned in section 4, the intersection of extended cells is a very important issue to be considered
when creating the ESC that represents the result of a boolean operation. This can be handled in two ways:

Let FF1 and FF2 be two free-form solids, and let
n

m

i =1

j =1

δ 1 = ∑ α i ·Ei , and δ 2 = ∑ α j ·E j be their associated

• Compute the intersection of the cells and construct a
new ESC that represents the resulting set of points. This
can be done by defining a new type of extended cell to
represent the sets of points, or by decomposing the result in simplices and ffc’s. The second choice can result
in a huge number of cells that can make the resulting
ESC useless, while the first one seems more efficient.
• Do not evaluate the intersection, but keep a pointer to
each extended cell instead. In this case, when applying
an operation on an intersection of cells it is necessary to
operate on both cells, and then combine the results.

normal ESC’s. The associated normal ESC for the solid
obtained as the intersection FFδ = FF1∩FF2 is:
n

m

δ = ∑∑ (α i ⋅ α j ) ⋅ ExCell (Ei ∩ E j );
i =1 j =1

In practice, if there is no intersection between one Ei and
one Ej, ExCell(Ei∩Ej) is an empty set, and therefore it can
be deleted from the sum.
The union and difference operations can be expressed using the intersection:

Proceeding as explained in the first option will produce a
completely evaluated CSG solid. The second option corresponds to a classic non-evaluated CSG solid.

Let δFF1∩FF2 be the ESC of the intersection of FF1 and FF2.
The normal ESC for the solid obtained as the union FFδ =
FF1∪FF2, is δ = δ 1 + δ 2 − δ FF1 ∩ FF2 , the normal ESC of

6. VISUALIZATION OF NONEVALUATED CSG SOLIDS

the difference of FF1 and FF2, noted FFδ = FF1 – FF2 is
δ = δ 1 − δ FF1 ∩ FF2 , and finally, the extended simplicial

Based on the point in solid test mentioned in section 3.3,
we have developed a visualization algorithm for solids
based on ray tracing techniques [Gla93]. The algorithm
consists basically of the following steps:

chain for the solid obtained by applying the complement
operation on a free-form solid, noted FF1C is

δ C = δ R − δ 1 , where δR verify f δ R = 1 ∀Q ∈ R 3 . In

• Cast a ray through the centre of each pixel.
• Compute all the intersections of the ray with each cell.
• Use the point in solid test to find the first intersection
point that belongs to the solid.
• Use the colour properties of that intersection point to
draw the corresponding pixel as usual.

practice, δR can be implemented as a cube that contains the
whole scene.

5. REPRESENTATION OF CSG SOLIDS
The expressions from section 4 allow us to build an ESC
for the result of a boolean operation between two free-form
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To render images of a non-evaluated CSG solid, we just
have to consider the second option from section 5 to represent the intersection of extended cells. To compute the
intersection of a ray with ExCell(E∩E’), simply compute
the intersections of the ray with E and E’, and then study
the position of the intersection points of E with regard to
E’ and vice versa. A point will be considered as an intersection with ExCell(E∩E’) only if it belongs to E and E’.
Figure 4 shows a pair of free-form solids and the visualization of the boolean operations applied to them.

Figure 4. a) Two free-form solids. b) Union.
c) Intersection. d) Difference
The visualization algorithm also makes it possible to get
partial images of a given solid. This is possible by passing
portions of the ESC as arguments for the visualization
algorithm. Doing this allows us to observe how the positive
and negative cells compensate to obtain the final result.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The application of a mathematical model to the representation of CSG solids built from free-form primitives has been
presented. This model makes it possible to decompose the
solids in an algebraic expression, which allows a simple
and uniform handling of the primitives and the final solids
just by working with the individual cells and then combining the results. This decomposition considers the solid not
only as its boundary, but also as a volume, and the cells are
allowed to intersect with other cells. This feature makes the
decomposition process very simple.
The utility of the model to develop robust and simple algorithms has been proved in previous published works
[RF99a, RF02, GRF04], and also in this paper, where an
algorithm to render images of non-evaluated CSG solids
based on ray shooting techniques has been presented.
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ABSTRACT
We describe an extension and a generalization of the Catmull recursive subdivision algorithm: first, an imagebased occlusion culling stage is added; second, all rendering stages, that is, view-frustum and occlusion culling,
subdivision of geometric primitives into micropolygons, and rasterization, are performed in spacetime.
Operating in spacetime allows to exploit temporal coherence in animated scenes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

tracing in spacetime again [HDMS03]. But to our
knowledge, no one ever tried to realize a spacetime
z-buffer rendering pipeline.
An extensive overview on general occlusion culling
techniques is given by Cohen-Or et al. [COCSD03].
Image-based occlusion culling was pioneered by Ned
Greene [GKM93]. Variants of his hierarchical zbuffer are used in today’s hardware [AMN03] and
in the prman renderer—Pixar’s implementation of the
REYES architecture—to reduce the number of shading calculations [AGB99].
Another candidate for an image occlusion representation is the summed-area table, which is in common
use for texture mapping today [Cro84]. It was used
for volume rendering by Huang et. al. [HCSM00], for
occlusion culling by Ho and Wang [HW99], and the
author [Gen01].
Catmull introduced in his dissertation a rendering algorithm [Cat74] fetched up by Lucasfilm’s rendering group to realize the REYES architecture [CCC87,
AGB99]. This architecture may be a good candidate
for future realtime rendering pipelines implemented in
hardware [OKTD02].

The following rendering algorithm is optimized for
very complex dynamic scenes preferring a procedural
description of geometry. Main objective is to produce
and process geometry only if it affects the synthesized
animation. We choose the Catmull recursive subdivision algorithm as a foundation, because it was designed with procedurally described geometry in mind
and it is the ancestor and back-bone of the REYES architecture, which is in use for most movie productions
these days. We insert an occlusion culling stage with
a summed-area table as its occlusion representation.
Also, we generalize the complete rendering pipeline
to operate in spacetime. The occlusion representation
becomes a summed-volume table then.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
In 1988, Andrew Glassner published implementation results of accomplishing ray tracing in spacetime
[Gla88]. In 1999, Damez and Sillion have shown how
to perform radiosity calculations in spacetime [DS99].
And in 2003 Havran et al. picked up the task of ray
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

3.

THE CATMULL RECURSIVE
SUBDIVISION ALGORITHM

Z-buffer algorithms hold the advantage to address surfaces independently of each other.
Subdivision splits an object into more than one smaller
objects, the sum of the smaller objects represents the
original one, and the smaller objects can be handled
independently. Subdivision of the scene space (for example by octrees), of the raster image space into buckets or a hierarchy, of the camera space into layers along
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not contribute to the requested image if we restrain
light models to be local.
To overcome this, we add a simple occlusion culling
method to the Catmull recursive subdivision algorithm. The algorithm is slightly variated by exchanging C3 with C2; the bounding rect given by the projected bounding box is used for view-frustum culling,
occlusion region estimation, and area measurement
(subdivision criteria).

the z-axis as will be shown later, and of geometric
primitives in different spaces are plausible.
The REYES architecture takes this two concepts—zbuffer and subdivision—devised by Catmull [Cat74]
and extends them by incremental methods to dice each
surface into micropolygons, by shading micropolygons with texture filtering, and by subpixel rasterization with jittered samples for antialiasing [CCC87].
Algorithm C (Catmull’s recursive subdivision algorithm). Given: camera, surfaces. Find a raster image
of the scene

0
0

z

For each surface:
C1. Compute camera-space axis-aligned bounding box.
C2. If bounding box is entirely outside viewing volume:
drop surface.
C3. Else: project bounding box into image space.
C4.
If area of bounding rect larger than one pixel:
C5.
subdivide surface.
C6.
Else: rasterize surface, z-buffer visibility test.

x0

x1

y0
y1

Figure 1: Depth layers and summed-area table in raster
space
Our image based occlusion culling algorithm using a
summed-area table is defined as follows:
a. Split scene into layers along the z-axis, see the left
side of figure 1. Necessary depth sorting for occlusion
culling is done implicitly via hierarchical view frustum culling.
b. Render the front most layer with the Catmull recursive subdivision algorithm.
c. Build a summed-area table T (x, y) of the function
c(x, y), where c(x, y) = 1, if pixel (x, y) is covered by
some surfaces, otherwise c(x, y) = 0. The summedarea table is the occlusion representation.
d. Render the next layer with a modified Catmull recursive subdivision algorithm:

Catmull’s recursive subdivision algorithm can be seen
as the first stage (splitting) of the REYES pipeline plus
a z-buffer. Surfaces are subdivided in parameter space
(C5) until the resulting face becomes small enough,
such that the area of its bounding rect is smaller than
one pixel (C4). Then, one point inside the surface is
tested against the z-buffer for visibility, and its color
is written to the color buffer if it passes the test (C6).
During subdivision, if an surface is outside the viewing volume, it is dropped. For purpose of efficiency
and code minimalism, tests are not done on the surface directly, but on its bounding box. Therefore, every face must have the following properties to be used:
it must have a well defined bounding box and subdivision procedure.
The Catmull recursive subdivision algorithm accomplishes hierarchical view-frustum culling and level-ofdetail implicitly. Ideally, the whole scene can be described as one surface that is subdivided during the
rendering process, so that unnecessary geometry is not
stored and processed at all.
Here we make use of this algorithm, because it is
well suited for a simple implementation to measure
the number of required recursive subdivisions. Our
goal is to reduce this number by occlusion culling and
by exploiting temporal coherence, so that the following pipeline stages of a fictional REYES architecture
would not be fed with too many geometric primitives.

Algorithm C´ (Catmull’s recursive subdivision algorithm facilitated with occlusion culling). Given: camera including layerdepth, surfaces. Find a raster image
of the scene
For each surface:
C´1. Compute camera-space axis-aligned bounding box.
C´2. Project bounding box into image space.
C´3. If bounding rect is entirely outside image borders:
drop surface.
C´4. Else: if area of bounding rect is larger than one pixel:
C´O.
If bounding rect is totally occluded:
drop surface.
C´5.
Else: subdivide surface.
C´6.
Else: rasterize surface, z-buffer visibility test.

e. Return to step c, unless the image has been totally
covered or the last layer is reached.
In step C´O, let us assume the bounding rect has two
corners (x0 , y0 ) and (x1 , y1 ), see also the right side
of figure 1. Denote the number of pixels covered
by the bounding rect by B and compute B = (x1 −
x0 )(y1 − y0 ). Denote the number of pixels covered by
some surfaces in this bounding rect by A and compute

4. SUMMED-AREA TABLE
OCCLUSION CULLING
For scenes with high depth-complexity processed
by traditional z-buffer visibility algorithms, a huge
amount of scene geometry entirely hidden by other geometry is rendered. Although, hidden geometry does
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5.

A = T (x1 , y1 )− T (x1 , y0 )− T (x0 , y1 )+ T (x0 , y0 ). Also,
denote an error tolerance ε ≥ 0.
It can be seen that the surface is totally occluded and
can be dropped, if A ≥ B − ε.

SUBDIVISION IN SPACETIME

Traditionally, rendering is handled by a mapping from
a 3D scene description to a 2D raster image: R3 → N 2 .
However, rendering an animation is a 4-dimensional
problem. We generalize this mapping process from a
4D scene description including motion descriptions to
a 3D raster image block—a sequence of 2D images:
R4 → N 3 .

Figure 2: Scene of trees.
Figure 2 shows a case study: the rendering of a scene
containing approximately one hundred thousand trees
with geometrically different features. The scene has
been described procedurally, we make use of data amplification [EWM+ 98]. Our software implementation
of the outlined algorithm is three times faster than the
native Catmull subdivision algorithm for the rendition
of this image. But runtime is highly dependent on the
geometric model and the view-point.

Figure 4: Illustrations for spacetime subdivision denoted in left-to-right order: trilinear body; steps S1,
S2, S3, S4, and S6 of algorithm S.
In computer graphics bodies are usually reduced to
their surfaces, the things that are directly visible. In
a minimalistic case study, we address linear motions
of the control points of a bilinear patch: 3D control
points are linearly interpolated in time. We define a
trilinear body in spacetime, given by 8 control points:
P0 , P1 , . . . , P7 ; Pi ∈ R4 , see figure 4.
Algorithm S (Recursive subdivision algorithm operating in spacetime). Given: camera, bodies. Find a
raster image block.
For each body:
S1. Project control points to image spacetime.
S2. Compute bounding block in image spacetime.
S3. If bounding block is entirely outside view spacetime:
drop body.
S4. Else: if area of bounding rect in image space larger
than area of one pixel:
S5.
Subdivide body.
S6.
Else: rasterize body, z-buffer visibility test.

Figure 3: Depth-of-field and tollerance culling.
Properties of using a summed-area table as the occlusion representation are as follows: (1) An easy to understand and straight forward to implement method.
(Think about the z-buffer compared to more elaborate
hidden surface algorithms.) (2) A relatively long update time compared to the z-pyramid used for the hierarchical z-buffer. However, computing the summedarea table can be accomplished in parallel to rendering
the next layer. (3) A fast occlusion test and efficient
culling of small and thin surfaces. (4) A simple way to
achieve occlusion culling with tolerances, for that surfaces do not have to be totally occluded to be dropped,
see figure 3, left for an excessive appliance for illustrative purposes. Furthermore, using layers gives the
potential to generate computationally cheap depth-offield effects, as shown in figure 3, right. Different layers can be rendered even in different resolutions resulting in reduced rendering time.

We add an occlusion culling stage analogous to that
of the last chapter: Corners of the bounding block
in raster image spacetime become then (x0 , y0 ,t0 ) and
(x1 , y1 ,t1 ). The Number of pixels covered by this
block is #BS = (x1 − x0 )(y1 − y0 )(t1 −t0 ), and the number of pixels covered by some body in this block computed with a summed-volume table TS becomes:
AS

=

TS (x1 , y1 ,t1 ) − TS (x0 , y1 ,t1 ) − TS (x1 , y0 ,t1 ) −
TS (x1 , y1 ,t0 ) + TS (x1 , y0 ,t0 ) + TS (x0 , y1 ,t0 ) +
TS (x0 , y0 ,t1 ) − TS (x0 , y0 ,t0 )
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An body is totally occluded for all frames in [t0 ,t1 ] and
can be dropped, if AS ≥ BS − ε.
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Figure 5: Trilinear bodies moving in spacetime.
In figure 5, the light patch is not moving and so the
number of its subdivisions is independent of the number of frames. On the right side, it is culled by only one
occlusion test for the last two frames (micropolygons
are randomly graded to show their structure).

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We made some observations that may influence future
work for spacetime recursive subdivision:
Bounding boxes are too large in higher dimensions.
Our implementation shows an explosion in the number of subdivisions for complex bodies. One way to
address these problems is to perform anisotropic subdivisions: to subdivide not in all parameter spaces at
once. This is also beneficial for texture filtering.
The layer depth should be changed adaptively in dependance of the number of newly covered raster elements of the last rendered layer. To adapt our algorithm to interactive real-time rendering, a prediction
function would be required measuring the probability
of future events.
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ABSTRACT
We present a state of the art of techniques that can be implemented to automatically generate virtual cities (non
existing ones). An urban zone constitutes a too vast volume of data to be directly understood, modeled or visualized. The multiresolution approach based on imbricated logical structures allows us to divide this volume of data
into successive levels of detail.

Keywords
Urban modeling, architecture, procedural methods, declarative modeling

1.

2.

INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATIC TECHNIQUES

Figure 1 presents a hierarchical division in seven
stages of city generation. This division is used as the
guideline of this paper to present the existing methods.
According to the complexity of every stage, we propose a brief presentation of the formalism and the handled data as well as a discussion about the presented
generation methods. A stage can be seen as a level of
detail during a multi-scale representation of the city.
Techniques described in this paper come from various
domains such as artificial intelligence, operational research, town planning or declarative modeling.

Recent applications in virtual reality, video games and
simulation of city expansion as well as the emergence
of problems due to the urbanization, such as the influence of electromagnetic radiations and the forecast
of the urban transportation network, creates increasing
needs in term of digital mock-ups studies and forecasting. The capacity to quickly generate credible digital
city models helps the user to fulfill these needs.
A real city satisfies construction rules and depends on
multiple influences throughout the time. However the
detailed modeling of realistic towns is very challenging for computer graphics. Modeling a virtual city
which is detailed enough to be credible for a visiting user is a huge task that requires thousands hours
of work. In this context, we think that automatic approaches are well suited for this problem. Hence, they
represent a promising research topic which has to be
developped because the current results do not satisfy
the previously defined needs. For these reasons, we
propose a state of the art of the current techniques to
distinguish what exists and what remains to be studied.

2.1

Urban zone

We need to know at least the limits of a city to be able
to generate it. We consider the definition of the surface that the city covers as the minimum level of information. This information is generally defined within a
GIS (Geographic Information System). It is also possible to constraint the generation in order to respect data
map: geographical (altitude, hydrography and vegetation) or socio statistical (population density, street patterns and elevation).

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical division of city generation
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Discussion The procedural method based on the LSystems creates city-scale results, while the one based
on declarative modeling suffers from the chosen generation method that does not allow it to generate results from a too vast search space. Nevertheless, the
approach stemming from the declarative modeling describes urban patterns not yet managed within procedural approaches. To guarantee a bigger variety of
generated road networks, it would be a good idea to
integrate the not yet available urban patterns (as the
diamond shaped one) into the L-System formalism.

2.3

2.2

Blocks

A block is a connected surface delimited by roads or
streets. The partition of the city into blocks defines a
first stage of hierarchical organization: this decreases
the number of constraints to manage, for example in
the case of the disjunction constraint. The used model
for a block is the polygon, commonly only the convex
polygons are used to take advantage of the lesser complex geometric algorithms for this kind of polygon.
The generation process of this stage is not at all complex compared to the previous stage. It can be seen as a
simple intersection computation between the segments
of the road network as in [PM01].

Figure 2: One possible roadmap generated from a set
of maps [PM01]

Road network

Even if it seems illusory to try to characterize all existing cities according to predefined patterns of streets,
some classic patterns can be used during the generation. For example, most of the cities in USA are designed according to a checkerboard pattern, whereas
European cities tend to follow a radial/concentric pattern. Nevertheless, these observations are to be balanced by the fact that the structure of a city moves during time, according to geographic and socio-economic
constraints. In practice, we tend to observe a composition of patterns within the same city.

2.4

Lots

A lot is a surface of the same mailing address. Lots
are the areas on which the buildings will be placed. It
is possible to generate all the lots of a block then to
generate again those that do not satisfy the user. There
are several similarities with the blocks stage, they use
the same model: the convex polygons.
Like for the road networks, the partition of a block into
lots is generally done according to a predefined pattern. This resemblance of description does not extend
into the generation methods: the small dimensions of a
block do not require the use of the L-System. The used
methods tend to be based on a geometric partition or
on an instantiation of a pattern.

L-System CityEngine[PM01] uses an extension of
the L-System for the creation of the road network.
Creating realistic road networks needs a lot of rules
with a large number of conditions and parameters.
Writing a new rule means rewriting numerous rules,
so the extension of a system is actually a difficult task.
In order to avoid the growth of the set of rules, Parish
and Müller defined an extension of the L-Systems that
creates generic successors at every generation stage:
they named them ideal successors. The parameters
of these successors are not instantiated, the call to the
global goal function instantiates them in order to satisfy the global goals. Then, the system checks if these
parameters satisfy the local goals and modifies them if
not.

Geometric partition In [PM01], this stage is handled by a recursive process that divides the bigger lot
in the middle of its bigger side. This process ends
when the surface of the biggest lot is lower than a
predefined threshold. Then a post-filtering on the lots

Declarative modeling of line segments In the field
of declarative modeling for urban layout, [LH97] introduces the notions of urban elements that can be
combined to obtain more complex urban patterns. The
scene is described in a hierarchical and incremental
way. The user begins with an approximate sketch, giving only the main features such as the main roads and
crossings. This description is used to propose one or
several solutions that the designer can refine. The generation process is based on the CSP approach.

Figure 3: Roads, blocks and lots [PM01]
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Geometric modeling AGETIM [LLGC+ 05] is an
integrated software tool suite that enables 3D environment generation with infrared, electromagnetic and
acoustic characterization. The GenVillage module allows the system to create buildings from their base
(created in an automatic or manual way) by using predefined templates. Buildings which are created in this
way have variable heights and roof forms, and are automatically adapted to their environment (style, orientation and textures).

delete the too small lots as well as those that do not
have a direct access to a road.
Pattern guided partition In [LH97] the generation
begins from a discretized surface corresponding to the
block. A point of this grid is randomly chosen, then the
process searches for another point in order to create a
new segment that will be compatible with the chosen
pattern. This guided search for the extremity of the
segment reduces efficently the search space.
Discussion Both methods presented here are extremely different. The first one is effective but creates
little varied results. The second offers a big variety of
results but uses a generation based on an enumerative
process, that leads to restricting the domain of application. According to the degree of realism and efficiency
wanted either can be used.

2.5

Discussion The methods described for this stage answer different needs. The construction of the library
required for the use of the shape grammar takes a lot
of time but allows the user to generate realistic results.
The declarative modelling is less realistic but quicker
than the first one, whereas the method based on geometrical modelling allows an easy integration according to the building’s environment.

Buildings

This stage defines the exterior of the buildings. The
variables to instantiate during this stage are the shape,
height and orientation of the building as well as the
distance to the lot’s contour.

2.6

Shape grammar The LaHave House project studies
the industrial architectural design in [RMS96]. This
tool is intended to help the designer to conceive aesthetic and functional houses that will be buildable.
From shape grammars, a library of architectural elements is generated then used to visualize working/assembly drawings and 3D scenes. A model is
made up of the geometric description and the configuration of the house levels.
Declarative modeling BatiMan ([Cha98]) is a declarative modeller of a small number of buildings. It is
based on a learning process stem from the Artificial
Intelligence. It classifies the solutions to propose to
the user a restricted number of characteristic solutions.
Batiman relies on a constraint solver based on the CSP
approach on finite domains for the generation phase.
The number of parameters defining a building can go
to about twenty with a small number of values for each
variable.
Split grammars Work described in [WWSR03] derived buildings using split grammars. Theses grammars are parametric set grammars based on the concept of shape. The system uses a second kind of grammar, the control grammar, in order to control the propagation of the split grammar’s attributes. Using theses
two types of grammars, the system can create realistic buildings from high-level or precise descriptions.
Nevertheless, if the user wants to modify the rules of
the grammar, he must be familiar with the split grammar approach.

Building plan

This stage was studied as a 2D architectural problem
that corresponds to a partition process. Work presented in [Mac91] introduces the building design as a
process of constraint satisfaction. This work relies on
the framework of AI and Operational Research. The
representation of the spatial knowledge in architecture
was more particularly studied to be able to define the
spatial constraints. More precisely, he studied the link
between the symbolical (topological) and the numerical spatial knowledges that had not been properly studied before.
Theses knowledge were used on objects which were
modeled using 3D boxes called the Manhattan boxes.
This representation was selected because of its adequacy with the architectural problems: a building can
be seen as a compound of simple shapes. These boxes
and the associated operations form the Manhattan algebra. A constraint network represents the problem,
that is solved by a static propagation mechanism of
constraints using heuristics for the instantiation order
of the objects.
An extension was developed [Cha93] in order to take
into account the geometric specificity of a layout problem, using a new filtering method semi-geometrical
arc-coherency. Work presented in [MY01] proposes
an improvement of previous work by the use of dynamic space ordering heuristics and a topological
characterization of the solution space.

2.7

Furnished buildings

It is possible to completely define the instantiation of
an object within a 3D model by its geometrical description and its variables of orientation and position.
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ABSTRACT
In order to achieve a smooth surface while rendering a triangle-based mesh, we need to eliminate the mismatch
between the smoothness of the shading and the non-smoothness of the geometry that is particularly visible at
silhouettes. To eliminate these artifacts, we substitute the geometry of a cubic triangular Bézier curved patch for
a triangular flat geometry. Meanwhile a subdivision algorithm is proposed by using the degree elevation to
approximate the triangular cubic Bézier patch only with little cost. The proposed algorithm can be processed
without further knowledge of neighboring triangles, and can be operated as a process prior to a traditional
rendering pipeline and required little change to existing authoring tools.

Keywords
Smoothing, geometric modeling, subdivision, surface, triangular Bézier patch.

Figure 1. (a) shading of initial model,

(b) shading of our scheme
mismatch between the smoothness of the shading and
the non-smoothness of the geometry that is
particularly visible at silhouettes (see Figure 1a). In
this paper, we study the problem for removing
straight silhouette edges and develop a subdivision
algorithm based on vertex normals for triangular
patches (see Figure 2), which can be taken as an
inexpensive means to improve the visual quality (see
Figure 1b).

1. INTRODUCTION
Interpolated shading, such as Gouraud shading and
Phong shading, has been used in computer graphics
widely because of its effectiveness and simplicity.
But in these two methods there is an inherent
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
review the related work on this topic. Section 3
discusses how to construct a triangular cubic Bézier
control net. Section 4 analyzes the degree elevation
algorithm and adapts it to our subdivision scheme.
Section 5 summarizes our work.

WSCG SHORT papers ISBN 80-903100-9-5
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Plzen, Czech Republic.
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2. RELATED WORK

3.1 Construct the boundary curves

Since Doo and Sabin [Doo78a] gave a corner-cutting
algorithm to generate bi-quadratic uniform B-spline
patches, Subdivision schemes defining smooth
surfaces have been widely studied in the field of
computer graphics [Cat78a, Loo87a, Aym99a,
Jör98a, Den00a]. The basic idea behind subdivision
is to create a smooth limit function by infinite
refinement of an initial piecewise linear function.
However, they rely on the availability of vertices of
adjacent patches rather than vertices and normal
vectors of the patch.

Here we construct a cubic curve leading from Pi to Pj
that is normal to Ni at Pi and to Nj at Pj. In Bezier
form, we already have b3i = Pi and b3i+3 = Pj, We still
need to find the two inner Bézier points b3i+1 and b3i+2.
For each inner Bézier point, we have a one-parameter
family of solutions: We only have to ensure that each
triple b3i-1, b3i, b3i+1 is collinear on the tangent
directors Ii at b3i:
b3i +1 = b3i + α i I i ;

b3i −1 = b3i − β i −1 I i

(3.3)

Where the tangent directors Ii have been normalized
to be of unit length: || I i ||= 1 .

Recently local subdivision over a patch to eliminate
the artifacts at silhouettes has received much
attention. Alex Vlachos and Overveld [Vla01a,
van97a] introduced curved point-normal (PN)
triangle that is re-triangulated into a number of subtriangles to replace the flat triangle. Stefan Karbacher
[Ste00a, Ste98a, Ste98b] present a non-linear
subdivision scheme for the refinement of triangle
meshes that generates smooth surfaces with
minimum curvature variations. Different to these
schemes our scheme takes the information of each
subdivision step into account. Our method is more
simple and efficient. The algorithm is described in
details in the following sections.

So that the problem become to find reasonable values
for α i and β i . Values for α i and β i that are too
small cause the curve to have a corner at b3i, while
values that are too large can create loops. An optimal
choice must depend on the desired application. Here,
we set
α i = β i = 0.33 || ∆X i ||,

|| ∆X i ||=|| b3i +3 − b3i ||
So using the upper method, we can decide the six
boundary vertices: b210, b120, b021, b012, b102, b201.
Three end vertices defined as follows:
b300 = P1, b030 = P2, b003 = P3.

3.2 Control net of triangular patches

Figure 2.

The center vertex b111 corresponds to the center of
the triangle and is decided by six boundary vertices
and three end vertices. We move the center vertex
from the position V to the average of the six
boundary vertices and continue its motion in the
same direction for 0.5 the distance already traveled
[Vla01a, Far88a].
E = (b210+b120+b021+b012+b102+b201)/6

Input Triangle

V= (P1+P2+P3)/3, b111 = E + (E-V)/2.

3. CONTROL NET OF THE PATCHE

Figure 3. Bézier
patch (from cubic
to
the
fourth
order)

The bi-cubic triangular Bézier patch can be written in
terms of Bernstein polynomials:
3

3−i

P(u, v, w) = ∑ ∑ b i,
i = 0 j= 0

j, k

B 3 i,

j, k

(u, v, w);

0 ≤ u, v, w ≤ 1; u + v + w = 1;
i + j + k = 3;

B 3 i, j , k (u , v , w ) =

i, j, k ≥ 0

3!
u iv j w k
i! j ! k !

(3.1)

4.

SUBDIVISION SCHEMES

(3.2)

4.1 Degree Elevation

For the patch, its end tangents must be perpendicular
to the given normal vectors that attached to the three
end points. We group the bi, j, k together as:
End vertices: b300, b030, b003; Center vertex: b111;
Boundary vertices: b210, b120, b021, b012, b102, b201.

It is possible to represent a degree n triangular Bézier
patch in the form of degree n+1:
n n−i
n
P (u , v , w ) = ∑
∑ bi , j , k B i , j , k ( u , v , w )
i=0j=0
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n +1n +1−i

= ∑ ∑ b *i , j ,k B n+1i , j ,k (u , v, w)
i =0 j =0

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
(4.1)

For a triangular Bézier patch, we have u + v + w = 1
(see 3.1). We multiply the left hand of (4.1) by (u + v
+ w):
n n−i

∑ ∑ [ bi , j , k B n i , j , k ( u , v , w ) u + bi , j , k

i=0 j=0

B n i , j , k ( u , v , w ) v + bi , j , k B n i , j , k ( u , v , w ) w ]

=

n +1 n +1− i

∑ ∑

i=0

b *i,

j,k

B

n +1

i, j,k

(u , v , w )

(4.2)

j=0

Use (3.2) to substitute (4.2) and compare
coefficients of the terms having the same degree, we
can get:

b *i , j , k =

1
(ibi −1, j , k + jbi , j −1, k + kbi , j , k −1 ) (4.3)
n +1

A method has been given for removing the artifacts
at silhouettes, based on the vertex normals. Figure 5,
6 and 7 demonstrate that this algorithm can produce a
visually smooth effect from an initial coarse mesh
model. To some extent, the method eliminates the
mismatch between the smoothness of the shading and
the non-smoothness of the geometry. The proposed
algorithm makes good use of the theory of degree
elevation and simplifies the computation. Moreover
it can be processed without further knowledge of
neighbor triangles. Several questions still remain to
be investigated. For example, these surfaces are still
not C1, the theoretical background of computation of
the triangular cubic Bézier control net is still not
satisfying. Adaptive subdivision is not discussed in
this paper.
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4.2 Subdivision algorithm
Degree elevation process generates a sequence of
control nets that have a cubic triangular Bézier
surface as the limit after a sequence of successive
refinements (see Figure 3). From (4.3) we can find
the following three properties:
1. For three vertices of the input flat triangle, two
of indices i, j, k equals 0. So we have bn00 = P1, b0n0 =
P2, b00n = P3.
2. For boundary vertices, one of indices i, j, k
equals 0, the boundary vertices are only decided by
the two edge end points. Using this method, we can
get C0 continuity at the boundary of two surfaces and
no hole occurs between two adjacent triangles.
3. Vertices inside the triangle are decided only by
three end points.

7. REFERENCES

Finally we also use the degree elevation equation to
calculate the normal vector of each vertex for
shading. Figure 4 illustrates the choice of normal.
The equation defines as follows.

1
(iNi −1, j , k + jNi, j −1, k + kNi, j , k −1)
n +1
Where N1,0,0 = N1, N0,1,0 = N2, N0,0,1 = N3

N *i, j , k =

(4.4)

Figure 4: normal vector attached on each vertex
(a) initial mesh; (b) after degree elevation
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ABSTRACT
For several years we have developed a scheme for representing polygons and 3D polyhedra by means of layers
of triangles and tetrahedra, together with effective algorithms for basic geometric operations on the represented
objects. In this paper we explore the optimization of some of these algorithms by parallel processing techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For this reason we have decided to parallelize the
O(n2 ) constructing algorithm, and this experience is
described in the rest of the paper.

In previous work [Rue02a, Fei99a] we have developed
a method for representing polygons based on layers of
triangles, showing several interesting properties: it is
valid for any kind of polygon, simple, has little space
needs, and makes easy the effective implementation of
several operations, as the point-in-polygon inclusion
test [Fei95a, Fei97a] or Boolean operations on polygons [Riv00a].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 briefly describes the representation of polygons by layers. Section 3 explains the sequential,
O(n2 ) algorithm used for constructing the representation. Section 4 shows how to parallelize this algorithm. Section 5 compares execution times of both algorithms. Finally, Section 6 brings conclusions and
states the future directions of our research.

During the development of our work we have had
some problems with the algorithms used for constructing the polygon representation. The most efficient,
based on a radial line sweeping, needs O(nlogn) time,
where n is the number of vertices of the polygon.
However, this algorithm is not extensible to 3D, so that
we are more interested in a simpler, 3D extensible algorithm that requires O(n2 ) time and space.

2. THE LAYER REPRESENTATION OF
POLYGONS
This section briefly describes the representation of
polygons by layers, so that the algorithm used for its
construction, explained in the next section, can be understood. See [Rue02a, Fei99a] for a detailed description of the contents of this section.

Realistic scenes have a great number of polygons containing a great number of vertices. So, in order to
speed up the representation of scenes we must optimize the algorithm used for constructing polygons.

Given a polygon, it is possible to define a set of triangles between an arbitrary point, named origin, and
each edge of the polygon. These triangles are called
origin triangles because one of their vertices coincides with the origin. An origin triangle has two origin
edges whose vertices are determined by the origin and
a vertex of the polygon, and a non-origin edge which
belongs to the polygon. Figure 1 shows a polygon and
their corresponding origin triangles.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
Conference proceedings ISBN 80-903100-9-5
WSCG’2005, January 31-February 4, 2005
Plzen, Czech Republic.
Copyright UNION Agency – Science Press

The layer representation is based on the concepts of:
subordination relation, subordination chain, index,
and layer.
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Figure 1: A polygon and its origin triangles.
Definition 1. Let t and s be two origin triangles of a
polygon. We say that t is subordinate to s (t / s) if
and only if t = s or, in the case that t 6= s, exists a
point belonging to the unidimensional interior of the
non-origin edge of t that also belongs to the interior of
the triangle s. In Figure 1 a is subordinate to b (a / b)
because the interior of b clearly contains a big portion
of the non-origin edge of a. Triangles b and c are not
subordinate to any other one.

O

d

a

e

f

O

Figure 2: A polygon and its L-REP.

3. SEQUENTIAL CONSTRUCTION OF
THE L-REP
In this section we describe the sequential algorithm
used for constructing the layer representation of a
polygon. Its pseudocode is shown below.

Definition 2. A subordination chain is defined as
an ordered sequence of triangles S = {s0 s1 . . . sn }
where si / si+1 ∀i : 0 ≤ i < n. In Figure 1
all non-trivial subordination chains are {a, b}, {f, e},
{f, e, d}, {f, e, d, c}, {f, b}, {f, c}, {f, d}, {e, d},
{e, d, c}, {e, c} and {d, c}.

int n = p.n_edges(); // # edges
bool M[n][n];
// sub. matrix
int sc[n];
// sub. counters
// Stage 1: Build M and sc
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
sc[i] = 0;
for (int j = 0; j < n; j++) {
M[i][j] = p.edge(i).sub_to
(p.edge(j));
sc[i] += M[i][j] ? 1 : 0;
}
}

Definition 3. We define the index of an origin triangle s (ind(s)) as the length of the longest subordination chain of the set of ordered triangles determined
by a polygon P, starting with triangle s. Formally,
ind(s) = max{|Si |} where Si = {s0 s1 . . . sn } is any
valid subordination chain as defined previously verifying s = s0 . In Figure 1 ind(a) = 2, ind(b) = 1,
ind(c) = 1, ind(d) = 2, ind(e) = 3 and ind(f ) = 4

// Stage 2: Build layers
int ntp = n; // # triangles processed
int l = 0;
// current layer
vector<int> sct(sc); // copy of sc
while (ntp > 0) {
l++;
p.lrep.add_layer(l);
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
if (sc[i] == 0) {
p.lrep.add_triangle(l, p.edge(i));
for (int j = 0; j < n; j++) {
if (M[j][i]) {
sct[j]--;
}
}
sct[i] = -1; // inserted
ntp--;
}
}
sc = sct;
}

Triangles can be sorted in several layers according to
their index. This is the layer representation or L-REP
of a polygon, as we see in the next definition.
Definition 4. We define the layer representation or
L-REP of a polygon P as the set of layers containing the triangles with the same index, that is R =
{L1 L2 . . . Ll } where Li = {sj : ind(sj ) = i} is
the layer of origin triangles sj with index i, and l is
the maximum index of the origin triangles generated
by the polygon P.
Figure 2 illustrates the representation of a polygon by
its L-REP.
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The L-REP of a polygon p with n edges is constructed
in two stages. In the first stage two data structures are
built: the subordination matrix (M) and the subordination counters (sc). M is a nxn boolean matrix that
stores at position (i, j) if si / sj , where sx refers to
the origin triangle associated to the edge x of p. The
sc vector stores at position i the number of triangles
to which si is subordinate — i.e., the origin triangle
associated to the edge i of p.

}
// Stage 2: Build layers
int ntp = n; // # triangles processed
int l = 0;
// current layer
vector<int> cl; // current local layer
vector<int> cg; // current global layer
while (ntp > 0) {
l++; cl.resize(0); cg.resize(0);
p.lrep.add_layer(l);
for (int i = 0; i < ne; i++) {
if (sc[i] == 0) {
cl.push_back(sr+i);
sc[i] = -1; // inserted
}
}
AllGather(cl, cg);
for (int i = 0; i < cg.size(); i++) {
p.lrep.add_triangle(l, p.edge(cg[i]));
for (int j = 0; j < ne; j++) {
if (M[j][cg[i]]) {
sc[j]--;
}
}
}
ntp -= cg.size();
}

From the data structures built in the first stage, M and
sc, is easy to calculate the layers of a polygon taking
into account the following remark: after stage 1, triangles whose subordination counter are 0 belong to layer
1. If, for every layer 1 triangle si , the subordination
counters of the triangles sj such that sj / si are decremented by 1, the new triangles whose subordination
counter are 0 belong to layer 2. The same reasoning
can be applied to compute the layer 3 triangles from
layer 2 triangles, and so on, all the layers of a polygon.

4. PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION OF
THE L-REP
We will apply the data domain decomposition scheme
to parallelize the sequential algorithm described in the
previous section. Following this scheme, a data domain to be processed is divided into several disjoint
“chunks”, and every “chunk” is allocated to a different
process that runs an algorithm on it. If, as in our case,
all processes run the same algorithm we have a SPMD
(Single Program Multiple Data) application.

At first, every process receives a copy of the polygon and calculates the subset of triangles allocated to
it (from sr to sr + ne − 1). After this, the process
computes the subordination matrix and the subordination counters of his subset of triangles. This computation is done without interacting with other processes.
Next, the second stage starts. In this stage the layers of the polygon are calculated. Every process computes locally the triangles from his subset belonging
to the current layer. Next, processes gather the current layer triangles found in all the processes by an
Allgather collective operation. So that processes can
decrement local subordination counters.

In our parallelization the data domain consists of the
polygon edges, — i.e., their associated origin triangles. A different subset of origin triangles is allocated
to every process. A process is responsible for computing the layer associated to every triangle of his subset.
In order to do this, processes run the following algorithm.

Before ending this section we want to do the following
remarks:

Broadcast(p, root);
int pid = get_rank(); // process id.
int np = get_size(); // # processes
int n
= p.n_edges(); // # edges
int sr;
// starting row
int ne;
// # edges allocated
calculate_chunk(pid, np, n, &sr, &ne);
bool M[ne][n];
// sub. matrix
int sc[ne];
// sub. counters
// Stage 1: Build M and sc
for (int i = 0; i < ne; i++) {
sc[i] = 0;
for (int j = 0; j < n; j++) {
M[i][j] = p.edge(sr+i).sub_to
(p.edge(j));
sc[i] += M[i][j] ? 1 : 0;
}

• The Broadcast, get rank, get size, Allgather and
calculate chunk functions used in the algorithm
are similar to functions defined in the MPI specification [Mpi94a].
• Broadcast and Allgather are synchronous collective operations. So, the parallel algorithm
progresses at the pace of the slowest process —
the others must wait for it. However, this is not a
problem if the target hardware, as in our case, is
a homogeneous cluster exclusively dedicated to
the application execution. In fact, taking into
account our target hardware, self-scheduling
schemes as master-slave perform worse than our
proposed solution.
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Edges (number of processes)
1000 (1)
1000 (2)
1000 (4)
1000 (8)
5000 (1)
5000 (2)
5000 (4)
5000 (8)
10000 (1)
10000 (2)
10000 (4)
10000 (8)

Time
0,62
0,51
0,22
0,18
21,78
9,12
4,46
2,43
85,82
42,32
20,93
9,91

• The speedup obtained in the two stages of the
parallel algorithm is similar.

Speedup
–
1,22
2,82
3,44
–
2,39
4,88
8,96
–
2,03
4,1
8,66

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have described the parallelization of
the algorithm used for constructing the L-REP of a
polygon. As described in the previous section, the
execution results are excellent, specially when representing big polygons. Big polygons can be frequently
found, as in complex fonts or GIS, so the parallelization is quite useful. Furthermore, this algorithm is extensible to 3D where the size of the objects can be very
big.
In the future we would like to apply parallel processing
techniques to some applications of the L-REP such as
Boolean operations or plain location.

Table 1. Execution results (in seconds).
• At algorithm termination the L-REP of the polygon is available to all the processes. This can be
useful for future parallel operations on the polygon.
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5. EXPERIMENTATION
In this section we describe the results from implementing the previous section algorithm using MPI. The target hardware consists of 8 AMD dual processors at 2.1
GHz connected by a 1 Gigabit/s Ethernet.
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ABSTRACT
The strength of procedural modeling methods in general and grammar-based modeling in particular lies in their
ability to generate visually complex objects and scenes from a comparatively small and simple description. This
paper presents attributed collage grammars, a general and versatile modeling method for the generation of scenes.
Tree grammars are employed to generate a syntactical description of objects in the form of trees, which are then
assigned an actual geometric meaning by an algebra. Complex scenes and objects with a level of detail that would
be tedious or impossible to reproduce manually can be constructed from a number of user-defined components
which are replicated or transformed by manipulating their attributes through the iterative application of rules.
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1. INTRODUCTION

that can be customized to suit multiple modeling goals,
from architecture to jewelry design. Attributed collage grammars build upon collage grammars as presented by Drewes and Kreowski in [DK99], using and
extending the tree-based version specified in [Dre00]
and [Dre04].
In the diploma thesis 1 by Thomas Meyer and the
author a restricted implementation has been used to
model languages of buildings based on the principles
governing ancient Greek architecture (Figure 1).
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 an
overview of attributed collage grammars is given. Section 3 gives solutions to two problems which were previously not solvable using context-free collage grammars; one of these is illustrated by means of an example. Section 4 concludes the paper with an outlook on
future work.

The construction of any convincing virtual environment, be it photo-realistic or not, is always a difficult task. The reason lies in the complexity of natural phenomena, and although all manner of modeling
methods have been devised in order to handle such visual complexity (e.g. particle systems for simulating
dynamic processes [RB85], L-systems with an extensive application in plant generation [PL96, PMKL01]
as well as many procedural algorithms with their roots
in fractal geometry [EMP + 98], to name but a few),
there is no general solution that is uniquely suitable to
all applications.
So far grammar-based methods, L-systems in particular, have been primarily used in the modeling of plants
and more recently modern cities [PM01].
This paper presents a new method that is not bound
to a specific modeling purpose. Rather, it provides
a flexible grammar-based scene generation framework

2.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

ATTRIBUTED COLLAGE
GRAMMARS

Most grammar-based methods of image or geometry
generation, like chain code grammars, turtle grammars
and L-systems, originated from the string-rewriting
formalisms of formal languages. Such grammars generate strings that require the additional step of a pictorial interpretation to become images. In their original form [DK99], collage grammars were an attempt
to work spatially from the beginning, bypassing the
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1 http://www.tzi.de/˜ariel/GreekArchitectureWithCollages.pdf
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semantics. This approach is highly modular, since different algebras can be paired with different types of
grammars.
scene generator
tree
generated
grammar
trees

collage
algebra

interpreted
renderer
trees

Figure 2: The scene generator principle
Attributed collage grammars are scene generators (Figures 2 and 3), consisting of a tree grammar and an
attributed collage algebra. Therefore, in trees produced by an attributed collage grammar, the leaf nodes
are the collages, which have retained their meaning as
a grouping of parts, while the operations serve as a
grouping mechanism for internal transformations.

(a) Sample layouts of temples generated with a single attributed
collage grammar

main

< diff, translate(0,0.7,0) >

cube init roof
(b) A peripteral and a dipteral temple generated with the same
grammar

cube

<scale(0.25,0.5,0.7) .
translate(0,0,-0.4)>

Figure 1: Models of Greek temples generated with attributed collage grammars
string rewriting mechanism by replacing the nonterminal symbols of formal languages with labelled spatial
placeholders, called hyperedges, and terminal components with actual point sets in R d , called parts. A clustering of hyperedges and parts is called a collage and
provides a spatial counterpart to the concatenation operation used to group line drawings.
The rules of a collage grammar specify how hyperedges and parts can be altered through the application
of affine transformations, and are applied iteratively
starting from an initial collage. For collage grammars
in R2 this already allows generating well-known fractals like the Barnsley fern or the Koch snowflake curve.
In fact the image generating power of collage grammars in this form already exceeds that of iterated function systems.
The method presented here builds upon the LEGO TM like idea of collage grammars, using it as a basis for
a much more general approach. Attributed collage
grammars are described using a tree-based formalism, once again separating the syntax of the generated
structures from their semantics; this is mainly done in
order to achieve better modularity.
In tree-based scene generation, objects or scenes are
represented as trees over scene components (leaf nodes)
and operations on these (internal nodes). Such trees
are generated as purely syntactic constructs over a signature by a tree grammar, and evaluated by an algebra
which provides the nodes of the tree with the proper
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Figure 3: Scene generation: an example
In the small example displayed in Figure 3 a very simple house is built the following way:
• First a syntax tree is generated by some grammar: its root is an operation called main which
is applied to subtrees cube, init[cube] and
roof. At this stage we have no idea what main
does — or what init, cube and roof are, for
that matter.
• In the next step the tree has been interpreted
by some attributed collage algebra. The middle cube is distorted by a scale transformation
and moved a little, and then it is subtracted from
the first cube using diff, which is a Boolean
difference transformation that takes two arguments. Finally the roof is moved up a little: the
result is a small cartoony house.
In attributed collage grammars, the parts are extended
to include not only simple point sets, but also any
other type of scene component available, among them
splines, particle emitters and light sources. All aspects of an object that should be modifiable are encoded into attributes, of which each part can have an
arbitrary number. Examples for such attributes are

Figure 4: An example of linear growth

Figure 5: Circular expansion of columns
Example 1
The following is just the rule section of a regular tree
grammar [Dre00] where S is the start symbol, C is another nonterminal, ca is an operation that contains exactly one circular arrange transformation, cr changes
the value of the global radius variable r, and col is
a collage with the shape of a column. A section of
the generated language (displayed on a circular base)
is shown in Figure 5.

the object’s transformation matrix, its local coordinate
system, or its materials. For a spline or a parametric
surface the control points are additional attributes; for
light sources anything from the light type to parameters like brightness and shadow type are attributes as
well.
Transformations operate on attributes only, leaving the
underlying part definition unchanged. The transformation concept is no longer restricted to only affine
transformations, but has been extended to include every possible form of user-defined action, from random
distribution algorithms to Boolean or color-changing
operations on components.

S -> ca[C, col, col],
C -> cr[col, C],
C -> col

Derivations are very straightforward, with the first two
trees generated by the grammar looking like this:

3. APPLICATIONS

ca

Attributed collage grammars have a multitude of applications. Since the attribute and transformation system
allows practically unlimited extensions to both the set
of transformations and the objects that are considered,
many modeling problems can be solved by either the
addition of new attributes or new operations on existing attributes.

col col col

ca
cr

col col

col col
And this is the relevant part of the algebra:
r = gl_var(2),
ca
= circularArrange(˜r),
changeRadius = assign(˜r=˜r+1),

3.1 Linear growth

ca = < ca >,
cr = < changeRadius, id>

One problem that needs to be addressed when modeling in a recursive way with affine transformations is
the restriction to exponential growth through repeated
scaling operations (see [DKL02]). This problem also
occurs in the construction of temples, e.g. where the
floor and roof have to grow to match the addition of
new columns. The occuring linear increase in area
size cannot be matched by the recursive application of
affine scaling.
We have solved this problem by introducing variables,
which are used to alter the transformation parameters
as needed during the derivation process.

The very simple version of a circular arrangement
transformation used here has only one parameter: the
radius of the desired circle, r ∈ R. It works the following way:
1. For argument collages C 1 , . . . , Ck and a radius r, circularArrange takes the concatenation

k
i=1 (Ci ) = p1 · · · pn of the parts p i contained
in the given collages C i . (This way, the sequence of parts is maintained.)
2. Then all parts p i are translated to the center of
the coordinate system, where

3.2 Recursive circular arrangement
A spatial function with many uses is one that arranges
its arguments in a circular fashion around some central
point. This can be done with benches in an amphitheatre, columns in a round temple or support beams in a
pavillion, the petals of a flower, etc. When such a function is used recursively however, as is the case within
the derivation process of a grammar, one must be a little more careful than when the same type of function
is used just once on a fixed number of arguments.

3. every part p i is first translated −r along the zaxis and then rotated 360
n · i degrees about the
y-axis.
It might be interesting to note that the same circular
arrangement of objects can also be achieved using only
variables, but with considerably more effort.
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ods is provided with the software TREEBAG [DK01].
TREEBAG is written and maintained by Frank Drewes
and has already been used as a framework for our
first prototypical implementation of attributed collage
grammars. In the future it will be extended to include a full implementation of a complex attributed
collage algebra; it will also acquire plugin functionality for such commercial modeling packages as Cinema
4d and Maya.

5.
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Figure 6: Model of a Greek tholos generated with attributed collage grammars

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, attributed collage grammars have been
introduced as a framework for the grammatical modeling of scenes that is geared towards extension and
customization by the user.
Future work will include specifying and implementing a constraint architecture that allows further influencing the selection and application of rules based on
constraints specified by the user, and also automatically postprocessing the generated scene. Examples
for such constraints are collision control and handling
during the growth of a scene, or synchronization of
rule application. Spatial coherence in the generated
structures might also be enforced by constraints.
Another topic for future work is a referencing system
for scene generators where grammars can access the
yield of other scene generators as terminal symbols in
their rules. This would allow modularizing the generation of scene components and therefore achieving
a greater variation of results. This concept together
with a sample implementation and possible applications were tentatively explored in the author’s diploma
thesis, where a first attempt to model the growth of an
ancient settlement has been made using both collision
constraints and grammar hierarchies.
Apart from further study of the method itself, attributed collage grammars will be applied in a number of case studies. In this context, the generation of
ancient Greek architecture will continue to be studied
with an emphasis on creating more detailed buildings
as well as complete settlements. Grammar libraries
will be developed and made available together with an
implementation. Another interesting topic for such a
case study is the domestic and religious Japanese architecture starting with the Heian period.
An implementation of tree generators, including a
wide range of two-dimensional picture generation meth-
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel method of employing "smart objects" for problem solving in virtual environments.
Smart objects were primarily used for behavioral animation in the past. The paper demonstrates how to use them
for AI and planning purposes as well. We formally define which operations can be performed on a smart object
in terms of their requirements and their effects. A planner uses this information to determine the correct
sequence of actions needed to achieve a goal. This approach enables intelligent agents to solve problems
requiring a collaboration of several agents and complex interactions with objects.
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behaviors, the fact that interaction plans are fixed
imposes a severe limitation from the artificial
intelligence point of view, reducing the capability to
adapt to new situations and to solve more complex,
dynamic problems. This could be addressed by the
use of planning techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION
A significant number of virtual reality applications
require that the virtual characters are able to
manipulate the objects in their environment. Such
interactions can be arbitrarily complex and their
precision requirements vary as well (i.e. ranging
from simple, single-shot motions to sequences of
numerous motions that require high accuracy). Many
existing applications try to tackle this problem in adhoc ways; the usual solution is to combine predesigned or motion-captured key frame animations
with simple object animations. Another, more
general, approach is to use a concept of smart objects
where the responsibility for the animation is shared
between the virtual character and the object itself
[Kal01].

One of the first published works about AI planning is
the STRIPS planner from 1971 [Fik71]. It introduced
the concept of operators, with preconditions and
effects. The state of the world is expressed using
predicate calculus. This method of describing the
planning problem is still popular and was used in
many planners – e.g. UCPOP [Pen92], Prodigy
[Vel95]. One of the most popular planners using the
STRIPS representation is Graphplan [Blm97] and its
many derivatives, such as Blackbox, Sensory
Graphplan [Wel98], Temporal Graphplan [Smi99]
and many others.

The smart objects paradigm has been introduced for
interactions of virtual humans with virtual objects
[Kal01]. It considers objects as agents where for each
object interaction features and plans are defined.
Even though smart objects are more flexible than
other approaches when it comes to animation and

Our implementation employs a modified version of
Sensory Graphplan (SGP). It extends the standard
Graphplan and adds sensing actions and conditional
effects. It builds contingency plans – plans where the
initial truth value of some predicate may be uncertain
and the planner plans for both eventualities
indicating which actions have to be taken in each
case (planning worlds). As such, it is more suitable
for virtual reality simulations because the input
language is much more expressive compared to the
standard STRIPS-like planners.
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In this paper, we present a method how to extend the
smart object concept for use with SGP. Embedding
the high-level information together with animation
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data in the smart object allows for more efficient
planning, because only relevant operations and data
are considered. Another advantage is that the
embedding allows integrating the creation of the
logic data into the design pipeline. This ensures that
the smart object animations and the corresponding
high-level information are created at the same time
and in a consistent way.

coordinate the human and object animations to create
the intended result, which could be a virtual human
pushing a crate, opening a door, etc. Our proposal for
the extension of smart objects consists of the
following items to be associated with each action:
•

Preconditions for the action. These conditions
have to be satisfied in order to be able to
perform the action.

2. EXTENDING SMART OBJECTS

•

Smart objects provide not only the geometric
information necessary for displaying them on the
screen, but also semantic information useful for
animation purposes. We store this information in the
form of sets of attributes attached to the scene graph
nodes of the object.

Effects of the action. These predicates will be
added/removed from the representation of the
world state when the action is performed.

The action script is usually written in some high level
scripting language (in our case Python), the
preconditions and effects are expressed in PDDL
format used by the STRIPS planners (i.e. Lisp-like).

The attributes convey various kinds of information –
e.g. important places on or around the object (e.g.
where and how to position the hands of the virtual
character in order to grasp it), animation sequences
(e.g. a door opening) and general, non-geometric
information associated with the object (e.g. weight or
material properties) The semantic information in the
smart object is used by the virtual characters to
perform actions on/with the object, e.g. grasping,
moving it, operating it (e.g. a machine or an
elevator).

start

search for
planning data

prepare
planning

PLAN

However, simple uses of semantic information are
not sufficient if more complex behavior is desired.
For example, moving of the crate (a smart object) is
easily animated using a script and few attributes of
the object. Moving the same crate by a virtual
character through a closed door requires a higher
level planning (i.e. “open the door first, if not open
already and then push the crate through”) and
moving a heavier crate may require two virtual
characters and careful planning to do it. All such
simulation requirements put high demands on the
script driving the virtual characters because it has to
know about all possible situations which may occur.
This is impractical and inefficient. Planning has the
potential to solve this problem; however, with many
possible actions it can become very cumbersome
because the complexity of the search space explodes
and certain cases may be simply intractable.

query
actions, preconditions,
effects

action animation
script

execute
plan

end

Figure 1 Algorithm outline
The general flow of events when interacting with
extended smart objects is shown in Figure 1. The
algorithm is as follows:

There is another way to address this problem. Just as
we move the object-specific “animation intelligence”
from the virtual characters to the smart objects, we
can add also the planning and AI-related data there.
The virtual character does not have to know how to
interact with every kind of object; he can acquire the
necessary capabilities on the fly from the object.
Smart objects [Kal01] already contain “interaction
plans”, which are essentially scripts containing the
animation of the action itself. These scripts
26

1.

The virtual character collects the relevant
information about the current state of the
surrounding world. This is taken from the
agent's own beliefs about the world and from the
smart objects involved in the interaction.

2.

Prepare planning step builds the problem
representation.

3.

Planning is performed. The result is a plan and
the set of alternative planning worlds in case that
there were some predicates with uncertain value
in the initial state. There is always at least one
planning world – in this case it corresponds to
the initial state directly.

4.

The virtual character executes the plan. The
actions are taken from the plan, mapped to the
corresponding low-level functions and executed.

Sensing actions scheduled by the planner are
used to determine the status of the originally
uncertain predicates from the initial state. The
result determines which planning world the
agent is in and therefore decides which branch
of the plan has to be executed.

a.
((((TRANSPORT GINO SMALL_BOX FRONTYARD
LOBBY))))
b.
((((RECRUIT-HELP SELF TEAMMATE1)))
(((MOVE TEAMMATE1 ANYWHERE FRONTYARD))
(((DECLARE-DOOR-PASSABLE SELF DOOR)))
(((PREPARE-PUSH SELF BIG_BOX))
((PREPARE-PUSH TEAMMATE1 BIG_BOX)))
(((TEAM-PUSH SELF TEAMMATE1 BIG_BOX
FRONTYARD LOBBY))))

This general algorithm does not guarantee that the
agent will be able to solve every solvable problem. It
is best-effort heuristics only, because the knowledge
of the agent about his surroundings is limited. The
agent may not be aware of critical information
needed to solve the problem. Another possibility for
planning failure comes from the fact that it is very
hard to select the relevant objects from which to
retrieve the planning information. In fact, this is as
hard as the planning problem itself, because the agent
will know whether the object is or is not relevant to
the task only after the plan is built.

Figure 2 Plans for pushing the small crate (a) and
the big crate (b)
We are asking the agent Gino to form a plan to get
the big box to the lobby and afterwards to execute it
(see Figure 2b). The plan tells the agent to get
somebody to help. “SELF” is the agent which
submitted the planning request and “TEAMMATE1”
is a collaborating agent asked to help. During the
execution of the plan the originating agent (team
leader) will negotiate the team formation and when
successful, it will substitute the real name of a team
member for “TEAMMATE1”. The next step consists
of moving the teammate from his current position to
the front yard, where the crates are. “Anywhere”
denotes a special place, from which it is possible to
go everywhere. The team leader does not care where
the teammate is at the moment, but it needs to
establish him into a known state (and move him to
the necessary place). The operation “DECLAREDOOR-PASSABLE” is a helper operation which
declares the two places on the sides of the door as
connected in case that the door is open. The
remaining two steps are self-explanatory. The
resulting action after executing the associated
animation script from the smart object is depicted in
Figure 3.

3. RESULTS
The described system was implemented as an
extension of our existing virtual reality platform
VHD++ [Pon03] and our agent framework described
in [Aba04]. The agents driving the virtual characters
are implemented as Python scripts; the planner is
running as compiled LISP code.
We constructed a simple scenario for evaluation of
the proposed approach. In our case, we have a virtual
art gallery which received two crates (one large one,
one smaller one) with new art. The goal of the two
virtual humans is to move the crates inside the lobby
of the gallery. Both agents have basic facilities for
teamwork (forming a team, disbanding a team),
communication and some rudimentary capabilities,
like navigation in the virtual environment. However,
they do not have any a-priori knowledge about how
the crates can be moved.
Our crates are modeled using the extended smart
object approach. They contain reference to the file
with the geometry of the object (mesh, textures, etc.),
position and orientation data for the hands of the
agents during the animation, proper position where
the agent has to be before the animation script is
started and finally the planning data.
The difference between the small and the large crates
is that we have defined the large crate as a heavy
object and therefore it needs two people to move it.
Planning data have associated animation scripts, in
our case a simple animation moving the virtual
human and the crate on the screen, using inverse
kinematics to keep the hands in position.

Figure 3 Two agents pushing the large crate
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For the small crate, the resulting plan is simpler since
the agent can immediately perform the needed action
– Figure 2a. The animation performed by the
associated animation script is shown in Figure 4.

the animation alone but also the formal description of
it. This tight coupling between animation and its
formal description enables the virtual characters to
perform sophisticated actions which are either very
complex to achieve otherwise or just impossible
outright. It allows us to apply the known artificial
intelligence techniques to improve the realism of the
simulation and to provide richer experience to the
user.
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Figure 4 Gino pushing the small crate

4. CONCLUSIONS
Our scenario shows the possibility of the virtual
characters (agents) to “learn” how to interact with
previously not encountered objects by exploiting the
information stored in them. Furthermore, such
information encapsulation allows us to let the agent
work with only the information relevant to his task,
simplifying the planning process.
From the design point of view, keeping the animation
data and formal representation of the interaction in
one place is beneficial for ensuring that all required
elements will be created. It is feasible to create an
authoring tool for extended smart objects which will
help generate the formal representation and
animation script template from the specified
description.
The process of agent development is simplified as
well, because the developer does not have to design
an agent capable of performing many specialized
actions. It is sufficient to create a simple agent with
few basic capabilities (such as navigating the virtual
environment) and leave the rest to a generic
procedure created on the fly based on the
declarations and code defined in the extended smart
object. It could be considered as filling in an action
template based on the data in the smart object.
We demonstrated how the smart object approach can
be extended to handle the formal representation of
the interaction. The smart objects can handle not only
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ABSTRACT
Bézier surfaces are widely used in computer graphics applications. Rendering of such surfaces is
commonly performed by tessellation. In order to generate less triangles for high quality surfaces,
adaptive tessellation algorithms are better. The geometric tests used by these algorithms perform vector computations of high latency that decreases the performance of the algorithm. We
propose an adaptive tessellation algorithm that avoids vector computations for tests, replacing
them with scalar computations. This way, latency of tests is reduced and therefore, performance
improved.
Keywords: Bézier surfaces, tessellation, subdivision, displacement map

1

INTRODUCTION

ing groups of triangles instead of individual triangles. The tests employed for adaptive tessellation are based on the computation of all candidate vertices and normal vectors to be inserted
and their posterior analysis. This implies much
computation, because vertices that do not need
to be inserted are computed.

Bézier surfaces are used in several computer
graphics applications. Due to the excellent performance of hardware based methods for triangle meshes, the strategy mostly employed for
rendering is the surface tessellation [Kumar96,
Moret01]. There are different methods and hardware proposals [Kumar96, Moret01] for Bézier
surfaces tessellation. Adaptive tessellation methods increase detail where required [Chung00,
Espin03]. However, redundant computation of
vertices is made, because every shared vertex is
computed once per triangle. The method proposed in [Espin04] improves performance process-

We propose an adaptive tessellation algorithm
based on the layer strips method [Espin04]. Edge
tests are performed using scalar computations
over a displacement map [Lee00]. The displacement map is sent together with a coarse tessellation to the the graphics unit. During subdivision,
no vertex is computed before a decision is made,
improving performance. As a result, good quality
meshes are generated with less computations.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part
of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the
first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and or a fee.
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ADAPTIVE TESSELLATION
BASED ON DISPLACEMENT
MAPS

Adaptive tessellation algorithms analyze geometric information of the surface in order to subdivide with high detail the regions of high curvature. This way, the resulting meshes have
high quality with less triangles than uniform tes-
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Figure 1: Diagram of the adaptive tessellation algorithm
S1

sellations. The simplest algorithms [Chung00,
Espin03] generate an initial coarse tessellation
and then processes each triangle iteratively, analyzing each edge for deciding the subdivision pattern of the triangle. Several tests can be used,
obtaining different results in number of triangles
and quality of the tessellation. The problem of
processing triangles individually is that vertices
inserted in edges are re-computed. Moreover,
tests need the coordinates and normal vector of
the vertex that is going to be inserted, so useless
computation is performed.

d2

T1
T2

d31

S3
d32

T3

Figure 2: Cases in distance map generation
has no triangle with a normal vector intersecting
it, so the distance is computed as the distance
d2 to the nearest edge (edge between triangles
T1 and T2 ). Finally, both triangles T2 and T3
have normal vectors that intersect point S3 , so
the nearest triangle is chosen for computing distance d3 .

In this section we propose an algorithm that
avoids unnecessary vertex computations. The
coarse tessellation and its displacement map are
computed and sent for rendering. The map is a
matrix of distances between the initial coarse tessellation and the surface. This information is employed to generate the adaptive subdivided mesh.
The resulting triangle mesh is rendered in the
graphics system. This algorithm is a good candidate to be implemented as a first stage of the
Graphics Unit (GPU) as shown in Figure 1. This
way, communications between CPU and GPU are
kept low. Next, the algorithm is detailed.

2.1

S2
d1

The necessary resolution (M × N ) of maps can
be computed through a Fourier analysis, using
Nyquist criteria to select the minimum map resolution. However, the simulations of our algorithm
show that lower resolutions do not decrease the
quality of the generated meshes. This is due to
the fact that maps are not used for surface reconstruction, but only for test purposes.

Displacement Map Generation

2.2
Generation of the displacement map is made
through the following steps. First, the surface
is sampled in M × N points and, for each point,
a distance value is computed. In general, the distance is computed as the distance between the
surface point and the plane of the triangle with a
normal vector intersecting the point. In Figure 2
a 2D simplification of a surface and a coarse tessellation is shown. Surface point S1 represents
the general case, where the point is over the normal of only one triangle T1 and distance d1 is
computed.

Distance Map Test

The edge analysis is performed comparing distances associated to vertices and inserting vertices in those regions where the distance differences are greater than a threshold value. Parametric coordinates are used to read the map values. Due to the limited resolution of the map,
the distances are linearly interpolated from the
available distances.
Three tests are distinguished depending on how
many points are used for distance comparisons:
two-point test (M ap2p), four-point test (M ap4p)
and eight-point test(M ap8p). Figure 3 represents
the data used for these tests: d1 and d2 are the

Exceptional cases can be found. For these cases
we propose the following. In Figure 2, point S2
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d1(u1,v1)

shown for three figures: two individual surfaces
and a teacup.

d5(u5,v5)
d6(u6,v6)

d3(u3,v3)

Table 1 shows the memory requirements and
mesh error of the coarse tessellations for the three
figures. Column cmesh shows the memory requirement of the coarse mesh (18 triangles per
surface1 where teacup has 26 surfaces). Column
map shows the requirements of the displacement
map with a resolution of 16x16 points. Keeping
these sizes, the communications requirements are
kept very low (1.84KB in total). The last column
of Table 1 shows the mesh error of the coarse
meshes.

d12(u12,v12)

d8(u8,v8)

d4(u4,v4)

d7(u7,v7)
d2(u2,v2)

Figure 3: Distance values for additional test
T
18
18
468

Figure
Surface1
Surface2
Teacup

cmesh(KB)
0.84
0.84
21.94

map(KB)
1.00
1.00
26.00

Error
0.2566
0.1604
0.0273

Table 2 shows the mesh error for the subdivided
meshes with map tests (columns M ap2p, M ap4p
and M ap8p). The error of flat test [Espin04] is
also included in column f lat. Results for different
number of triangles of final mesh (columns T ) are
shown. Of course, any of the adaptive methods
reduces the error respect to the coarse mesh.

Table 1: Initial tessellations
distances associated to the vertices of the edge;
d12 , the distance of the candidate vertex to be
inserted if the test is positive; and d3 to d8 , the
additional points for tests M ap4p and M ap8p.
The parameters u and v are the parametric coordinates of the vertices, used for accessing the
distance map.

Simulation data shows that using more distances
in test improves quality of subdivided meshes.
The difference in quality between M ap4p and
M ap8p is small and the cost, larger. Therefore,
M ap4p have the best quality and cost trade-off.

The test M ap2p only uses edge related information, i.e. points d1 , d2 and the tested vertex
d12 . Differences are computed and compared to
a threshold value according to:

Quality of meshes subdivided with map tests are
very close to those generated with flat test. For
example, for surf ace2 tessellated with around
5000 triangles quality is 0.00164 and 0.00064 for
M ap4p and f lat respectively; quality is even better for more complex figures, like teacup.

M ap2p = (|d1 − d12 | > th) OR (|d2 − d12 | > th) (1)

The M ap4p test uses two additional distance values (d3 and d4 in Figure 3) to improve the quality
of the tessellation. The parametric coordinates
needed for accessing the map are computed with:
(u3 , v3 ) = (u12 − ve , v12 + ue )
(u4 , v4 ) = (u12 + ve , v12 − ue )

Final considerations about mesh quality can be
made by looking at Figure 4. Figures 4(a), 4(b)
and 4(c) shows the subdivided meshes using the
M ap4p test with approximately 5000 triangles.
As mentioned above, quality of the coarse tessellation is improved with higher detail in curved
regions.

(2)

where (ue , ve ) = (u1 − u12 , v1 − v12 ). The differences are compared together with differences of
M ap2p to the threshold value using:
M ap4p

=

M ap2p OR (|d3 − d12 | > th)
OR (|d4 − d12 | > th)

(3)

With the flat tests [Espin04] when a vertex is
computed and not inserted, useless computations
are performed. In our proposal the decisions
are computed first, so useless computations are
avoided and performance is improved.

where M ap2p are the comparisons of Eq. (1).
This test is extended to M ap8p where four additional distances (d5 , d6 , d7 and d8 ) are considered. These tests have been selected due to their
simplicity of computation and the good results
obtained during simulation.

3

In summary, we propose to reduce the computations associated to vertices not finally inserted
using high quality subdivided meshes and low
communication and memory requirements.

RESULTS

The algorithm has been simulated in C++ language and tested for several figures. Results are

1 Layer
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Strip [Espin04] requires 36 Bytes per vertex.

Figure

surface1

surface2

teacup

Map2p
E
T
0.00025
5034
0.00047
4388
0.00160
2070
0.00344
5831
0.00213
4384
0.00404
2041
0.00175
20100
0.00239
13380
0.00429
7835

Map4p
E
T
0.00167
5846
0.00182
4695
0.00438
2037
0.00162
6010
0.00212
4045
0.00403
2093
0.00145
23196
0.00297
14859
0.00406
7284

Map8p
E
T
0.00168
5848
0.00183
4697
0.00437
2043
0.00164
5898
0.00168
4306
0.00375
2009
0.00238
17987
0.00318
14589
0.00427
7207

Flat
E
T
0.00025
4374
0.00053
3600
0.00132
1926
0.00064
5645
0.00092
4003
0.00183
2074
0.00242
20604
0.00363
12220
0.00390
9630

Table 2: Tessellation results

(a)
Surface1
(Map4p test)

(b)
Surface2
(Map4p test)

(c) Teacup (Map4p
test)

Figure 4: Tessellated meshes

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an adaptive tessellation algorithm
for Bézier surfaces is presented. It combines
the methods of previous algorithms with the displacement map concept in order to obtain more
efficient and implementable tests.
The method we propose is based on displacement
maps and performs simpler tests that do not need
the precomputation of vertices, increasing performance. Quality results for subdivided meshes are
very close to previous algorithms, keeping communication requirements low.
The different tests based on using a set of distances (from 2 to 8) have been analyzed and compared, concluding that the use of 4 distances for
test has the best trade off between quality and
computation load.
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ABSTRACT

We have exploited clipping in combination with multiresolution rendering to visualize large-scale threedimensional (3D) scientific datasets. Our interactive clipping approach involves the dynamic manipulation of a
clip plane to expose any cross-section of a given volume data and the subsequent adjustment of the clipped
surface to the best view position. The data are rendered as stacks of 2D textures at high-resolution (HR, the
original resolution of input data/image) and low-resolution (LR, sampling at reduced-resolution). While
clipping operations take place in LR to achieve an interactive frame rate, the best-view position also supports
HR. Our approach thus enables a real-time exploration of any interior region of 3D volumetric data at a desired
resolution. Its successful demonstration has been carried out for two scientific datasets, which are the simulated
electronic density distributions in a crystal and confocal microscopy images of tissues in a plan stem.

Keywords
Clipping, volume rendering, scientific visualization

1. INTRODUCTION
High-end scientific computation and threedimensional imaging systems are producing everincreasing amounts of volume data. Visualization of
such datasets still poses tremendous challenges
primarily because it involves mapping from 3D
space to 2D display. A number of visualization
techniques exist [sch97]. One category includes
surface rendering techniques, which convert
structures in 3D data into surface representations,
e.g., isosurfaces. The other category deals with direct
volume rendering techniques, which involve the
generation of a RGBA volume from the data,
reconstruction of a continuous function, and
projecting it onto the 2D viewing plane. No interior
information is thrown away in volume rendering but
it has difficult interpretation of the cloudy interiors
and slow rendering.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part
of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first
page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers
or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.

The other important category of 3D visualization
techniques is related to clipping, which allows us to
uncover important, otherwise hidden details of a
dataset to the extent which is often not feasible with
other techniques. The interactive clipping approach
we have adopted here is not an entirely new idea.
Rather it is a practical implementation which shows
how even a simple form of clipping (such as a
planar clipping) can be exploited in an effective way
to provide a real-time multi-resolution visualization
of large-scale datasets. The clip plane once it is
generated is manipulated in real time to expose an
arbitrary cross-section through the volume data. The
clipped surface is then adjusted to attain the best
view position in which the surface is visible to its
high exposure and rendered at high-resolution. A
portable and flexible interactive 3D visualization
system is being developed based on the proposed
approach. It is expected to guarantee that one is able
to view every possible cross-section of the volume
data at desired resolution. Successful applications are
demonstrated for two important scientific datasets.
They represent the electronic charge density
distributions in a solid material taken from largescale simulations and the tissue images of a plant
stem generated by confocal microscopy.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
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Clipping was previously performed using a variety
of clip geometry, from simple plane, to multiple
planes, to complex polygons. For example, Van
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Gelder and Kim used clip planes [Van96]. Weiskopf
et al. have proposed techniques for volume clipping
with complex geometries, which are based on the
depth structure and voxelization of the clip geometry
[Weisk02] and also involve subsequent shading of
the clipping surface [Weisk03]. Some studies have
exploited isosurface clipping [Ferg92]. Often
clipping is combined with texture-based rendering of
the data to exploit the advanced fragment operations
supported by graphics hardware. Also hardware-based
textures help improve interactivity, compared to
point-based rendering [Wilson02]. However, for
very large datasets now routinely produced by
simulations and experiments, the amount of
available texture memory and the fill rate of the
graphics system can still pose limitations. To
overcome these, multi-resolution rendering
techniques such as combining texture mapping and
point-based rendering [Wilson02] or using lower
sampling rates for areas of low interest [LaMar99,
Weiler00] were previously proposed. However, no
clipping has yet been implemented in combination
with any multi-resolution rendering option.

passing through the origin. The required coefficients
are thus given by
A = y2- y1; B = -(x2 – x1); C = 0; D = 0
Once the clip plane is defined, it’s position and
orientation can be changed in real time in order to
cut away the given volume at any orientation and
any position. Varying the coefficients A, B and C
enables an arbitrary rotation of the clip plane in a 3D
space. For translation, the coefficient D is varied; the
plane moves away from the origin in either direction
along the normal to the plane passing through the
origin.

3.2 Best-view mode
In the process of interactively changing the position
and orientation of the clip plane, it is likely that
effective visible area of the clipped surface becomes
smaller and eventually disappears. In other words,
the user cannot see the surface clearly because the
plane tends to be parallel to the viewing direction. In
such case, it is important to adjust the
position/orientation of the clipped geometry so that
the surface is again visible at larger exposure. Here,
we want to introduce the idea of the best-view mode
by which we mean the following two properties
associated with it. First, the clipped surface is
oriented nearly perpendicular to the viewing direction
so that the surface is portrayed at its nearly
maximum exposure. Second, the cutaway surface is
rendered at high-resolution so that the details of data
are displayed. The second feature can further be
extended to support multi-resolution and additional
display options such as isolines or glyphs or
streamlines depending on the properties of the data
that need to be understood.

3. CLIPPING-BASED VISUALIZATION
We have explored how clipping can be exploited in
an efficient-effective manner to visualize large-scale
3D scientific datasets by combining it with dualresolution texture-based volume rendering. The
overall goal is to support different specific services
such as rapid navigation through the data, emphasis
on data features and realistic rendering without
sacrificing interactivity, which are crucial in real-time
exploration of massive datasets. Here, interactive
clipping is adopted to uncover every interior region
of a given volumetric data so that one can visualize
the clipped surface at its maximum exposure and at
the desired level of details.

To guarantee an interactive frame rate, particularly,
when the datasets become very large, it is desirable
to support an automatic option to attain the bestview position whenever it is needed. This requires
tracking all transformations the clip plane has gone
through and using this information to change the
current view of the clipped object accordingly. For
instance, a simple approach, say for our initial
setting of the clip plane, involves the following two
rotations: The first rotation is about the z-axis since
the initial clip plane is set parallel to the z-axis and
is rotated about this axis. The second rotation is
about the vector, which is defined by the intersection
of the clip and x-y planes. As a result, the clipped
surface becomes nearly perpendicular to the z-axis,
which is also the current viewing direction. After
reaching the best-view position, the clip plane can
further be manipulated by bringing back the object to
the low-resolution mode.

3.1 Interactive clipping
Our interactive clipping approach involves the
generation and subsequent adjustment of clip
geometry, which is simply a plane. The clip plane is
represented by the equation Ax + By + Cz + D = 0
in a 3D space. OpenGL [Woo99] is used to define
the clip plane and perform all transformations the
plane undergoes subsequently. The clip plane like
any other geometry is transformed according to the
current viewing matrix. All points with eye
coordinates (xe , ye , ze , we ) that satisfy
(A B C D)M-1(xe , ye , ze , we )T >= 0
lie in the half-space defined by the plane, where M is
the current model-view matrix. All points not in this
half-space are clipped away.
The clip plane is initiated by choosing any two
points, (x 1, y1) and (x 2, y2), on the display screen,
which is initially set parallel to the x-y plane. The
initial plane is assumed to be parallel to the z-axis

3.3 Rendering
A given 3D volume dataset is rendered as stack of
2D slices in the form of 2D textures [Cab94].
Rendering is performed at two levels of resolution, n
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the form of 2D textures. The high-resolution (HR)
mode corresponds to the original fine grid of the
input data (or equivalently, the original resolution of
the input images). On the other hand, the lowresolution (LR) mode uses the re-sampled data at a
lower resolution than the original resolution.
Rendering speed (number of frames per second) is
shown to differ substantially between the HR and
LR rendering modes. HR is not fast enough to yield
an interactive frame rate even for the data sizes we
have considered here. However, it carries the
complete information contained in the data. On the
other hand, LR gives a much better frame rate but it
suffers from the loss of information. The observed
trade-off between rendering speed and resolution is
carefully balanced in our visualization approach. In
particular, the planar clipping is supported in the LR

mode whereas the best-view option is also supported
in the HR mode. This means that one can navigate
through the volume data in the LR mode without
hampering interactivity and switch to the HR mode
to retain the details of data.

4. APPLICATIONS
4.1. Charge density data
Here, we visualize the 3D electronic density data
produced by massive quantum mechanical
simulations. The simulated MgO system consists of
216 atoms and 864 valence electrons, which are
distributed throughout the system. The electron
density data on a regular Cartesian 5123 grid is
considered. Such simulations are expected to produce
even larger datasets, which need to be visualized to
gain insight into the electronic structures in the
presence of static (such as defects) and dynamic (such
as diffusion, deformation) processes in a material
system. The given data is mapped to 512 textures;
each texture has 512 x 512 pixels. Rendering them
as a stack results in the HR mode. A stack of 128
textures at 128 x 128 resolution is used for the LR
mode. Figure 1 shows clipped surface in the HR and
LR modes. The performance measurements are
carried out on Dell latitude of 2.40 GHz processor,
1.00 GB RAM for the window display size of 5122.
The calculated frame rates for clipping in the LR and
HR modes are, respectively, 35 and 4. This
difference in the clipping speed is substantial and
should be important for larger datasets.

4.2. Confocal data

clipped surface

Three-dimensional imaging systems often produce
large collections of 2D images of the interior of a 3D
structure at different depths. The present application
considers the confocal data containing 200 images,
each with 512 x 512 pixels, of tissues of a plant
stem. The visualization process starts with
reconstruction of a 3D structure to which these
images originally belong by rendering the given set
of 200 tissue images as a stack of 2D textures. HR,
which retains the original resolution of the input
images, represents the one-to-one mapping between
texels and pixels. LR corresponds to the stack of 50
textures at 128 x 128 resolution. Figure 2 shows
clipped surface in the HR and LR modes. For 5122
window display, the calculated frame rates for
clipping in the LR and HR modes are, respectively,
28 and 0.6.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1: Charge density visualization: Clipping
in the LR mode (top) and best-view rendering in
the HR (bottom) modes. Electrons are depleted
from blue regions whereas electrons are deposited
in red regions due to a vacancy defect located at
the center of the system.

We have explored how clipping can be exploited in
an interactive manner to visualize massive threedimensional datasets (for calculated charge density
and confocal tissue images) produced by large-scale
scientific simulations and 3D imaging systems. In
essence, the proposed approach involves the dynamic
manipulation of the clip plane to expose any cross-
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the challenges found in scaling velocity and size for a CAD virtual prototyping system for
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS). These are miniaturized machines or devices used e.g. in medical
or motorcar applications. In a MEMS the size and velocities of its moving parts can be vastly different, spanning
several orders of magnitude. This makes it difficult to show the devices being designed in virtual action on a
computer screen. A simple down scaling to bring the fast moving object into an observable range, can bring the
slow one to a standstill. The image would no longer be a truthful scaling. A similar dilemma happens with the
downscaling of small objects, because they would not be observable anymore. Our research aims at finding
default values and their boundaries for the parameters that determine the scaled size and motion of objects
relative to each other on a computer screen. This is required for informative and pleasant, truthful images that are
suitable for a Virtual Prototyping system. In this paper we analyze and illustrate these issues with the example of
a micropump and the layered fluidic flow in a microchannel.

Keywords
Virtual Prototyping, Scientific Visualization, MEMS, Stroboscopic Illumination.
print heads, optical, medical, or other applications.
With ever increasing new applications development
tools with sophisticated modeling and simulation
software are required to reduce the lengthy
prototyping and optimization period. By their very
nature, MEMS devices are microscopic, hence
difficult to observe. In the macroscopic world, inertia
and gravity dominate the motion of objects. To the
contrary, in the microscopic domain of MEMS
adhesion and friction are the dominant forces.
Therefore, MEMS designers cannot use their
intuition on how things behave. Because of the
different dominant forces, MEMS cannot be simply
downscaled counterparts of larger mechanical
machines, requiring innovative designs and
arrangements of their components, whose effects are
often not fully understood.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the proliferation of CAD tools, visualizations
have gained importance, providing feedback at the
time of design. Traditionally the results of
simulations are displayed as plots and curves. Multidimensional multivariate visualizations have now
been around for several decades, e.g. environmental
maps of pluviosity. In our research, we are going a
step further: displaying results of predictive
calculations on the very design images of the
structures they represent thus adding to the
information content they can offer. Our environment
is in Micro-Electro-Mechanical systems (MEMS)
CAD development. MEMS are minute devices that
are in widespread use, e.g. in airbag triggers, inkjet
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part
of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first
page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers
or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
Conference proceedings ISBN 80-903100-9-5
WSCG’2005, January 31-February 4, 2005
Plzen, Czech Republic.
Copyright UNION Agency – Science Press

Virtual reality can provide valuable assistance for
data analysis. Human factors contribute significantly
to the visual perception process. Perception, visual
illusion, color, depth perception, contrast sensitivity,
are vital in computer graphics and VR, but there is
still need for human perceptual research [KS04]. The
effectiveness of a visualization depends on
perception, cognition, and the user’s specific task and
goals. Studies are usually confined to human-
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occur. A temporal contrast sensitivity function plot
[DeL58] shows how flickering varies with contrast
and vice versa. The eye appears to be most sensitive
to a frequency of 15 to 20 Hz at high luminance
(photopic vision). At photopic light levels, less than
1% contrast is required to detect the stimulus, the
high temporal frequency cut-off is close to 60 Hz. At
low light levels the maximum contrast is about 20%
and the cut-off is around 15 Hz. To detect flicker of
high frequencies, maximum contrast is required.
Temporal resolution is not efficient at low
luminance. Increasing the background illumination
has different effects on the relative sensitivity for low
and high temporal frequencies [Kel61].

computer-interaction (HCI). Studies on specific
problems of visual data presentation are rare [TM04].
Our research aims at producing VR dynamic images
of MEMS in design. We have addressed the problem
of displaying different velocities using simulated
stroboscopic illumination, but we still need to find
the boundaries of to what extent this can be used. In
this paper, we examine the boundaries to which
scaling and filtering are meaningful from a human
perspective. The idea is to place an image with a
default size and motion on the screen, but allow a
user to change those settings for an individually
pleasant image, or zoom in/out for observation of
detail. By pleasant we mean not flickering, not
moving backwards, no confusing lines, or other
optical illusions. One of the questions we seek to
answer is, from what resolution values on is it
worthwhile to show minute dynamics such as layers
in a microchannel’s fluidic flow, when initially a
whole pump is shown with its flexing membrane, and
channels that are very thin in comparison with the
other structures. To do this we need not only default
settings, but also any constraining boundary values as
maximum settings
2.

3. UNSYNCHRONIZED MOTION
In our virtual prototyping of MEMS, we require very
high and very low speed unsynchronized motion
dynamics for virtual reality simulations. We use
simulated stroboscopic illumination to display
simultaneously the very fast (up to 500 Hz) and very
slow (down to 10 Hz) moving objects on the screen
[LS03a] [LS03b]. In this way, the relative motion of
the objects is maintained. At the same time, it allows
the designer to observe the MEMS being designed.
For the stroboscopic simulations, we use two
parameters: the Stroboscopic Illumination Interval
(SII) and the Stroboscopic Flash Duration (SFD).
The position Pn of the object after n stroboscopic
cycles is calculated as Pn = n ∗ t SII ∗ f , where f
is the frequency of rotation of the object. The objects
are shown at the intervals (SII) during the flash
period (SFD). The SFD is used for the purpose of
visibility, making the object in high speed visible at
all. This is effectively filtering the images, and
displaying only a subset at a rate such that they
become observable, without sacrificing their relative
movement.

BACKGROUND ON MOTION
PERCEPTION

The computational problem of motion perception is
to convert information about image motion, stored in
a space-time diagram, into information about the
velocity of a moving object.
An observer can experience motion as long as it is
neither too slow nor too fast. Motion perception,
changes with time and object’s vertical positioning
[Pal99]. Experiments show that the threshold for
motion perception depends on many factors,
including the duration of the motion and whether the
moving object is seen alone or against a background
of stationary objects. A single light moving in the
dark for a long period of time has a threshold for
motion perception of 1/6 1/3° of visual angle per
second [Aub86]. The same light moving against a
textured background has a threshold for perceiving it
as moving: about 1/60° of visual angle per second.
This lower threshold for object-relative motion
indicates that the visual system is much more
sensitive to the motion of one object relative to
another than it is to the motion of the same object
relative to the observer. With short-duration motion
(250 ms or less), the thresholds are higher, and the
presence of a stationary reference does not change
the motion threshold [Lei55] [Pal99]. The motion
itself appears to slow down, as adaptation occurs
when an observer stares for a prolonged period at a
field of image elements moving at a constant
direction and speed. Even motion after-effects can

In the displays, the type of movement and the shape
of the object are critical e.g. a rotating gear at 400 Hz
requires a different setting than a flicking cantilever.
We performed a systematic combinatorial simulation
experiment to find out what in what range of values
of SII and SFD produce images that are comfortable
to the eyes. We found that the SFD is best between
0.2 to 1 s, and the SII between 0.02 and 0.1 s. For a
non-flickering display, both times, the SII and the
SFD depend on the computer screen hardware and on
the observer’s own perception. However, we want to
find default display settings, which on average would
give reasonably good visualization, and which can be
modified according to personal perception with an
on-screen mouse activated sliding dial. To obtain a
good stroboscopic effect, when the SII becomes
longer, the SFD should become a bit longer too. For
a high speed, the SII should be rather longer, but for
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low speed, it should be rather shorter. This is shown
in Figure 1 as the combinations of stroboscopic
parameter settings that are suitable for different
combinations of fast-fast, fast-slow, and slow-slow
moving sets of objects.
SFD

5. SCALING MICRO-FLUIDIC FLOW

Region for slow-slow motion

We show two examples of scaling in this paper, a
micropump in operation flicking its membrane, and a
microchannel showing the microfluidic flow.

SII-SFD region
Zoom-out (small, slow)

Dimension

Region for fast-slow motion
Region for
fast-fast
motion

SII-SFD region
Zoom-in (big, fast)

0.
02
0.
03
0.
04
0.
05
0.
06
0.
07
0.
08
0.
09
0.
1

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

done equally in both directions to avoid distortion.
We can only use only the shorter of the two measures
height and width of the screen, but there are
exceptions, as we shall see

SII

Scaled size
(pixels)
3

Membrane diameter

10000

421

Pump width

14000

588

Pump length

17500

734

Table 1 Scaled dimensions of the micropump.

Figure 1 Suitable combinations for SII and SFD.

Table 1 shows a subset of the critical dimensions. We
need to scale such that the thinnest structure is just
three pixels. Figure 2 shows a vertical section
through the pump. The animated visualization shows
the membrane flexing up and down at 50 Hz, and the
valves opening and closing alternatively.

We use a scaling function to bring the natural speed
of the fast and slow objects to be displayed together,
into the range of SII and SFD where a good display is
warranted, and display the animation at these ranges’
mid value. This is the default we are looking for.
Alternative personalized values can then be selected
by the user via a 2D slider.

4.

Membrane thickness

Original
Size (µm)
7.80

WHAT TO SCALE AND HOW TO
SCALE

Stroboscopic simulation is suitable for very slow and
very fast objects shown simultaneously. When
objects move at similar speeds, simple down scaling,
to an observable speed can be used. We use the
following scaling function:
SV =

DV − md
× (UppS − lowS ) + lowS
MD − md

Figure 2 Vertical section through the pump.

Eq 1

For the microfluidic flow, we have a different pump
[AS03] with a channel length of 4.8 cm, but with a
diameter of just 152µm. The fluidic flow is made up
three layers moving at different speeds, with the
consequent formation of a bullnose. It is not possible
to show the complete channel and the layers of the
flow together. We must be above the threshold to see
flows at the level of detail of layers. We need now
five pixels for the thinnest layer (the external layer),
as three are not enough for a good image and the
formation of the bullnose. We can use screen length
to display it, with still enough height to display the
full height of the channel. The average flow rate
(velocity) of 1.45e10, 4.35e10, and 8.30e10 µm/sec
for each of the three layers in the circular channel are
scaled to 11, 45 and 91 pixels/s respectively. There
are several thresholds in perceiving dynamic images,
however several factors, including color, depth,
distance, size, texture, length of perceived duration,
can affect this human threshold. Humans have a

DV and SV are the actual data and the scaled value
respectively. MD and md are the maximum and
minimum data values respectively. UppS and lowS
are the upper and lower scaled boundary, they can be
the visual system’s threshold in size/velocity or the
limits of computer capability.
It is difficult to display very big and small objects,
rich in details, moving at different speeds because it
is hindered by the threshold in the visual system or
the computer capability. Too small/slow and too
large/fast objects are not visible to humans. A nice
list of perception threshold values has been compiled
at Stanford University [Sta04]. A person can resolve
a size of 0.15 mm at 50 cm distance, but the monitor
cannot display it. The smallest size an ordinary
monitor can display is one pixel, around 0.3 mm. To
avoid eyestrain we use three pixels as our smallest
dimension for MEMS structures. Scaling must be
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necessary for displaying the relative speed of flows
of different layers.

field of view of about 200° horizontally and 135°
vertically. A 17” computer display viewed at 50 cm
distance spans roughly 37x30° [Red01]. Each pixel
spans 1.7x1.7’of an arc. The upper limit for
perceiving horizontal velocity comfortably is 91
pixels per second, or 2.67° per second; the lower
limit is 11 pixels per second, or 0.33° per second.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed and presented the
scaling of size and speed of moving objects, for
MEMS CAD Virtual Prototyping. Microtechnology
images pose different challenges than large machine
displays due to different dominating physical forces.
The visualizations for such an environment must be
truthfully scaled and undistorted, because critical
dimensions of MEMS are vital to their good
functioning. At the same time the moving VR
images must be flicker free and pleasant to avoid
eyestrain to the MEMS design engineer.

Figure 3 Microchannel showing fluid layers
flowing at different speeds and bullet nose.
Our image is shown in 2-D as a cross section of the
channel. The flows are parallel to the walls, moving
at their relative flow velocity. We used a texture for
each layer to show the flow. As the edge of each unit
of the faster layer passes by the edge of the unit of a
slower layer helps to see the relative motion between
them. Experiments show that short tiles help to show
slow movement, long tiles for fast movement. The
arrangement of tiles influences the informative
content and image, as shown in Figure 4. The virtual
time unit is one second, as in real time.
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Figure 4 Textures for the fluidic flow
Each pump cycle forms a bullet nose, due to the
higher speed in the internal layer, while the external
layer is slowed down by friction with the channel
walls. For the growth of the bullet nose the data were
obtained by using Finite Element Analysis and
simulated with ANSYS [AS03a]. To these resulting
data a parabola was fitted, whose constant k is a
varying function of the velocity, which in turn was
used for the velocities of the fluidic flow.
The dynamic visual effects are affected by the
distance of a viewer to the observed target. The
further away the viewer is to the monitor, the faster
animations can be observed, because at longer
distance the visual degree becomes smaller. Visual
systems are sensitive to light wavelengths from 400
to 700 nm [Fer01]. There is a smooth progression
from violets, through blues, greens, yellows, oranges,
and reds from shortest to longest wavelengths. We
use color mapping to express the velocity of the
flows: blue for low speed flows, red for high speed
flows. We also use a progression of alternating
shaded and non-shaded tiles, of equal length to
visualize better the movement of the flow. The
difference between shaded and non-shaded tiles is
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a computer vision-based approach to body pose estimation. The algorithm can be executed
in real-time and processes low resolution, monocular image sequences. A silhouette is extracted and matched
against a projection of a 16 DOF human body model. In addition, skin color is used to locate hands and head. No
detailed human body model is needed. We evaluate the approach both quantitatively using synthetic image
sequences and qualitatively on video test data of short presentations. The algorithm is developed with the aim of
using it in the context of a meeting room where the poses of a presenter have to be estimated. The results can be
applied in the domain of virtual environments.

Keywords
3D human pose estimation, blob tracking, silhouette matching, avatar animation

1. INTRODUCTION

4.

Being able to recognize gestures or body poses is a
key issue in many applications. Human pose
estimation based on computer vision principles is a
technology that suits the requirements for an
inexpensive, widely applicable approach to human
pose estimation. We identify five application areas:

Annotation. Automatic annotation of video data
is useful for automatic indexing. An example is
annotation of meeting video data.

5.

Animation. Body poses are used to animate
avatars in virtual environments.

1.

Surveillance. A subject is tracked over time and
monitored for special actions, for examples
monitoring a parking lot to detect thieves.

2.

Human-computer interaction. The captured
poses are used to provide controlling
functionalities. Examples are the control of a
crane or a computer game.

3.

Analysis. Analysis of captured human poses can
help understanding movement in clinical studies.

In this paper we describe a real-time human pose
estimation algorithm that uses low resolution images
from a single camera. The approach is suitable for the
estimation of body poses in an indoor setting. We
have developed it with the aim of using it in the
context of a meeting room where the poses of a
presenter have to be estimated. The results of the
system can also be used in gesture recognition
applications. Tracking of multiple people is not
supported. Currently the body must be facing the
camera at all times. This limitation is realistic for
presenter behavior recognition and for humancomputer interaction (HCI) purposes.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

Related Work
Human motion tracking has received a significant
amount of attention from the computer vision
research community in the last decade. Many pose
estimation approaches use images from multiple
cameras to obtain more accurate 3D data. However, a
broader range of applications can benefit from a
single-camera approach. An overview of computer
vision-based human motion capture approaches has
been made by Moeslund and Granum [Moes01].
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contour in the image. Since a maximum of one person
was allowed in the scene and the human body is rigid,
only the largest contour on the first level in the tree
needed to be examined. To construct the tree,
contours were extracted using an efficient region
growing technique. The contour tree algorithm
proved to yield better results than traditional methods
such as erosion and dilation. The algorithm is
computationally fast and can easily be adapted to
work with other assumptions.

Features are used to describe the subject in the scene
in a convenient way. A variety of features has been
used in previous approaches, among others colors,
edges, silhouettes and textures. Silhouettes are often
used because they are quite robust and do not contain
ambiguous information such as inner edges.
Silhouettes are used in multi-view settings, for
example by Kakadiaris and Metaxas [Kaka96]. They
recover all the body parts of a subject by monitoring
the changes over time to the shape of the deforming
silhouette. Delamarre and Faugeras [Dela99] also use
silhouette contours in a multi-camera setting. They
use a variation of the Iterative Closest Point
algorithm to fit a 3D human model inside the
silhouettes. A manual initial estimation is needed.
Mittal and others [Mitt03] use silhouette
decomposition and are able to estimate the poses of
multiple persons in cluttered scenes viewed from
multiple angles. Sminchisescu and Telea [Smin02]
use monocular image sequences and a similarity
measure that uses attraction and area overlap terms
on smoothed silhouettes. In recent monocular work
from Agarwal and Triggs [Agar04] a sparse Bayesian
regression method is used to estimate 3D body poses
directly from silhouettes. They are able to estimate
angles for a 54 degree of freedom (DOF) human
body model. Our algorithm uses monocular video
sequences and is able to work in real-time, without a
complex body model and without relying on
previously learned motion patterns.

The results of the image subtraction, shadow
detection and noise removal process are shown in
Figure 1.

The pose estimation process estimates the human
pose from these features. The output of a pose
estimation process is usually a set of angles for each
DOF. A DOF corresponds with a single joint rotation.

(a) Original image

(b) Image subtraction

(c) Shadow removal

(d) Noise reduction

Figure 1: Silhouette extraction process example.

Skin Color Detection
Skin color was extracted from the silhouette, using
the hue and saturation channel in the HSV color
space. An upper and lower threshold were set. On a
set of 10 images with hand-labeled skin regions, the
precision was nearly 85 % at a recall rate of 95 %.
Noise was removed from the results of the skin color
detection with the contour tree algorithm described in
the previous section. This resulted in several skin
color blobs. Results of the skin color detection before
and after noise removal are shown in Figure 2. Using
color can cause robustness problems. But since only
the largest skin color contours are evaluated, very few
limitations on clothing color have to be imposed.

In the remainder of this paper, we discuss feature
extraction and pose estimation (Section 2 respectively
Section 3), experiment setup and obtained results
(Section 4), and conclusions and future work (Section
5 respectively Section 6).

2. FEATURE EXTRACTION
We used silhouettes to represent the subject in the
scene. Simple background subtraction was applied,
using a pre-recorded image of the background.
Lighting compensation was used to correct small
variations in light intensity. The algorithm is
computationally fast and performs reasonably well
for indoor situations. The next step in the extraction
process is removal of shadow. Shadow detection was
carried out in HSV color space. The saturation
channel (S) was ignored since it was not a good
predictor.
A novel approach to noise removal using a contour
tree was used. All nodes in the contour tree except
the root node have a parent which is the containing

(a) Skin color detection

(b) Noise removal

Figure 2: Skin detection process example.
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3. POSE ESTIMATION
We used the silhouette and skin region features as
input for the pose estimation process, which produces
a set of joint angles for each degree of freedom in the
human body model. This model is described in the
next section.
(a) Silhouette matching

Human Body Model

(b) Pose estimation

Figure 3: Silhouette matching and pose estimation
example.

Various body models have been proposed in
literature. Some contain a small number of joints or
focus on a part of the human body such as the upper
body or an arm. The model that is used here is
derived from the H-anim standard which models the
human body as a hierarchic skeleton composed of
joints and rigid segments. The simplified model
contains 14 segments that are modeled as cylinders.
The 10 joints have a total of 16 DOF, three for each
hip and shoulder and one for each knee and elbow.
Because of the low resolution of the image frames the
rotation of the hands and feet is not modeled. The
model contains segment lengths and joint angle
limitations.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Tests with a camera have been carried out to evaluate
the system’s performance. Since no ground truth
about joint angles could be inferred from these data,
quantitative experiments were carried out on movie
sequences generated by Curious Labs Poser.

System Implementation
The system uses AVI movies or camera streams at a
resolution of 320 × 240 pixels. Tests were carried out
at a frame rate between 15 and 25 frames per second.

Tests with Poser Movies Sequences

Calculating 3D Positions

Four movies with a total of 240 frames were
generated with frame rate of 15 frames per second.
Sample frames of the four movie sequences are
depicted in Figure 4. To evaluate the results, the
angles for each of the 16 DOF were measured and
compared to the estimated angles. Two body models
were evaluated, one with default segment lengths and
one with 10 % shorter limbs. Shortening the segments
yielded better results for the hip and knee rotations
but slightly worse results for the shoulder and elbow
rotations. The average and standard deviation of the
joint angle errors are summarized in Table 1.

The distance of the person to the camera can be
calculated by looking at the bottom of the silhouette.
This distance was used to calculate the 3D locations
of the head and hands. The skin regions were tracked
using a simple and fast tracking algorithm. A
minimum frame rate of approximately 10 frames per
second is necessary to track fast hand movements.
Likely positions of the hands and head were used to
get an initial labeling. Since the body always had to
face the camera, shoulders and hips were in the same
plane. The 3D location of a hand can lie on a line
through the camera center and the obtained
coordinate in the shoulder-hip plane. Different values
for this location were evaluated in the inverse
kinematics process.

Inverse Kinematics and Silhouette
Matching
An analytical inverse kinematics approach was used
to compute the location of the elbows and knees and
to calculate the rotations of all DOF. Different values
for the hand location and the elbow position were
evaluated for the arms and legs. Joint angle limits
were applied to reduce the search space. The
projection of the human body model was matched
against the extracted silhouette. Since the estimation
with the best silhouette match is not always the most
likely body pose, the previously estimated pose was
used to generate a smooth estimation of the
movement over time.

Figure 4: Frame 15 of each of the four synthetic
test movies with superimposed skeleton.
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face the camera. This will make the approach suitable
for automatic pose estimation not only for presenters
but also for meeting participants. Figure 5 shows a
virtual meeting room with participants. Extending the
approach with gesture recognition will allow for
recognition of meeting acts.

The results can be explained by the human body
model used. If the segment length in the model does
not match the actual segment length, miscalculations
occur. One of the causes can be found in the
matching method. When arm segment lengths are
shortened, the elbow angle increases.

Tests with Camera
Qualitative tests using a camera were carried out on
five short presentations by graduate students. The
presentations were between two and five minutes
long and dealt with graduation topics. The
presentations contained typical presenter movements
such as pointing to the whiteboard. Few errors were
made by the tracker and the pose estimation process.
Visualization showed smooth movements. However,
dropping the frame rate from 25 to 5 frames per
second caused the multiple blob tracker to fail.
Rotation
L. sh. flexion
L. sh. rotation
L. sh. adduction
L. el. flexion
L. hip flexion
L. hip rotation
L. hip adducution
L. knee flexion
R. sh. flexion
R. sh. rotation
R. sh. adducution
R. el. flexion
R. hip flexion
R. hip rotation
R. hip adduction
R. knee flexion

Default
Avg
8.64
0.72
8.95
7.17
1.05
2.11
0.97
11.97
11.83
4.12
14.58
9.56
0.92
3.78
0.83
10.51

SD
6.70
0.61
3.56
3.61
0.20
1.60
1.93
3.91
8.70
1.61
8.85
3.32
0.92
1.79
1.70
1.23

Shortened
Avg
11.44
3.49
4.78
7.70
0.97
1.02
0.78
8.72
16.37
2.50
14.68
13.73
0.97
1.58
0.65
7.21

Figure 5: Virtual meeting room.

SD
9.14
0.78
2.27
5.85
0.21
0.34
1.19
3.99
7.51
1.37
7.23
7.25
0.87
0.34
1.24
3.44
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Average
6.11
3.14
6.04
3.31
Table 1: Average and standard deviation of joint
angle error distance in degrees for the synthetic
test movies with default and shortened limbs.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we discussed a pose estimation approach
that is computationally fast thanks to efficient
algorithms such as a novel noise removal algorithm.
Silhouette matching is used to match a projection of a
16 DOF human body model to the extracted
silhouette. The system works reasonably well, with an
average joint angle error distance below 10 degrees.
The system is suitable for the estimation of presenter
poses in meeting environments.

6. FUTURE WORK
Future work will aim at allowing multiple persons
and removing the limitation that the person has to
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we discuss direct interaction metaphors for selection and manipulation of distant objects in immersive virtual environments and we propose extensions of the improved virtual pointer (IVP) metaphor. In particular, we describe how the process of object selection with the IVP metaphor can be enhanced by modifying the
distance calculation used to determine the closest object to be selected. Furthermore we introduce direct 6 DOF
manipulations of virtual objects using the IVP metaphor. We demonstrate how the task of object selection can be
improved by combining existing interaction metaphors with multimodal feedback.

Keywords
Virtual Reality, Interaction Techniques, Multimodal Interaction Metaphors

1. INTRODUCTION

or widgets.

Virtual environments (VEs) have shown considerable
potential as an intuitive and natural form of humancomputer interfaces. Many scientific application areas benefit from virtual reality (VR). To improve the
acceptance of VR technologies, the most basic interaction techniques need to be optimized to enable efficient human-computer interaction (HCI).

Before directly interacting with virtual objects, the
user needs to specify the target for the interaction
from the set of selectable objects. After selecting a
virtual object, the user may manipulate any of the
object’s attributes, e.g., change the color or add a
texture. In this paper we focus on six degree of freedom (DOF) manipulations, i.e., changing position and
orientation of the virtual object.

In this paper direct interaction metaphors for selection and manipulation of both local as well as distant
objects in VEs are discussed and evaluated. In direct
interactions the user directly manipulates objects with
the input device, whereas in indirect interactions the
user performs changes indirectly using menus, icons

Many VR application areas have shown that virtual
pointer metaphors are natural and require less effort
for both local and distant direct object interaction
[Bow97a]. Even though virtual pointer metaphors can
be used intuitively, their way of aiming at virtual objects and performing 6 DOF manipulations needs to
be improved.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to
lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

In order to achieve these goals we have proposed the
improved virtual pointer (IVP) metaphor [Ste04a],
which avoids most of the aforementioned disadvantages of current interaction metaphors. Our approach
allows the user to select a desired object without requiring an exact hit. A straight ray is used to indicate
the direction of the virtual pointer, while an additionally visualized bendable ray points to the closest selectable object (see Figure 1).
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The closest selectable object which would be chosen
if the user would perform a selection (e.g., by press-
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ordinate distance between the reference point of a
selectable object and the ray, we consider the line
perpendicular to the ray which connects the reference
point and the ray. Sorting the objects on the basis of
this world distance within the ActiveObjectList may
result in disadvantages when using perspective projection since the displayed distance may be distorted.

Figure 1: Illustration of the IVP metaphor.
ing a button or by pinching a glove) is called active
object. After selecting the active object, successive
manipulations can be accomplished.
In this paper we extend the previously introduced
IVP metaphor by specifying a modified mechanism to
determine the closest selectable object and proposing
concepts how to use the IVP metaphor to perform
manipulations of distant objects. Furthermore we give
examples how the interaction process can be extended by giving adequate multimodal feedback.

Figure 2: Problem of distant object selection
caused by perspective distortion.
Figure 2 illustrates this problem. From the user’s
point of view, tree2 seems to be closer to the ray.
However, tree1 attracts the curve and gets active since
the distance d1 between tree1 and the virtual ray is
less than the distance d2 between the ray and tree2,
even though d1 seems to be larger because of the perspective distortion. To prevent this drawback, we
introduce two different approaches.

2. IVP METAPHOR EXTENSIONS
In this section we present extensions of the IVP
metaphor concerning selection and manipulation of
virtual objects.

Selection of Virtual Objects
With the IVP metaphor a user performs a direct object selection by roughly pointing at the desired object. Thereupon the flexible ray bends to this object if
it is the one closest to the straight ray. Determination
of this active object is a major task of the IVP metaphor and is achieved by computing the distances of
all selectable objects to the virtual ray. The scene
graph structure used in most computer graphics systems can be exploited to enhance the performance by
calculating all distances during a pre-evaluation
phase of the scene graph. Thus interactive frame rates
are maintained when using the IVP metaphor. The
results of the distance calculations are stored in an
ordered list, called the ActiveObjectList. This list
contains all selectable objects and their distances to
the virtual ray; the entries are sorted with respect to
increasing distance, the first object with minimal orthogonal distance is the active object. This list provides the possibility to switch between active objects.
Thus difficulties occurring during the selection of
partially or fully occluded objects can be solved.

2.1.2 Image Plane Approach
An obvious approach is to evaluate the distances used
for sorting the objects in the ActiveObjectList in image space coordinates. Therefore each world space
distance vector di is transformed into the corresponding image space distance vector idi as illustrated in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Projection of world space distance
vectors onto the image plane.
The resulting lengths of the image space distance
vectors are compared, and the objects are sorted accordingly into the ActiveObjectList. A world space
distance vector appears shortened after the projection, although it may be quite long in world coordi-

2.1.1 Distance Calculation
The distance between the virtual ray and a selectable
object may refer to different reference points of a
virtual object, e.g., the center of its bounding box or
the closest edge or vertex. To compute the world co-
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manipulated object remains at its original position
without being relocated into the user’s hand. By using
this approach manipulations can be accomplished
accurately without occluding the desired object by the
virtual input device, as it may happen when using the
HOMER technique.

nates. Figure 3 illustrates this characteristic of projective geometry. Although the object obj2 is located
farther from the virtual ray than obj1, its projection
id2 is clearly shorter than id1. Thus sorting the ActiveObjectList based on image space distance vectors
may lead to inconvenient results.

2.1.3 Distance Scaling Approach

2.1.5 Translation

A better approach considers both the world space
distance between a particular object and the ray as
well as the distance between the virtual input device
and the object.

During manipulation of distant virtual objects, perspective distortion may cause a user to perceive the
translation of such an object as distorted when compared to the movement of the virtual input device.
Therefore, for the translation of a distant virtual object we scale its translational movement by a linear
mapping function.

The world space distance is multiplied by a factor s,
and the resulting value is used to sort the objects
stored in the ActiveObjectList. The factor s is the
inverse of the length of the vector from the position
of the virtual input device to the position on the ray
of the orthogonally mapped reference point of the
considered object. Hence, with increasing distance
between the virtual input device and a virtual object
the value of s decreases, and multiplying the world
space distance with this factor yields a smaller value
as basis for sorting the ActiveObjectList. Analogously a decreasing distance between input device
and object leads to a larger s and therefore a larger
value is used for the comparison.

Figure 4: Distant object translation affected by
perspective distortion.

Although both approaches use different values for the
sorting process, access to the distances in world space
needs to be guaranteed, e.g., to measure distances
between virtual objects.

Figure 4 clarifies this issue. After the user selects the
object obj, a translation vector t of the virtual input
device is mapped to this object. The projection vector
id1 of the one-to-one mapped translation d1 of this
translation vector t appears curtailed on the image
plane (compared to id2, which is the projection of d2).
Users anticipate that a translation vector t of the virtual input device would result in the scaled translation
vector d2 corresponding to id2 on the image plane. To
obtain the longer vector d2, all translational movements are scaled with the factor f = b / a where a is
the distance between the camera and the virtual input
device and b is the distance between the camera and
the selected object (see Figure 4). The translation
vector t is scaled by the value f and applied to the
selected object. Indeed, small and accurate translation
of distant objects is complicated by this approach, but
existing VR applications have revealed that precise
manipulations are accomplished primarily by local
interaction within the immediate reach of the user.
Direct 6 DOF translations of distant objects are
mostly used for moving objects close to the user for
exploration or for performing larger translations.

Manipulation of Virtual Objects
For the manipulation of virtual objects we extend the
idea of the HOMER technique described in [Bow97a]
to provide an intuitive and natural alternative for 6
DOF direct manipulations. In contrast to the HOMER
technique, the virtual input device and the selected
object both remain at their initial positions after a
selection is performed. Afterwards rotations and
translations are accomplished as described in the following subsections.

2.1.4 Rotation
Although the virtual input device and the desired object both remain at their initial position, all rotations
are implemented by a one-to-one mapping between
the rotational movements of the virtual input device
and the object. First the manipulated object is translated to the origin, then the rotational components of
the transformation matrix of the virtual input device
are copied to the corresponding components of the
transformation matrix of the object. After finishing all
rotational manipulations the object is moved back to
its initial position or to a modified position according
to the translation carried out during the manipulation
process. Thus rotations are applicable in a natural and
intuitive way like real world rotations, except that the

3. MULTIMODAL INTERACTIONS
As described in [Rai99a], multimodal interactions
have the potential to enhance HCI and support the
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user during the manipulation process [Ric94a]. In this
section we will describe the adaptation of multimodal
interaction concepts to fit the needs of object selection and manipulation in immersive VEs.

Multimodal Input
To improve object selection two-handed interaction
can be used. In our responsive workbench environment we use a pinch glove in combination with a haptic input device, which is shown in Figure 5. Position
and orientation of both devices are tracked using an
optical tracking system. The haptic input device is
used to control the virtual input device with the IVP
metaphor, simply by pointing at the desired object as
described above. The pinch glove is used by the nondominant hand for accessing menus or to assist the
user when performing an object selection, e.g., selection of occluded objects by tabbing through the ActiveObjectList.

Figure 5. Workbench environment with
an optical tracking system.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
For evaluation we have compared the IVP metaphor
to some of the techniques described in [Bow97a].
Our tests have shown that object selection can be
accomplished faster with the IVP metaphor, especially when using the scaled distance approach. In a
survey users have evaluated the use of multimodal
feedback as very helpful, especially the haptic feedback given when a new object becomes active. The
questionnaires as well as the detailed results of the
user study are available upon request.

Multimodal Output
We use multimodal feedback to inform the user about
a possible selection, i.e., visual, acoustic and tactile
senses are addressed.
To get an adequate visual feedback of a possible selection, we visualize the ray direction vector as well
as a beziér curve graph. This curve bends to the active object as described in [Ste04a] and illustrated in
Figure 1.

To further improve usability of direct interaction
metaphors in general appropriate combinations of
constraints restricting the available DOF may be useful. Therefore we will examine the possibilities of
controlling 3D widgets with the IVP metaphor.

To improve the user’s perception of the active object’s position, we inform the user acoustically when
the active object is changed. By moving the virtual
input device a different selectable object gets active,
i.e., the beziér curve bends to the new active object,
the position and orientation of both the active object
and the user are used as parameters for the sonification process. Thus a change of the active object can
be emphasized by a gentle sound dispersing from the
position of the active object towards the user’s position. As a result, the active object can be spatially
located more easily.
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In addition to the visual and acoustic cues, we added
haptic feedback, i.e., the user gets haptic information
regarding the active object. During a change of the
active object, the user receives a light and short vibration signal emitted by the haptic input device (see
Figure 5). Since the signal is emitted using a BlueTooth® connection, no cables constrain the interaction process. The level of vibration can be altered
depending on the distance between the virtual input
device and the active object. Starting from an initial
minimal level of vibration, a decreasing distance between input device and active object results in a
higher level of vibration.
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ABSTRACT
Dynamic illumination in real-time applications using OpenGL is still usually done with the classical light forms
of point lights, directional lights and spot lights. For applications simulating real-world scenes, e.g. architectural
planning, finding parameter sets for these simple lights to match real-world luminaires is required for realistic
work. This paper describes a simple approach to process a luminaire data file in IESNA IES-LM63-95 format to
create an approximation using at most 2 OpenGL lights to represent one luminaire.

Keywords

Real-world luminaires, OpenGL, interactive illumination planning

1.

2. DEFINITIONS
WORK

INTRODUCTION

Many rendering systems still use very simple light
sources for illumination, typically point, directional
and spot lights. In global illumination renderering systems, idealized area light sources are also commonly
found. But, apart from the Sun, often modelled as directional light for terrestrial scenes, and special spotlights mostly used in theatres, most real-world luminaires as built by the illumination industry have a more
complex radiation distribution, and in some globalillumination rendering systems photometric data files
provided by the illumination industry can be used.
Still, for OpenGL-based real-time rendering, direct
illumination is mostly performed with these simple
lights (point, directional, spot), which are fast to evaluate and are built into the OpenGL standard.
In this paper, we want to demonstrate how to process data provided by the illumination industry to create a combination of at most two OpenGL lights which
achieves an acceptable approximation of the luminaire
for use in a real-time rendering context. The result
however depends on the easiness with which a luminaire data set can be approximated with these simple
lights.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this
work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full
citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to
post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
WSCG 2005 SHORT papers proceedings, ISBN 80-903100-9-5
WSCG’2005, January 31-February 4, 2005
Plzen, Czech Republic.
Copyright UNION Agency – Science Press
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AND

RELATED

For simulation of real-world light sources in computer
graphics, their radiance distribution has to be known.
Most real-world light sources are area light sources,
so accurate simulation should take also the shape of
the luminaire and variations of the light distribution
along its surface into account. A method by G OESELE
et al. [GGHS03] for acquisition of near-field photometry data of light sources and rendering of them with
high accuracy in a global-illumination renderer yields
good results, but at high computational expense.
However, in industrial practice still only far-field
photometry data are available almost exclusively, and
a common rule of thumb allows its application in cases
where the luminaire’s distance is at least five times
greater than its greatest extension [Ash01]. Here the
luminaire is modeled as point light source, and its radiation distribution is given as a set of candela measurements in a regular grid of angular values, either
printable as polar 2D goniometric diagram along fixed
planes or displayable as photometric solid [Ash99],
where distance from the center represents the luminaire’s brightness into a certain direction.
A good introduction into the complex field of illumination for industrial applications is presented
in [Ash01]. A method of reconstruction of directionally dependent light sources from goniometric data for
a global illumination rendering system can be found in
[AP03], who also cite more papers on this topic.
Usage of luminaire description files is especially
useful in fields like architectural modelling, where architects can simulate the placement and orientation
of their light sources in buildings during the planning phase, e.g. in the well-known global illumina-

Distance Metric

tion renderer Radiance [LS98]. Here, long rendering times usually make interactive display rates impossible. [WAL∗ 97] presents a real-time simulation of
static non-diffuse illumination by precomputing up to
8 directional “virtual lights” per specular object.

All fitting methods make use of some error function
decribing a “distance” between the data set of the original (given) lightsource and the approximated lightsource, which in our case consist of one or more
OpenGL lightsources. The goal of any search process is to find an approximation which has the smallest
possible error value obtained with this error function.
Thus the role of this error function is central, because it
controls any optimisation, that is, it defines the meaning of the desired solution. So the sort of “distance” to
be taken into consideration is crucial. In contrast to the
Hausdorff metric used in [Ash99], we are interested
only in pointwise radial differences, since the distance
of two functions is conceptually different from the distance of their geometrical representations.

However, a simple, yet good approximation of a
real-world luminaire with known goniometric data by
combination of standard OpenGL lights for the purpose of interactive illumination in a real-time rendering context appears not to have been done yet.

3.

APPROXIMATION
METRIC DATA

OF

GONIO-

IES-LM63-95 [IES95] defines 3 types or variants of
polar coordinates in which goniometric measurements
can be given, depending on the luminaire application.
In this paper, we will concentrate on Type C photometry data, which are typically used for luminaires for
architectural and outdoor roadway lighting. The luminaire data are given as a series of candela measurements in a polar coordinate system. Vertical angles
can be limited to 0◦ . . . 90◦ (lower hemisphere only) or
90◦ . . . 180◦ (upper) or cover all 0◦ . . . 180◦ . Similarly,
only a subset of horizontal angles may be given in case
of rotational or lateral symmetry.

The Error Function

As a first step, and also for visualisation, the candela data given in the luminaire data file are scaled to
relative “magnitudes” mlum so that the largest candela
value is scaled to max(mlum ) = 1.
Then, for all directions given in the IESNA data
file, a synthetic light which can be modeled directly by
our OpenGL light combination is evaluated. This light
consists of 3 parts, of which at most 2 may be active: a
spotlight of relative brightness w1 and cosine exponent
p1 pointing into the lower hemisphere with orientation
angles θori1 from vertical down and ϕori1 around vertical axis, another spotlight of relative brightness w2
pointing into the upper hemisphere with cosine exponent p2 , orientation angles θori2 from vertical up and
ϕori2 around vertical axis, and a pointlight of relative
brightness w3 . These partial lights are combined to a
synthetic magnitude mapprox according to:

Our task can be described as follows: For any
IESNA Type C luminaire description, build a simple representation using at most 2 OpenGL lights
[SWND04]. With only 8 light sources available in
OpenGL implementations, this limitation had to be
chosen, also because the number of light sources in
a scene significantly influences rendering speed. Our
work should be integrated into an existing scene graph
system and run also on older, non-programmable
graphics hardware, so exploiting programmable hardware was not required.

mapprox (θ , ϕ ) = mdown (w1 , p1 , θcut1 , θori1 , ϕori1 , θ , ϕ )
+ mup (w2 , p2 , θcut2 , θori2 , ϕori2 , θ , ϕ )

In this context, luminaires emitting light in one
hemisphere can only be modeled with single spot
lights. Except for highly collimated lights (e.g.,
searchlights), most real-world light sources show
quadratic attenuation in far-field photometry context,
so we can set linear and constant attenuation to zero.
So, apart from a scaling factor w, only the cut-off angle θcut and the exponent p of the cosine can influence
the difference between data and approximation.

+ m point (w3 )
where e.g. mdown (w1 , p1 , θcut1 , θori1 , ϕori1 , θ , ϕ ) describes the magnitude of the spotlight pointing into the
lower hemisphere. To evaluate, we have to project
the requested direction (θ , ϕ ) along the orientation
(θori1 , ϕori1 ) of the OpenGL light, with θI = −90 +
θ , ϕI = ϕ , θO = 90 − θori1 , ϕO = ϕori1 :

If light data are given for the full sphere, we are trying a combination of a single spot directed upwards
or downwards (in case the file just contains zeros for
one hemisphere), a single point light, one point light
and one spot directed up- or downwards, or a set of
2 spots pointing into arbitrary directions in opposite
hemispheres. Here, also the orientation of the spots
around vertical and horizontal axes may have to be
taken into account.

xI = cos θI cos ϕI

xO = cos θO cos ϕO

yI = sin θI
zI = cos θI sin −ϕI

yO = sin θO
zO = cos θO sin −ϕO

The projected cosine is r = xI · xO + yI · yO + zI · zO , so
mdown (w1 , p1 , θcut1 , θori1 , ϕori1 , θ , ϕ ) =
(
0
if r ≤ cos θcut1
=
w1 · r p1 if r > cos θcut1
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OverallOptimization(domain D, errorfunction f , point f irstGuess,
clustersOfDirections (cli )i<I ):
optimalResultExternal := ∞
point p := f irstGuess ∈ D
for attempts := 0 to attemptsnum do
optimalResultInternal := ∞
repeat
for all i < I do
diri := GoodCombinationOfDirections(p, f , cli )
end for
goodDir := GoodCombinationOfDirections(p, f , (diri )i<I )
(result, p) := DirectionalOptimization(p, f , goodDir)
until result ≤ optimalResultInternal
if optimalResultInternal < optimalResultExternal then
optimalResultExternal := optimalResultInternal
optimalPoint := p
end if
select new random multidimensional point p ∈ D
end for
return optimalPoint

A similar evaluation can be done to compute
mup (w2 , p2 , θcut2 , θori2 , ϕori2 , θ , ϕ ).
mapprox represents a magnitude value just for one
direction (θ , ϕ ), where θ is counted from vertically
downward (θ = 0◦ ) to vertically upward (θ = 180◦ )
and ϕ from the x-axis (ϕ = 0◦ ) in a positive sense
around the vertical y-axis. To estimate the total difference between this light combination and the measured data, we have to sum over all nθ · nϕ angular
pairs (θ , ϕ ) given in the IESNA data file:
v


u
u
mapprox (θ , ϕ ) − mlum (θ , ϕ ) 2
u
∑
u
mlum (θ , ϕ ) +C
u vert. angles θ
t horiz. angles ϕ
err =
nθ · n ϕ

GoodCombinationOfDirections(point p, errorfunction f , direction set
(dir j ) j∈J ):
complete (dir j ) j∈J by the generalized gradient, i.e. the linear combination of (dir j ) j∈J with their corresponding directional derivatives (d j ) j∈J :
∑ j∈J d j ∗ dir j
optimalResult := ∞
for attempts := 0 to attemptsnum do
dir := ∑ j∈J c j ∗ dir j {some linear combination of the (completed) set
(dir j ) j ∈ J by some random coefficients within the unit sphere (c j ) j ∈ J}
result := directional derivative at p toward dir
if result < optimalResult then
optimalResult := result
optimalDir := dir
end if
end for
return optimalDir

Here, C is an arbitrary constant to avoid a division by
0 in case mlum (ϕ , θ ) = 0.
Obviously, θori1 , ϕori1 , θori2 , ϕori2 , θcut1 , θcut2 , p1 and
p2 are directly mapped to the orientation angles, cutoff
angles and cosine exponents of the spotlights, if applicable. The weights wi can be used to modify the lamp
colours Ld and Ls . If we have more than one luminaire
in the scene, we may have to adjust all lamps’ colours
(i.e. brightnesses) to match each other, so here the total lumen value given in the IESNA data file has to be
taken into account. Also, wi can be used to scale simulated photometric solids of the approximated lights in
the interactive scene viewer application. In case a wi is
found which is very small in comparison with the others, so that its contribution in the scene is negligible,
the light may be even omitted entirely to speed up the
rendering.

4.

DirectionalOptimization(point, errorfunction, direction):
reduce problem to a one variable problem, and use a combination of Newton and bisection methods.
Directional first and second derivatives are obtained by using finite difference forms.
return (point, value)

Figure 1: Pseudocode of the multidimensional solver

entire domain, and also within commonsense lessdimensional subsets of it, like hyperplanes, lines or on
its (hyper)spheres. We rely on these properties implicitly in the optimisation algorithm.

OPTIMISATION

In order to optimise the overall error function we use a
general function minimizer core algorithm applicable
to different dimensionalities, in our cases 1–15, which
correspond to the different light combinations. The
situation is even more complicated because in some
cases these parameters can be divided into independent subsets, e.g., when the two spotlights are oriented
to directly opposite directions, having no relation between their weights on the overall errorfunction. Exploitation of this independence clearly decreases the
computational cost in practice, and it is worth to exploit it in case of aiming for a fast optimisation for a
case where the complexity of the problem is similar to
ours.
Any commonsense error function must belong to
the class C2 , meaning twice continuously derivable
functions. More exactly, this property shall be fulfilled “almost everywhere” within the original domain.
This means that discontinuities of the function or its
derivatives can form only a very sparse subset in the

The optimisation algorithm consists of a structure of 3
nested loops, they are realized in the functions of Figure 1. The function OverallOptimization contains the
outermost loop of independent attempts, each of them
provides a quasi optimal result following from a random starting point. The core of its loop first defines
a quasi optimal direction by calling the routine GoodCombinationOfDirections in a special way, then DirectionalOptimization is triggered by taking this direction.
Definition of the aforementioned quasi optimal direction uses information about classification of dimensions, in such a way that first defines a quasi optimal
direction in each subspace belonging to the clustered
dimensions’ axis in question, and finally an overall
quasi optimal direction is defined in the subspace defined by the obtained individual directions. This two
pass definition with the appropriate GoodCombina-
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Figure 2: Photometric solids (black) and their
OpenGL approximations for typical street lamps. The
light bulbs sits on top of the lamps. Left: This light is
modelled as a flattened spot with cutoff. Only some
light emitted almost sideways is omitted by the approximated light. Right: The central obstruction of
this luminaire causes the maximum brightness to fall
along a ring. Such a distribution cannot be modelled
properly with the simple OpenGL lights.

Figure 3: Usage of the visualization of a luminaire
with asymmetric distribution in interactive illumination planning for an exhibition stage.

tionOfDirections function exploits the separation of
dimensions properly.
The innermost DirectionalOptimization moves the
point to an optimal position. This optimisation works
fast on the different levels, exploiting the advantages
of the regularities and conforms to the singularities as
well. This flexibility characterises the innermost and
also the middle loop. Consequently the algorithm provides a fast and reliable solution.

5.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to show that linear interpolation of quaternions can be used for true Phong shading
and also for related techniques that use frames, like bump mapping and anisotropic shading. Quaternion
interpolation for shading has not been proposed in literature and the reason might be that it turns out to be mostly
of academic interest, and it will here be explained why. Furthermore some pros and cons of interpolation using
quaternions will be discussed. The effect of using this approach is that the square root in the normalization
process disappears. The square root is now implemented in modern graphics hardware in such way that it is very
fast. However for other types of platforms, especially hand held devices, the square root is computationally
expensive and any software algorithm that could produce true Phong shading without the square root might turn
out to be useful. It will be shown that linear interpolation of quaternion could be useful for bump mapping as
well. However, quaternion arithmetic operations are not implemented in modern graphics hardware, and are
therefore not useful until this is done.

Keywords
Phong Shading, Quaternion Interpolation

graphics hardware is used, then this is not really a
problem anymore since these operations are as fast as
multiplications and additions nowadays. However,
quaternion arithemtics is not implemented in modern
graphics hardware. If such arithmetics were
implemented then it also could be used for bump
mapping, as explained in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION
Shading makes faceted objects appear smooth. Two
widely used techniques are known as Gouraud
[Gou71] and Phong Shading [Pho75]. Gouraud
shading suffers from the Mach band effect and
handles specular reflections poorly. This problem is
diminished when Phong shading is used since the
normals are interpolated instead of the intensities.
However, the drawback with this approach is that all
interpolated normals must be normalized. Otherwise,
Phong shading will not be much different from
Gouraud shading [Duf79].

2. PREVIOUS WORK

This paper will show that it actually is possible to
avoid the square root in the normalization process
and still obtain normalized normals for Phong
shading. This can be done when quaternions are used
for the interpolation of the normals. If modern
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Shoemake [Sho85] introduced spherical linear
interpolation (slerp) to the computer grapics society.
Kuijk and Blake [Kuij89] showed how such angular
interpolation could be used for faster Phong shading.
They use spherical trigonometry to derive an equation
for how both the normal and the vector in the
direction to the light source varies over the polygon.
A cosine has to be evaluated for each pixel. However,
they propose a quadratic approximation that will
make the evaluation faster. Abbas et al. [Abb00]
elaborates this idea further for a suitable hardware
implementation. Barrera et al. [Bar04] showed that
equal angle interpolation of normals could be done in
a very efficient way, removing the need for the
division and square root, since this approach yields
normalized normals in the interpolation process.
However, the setup for each scanline involves the
computation of several trigonometric functions.
Hence, the gain in speed will be diminished by the
extra setup, unless tables are used.

Bump mapping was introduced by Blinn [Bli78] as a
method for making surfaces appear rough or wrinkled
without increasing the number of polygons. Instead,
the normals used in the lighting computations are
perturbed to achieve this effect. Peercy et al. [Pee97]
use an orthonormal frame on the surface to rotate the
vector in the direction to the light source into that
local frame. An overview of other bump map
approaches is given by Ernst et al. [Ern98] and
Kilgard [Kil00].

frames on the surface, and quaternions are just
another representation of frames. And orthogonal
frames are rotation matrices. This fact is used in
moving frame bump mapping, where the bump
normal is rotated by the frame. However, in order to
use quaternions as frames, there are several obstacles
that must be handled. A quaternion can not be rotated
by a frame. Hence frames, or at least the normal and
the tangent, must be stored per vertex, rotated and
then converted into quaternions. When bump
mapping is used, the interpolated quaternion must
either be converted into a rotation matrix for the
rotation of the bump map normal, or the bump map
normal can be rotated directly by the quaternion.
However, this operation is not directly supported by
modern graphics hardware, as matrix multiplication
is. The advantage by interpolating quaternions, over
interpolating the frame itself is that the qutaernion
will still always define an orthonormal frame as long
as the quaternion is normalized. When a frame is
interpolated, the normal and tangent are interpolated.
Both vectors must be normalized for each pixel. The
binormal can be computed as the cross product of
these two vectors. The resulting frame will usually
not be orthogonal, but close enough.

3. QUATERNIONS
Unit quaternions are related to orthonormal rotation
matrices. The quaternion consists of four elements

q = ( x, y, z , w)

(1)

A more compact form is to describe the three first
elements as a vector since they constitute the
imaginary part of the quaternion. The fourth part is
the real part

q = ( v, s )

(2)

A quaternion may be used to rotate θ degrees around
a vector n and it can be shown that the quaternion can
be written as

q = (n sin(θ / 2), cos(θ / 2))

Elimination of the Square Root

(3)

Another advantage by using quaternions is that the
square root disappears. This will not have much
effect for modern graphics hardware since the square
root nowadays is very fast. However, for software
shading it will have a larger impact. Quaternions are
normalized in the same way as vectors are

The quaternion rotation [Sva00] of a point in 3D
space is defined as

p ′ = qpq −1

(4)

where p is a vector in quaternion form

p = (r ,0)

(5)

q′ =

-1

such as r=(xp,yp,yp) and q is the same as the
conjugate of a quaternion for unit quaternions

q

−1

= (− v, s )

(8)

Nonetheless, equation (7) shows that each element of
the normalized quaternion is multiplied with another
element of the same quaternion, when the elements of
the matrix is computed. For an example we have

(6)

A quaternion can be transformed into a rotation
matrix and vice versa [Wat92]. The rotation matrix
corresponding to q in equation (1) is

1- 2(y2 + z2 ) 2(xy + zw) 2(xz + yw)


M =  2(xy + zw) 1- 2 (x2 + z2 ) 2(yz + xw)
 2(xz + yw) 2(yz + xw) 1- 2(x2 + y2 )



q
q⋅q

q′x q′y =

qx
q⋅q

qy
q⋅q

=

qx q y
q⋅q

(9)

Hence, the square root disappears, but the division is
still necessary. Moreover, it can be shown that the
square root disappears for quaternion rotation as it is
defined in equation (4). The rotation can be
simplified as [Wat92]

(7)

The conversion from a matrix to a quaternion is a bit
messier.

qpq −1 = r ( ss − v ⋅ v ) + 2 v ( v ⋅ r ) + 2 s ( v × r )

Frames

(10)

Clearly, any element of the quaternion q, will be
multiplied with some other element of q and the
square root can be removed. This fact is nothing new,

Even though it is not mentioned in literature,
quaternions could be used for bump mapping and
anisotropic shading [Pou90, Ban94], since they use
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Now, equation (16) could be used to compute x and y
by substituting the expression for z into equation
(12). Hence

but it is possible to utilize it for shading as is shown
in the next section.

4. SHADING

x=

Shading can utilize quaternion interpolation, since the
normal can be obtained from the resulting matrix.
Thus, it is not necessary to compute the tangent and
binormal, in order to obtain the normal itself. The
normal is found in the third column of the matrix in
equation (7). Hence, the normal could be computed
as

 2(xz + yw)
n =  2(yz + xw)
1- 2(x2 + y2 )

y=

(17)

2z

Equations (16) and (17) need to be computed per
vertex. Hence, the square root is necessary three
times per polygon instead of one square root per
pixel. The following vertex shader code in the
OpenGL shading language exemplifies the idea

(11)

varying vec3 q;
…
q.z=sqrt((normal.z+1.0)*0.5);
float t=1.0/(2.0*q.z);
q.xy=normal.xy*t;

Equation (11) can be compared to ordinary vector
interpolation where each element is linearly
interpolated and the dot product can be quadratically
interpolated [Duf79], followed by a division and a
square root. When quaternions are interpolated, there
are four linear interpolations followed by equation (8)
and (11). Even though multiplications and additions
are several times faster than the square root on
ordinary CPU’s, there is not much time saved by this
method. However, we can still do better.

Here, q is the quaternion that is interpolated over the
polygon, normal is the normal at the vertices and t is
temporary variable used to optimize the computation.
The normal at each pixel is computed by equation
(12), where the interpolated quaternion first is
normalized by equation (9). Using equation (15)
instead of computing nz with equation (12) gives the
following fragment shader code in the OpenGL
shading language

Fast Normal interpolation
Note, that equation (11) would be much simpler if it
would be possible to arrange so that the fourth
element w is always set to zero. The normal becomes

 2xz 
n =  2yz 


2
2
1- 2(x + y )

nx
2z
ny

float t= 2.0*q.z/dot(q,q);
vec3 N=t*q.xyz;
N.z-=1.0;
Here, q is the quaternion and t is temporary variable
used to optimize the computation.

(12)

This would correspond to rotating the frame at the
vertices in such way that the normal is still the same,
but the tangent and binormal is rotated around the
normal. This can be done. Since the quaternion
should be normalized, but w is zero, then

z2 + x2 + y2 =1

(13)

Thus

x2 + y2 =1− z2

(14)

Substitute equation (14) into equation (11) for
computing nz

nz = 2z2 −1

(15)

Figure 1. Left: Phong shading. Right: Fast linear
quaternion interpolation

Solving for z gives

z=

nz +1
2

Figure 1 shows the famous Venus De Milo statue
Phong shaded to the left. It can be compared to the

(16)
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anisotropic shading if quaternion arithmetics were
implemented in modern graphics hardware in the
future.

image to the right, which is shaded using linear
interpolation of quaternions. The figures are
indistinguishable form each other. It can be shown
that the normals produced by this type of
interpolation, does not necessarily lie in the same
plane, as normals obtained by linear interpolation
does. However, it is not a requirement that the
normals along a scanline should lie in the same plane.
If the object is slightly rotated, then the scanline will
be a new cross section of the surface that the polygon
covers, which did not have their normals in the same
plane in the previous frame.
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5. DISCUSSION
Even though the square root is replaced by just a few
simple arithmetic operations, the gain in speed when
using this type of interpolation is small. It is not in the
scope of this paper to implement quaternion
interpolation on different platforms, since the
calculation speed of different operations may vary
quite a lot among platforms.
It should be noted that is possible to compute the
inverse square root [Tur95] instead of normalizing a
vector using division and the ordinary square root.
This algorithm is based on the Newton-Raphson
method and involves no divisions, but the proposed
algorithm has one division. On the other hand it is
possible to compute the division using the NewtonRaphson method more effectively than the inverse
square root is computed. Hence, the proposed method
may turn out to be faster on some platforms.
Quaternion
arithmetic
operations
are
not
implemented in modern programmable graphics
hardware. Therefore, bump mapping will not be
faster using quaternion interpolation. However, if
these operations were implemented, the conversion
between quaternions and rotation matrices would be
fast. Moreover, quaternion rotation could be very fast
if it was implemented in hardware. If this is done,
then quaternion interpolation could be standard
procedure in the future, for bump mapping and
anisotropic shading.

6. CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to perform true Phong shading by linear
interpolation of quaternions representing the frame of
the surface. The square root disappears in this
process. A faster version can be obtained of this
scheme, by rotating the frame in such way that the
fourth element is always zero. This scheme may be
useful for some software implementations.
It was also discussed that linear interpolation of
quaternions could be useful for bump mapping and
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ABSTRACT
We often need to refer to adjacent elements (e.g., vertices, edges and faces) in triangle meshes for rendering,
mesh simplification and other processes. It is, however, sometimes impossible to prepare the enormous memory
needed to represent element connectivity in gigantic triangle meshes. We proposed a memory eﬃcient scheme
for referring to adjacent faces around a vertex in non-manifold triangle meshes [AM04]. But the scheme has a
redundancy in case of two-manifold triangle meshes. This paper proposes new schemes for referring to adjacent
faces around a face in two-manifold triangle meshes. First, as our previous scheme, we introduce the constraints
to allow random access to a triangle in a sequence of triangle strips. Then, for each face, we construct a list of
references to adjacent strips as a representation of triangle connectivity. Experimental results show that, compared
with conventional indexed triangle set based methods, our schemes reduce total strage for a triangle mesh and
adjacent triangle connectivity by less than 50%.
Keywords: strip, mesh, memory eﬃcient,adjacent connectivity

1

INTRODUCTION

One of the most popular representations for 3D models is a
triangle mesh. It has often been used not only for rendering but also for various processes in many scenes. In such
scenes, adjacent triangle connectivity is frequently used: to
calculate vertex normals, to simplify meshes to reduce storage, and to detect collisions for virtual reality systems.
The rendering of triangle meshes requires not only vertex coordinates but also vertex normals. To reduce memory, without storing vertex normals, adjacent triangles around a vertex
must be acquired to successively calculate its normal from
three triangle vertices (figure 1(a)). Adjacent connectivity
of vertices and triangle faces is also required to simplify triangle meshes in the popularly used vertex contract operation [Gar99], which unifies two vertices of triangle meshes.
When faced with gigantic triangle meshes, however, it is impossible to prepare the enormous memory needed to represent adjacent connectivity. Those gigantic meshes are generated from the latest 3D shape input devices, for example
laser range scanners, and we must process triangles of those
models numbering in the hundreds of millions.
Therefore, we devised a method based on a triangle strip
reference to represent adjacent faces of a vertex [AM04].
Required total storage for a triangle mesh and adjacent
triangle connectivity is half that of conventional representation based on an ITS (indexed triangle set mesh).
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear
this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or
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(a) normal vector calculation

(b) mesh simplification
Figure 1: Usage of adjacent relations
But most of triangle meshes are 2-d manifolds where adjacent connectivity can be represented using adjacent faces of
a face. This is why, in this paper we propose a more memory
eﬃcient scheme for referring to adjacent faces of a face. In
this new scheme, required total storage is about 75% of our
previous scheme. Our representation is characterized by the
following:
• CTS (Constrained Triangle Strips)
In accessing arbitrary triangles of multiple strips in a
strip buﬀer, we use constrained index triangle strips.
We insert one or two delimiters between strips so that
the strip size is always an even number. Three vertices
orders of triangles at even indices in the strip are counterclockwise and three vertices orders of triangles at
odd indices are clockwise in the strip.
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• indexed triangle fan
Because of the absence of explicit adjacent connectivity, it
takes a long time to refer to adjacent elements of these triangle meshes, for example, to adjacent vertices of a vertex
and adjacent triangles of a vertex. It is faster to refer to adjacent elements with explicit adjacent connectivity than without. Hoppe uses adjacent triangles of a triangle in the Progressive Mesh [Hop97] techniques for two-manifold meshes.
Garland et al. use adjacent triangles of a vertex in the triangle mesh simplification [Gar99] techniques for non-manifold
meshes. In the Hoppe techniques, adjacent connectivity consists of adjacent triangles around a triangle and is equal to
the size of triangle connectivity. With Garland techniques,
adjacent connectivity is equal to the size of the triangle connectivity. We proposed a scheme for referring to adjacent
triangles around a vertex in non-manifold triangle meshes
[AM04]. But the scheme may have a storage redundancy
in case of two-manifold meshes. Because we can refer to
all faces referring adjacent faces around a face in case of
two-manifold mesh. This paper proposes a memory eﬃcient
method to acquire adjacent triangles around a face for twomanifold meshes.

• reference to adjacent faces of a face using CTS
We use strip indices to suppress storage size for adjacent face connectivity of a face. A triangle has three adjacent triangles, and three triangle indices are required
to store adjacent face references. In triangle strip representation, two adjacent triangles are typically in the
same strip and one adjacent face is in a diﬀerent strip
(figure 4). Therefore, one strip index is usually required to store adjacent face references. This configuration is three times more eﬃcient than ITS based representation [Gar99].
Here are some details on how we suppress storage size: We
use 63.6%–63.7% the storage of ITS based representation
by not using an indexed triangle set. Instead, we use a constrained index triangle strip for triangle connectivity. Further, we use 46.6%–46.7% the storage of ITS based representation by using strip indices for adjacent faces connectivity of a face rather than triangle indices.
The triangle strip is supported by OpenGL APIs and provides
fast rendering on popular hardware accelerators. Our method
is especially eﬃcient both for adjacent triangle connectivity
of vertices and for rendering meshes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 1.1 summarizes related work. Section 2 describes indexed triangle sets and indexed triangle strips for triangle
mesh representations. Section 3 introduces our constraints
against indexed triangle strips to suppress adjacent triangle
connectivity of a vertex. Section 4 describe adjacent faces
connectivity of a face by using constrained index triangle
strips. Section 5 presents the results of experiments using
the proposed method and Section 6 discusses conclusions.

2

TRIANGLE
TIONS

MESH

REPRESENTA-

A triangle mesh M is represented widely as a tuple consisting
of vertex coordinates table V and vertex indices table T. Coordinates table V = (v 0 , v1 , v2 , ...vm ) lists vertex coordinates,
each element of which corresponds to a vertex coordinate
vi = [xi , yi , zi ]. Indices table T = (t0 , t1 , t2 , ...tn ) lists vertex indices that compose triangles. Each element of T corresponds
to an index t j to V. We classify meshes into two representations according to interpretation of T : an indexed triangle set
representation and an indexed triangle strip representation.

1.1 Related work
Some proposed data structures for adjacent connectivity between elements of 3D models can represent various genus
models. The winged-edge [Bau72] is a representative structure that can represent two-manifold models. 3D models often consist of non-manifold surfaces in actual scenes. The
radial-edge [Wei88] is a representative structure that can represent non-manifold models.

2.1 Indexed triangle sets
Figure 2(a) shows an indexed triangle set representation where a triplet of consecutive indices, such as
[t3 j , t3 j+1 , t3 j+2 ], [t3 j+3 , t3 j+4 , t3 j+5 ], and [t3 j+6 , t3 j+7 , t3 j+8 ],
denotes three vertex indices of a triangle. For each triplet
[t3 j , t3 j+1 , t3 j+2 ], we refer to j as a triangle index, which is
one third of the subscript of the first vertex index. The orientations of a triangle are decided by the order of the three
indices that compose the triangle. Generally speaking, the
side on which the order is counterclockwise is the front side.
It is easy to refer to an arbitrary triangle by triangle index j
in the case of an indexed triangle set, because three vertex indices [t3 j , t3 j+1 , t3 j+2 ] are uniquely derived from the triangle
index j.

Those structures are popular representations. The following
triangle mesh representation [NDW93] can represent nonmanifold models with no explicit adjacent connectivity between elements but vertex connectivity of each triangle.
• triangle set
• triangle strip
• triangle fan
The above representations are suitable for sequential accessing and the rendering of triangles because vertex coordinates
are stored directly in the coordinate table. This being the
case, common vertex coordinates are stored separately in the
coordinate table, so the table cannot be used for referencing
neighborhoods.
The following representations are derived from the above
representations where each triangle consists of three indices
to a vertex coordinate table to share coordinates with other
triangles.
• indexed triangle set
• indexed triangle strip

(a)triangle set

(b)triangle strip

Figure 2: Triangle mesh representations
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2.2 Indexed triangle strips

4

Figure 2(b) shows an indexed triangle strip representation
where a triplet of consecutive indices, such as [t j , t j+1 , t j+2 ],
[t j+2, t j+1 , t j+3], and [t j+2 , t j+3, t j+4 ], denotes three vertex indices of a triangle. Note two indices in each triplet are
also used in the previous and next triplets. For each triplet
[t j , t j+1 , t j+2], we refer to j as a triangle index, which is the
subscript of the first vertex index and starts from 0. The
orientations of a triangle are decided by the order of three
indices [NDW93] in this representation also. Unlike the indexed triangle set, however, the order flips alternately depending on whether the triangle index is even or odd.

This section describes a new scheme for referring to adjacent
triangles around a face in two-manifold triangle meshes, by
using constrained index triangle strips.
In this section, let T be an index table that represents the
constrained triangle strips. We define a data structure that
represents adjacent strips of faces A = (a 0 , a1 , ..., an ) whose
size is the same as that of T. Each element of A is an index to
T. As shown in Figure 4, for a given triangle j, an element
a j+1 of A generally represents a triangle that is adjacent to
j and belongs to a strip diﬀerent from j’s. If j is a starting
or ending triangle of a strip, a j or a j+2 represents another
adjacent triangle of j.

The indices table of an indexed triangle strip mesh is about
half to one third the size that of an indexed triangle set mesh.
This is because the indices are shared in an indexed triangle strip representation. In addition, we can render indexed
triangle strip meshes faster than indexed triangle set meshes
because the number of vertices processed by the rendering
libraries (e.g., OpenGL) is smaller.
Indices table T usually represents a sequence of indexed triangle strips. It is diﬃcult, however, to refer to an arbitrary triangle by triangle index j in the case of a sequence of indexed
triangle strips. Specifically, if the indices table stores multiple strips to represent a model, we can’t determine the orientation of a triangle by the triangle index. This is because the
parity (being odd or even) of triangle index j, which holds
true in one strip by definition, doesn’t match the parity defined by the number counted from the beginning of T , which
consists of a sequence of multiple strips of diﬀerent lengths,
where each strip ends with a delimiter −1.

3

ADJACENT STRIPS OF A FACE

Figure 4: Adjacent strips of faces
For a given triangle j, which is composed of three vertices
[t j , t j+1 , t j+2 ], we can refer to its three adjacent triangles as
follows:
1. If t j−1 < 0, the first adjacent triangle is a j , which is
composed of [t a j , ta j +1 , ta j +2 ]. Otherwise, the first one
is j − 1, i.e., [t j−1 , t j , t j+1].
2. The second adjacent triangle is always a i+1 , which is
composed of [t a j+1 , ta j+1 +1 , ta j+1 +2 ].
3. If t j+3 < 0, the third adjacent triangle is a j+2 , which is
composed of [t a j+2 , ta j+2 +1 , ta j+2 +2 ]. Otherwise, the third
one is j + 1, i.e., [t j+1 , t j+2 , t j+3].
Figure 5 shows an example of referring adjacent strips of
faces in Figure 4.

REVIEW OF CONSTRAINED TRIANGLE STRIPS

This section reviews a method that enables random access to
a triangle in a sequence of triangle strips [AM04]. Access is
accomplished by imposing a constraint on the triangle strips
described in the previous section.
In this method, we insert delimiters depending on the size of
strip indices as follows:
• If the size of the strip is an odd number, we insert one
delimiter (Figure 3(a)).
• If the size of the strip is an even number, we insert two
successive delimiters (Figure 3(b)).
As a result, the three vertices compose a triangle in counterclockwise order if the triangle index is even, or in clockwise
order if the index is odd. This enables us to find the orientation of any triangle in a sequence of strips.

(a) odd number

(b) even number
Figure 5: Example of referring adjacent strips of faces

Figure 3: Constrained triangle strips
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5

RESULTS

We implemented the schemes described in the previous sections and compared performance results with those of ITS
schemes on a personal computer with a Pentium 4, 1.8 GHz
CPU, 512MB of main memory and an NVIDIA GeForce2
MX 400 32MB VGA card. Performance was measured for
the following items:
• total storage size (|T + J| or |T + A|) : the total storage size of the vertex indices table (|T |) and the adjacent triangle connectivity of vertices (|J|) or triangles
(|A|)[MB]
• access time (t a ) : the time to refer to adjacent triangles
around all i) vertices or ii) triangles[ms]. The number
of references is the same in both cases i) and ii). This
is because the number in the case i) is eventually equal
to the sum of the number of vertices (three) of each
triangle and the number in the case ii) is equal to the
sum of the number of edges (three) of each triangle.
• rendering time (tr ) : the time to render triangle meshes
[ms]
We used the following triangle meshes, (a) Dragon and (b)
Happy Buddha 1 , in experiments and used the stripification
algorithm [ESV96] for the meshes.

mesh

method

|T|

|A|
or
|J|

|T + A|
or
|T + J|

ta

tr

ta + tr

(a)

Mtv
Msv
Mtt
Mst

19.9
9.3
19.9
9.3

26.6
15.5
19.9
9.3

46.6
24.8
39.9
18.6

210
411
300
340

345
161
345
161

555
572
645
501

(b)

M tv
Msv
Mtt
Mst

24.9
11.6
24.9
11.6

33.2
19.3
24.9
11.6

58.1
30.9
49.8
23.2

260
520
371
431

441
202
441
202

701
722
812
633

Table 1: Experimental results of referring to adjacent triangles around faces or vertices

6

CONCLUSION

Our proposed method achieves positive results for storage
size and total time compared to the ITS based methods and
our previous method. Regarding the access time, our proposed method is better than our previous method, although
our proposed method is at a disadvantage compared to the
ITS based methods. Our proposed method, however, decreases the total time with respect to the ITS based methods,
because it exploits OpenGL triangle strips
Future work will focus on reducing access time.
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ABSTRACT
Modelling and reconstruction of tubular objects is a known problem in computer graphics. For computer
aided surgical planning the constructed geometrical models need to be consistent and compact at the
same time, which known approaches cannot guarantee. In this paper we present a new method for
generating compact, topologically consistent, 2-manifold surfaces of branching tubular objects using a
two-stage approach. The proposed method is based on connection of polygonal cross-sections along the
medial axis and subsequent re nement. Higher order furcations can be handled correctly.

Keywords
mesh generation, branched tubular objects, simplex meshes, medical context

1

INTRODUCTION

Medical application require consistent surface
models without gaps or self-intersections. In case
the model is a polygonal or triangular mesh, it
should be a 2-manifold. The mesh must be adaptive to account for changing diameter. The overall primitive count should be small, while still
accurately representing small geometrical details.
The presented work was done in the context of
developing a virtual liver surgery planning system [Borni03] supporting physicians with tools for
planning and staging of liver tumor resections using a virtual reality (VR) environment. This application involves visualization of the portal vein
inside the liver. Since VR techniques are used,
the graphical representation of the portal vein
needs to be compact in order to meet the real-time
requirement, while still providing the physicians
with the correct topological information needed
for planning a surgical intervention.

Modelling surface representations of tubular
objects has been addressed by many researchers
in the eld of computer graphics leading to
numerous approaches. Since many anatomical
structures like vessels are of tubular type, medical
applications are one important application eld
for such techniques.
Arrangements of such
tubular tubular structures like the portal vein
tree inside the liver or airway trees are highly
complex and heavily branched. New algorithms
are able to detect even very thin tubular structures [Beich04] in e.g. CT images, leading to
medial axis representations organized in graphs,
which are not suitable for direct rendering.
Therefore surface models, which can be e ciently
rendered need to be set up rst for applications like computer aided surgical planning.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the rst page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee.
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2

RELATED WORK

The probably most popular surface reconstruction algorithm is named Marching Cubes (MC)
[Loren87]. It can be used for direct reconstruction of surface models from 3D data organized
in a grid and is often used in the medical context. However, one would have to convert a centerline representation to a voxel dataset rst, in
order to employ MC. Besides, MC is not adap-

tive and produces complex geometry. For VR applications mesh compression has to be employed,
introducing processing overhead. Staircase artifacts produced by MC must be removed using
ltering techniques. Connectivity problems for
26-connected structures, which are not acceptable in surgical planning, require a modi ed algorithm [Lewin03]. Besides the MC there are
generic algorithms involving deformable models
directly [Delin99], which is time consuming for
tubular objects. A second class of algorithms involves surface tiling from cross-sections and algorithms connecting tubular objects to a single
model [Oliva96, Meyer92, Lluch04]. Most of these
algorithms have problems representing furcations
of higher order correctly, some do not support
changing radii along branches. An algorithm related to ours can be found in [Felke04], however
the technical solution is di erent. Since the approach is not based on a deformable model, mesh
re nement is not possible. An approach mainly focussing on rendering performance, not mesh consistency, can be found in [Hahn01].

3

X

(a)

Figure 1: (a) Thinning near branching points:
Cross-sections intersecting the in uence area of a
branching point (sphere) are removed. Sometimes
this requires graph restructuring (see arrows). (b)
Removal of centerline points within branches.
of generality. Spheres (with cross-section radius)
spanned by neighboring centerline points and radii
can intersect. Sometimes a whole child branch is
located within the sphere at its parent’s branching
point, which can lead to artifacts. Preprocessing
by thinning leads to initial meshes almost free of
visual artifacts, since possibly overlapping crosssections are removed. Thinning also makes initial
meshes compact, because the number of remaining cross-sections directly in uences the number
of mesh polygons. Figure 1 shows details of the
thinning process.

METHODS

The proposed algorithm generates compact surfaces representations of branched tubular objects. It can handle bifurcations, trifurcations and
higher order furcations. The output is a topologically consistent 2-manifold mesh. Geometrically
our approach is based on a simplex mesh structure [Delin99]. The mesh for the tubular object is
constructed in two stages:

3.2

Initial Mesh Setup

The initial mesh is set up by traversing the preprocessed input data in a breadth- rst-search manner
starting with a simplex mesh cylinder at the root
node.

1. An initial mesh is constructed connecting
cross-section polygons along the medial axis.

Connection of cross-sections

2. Mesh Refinement based on simplex meshes
as deformable model.

3.1

(b)

Further cross-sections of the root branch are successively connected to the existing geometry at the
top polygon. This is achieved by connecting each
vertex of the cross-section polygon to the existing
geometry as shown in Figure 2. According to this
schema, each inserted cross-section of the tubular
object has to have the same number of vertices as
the polygon it connects to. This limitation can
be overcome by either not splitting each edge to
connect to or inserting intermediate polygons. For
maximum visual quality, polygons are oriented so
that the overall connection edge length is minimized. The visual quality can be further improved
by placing additional vertices at the barycenter of
the triangles formed by the base edge of the polygon to connect to and the connecting cross-section

Preprocessing

We use a directed acyclic graph data structure
as input data for mesh initialization. The nodes
of the graph are either branching points or endpoints. Each node stores its location, local radius,
cross-section normal and connected links. Links
(branches) store their endpoints, direction and a
list of intermediate centerline points with crosssection radii and normals. This data is provided
by a vessel-mining approach [Beich04]. Since a deformable model is employed in the second stage of
our algorithm, limiting to circular cross-sections
during the initialization is possible without loss
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Figure 2: Polygon insertion schema.

(a)

additional vertices

Figure 4: (a) Simplex mesh of a tubular objec
before connecting a new branch. The hot spot
region is marked bright. (b) Mesh after the new
branch has been added.
Each vertex P~i is displaced based on internal regularizing forces F~int and external forces Fext . αi
and βi are control parameters, while γ is a damping factor. If only a medial axis representation
is available external F~ext are calculated towards
sampling points de ned by the cross-sections and
radii. Performing several iterations having centerline/radius input mainly results in geometrical changes near branching points. In case of a
present binary segmentation in form of a 3D volumetric dataset, external forces are calculated by
searching the closest boundary voxel in the direction of each vertex’ normal. In this case mesh
iterations also a ect regions, with other than circular cross-section shape, leading to more accurate
results.

Figure 3: Polygon insertion operation in 3D.
vertex. Figure 3 shows a 3D example.
Connection of branches
New branches are added by connecting their rst
medial axis cross-section to the existing geometry.
The best-suited polygon is found in the vicinity
of the branching point, the so-called hot spot region, which is maintained for all branching points.
When it comes to connecting the rst cross-section
i with center ~ci and normal ~ni of a new branch,
the following criterion is calculated for each hot
spot region polygon p with ~cp :
ζi =

1
k~cp

~ci k

4

Mesh Refinement

The overall visual quality of the mesh and particularly the quality near high order furcations is
improved using the simplex mesh as a deformable
model based on a Newtonian law of motion, which
is iteratively solved:
P~it+1 = P~it + (1

γ)(P~it

RESULTS

We have tested our algorithm with di erent types
of medical datasets, including the vasculature of
the liver, sheep and human airway trees and data
from high-resolution scans of portal vein corrosion
casts. Our approach produced consistent and visually appealing meshes in all cases. The number
of polygons produced by our approach is the same
order of magnitude as output produced by a simpli ed and ltered MC approach. Figure 5 shows
results for the datasets described in Table 1. Table 2 gives an overview of the mesh complexity
and timings of the proposed algorithm.

~np · ~ni

The polygon that maximizes ζi is connected using the same technique as for intermediate crosssections. Figure 4 shows the hot spot region of a
tubular mesh before connecting a new branch as
well as how the same region looks like in the nal
mesh.

3.3

(b)

5

CONCLUSION

This paper presented an algorithm for generating
compact consistent 2-manifold meshes of branched

Pit−1 ) + αi F~int + βi F~ext
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ABSTRACT
The goal of this work is to create several functions for processing of two input images of one object to uncover a
geometry of the scene. There are well-known techniques how to compute a fundamental matrix and reconstruct
3D coordinates. Several techniques were tested to find the method that is fast and rather precise. The functions
are implemented in the environment of Borland C++ Builder. Calibrated cameras and start in a situation when
several points are marked correctly in both pictures are assumed.

Keywords
two view geometry, epipolar geometry, fundamental matrix, eight point method, algebraic error minimization.
algorithm for the computation of essential matrix was
introduced by Longuet-Higgins. The problem of
fundamental matrix estimation is studied quite
extensively from that time. A nonlinear minimization
approach to estimate the essential matrix [Weng] and
a distance minimization approach to compute the
fundamental matrix [Luong] were described. In
practice, the geometric (nonlinear) minimization
approach is more reliable but computationally more
expensive. Current methods improve the linear
methods or accelerate the geometric minimization
approach.

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer graphics aims to model virtual reality
with high realism. Several problems arise when real
world objects are modeled. A model of the real
object should meet some metric constraints, which
are sometimes difficult or too complex to learn
exactly. It is more suitable for most of situations to
estimate the approximation of values. If two images
of the object are available, the reconstruction of
selected object points is possible, with precision up
to scale, by computing some geometry around. The
theory behind is called a multiple-view geometry,
specifically two-view geometry.

3. EPIPOLAR GEOMETRY
Epipolar geometry is a natural projective geometry
between two views of the scene. It is usually a
picture from a camera. The type and the properties of
projection are given by construction and adjustment
of the camera. The epipolar geometry does not
depend on a structure of the scene. It is derived from
intrinsic parameters of cameras and their mutual
position. Taking pictures of the scene by the camera
is an arbitrary projective transformation of a 3D
scene in world coordinates to a 2D image. The 3*4
matrix of projection P represents it.

2. BACKGROUND
The basis of theory of two-views can be dated back
to year 1855. In this year french mathematician
Chasles formed the problem of recovering the
epipolar
geometry
from
a
seven-point
correspondence. Eight years later task was solved by
Hesse and in the year 1981 the original eight-point
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

Most of usually used cameras can be approximated
by a pinhole camera model. Let us define the coordinate system by a position and orientation of the
first camera. The matrix P can be simplified in this
coordinate system as P = K [I3x3 | 0] where K is a
3*3 calibration matrix of the camera. Using general
world coordinate system the general matrix of
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projection P has form P = K R [ I |t]. The difference
is just the orientation and translation of camera
towards the world coordinate system origin. R is a
matrix of rotation and t is a vector of translation,
called together extrinsic parameters of camera.

5. FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX
ESTIMATION
The problem of searching for projection matrices has
changed to seeking for the fundamental matrix.
There exist several methods how to find it. The
robust ones search for the number of corresponding
features in two images and start from this statistically
huge set. Our input comprises several corresponding
points from two images and a calibration matrix of
both cameras (usually the same). Methods used in
these situations can be divided into several groups:
linear algorithm, algebraic minimization algorithm,
distance minimization. Until now two of them were
tested.

4. FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX
The epipolar geometry arises from two images. Our
goal is to find an equation, which describes the
relationship between the pictures. Let us find the
relation which binds an image point from the first
image x= (x, y) with an image point from the second
image x’ = (x’, y’) holding a constraint that they both
are projections of some point X from the scene. Such
a matrix is called the fundamental matrix F. It is the
algebraic representation of the epipolar geometry.
For any pair of valid points x, x’ exists a 3x3
fundamental matrix F for which x’T F x = 0. F is of
rank 2. To make the work with matrices easier, let us
set the coordinate system defined by the first camera
as the world coordinate system. The first camera
projection matrix is then P = K [I3x3 |0] and the
second camera matrix is P’ = K’ [R | t], where R and
t describe a rotation and translation of the second
camera towards the first one and K and K’ are the
calibration matrices of cameras.

The basic linear 8-point algorithm
The best approximation of fundamental matrix is
searched. The equation which defines the
fundamental matrix F is x’T F x = 0 where x and x’ is
a pair of the matching points in the first and the
second image. Their projective coordinates are
x=(x, y, 1) T, x’=(x’, y’, 1) T. Each point match results
in one linear equation in the unknown entries of F.
For more points matches xi ↔ x’i (i = 1… n) linear
equations can be stacked up into a matrix.
The solution can be found by the least-square
algorithm using singular value decomposition of A.
The normalization (simple translation and scaling) of
input data is very useful to make the algorithm stable.
An important property of fundamental matrix is the
singularity. This method, in general, does not
produce matrix F of rank 2.

Fundamental matrix and projections
The fundamental matrix depends only on the mutual
position of the two cameras and their calibration. For
the pair of canonic camera matrices P = [I | 0],
P’ = [R | t] corresponding to a fundamental matrix F
equations as follows are valid:

The algebraic minimization algorithm

P = [I | 0], P’ = [[e’]x F + e‘v T | de’],

The remaining problem is how to guarantee
singularity of the constructed fundamental matrix.
One possible solution is to construct the singular
matrix as a product F = M [e]x where M is nonsingular matrix and [e]x is any skew-symmetric
matrix, with e corresponding to the epipole in the
first image. To guarantee the fundamental matrix
properties in such matrix F, a constraint on F is
added. Matrix F can be computed from the image
point correspondences and known epipole e by
minimization. [Hartley, Zisserman] The estimation
inaccuracy can be evaluated by an algebraic error ε.
It describes a transformation which maps the
estimate of the epipole ei to the algebraic error εi : R3
→ R8. The exact epipole is unknown, in reality. We
acquire it’s estimate using iterative methods. The
Levenberg – Marquardt iterative method can be used
[Numerical Recipes], [Pollefeys]. An estimation of
the fundamental matrix F0 is calculated using
different methods (the 8-point linear algorithm) to
get the zero approximation of the epipole e0 (a right
null vector of matrix F0). Each iteration aims to
change ei so that the value ||εi|| is minimized.

where e is an epipole (a projection of the first camera
centre in the second image), [e]x is a cross product, a
skew-symmetric matrix, v is any 3-vector and d is a
non-zero scalar. This result can be used only in cases
when calibration matrices of both cameras are equal
to identity. This can be achieved by normalization.
The fundamental matrix corresponding to the
normalized cameras is called essential matrix E with
the form E =[t]x R. It is singular and two of its
singular values are equal. There are only two
possible factorizations of E (ignoring signs) to a
skew-symmetric matrix and a rotation matrix.
Taking into consideration direction of the translation
from the first to second camera, there are four
possible choices for the second camera matrix P’.
The reconstructed point X is in front of both cameras
only in one of these four solutions.
Another way how to separate the projection matrices
is given by [Faugeras, Luong].
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6. IMPLEMENTATION

7. TESTS AND RESULTS
Error computation

The aim of our implementation is to determine a
sufficiently correct method to obtain the fundamental
matrix, which is fast for available data. It is assumed,
that points are assigned by operator (manually).

To evaluate precision of acquired fundamental
matrix residual error is calculated. The tests
performed show the dependency of the error value on
the increasing number of corresponding points. It is
important to evaluate the error over a wider group of
matched points, not just for the point
correspondences used to compute F (first 8 points).
This is shown in a shape of graph curves. The
comparison of errors of two tested methods are
displayed in figure 2.

The 8-point normalized algorithm is fast and easy to
implement method. Usually, it offers quite precise
results. It is very suitable as the first step for iterative
methods. If higher precision is required, the algebraic
error minimization method is recommended.
Distance minimization method using Sampson error
is appropriate as an alternative algorithm.
Methods were implemented using a Borland C++
Builder application. For calculation of a singular
decomposition of matrix and inverse matrix a
suitable library was chosen (Open Computer Vision
Library [OpenCV]). The reconstructed points and
predefined faces can be visualized in a 3D scene
generated by the OpenGL library.
The images used were not made by wide-angle lens.
Information about a barrel distortion is available for
some of them. The elimination of deformation did
not produce increase of results correctness.

Used data
A couple of images with different accuracy and
resolution were used to test implemented methods.
Synthetic data, pictures from tutorial of
PhotoModeler [PhotoMod] and self-made pictures
done by a standard camera were used. Examples of
used scenes are on figure 1.

Figure 2: Graphs of methods residual error.
The graphs show the impossibility to decide
positively, which method is more accurate,
considering the residual error. In scenes, which are
considered less stable (i.e. where the used matched
points are almost coplanar) linear method works
better. In scenes defined with higher precision
algebraic minimization method is more accurate (e.g.
in scene “Car” the result is much better).

Figure 1: Scenes
“Bench” (Res. 280x1024, Foc.l. 6.97mm),
“Boxes” (Res. 2272x1704, Foc.l. 7.19mm),
“Car” (Res. 2267x1520, Foc.l. 30.75mm).

The fundamental matrix estimate used as initial step
in the first iteration is the essential part for iteration
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method. If the initialization is too deflected, the
method diverges or converges seemingly.

matrix improved by algebraic minimization starting
from a matrix given by the linear method. If the
scene is described by improper set of points, the
linear method is more suitable. It is possible to
recognize this case by a monitoring of several
properties of computation and of partial results. The
choice of another set of marked points can be more
efficient step to get the accurate fundamental matrix.

Synthetic data
An idealized scene was created to understand the
methods and their convergence better (Figure 3).

Standard camera suffices to take two pictures of any
scene and to reconstruct its geometry. Some of
camera parameters are required to be known
(published usually by the producer). Much more
importance is given to right choice of pictures. The
user ought to arrange the scene to be heterogenous
enough, to take pictures suitable for selection of 8
non-coplanar points placed in the scene uniformly.
Another important condition is the precise
determination of marked points in images.

Figure 3: Synthetic scene.
The residual error was quantified here for the linear
method and algebraic minimization too. Moreover,
exact fundamental matrix derived from the known
geometry of the scene was applied (Figure 4).
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Figure 4:Graph of error for synthetic scene.
The algebraic minimization seems more suitable in
this situation. All the error values are 10 times lower
than in the real scenes. It is caused by much more
precise selection of matching points.

Visual results
An indirect proof of the calculation accuracy is a
visualization of the results as a graphical depicting
of the reconstructed 3D position of the points in a
virtual world. Such a visualization shows how much
the reconstruction fits, that is, how the fundamental
matrix fits. An experienced operator uncovers in
visualization which pair of corresponding points is
set incorrectly or improperly.

8. CONCLUSION
This work compares two methods for acquisition of
the fundamental matrix by 8 points marked in two
pictures of a scene. Linear method and the method of
algebraic minimization were exploited. The
presented comparisons show similarity of the
methods results. Well-defined scenes have
significantly better results with the fundamental
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ABSTRACT
The unique characteristics of the arctic atmosphere make for very interesting effects that cannot be seen
anywhere else in the planet. The extremely cold temperatures, along with the existence of inversion layers in the
temperature gradients, make the medium highly inhomogeneous. Its properties, including the index of refraction
that rules the behavior of light, are no longer constant. As a consequence, light rays get bent while traversing the
atmosphere, and the result is some spectacular phenomena; several examples are the arctic mirages (that have
probably given rise to numerous ghost ship legends), the Fata Morgana or the Novaya-Zemlya effect.
We present here an implementation of a ray tracer that can render all these effects, thus depicting phenomena
never ray-traced before, as far as the authors know. We first build an accurate temperature profile for the arctic
atmosphere, based on experimental data, then calculate the curved paths of the light rays as the index of
refraction changes as a function of temperature, by solving the physically-based differential equation that
describes their trajectory. The scenes are modelled using real data for the Earth and Sun dimensions and relative
distance, thus maintaining accuracy in the results obtained.

Keywords
Curved ray tracing, inhomogeneous media, arctic atmosphere

atmosphere, along with a physically-based resolution
method that allows us to bend light correctly. The
method is obviously valid for any inhomogeneous
medium, but here we concentrate on the arctic
atmospheres, where weather scientists have been
gathering data for decades now.

1. INTRODUCTION
Refraction of sunlight due to cold dense polar air
causes a number of spectacular effects almost
impossible to see anywhere else in the planet.
Probably the best-known is the arctic mirage, but
even that one is constantly overshadowed by its hotair equivalent, the inferior mirage (also known as
desert mirage or the “water on the road” effect).
Other phenomena such as the Fata Morgana or the
Novaya-Zemlya remain mostly unknown.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section
2 offers an overview of previous works on curved
ray tracing. Section 3 describes how light bends in an
inhomogeneous atmosphere. Section 4 presents our
rendered simulations, including the model of the
atmosphere and the 3D scene settings. The last two
sections discuss the conclusions and the future work.

We present here our ray tracing method to reproduce
some of these spectacular phenomena. It is based on
an accurate model of the temperature profile of the
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

2. PREVIOUS WORKS
There are several light effects in nature that are owed
to the atmosphere being inhomogeneous, which
causes the rays to travel in curved paths. There are
few works which have already been published on the
matter. In fact, none of them can handle generic
situations where the index of refraction varies in an
arbitrary way. They are either limited to a specific
distribution of the index of refraction in the medium
[Ber90] [Mus90] [Sta96], or they do not specify a

WSCG 2005 SHORT papers proceedings, ISBN 80-903100-9-5
WSCG’2005, January 31-February 4, 2005
Plzen, Czech Republic.
Copyright UNION Agency – Science Press
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direct relation between the curved paths of the rays
and the index of refraction [Gro95]. In this paper, we
use a general ray tracing method, based on Fermat’s
Principle, which is valid for any inhomogeneous
medium [Ser04].

cold air is heavier than warm air, they tend to be very
stable, lasting even for hours.

4. RENDERED SCENES
The most important step in our simulations is to
obtain a correct temperature profile, and to derive
from it an accurate index of refraction profile for the
whole atmosphere. That index alone is what will
curve the rays as they traverse the medium. For
modeling the atmosphere, we have used our
previsouly published Atmosphere Profile Manager
[Gut04].

3. LIGHT IN THE ATMOSPHERE
Fermat’s Principle
When a medium is inhomogeneous and the index of
refraction changes continuously from point to point,
the trajectory of light is affected at any differential
step. The final result of this differential change is a
curved path that distorts the normal view of a real
scene, which cannot be calculated by traditional ray
tracing. We apply Fermat’s principle to obtain the
curved trajectory of the light rays, formulated as
“light, in going between two points, traverses the
route l having the smallest optical path length L”.
From this Principle, the equation to obtain the
trajectory of a light ray in an inhomogeneous
medium with a known index of refraction is [Ser04]:
r
d ⎛ dr ⎞
d ⎛ dx j ⎞ ∂n
⎟−
=0
⎜ n ⎟ − ∇n = 0 ↔ ⎜⎜ n
dl ⎝ dl ⎠
dl ⎝ dl ⎟⎠ ∂x j

Scenes setup
We have designed scenes with very simple geometry,
but with very accurate atmospheric profiles and using
real-world distances and dimensions. The Earth is
always modeled as a sphere of 6371 kilometers; the
atmosphere is 40-kilometer high; the features to
appear as mirages in the horizon are textured cards
placed up to 26 kilometers away from the camera;
the camera is finally placed ten meters above the
Earth’s surface. For the Novaya-Zemlya effect, the
sun is a circle with a 1392000-kilometer diameter,
placed 150 million kilometers away from the camera,
and the camera has been placed 100 meters above sea
level. All the inversion layers will have a thickness
of fifteen meters, whereas their location and their
gradients will be specified for each effect.

where l is the length of the arc, n is the index of
r
refraction of the medium and r = x j with (j=1,2,3)
are the coordinates of the point. If the index of
refraction n is known for each point, the equation can
be solved numerically by applying an embedded
Runge-Kutta Dormand-Prince method.

The simplicity of the whole setup is irrelevant,
though, since it is the curvature of the ray traversing
the medium the only factor that matters. This correct
curvature is guaranteed by a) a precise atmosphere
profile, b) using real geometric dimensions and c)
accurately solving the physically-based equation that
governs the paths of the light rays.

Inversion layers
The atmosphere is not a homogeneous medium.
Properties such as pressure, temperature or density
change from point to point. It is the inversion layers
the one that really explains the light effects that we
show in this paper. Without inversion layers, none of
the effects shown here can take place. In a normal
atmosphere, temperature decreases with height. An
inversion layer reverses the situation, having colder
air below and warmer air higher up. This obviously
occurs more easily in the polar regions, where the ice
or the cold seawater chills the lowest air layers. Since

The images were rendered at 400x200 pixel
resolution, one ray per pixel, on a Pentium IV at
2.8Ghz, and each one took between two and two and
half minutes to render. The error tolerance for the
numerical resolution of the equation was one
centimeter.

Figure 1. Northern Bering Sea, rendered with
straight rays.

Figure 2. Rendered image of the distortion in the
horizon.
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Figure 3. A real arctic mirage.

Figure 4. Render of the simulated arctic mirage.

Figure 5. An arctic mirage of a ship in Finland.

Figure 6. Rendered simulation of the arctic
mirage
The inferior mirage occurs when there is a strong
decrease of temperature with increasing height. As a
consequence, the light rays approaching the ground
are curved upwards, generating an inverted image of
the object in the ground. Although less frequent,
inferior mirages can sometimes be seen also in arctic
latitudes. Figure 7 shows a picture of a polar inferior
mirage, and figure 8 shows our rendered simulation
of the phenomenon, with an inversion layer at
ground level and a 5ºC gradient.

Results
When the temperature of the lower atmosphere rises
at a rate of 11.2ºC per 100 meters, the light rays bend
in an arc exactly equal to the curvature of the Earth,
and the horizon will appear flat, like an infinite
plane. If the inversion gradient becomes even
stronger, the light rays exceed the curvature of the
Earth, and the horizon will appear to rise vertically
from the flat position. This way the distortion of the
horizon can be seen. Figure 1 shows the scene
rendered without curvature of the rays, and therefore
the horizon appears undistorted. Figure 2 shows how
the horizon gets distorted when taken into account
the real paths that light travels in a polar atmosphere.

The mirage known as Fata Morgana occurs when
there are several alternating cold and warm layers of
air near the ground or the sea, causing a multiple
concatenation of inferior and superior mirages, that
result in a complicated superposition of images of the
same object (figure 9). The number of inversion
layers usually varies between two and five, with the
images alternating between upright and inverted.
Figure 10 shows our ray-traced image, with two
inversion layers: one centered at 80 meters with a
5ºC gradient, and the second one at 120 meters with
a steeper, 15ºC gradient.

The arctic mirage occurs when there is an increase
of temperature with height near the ground. As a
consequence, the light rays approaching the ground
are curved downward. Figures 3 and 5 show real
pictures of arctic mirages while figures 4 and 6 show
the respective rendered simulations. For both
simulations, an inversion layer was placed centered
at 100 meters, with a temperature gradient of 10ºC.

Figure 7. A real inferior mirage.

Figure 8. Render of the simulated inferior mirage.
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Figure 9. Fata Morgana mirage in Greenland.

Figure 10. Rendered image of the Fata Morgana.

Figure 11. Real picture of a Novaya-Zemlya.

Figure 12. Rendered simulation of the effect
the rendering times, either by solving Fermat’s
Principle with a faster numerical method or by
implementing a parallel ray tracer.

The Novaya-Zemlya mirage happens when celestial
objects, such as the sun, can be seen even when they
are situated below the horizon. Steep arctic
temperature inversions trap the sunrays, making them
travel within an inversion layer for hundreds of
kilometers (a phenomenon known as ducting), so the
light bends following the curvature of the Earth over
that long distance, effectively showing up above the
horizon and distorting the sun into an unusual
rectangular shape. Figures 11 and 12 show a real
Novaya-Zemlya effect and our ray-traced image. The
inversion layer at ground level has a gradient of
11.2ºC per 100 meters.
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We have presented here a work that overcomes the
limitations of previous works (section 2), by
accurately modeling a profile of the index of
refraction in the atmosphere, based on real inversion
layers data obtained by scientists doing climate
research in the poles. Using also real-world
dimensions for our 3D scenes, we obtain the curved
paths of the rays by solving the differential equation
that describes their trajectory, based on Fermat’s
Principle. We have simulated several of the most
spectacular effects that are owed to light traveling in
curved paths: the distortion of the horizon, the arctic
mirage, the inferior mirage, the Fata Morgana and
the Novaya-Zemlya.

6. FUTURE WORK
Still lots of work lay ahead. The number of light
effects owed to inhomogeneous media does not end
with the ones presented here. Adding polarization
effects to our system, we could also aim at obtaining
halos, sun dogs, glories... We also want to produce
animations of the effects, so we need further research
to find out how the index of refraction changes with
time. Finally, we would like to be able to speed up
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*HRPHWULFWHUP * / 1 9 VKRZVKRZPXFKRIWKHVH
LGHDO UHIOHFWLRQV FDQ DFWXDOO\ RFFXU DQG LV QRW
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ABSTRACT
Even with modern graphics hardware, it is still not possible to achieve high fidelity global illumination
renderings of complex scenes in real time. However, as these images are produced for human observers, we may
exploit the fact that not everything is perceived when viewing the scene with our eyes. We are drawn to certain
salient areas of an image. Taking this into account, it is possible to selectively render parts of an image at high
quality and the rest of the scene at lower quality without the user being aware of this difference.
Methods exist for calculating which parts of an image are perceptually important, but generally they rely on
having a fully rendered image to process. It is thus only possible to prioritise pixels to speed up the rendering of
a frame once that frame has been rendered: an obvious catch. In pre-scripted animated sequences it is indeed
possible to use rendered key frames to extract the necessary information, however, the cost of rendering such
key frames could be significant and this is not appropriate for any interactive application. This paper presents a
high speed OpenGL generated “Snapshot” of a frame to generate a saliency map to efficiently drive the
selective global illumination rendering of an animated sequence.

Keywords
High Fidelity Graphics, Human Visual Perception, Selective Rendering, Interactive Rendering of Dynamic
Scenes.
shown to significantly improve rendering times
without the viewer being aware of the different
qualities within the image. A major problem still
remains however, and that is: how to rapidly identify
the different qualities at which pixels should be
rendered?

1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of realistic image synthesis is to produce a
high fidelity reproduction that faithfully represents
the real scene it is attempting to portray. Such full
global illumination solutions can be computationally
very costly. Recently, traditional rendering
algorithms have been modified in order to selectively
spend more time rendering perceptually important
pixels at the highest quality, while the remainder of
the image, which is not seen by the human viewer,
can be rendered at a significantly lower quality
[Cater03, Yee01]. Such selective renderers have been
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

Figure 1: (a) Full global illumination image - 382 seconds (b)
OpenGL Snapshot - 2 milliseconds.

The quality to which pixels in an image are to be
rendered can be prioritised based on importance
criteria. When considering ray tracing, the number of
samples needed per pixel can be adjusted according
to the saliency of that area of the scene. More rays
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should be traced to achieve the desired quality in
those salient areas where an individual's attention is
likely to be focused. This measure requires knowing
information on a per pixel basis, but until the scene is
rendered this information is unknown.

should be spent, significantly improving the
computational efficiency during the animation.
However, such a map takes several seconds to
compute.

3. THE SNAPSHOT

An alternative to actually tracing the rays, is to
develop methods to extract the necessary information
from an interpretation of the scene geometry.
OpenGL is a rapid approach that uses modern
graphics hardware to draw 3D geometry.

We chose OpenGL as a basis for our Snapshot
because it is well supported in hardware, fast and
cross platform. It is designed to read model data from
a Wavefront “.obj” file, an established format which
many renderers can read [Alias].

Figure 1 shows a high speed OpenGL image of a
scene, which we term a Snapshot, (achieved in 2ms)
compared with full global illumination solution (382
seconds). This paper investigates how an indication
of saliency can be achieved rapidly using such an
OpenGL Snapshot.

Shadows and Reflections
Figure 1 shows how the simple Snapshot does not
contain any of the shadow or reflection information
which is present in the scene. Significant potential
salient information is thus missing from this simple
image. To overcome this, we have included simple
shadowing and reflection calculations in Snapshot, as
can be seen in Figure 2.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
When viewing a scene, the human visual system will
shift attention around the scene, selecting in turn the
available visual information for localisation,
identification and understanding of objects in the
environment. During this process, more attention is
given to salient locations, for example, a red apple in
a green tree, and less attention to unimportant
regions, so that detail in many parts of the scene can
literally go unnoticed [Yarbus67]. Visual perception
techniques are increasingly being used to improve
the perceptual quality of rendered images, including
[Bolin98, Luebke01, and Volevich00]

Figure 2: Snapshot with shadowing and
reflections.

Previous selective rendering solutions using saliency
have used the model of the human visual system
proposed by Itti and Koch [Itti00, Itti98, and
Koch85]. Some of these techniques have been
developed for pre-composed animation sequences to
determine areas of perceptual importance within keyframed sections, for example [Myskowski01].

In OpenGL individual surfaces in a scene are drawn
under an approximation of direct illumination. This
shading is simply calculated on the vertex normals of
a surface in relation to a lighting model, no account
is taken for surface occlusions. In order to obtain
shadows, manual calculations have to be undertaken
to project occluding geometry onto surfaces. A
standard method that we choose to do this involves
observing the scene from the point of view of the
light source. From this view surfaces to be shadowed
can masked off, the rest of the scene can then be
traced as shadow into this area [Kilgard99]. The
drawback of this technique is that the scene needs to
be drawn multiple times depending on the number of
objects and lights present. Similarly, reflections
require the camera to be moved to a projected
position and re-rendering the scene on the mirror
plane. To cut the total number of drawings down, we
chose to render shadows and reflections solely on
large planar surfaces where they will probably be
most apparent.

Rendering time for animations has been reduced by
saving computational effort on non-salient areas.
This works well as salient areas for those frames
between key-frames can be quickly interpolated,
however, the key frames themselves have to be fully
rendered. The drawback of this is that these methods
cannot be used for interactive rendering scenarios.
Saliency was also used by Yee et al [Yee01] to
accelerate animation renderings with global
illumination. As with our approach, they use an
initial OpenGL image and apply a model of visual
attention to identify conspicuous regions. Yee et al.
then construct, for each frame in the animation, a
spatiotemporal error tolerance map called the Aleph
map from spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity and a
low-level saliency map. The Aleph map is then used
as a guide to indicate where more rendering effort
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Figure 3: Radiance saliency (left) vs. Snapshot saliency (right) with difference map (centre). (frame #125)

Reflected Light Sources
The biggest problem with the aforementioned
approximations is that there is no account taken for
indirect illumination. In a scene with many reflective
surfaces or mirrors a significant contribution to the
lighting of an object will come indirectly from
reflections of light. To account partially for this
reflected light, sources are added to the scene as
additional light sources with reduced emission. The
reflected position of each light source given each
mirrored surface is calculated. These extra lights are
then positioned with their emission components
reduced by the reflectivity of the mirror. Each
additional light will simply directly illuminate each
surface in the scene. This extra contribution is
proportionally greatest on surfaces which face none
of the primary light sources.

Figure 4: Saliency error during course of
animation.
Table 1 shows numerically the saliency error for our
two example frames. As previously shown in Figure
4, the error in saliency is always less when
approximated shadows and reflections are added. In
areas consisting of many such artefacts this
difference is maximised, for the example complex
frame the error almost halves. When the entire
animation is considered this difference is not so
great, but it is still significant. When there are no
shadows or reflections the average error is 35%, this
drops to 26% when these are added. A standard
statistical analysis shows the difference of these
means to be highly significant (the probability that
the sets are then same < 0.001).

4. SALIENCY COMPARISONS
In order to investigate the potential use of Snapshot
in selective rendering we determined the saliency of
the frames. For this we used the Itti and Koch
method implemented in the iLab toolkit [Ilab]. We
generated a saliency map for every Snapshot frame
and for each Radiance rendered image. The absolute
pixel difference was found and averaged across the
image. This gave a measure of saliency difference
between the images. Figure 3 shows the error for one
frame of the animation. In these images the brightest
areas represent the areas of greatest saliency. The
Radiance image shows how, when properly
calculated, indirect illumination adds salient
information. Figure 4 shows how the error changed
through the animation. The lower line on the graph
demonstrates that adding shadows and reflections
decreases this error. For the most part, the lines
follow a similar path; however, for the complex part
of animation it is clear that the Snapshot without
shadows and reflections produces a significantly
worse result.

SF: no Shadows/Reflections/Texture
SF: Textures
SF: Textures + Shadows
CF: no Shadows/Reflections/Texture
CF: Textures
CF: Textures + Shadows + Reflections
Animation Average
Animation Avg no shadows/reflections

Error
43%
39%
37%
48%
37%
19%
26%
35%

Table 1: Percentage error: Global illumination vs.
Snapshot saliency.
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Comparison of Saliency Map
Prioritisation Based Rendering
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To check the validity of using a saliency map based
on our scene estimation to generate a full global
illumination render we used our selective renderer,
SharpEye, which allows us to manipulate the number
of rays traced per pixel. For this experiment, we
computed a reference image in which every pixel
was dictated by the saliency map shooting a
maximum of 9 rays per pixel. Further images were
based on the generated saliency maps: from the full
global illumination solution, the simple Snapshot and
the more complex Snapshot.
The full global illumination solution took over 7
minutes to compute, whereas the selective rendered
image using the saliency map generated from the full
solution took only 2 minutes 11 seconds. Of
particular interest is the selective rendering based on
the saliency maps for the simple Snapshot took 2
minutes and 33 seconds while the Snapshot with
shadows and reflections took 2 minutes 6 seconds,
even faster than saliency map from the full solution.
The VDP perceptual error (for the frame considered)
for all selective renderings is less than 0.5%
[Daly93].

5. CONCLUSIONS
Selectively rendering a global illumination
computation can significantly reduce the time taken
to render a scene without affecting the perceived
quality of the resultant image. In the tests conducted
in this paper, we have found that, in many cases, a
simple OpenGL Snapshot does closely match an
equivalent global illumination image in terms of
saliency. The addition of approximate shadows and
reflections to the Snapshot, although adding to the
Snapshot computation time (from 2ms to 14ms),
significantly increased the saliency correspondence
between the Snapshot and the full global illumination
solution. This Snapshot was then able to successfully
drive the selective renderer, achieving a high
perceptual fidelity between the selective rendered
images and the full solutions.
Future work will use eye-tracking to further verify
the possibility of using Snapshot as a means of
driving a selective global illumination renderer. By
examining these eyetracking results in conjunction
with the saliency maps we hope to establish where
the most significant flaws are in using OpenGL as a
fast preliminary renderer. We will also consider more
complicated scenes.
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Abstract
For the visualization of abstract information with spatial dependencies, the combination of icon representations
with maps is widely accepted. However, with an increasing amount of data creating complete, yet not
overloaded, visualizations becomes evermore difficult. Effective interaction methods are therefore needed to
discover hidden information in these pictures. Lens techniques offer the potential to efficiently combine proven
methods from cartography and information visualization. Such techniques are not yet exploited sufficiently,
exemplified by how little effort has been made so far in even systematizing lenses used in different fields.
This paper introduces a common classification scheme that integrates known techniques and provides points of
departure for new approaches. Derived from this work, a novel lens technique for the explorative analysis of
maps is presented. The effectiveness of the proposed lens is demonstrated in an existing system for the
visualization of health data.

Keywords
Visualization, Multivariate Data, Spatial-dependent Data, Cartography, Iconic Techniques, Lens Techniques.
mostly still confined to low-dimensional, unstructured information spaces.

1. Introduction
Data sources such as surveys or simulations
generate vast amounts of raw data. Information
visualization has turned out a wealth of methods for
the efficient and comprehensive visualization of
complex information spaces as depicted e.g. in
[Tuf90]. However, most approaches give little or
no regard to any (geo-)spatial dependencies.
Applications such as multispectral satellite images
and healthcare statistics are examples for georeferenced, multivariate information.

Of course, ways to combine the expertise from both
fields has been studied before (e.g. [Sku00,
KrOm96]). Despite the sophistication of cartographic and information visualization techniques, it
is often impossible to represent all relevant
information in one image. The user must be able to
interactively browse and explore the representation
in order to gain satisfactory insight from the data.
One way to meet this requirement is to seamlessly
integrating multiple levels of detail within the same
representation, i.e. focus & context concepts with
interactive repositioning of focus areas, as
examined e.g. by [Kea98].

Cartography is about effectively presenting large
geographic data sets with different granularity on
thematic maps. Tried and proven concepts for the
creation of high-quality maps have lately being
augmented with automated methods to create onscreen maps. However, visualizing data on maps is

Viewing focus regions in such focus & context
representations as lenses takes this concept one step
further. Lenses can be stacked on top of each other
to create combined effects (cf. [SFB94]). Thus,
lenses are locally confined, chainable operators
applied to the visualization pipeline.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this
work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee
provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or
commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full
citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post
on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.

Despite their usefulness, only little effort has been
made to classify lenses in more detail. By
systematizing the major principles of lens
functionality, one gains the ability to adapt and
combine already existing methods in new and
beneficial ways. Therefore this paper will introduce
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a common classification scheme that was the basis
for the development of novel lens techniques.

Generalization is an important concept in cartography to adapt a highly detailed base map to
smaller scales. A ‘generalization lens’ addresses the
presentation problem locally by graphic or semantic
(concerning the data) simplification, classification,
scaling, displacement, aggregation and subset
selection of map features (cf. e.g. [HaGr94]).

The paper is structured as follows: In section 2,
methods from cartography and information
visualization that can be used for lens techniques
will be presented shortly. Section 3 abstracts the
characteristics of lenses and pictures them in a
uniform classification scheme. A novel technique
will be introduced in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
with some results.

Cartographic labeling uses sophisticated methods
to shape objects and optimize their position on a
map. However, good quality labeling for a large
number of features is very hard to achieve in
interactive times. Confining labeling to only a lens
region reduces both the number of features as well
as the general complexity of the task.

2. Basic concepts for lens design
Lens techniques typically realize some kind of
optical distortion in a confined region (defined by
its position and shape) of an image which allows
the user to take a closer look at interesting details.
As shown e.g. in [SFB94] there is a wide range of
extending functionalities available. With geospatial
data in mind, we will have a look on established
concepts from Information Visualization and
cartography to enhance lens techniques.

3. Development of a classification
scheme for lens techniques on maps
In the following, the aspects contributing to the lens
classification scheme are presented.

3.1. Fundamental type of lens
The first point of distinction for lens techniques is
how they fundamentally function: either in a purely
graphical way, or by operating on a semantic level.
Spatial transformations (magnification, distortion),
the variation of visual variables and the relocation
of map objects are graphic techniques, while an
increase or a reduction of information content as in
information hiding or in generalization methods are
techniques with semantic effects.

Focus & context applies specific transformation
and magnification functions (see [LeAp94]) to
control the magnification in the focus region as
well as the miniaturization in the context region.
This concept can be adapted as a lens technique so
that the functions do not influence the
representation outside of the lens region.1
The overview & detail concept can be used for
lens techniques as well, e.g. by placing a detailed,
semi-transparent layer above the overview layer.
This differs from focus & context in that no
distortions have to be applied.

3.2. Integration in the visualization pipeline
The second criterion to classify a lens is the stage
of the visualization pipeline modified by that lens.
The principal possibilities are the realization as an
additional filter operation, a modification of the
mapping process, or the use of a different renderer
for the lens region. The latter variant could be
directly integrated into the visualization process, or
be employed on the finished raster image (making
that lens an independent, detached tool).

Information hiding lenses work by filtering out
superfluous data and thus emphasizing important
information in a confined region. Such lenses can
use different layers, selecting only a subset of
layers to be shown (e.g. the ’Moving Filter‘
[SFB94]).
Even time-consuming cartographic methods can be
used for lens techniques when restricting their
application to a confined lens region only.

Obviously, which pipeline stage is modified is not
completely independent from the first criterion, as
any semantic change can only be achieved during
the filtering and/or mapping stages of the pipeline.

A visual hierarchy (see e.g. [HaGr94]) arises from
the variation of visual variables like color,
saturation, or sharpness (see [Ber74], [KrOm96]).
For example, crisp picture elements are visually
more prominent than blurred ones (cf. [KMH01]).
Porting this general approach to lenses means that a
given visual hierarchy is altered in the lens region,
e.g. by moving objects matching certain criteria to
the top of the (imposed or given) hierarchy.

3.3. Lens parameters
The third aspect of classification are the principal
lens parameters: its position on the map, its shape
and means for its adjustment (influences).
The most common way to position a lens is probably by user interaction (pointing with the mouse),
but also data- or context-driven means are possible.
Examples are moving the lens in reaction to
changes to the data set (a new entry has been added
or altered), or the automatic positioning of the lens
in response to some user query, e.g. for a maximum

1
Note that focus & context, and thus lenses, are not confined to
magnification effects. Keahey uses the notion of a ‘detail axis’
[Kea98], with the meaning of detail being domain-specific.
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value. Likewise, the lens’ shape is a parameter that
can be changed as required. It can be a simple,
fixed geometric form, e.g. a circle. Or it can be a
more complex shape that is adjusted according to
the current situation. Prime example would be a
lens that always encloses complete map areas, and
thus would have its shape defined by whichever
map area the lens is positioned on.

or semantic generalizations (cf. Section 2). These
criteria are universal enough to be useful for lens
techniques in general and are therefore integrated
into the classification scheme.
There are of course other distinctions possible, e.g.
according to the kind of relevant events, the kind of
used algorithms or data structures. Such criteria are
quite special and go beyond a general systematic so
that they were not regarded. Table 1 summarizes
the mentioned criteria.

Furthermore certain events, system requirements, or
time may be used to generally parameterize the lens
function aside from position and shape and hence
should also be taken into account for classification.
Leung & Apperley [LeAp94] distinguish distorted
and undistorted views. Following their concept we
also want to classify lenses by their distortion
effects. For graphical lenses this means whether or
not a straightforward optical distortion is applied
within the lens area. With semantic lenses, one
could distinguish if presented information will be
gathered by simple selection (undistorted) or
computed by appropriate functions (distorted).

To demonstrate the classification of lens techniques
by our scheme we will categorize an established
approach: Rase’s ‘cartographic lens’ [Ras97]. It is
a graphic lens operating at the rendering stage of
the visualization pipeline by repositioning points in
the geometric space. The shape is a circle of fixed
size, defined by a focal point and a given radius.
The focal point can be moved around a map (usercontrolled). Parameterizing influence comes from
user interaction. By nature of the employed fisheye
projection, the lens realizes a distorting (non-uniform) graphical magnification effect across its area.

Finally, the actual means by which the lens operates
on the data is the last, if most diverse, classification
aspect. It can be any applicable information
visualization or cartographic methods, e.g. simple
graphical magnification, creating visual hierarchies,

To summarize, our categorization scheme allows
the classification, evaluation and comparison of
lens techniques. Moreover, on the basis of this
scheme special lens types regarding the requirements of a given application can be developed.

3.4. Presentation with lens techniques

Criterion
Fundamental type
Integration into the
visualization pipeline

Possibilities
Semantic
Filtering stage

Graphic
Mapping stage

None (image postprocessing)

Rendering stage

Lens parameters
Shape
Position
Influences
View type

Fixed

User-controlled

User-controlled
User
interaction

Events
Distorted

Method/Operator

Data/context-driven
Data/context-driven

System
requirements

Time

Other

Undistorted

Various (visual hierarchies, magnification, ….)

Table 1: Categorization scheme for lens techniques (adapted from [Gri04])
Unfortunately, at higher map resolution levels the
representation becomes cluttered as a growing
num-ber of icons has to be placed. The integrated
Carto-graphic Lens [Ras97] can declutter the
representa-tion locally, however only within limits.
Thus, more sophisticated lens techniques are
needed. As an example we will now introduce a
selected technique from [Gri04] that operates on
the filtering stage of the visualization pipeline: the
Aggregate-Lens.

4. A new lens technique for LandVist
LandVist is a system for the visualization of health
information. For a German federal state health insurance data (the number of people who reported sick
in a period) are displayed. LandVist uses icons on
an administrative map which is organized in three
resolution levels: state, districts and zip-code areas.
One of these icons, the maximum icon, encodes in a
‘clock hand’ at which time most reports occurred.
Placed on a map these icons give an impression on
the spread of a disease (see [Tom02]).

Influencing the visualization at the filtering stage
allows the most complex adaptations. The general
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idea of the Aggregate-Lens is to aggregate any
given data within the lens region into a compact
overview representation. Examples are the calculation of averages and sums or the determination of
extreme values, outliers and other characteristic
properties. Such a lens dissolves local clutter and
allows the user to gain a flexible and quick
impression on the main characteristics of a region.

Despite its application capabilities these techniques
are rarely systematized in literature. This paper
therefore proposed a common classification scheme
for arbitrary lens techniques, based on a review of
applicable techniques from both information
visualization and cartography.
As an example, the Aggregate-Lens was proposed
that declutters the representation by displaying
statistical moments of a number of data sets. An
implementation example specifically for health data
using icon encoding was presented.

As an example specific to LandVist, the AggregateLens was implemented in a way that it summarizes
the maximum icons within its boundaries. It
displays a single modified maximum icon that
shows the average peak time over all map areas at
which a certain disease reached its maximum
spread in the lens region. These map areas are
selected upon inclusion of the bounding box centers
in a movable selection square and are highlighted
accordingly (see Figure 1 left).

Another aspect of lens techniques is its possible
combination, as shown in Figure 1 (right). Using
the proposed classification, expedient combinations
can be found, as examined in more detail in
[Gri04].

6. References
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Figure 1: Aggregate-Lens (left); example for its
combination with a Cartographic Lens (right)
Classification: The Aggregate-Lens is a semantic
lens operating on the filtering stage. Its position is
solely user-controlled (with a mouse). While the
user can specify the size of the selection rectangle,
the form of the lens is determined by geographic
conditions, i.e. it is data-driven. Parameterizing
influence originates from user interaction. The
presented information is modified by a function, so
the Aggregate-Lens is a semantic distorting lens.
The content of the lens is displayed by means of
modified icon encoding.

5. Conclusions
An effective visualization requires sophisticated
interaction methods. Within the considered context
of geo-spatial multivariate data, lens techniques are
a suitable choice.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a method for synthesizing natural textures that realistically matches given colour texture appearance. The novel texture synthesis method, which we call the roller, is based on the overlapping tiling and
subsequent minimum error boundary cut. An optimal double toroidal patch is seamlessly repeated during the synthesis step. While the method allows only moderate texture compression it is extremely fast due to separation of
the analytical step of the algorithm from the texture synthesis part, universal, and easily implementable in a graphical hardware for purpose of real-time colour texture rendering.
Keywords
Virtual Reality Models, Texture Synthesis.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of a synthetic texture is to reproduce a
given digitized texture image so that both natural and
synthetic texture will be indiscernible. However modelling of a natural texture is a very challenging and
difficult task, due to unlimited variety of possible surfaces, illumination and viewing conditions simultaneously with the strong discriminative functionality of
the human visual system. The related texture modelling approaches may be divided primarily into intelligent sampling and model-based-analysis and synthesis, but no ideal method for texture synthesis exists. Each of existing approaches has its advantages
and also limitations.

Virtual or augmented reality systems (VR) require object surfaces covered with realistic nature-like colour
textures to enhance realism in virtual scenes. To make
virtual worlds realistic detailed scene models must be
built. Satisfactory models require not only complex 3D
shapes accorded with the captured scene, but also lifelike colour and texture. This will increase significantly
the realism of the synthetic scene generated. Textures
provide useful cues to a subject navigating in such a
VR environment, and they also aid in the accurate detailed reconstruction of the environment.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Model-based colour texture synthesis [Bes74],
[Kas81],[Ben98], [Hai91a], [Hai00], [Zhu00],[Gri03],
[Hai04] requires non-standard multi-dimensional
(3D for static colour textures or even 7D for bidirectional texture function) models. If a 3D texture space
can be factorized then these data can be modelled using a set of less-dimensional 2D random field models, otherwise it is necessary to use some 3D random
field model. Among such possible models the Gaussian Markov random fields are advantageous not
only because they do not suffer with some problems of alternative options (see [Hai91b], [Hai91a],

[Hai00], [Hai00] for details) but they are also relatively easy to synthesize and still flexible enough to
imitate a large set of natural and artificial textures. Unfortunately real data space can be decorrelated only
approximately, hence the independent spectral component modelling approach suffers with some loss
of image information. Alternative full 3D models allow unrestricted spatial-spectral correlation modelling, but its main drawback is large amount of parameters to be estimated and in the case of Markov
models also the necessity to estimate all these parameters simultaneously. Model-based methods are mostly
too difficult to be implemented in modern graphical card processors.
Intelligent sampling approaches [DeB97], [Efr99],
[Efr01], [Hee95], [Xu00] rely on sophisticated sampling from real texture measurements. Given a
randomly selected starting block of texture in the image, they propagate out from it selecting new texture blocks. For each new block in the image, all
neighboring blocks that have already been generated are checked and the example image (or images) is searched for similar textures. The k best such
matches are found and then randomly choosen the corresponding new texture patch from among them. The
methods [Efr01],[Efr99], [Wei01] all vary in how
the blocks are represented, how similarity is determined, and how the search is performed. Intelligent
sampling approaches are based on some sort of original small texture sampling and the best of them
produce very realistic synthetic textures, usually better than the model-based methods. However these
methods require to store original texture sample, often produce visible seams, they are mostly computationally demanding, they cannot generate textures
unseen by the algorithm, and they cannot even approach the large compression ratio of the model-based
methods.

Figure 1. The roller principle - upper row input texture and toroidal tile, bottom row texture generation and the result, respectively.

ψrv

Yr − Yr+[0,M −v]

=

2

∀r ∈ Iv ,

where Yr denotes a multispectral pixel indexed on the
N × M underlying lattice. The multiindex r has two
components r = [r1 , r2 ], the first component is row
and the second one column index, respectively. The index sets Ih , Iv are defined
Ih
Iv

= (1, . . . , h) × (1, . . . , M ) ,
= (1, . . . , N ) × (1, . . . , v) ,

h and v lie in preselected intervals h ∈ hhmin ; hmax i
and v ∈ hvmin ; vmax i. The optimal horizontal and vertical overlaps are found from the following two relations for ζ ∈ {h, v}:
ζ ∗ = min
ζ

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The following section describes a simple sampling approach
based on the repetition of a double toroidal tile carved
from the original texture measurement. Results and
conclusions are reported in the last section.


1 X
ζ

∀r∈Iζ

ψrζ




.



Optimal Cut
The optimal cuts for both the horizontal and vertical edge is searched using the dynamic programming
method. Alternatively we can use some other suboptimal search such as the A∗ algorithm if necessary to
speed up also the analytical part of the method. However for most applications the fast synthesis is prerequisite while the computation time for separately and
only once solved analytical part is of no importance.
Both optimal cuts have to minimize the overall path
error

2. DOUBLE TOROIDAL TILE
The double toroidal tile (see Fig.1) is limited by the
selected minimal rectangle to be inscribed in from the
original texture measurement. The texture tile is assumed to be indexed on the regular two-dimensional
toroidal lattice. The optimal lattice searched by the algorithm allows for seamless repetition in both horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
Let us define the overlap error for a pixel r as follows:
2
∀r ∈ Ih ,
ψrh = Yr − Yr+[N −h,0]

∗

Ψhr
Ψvr
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∗

o
n ∗
∗
∗
∗
= ψrh + min Ψhr−[1,1] , Ψhr−[0,1] , Ψhr+[1,−1] ,
o
n ∗
∗
∗
∗
= ψrv + min Ψvr−[1,1] , Ψvr−[1,0] , Ψvr+[−1,1] .

Figure 2. The optimal tile cuts in both
directions.

The combination of both optimal vertical and horizontal cuts creates the toroidal tile as is demonstrated on
the Fig.2.

Synthesis
The synthesis of any required colour texture size is
simple repetition of the created double toroidal tile in
both directions until the required texture is generated.
There is no computation involved in this step hence it
can be easily implemented in real time or inside the
graphical card processing unit.
The complete roller algorithm is as follows:
• Analysis
1. Find the optimal horizontal and vertical overlaps h∗ , v ∗ .
2. Search for optimal horizontal and vertical
cuts starting from Ih ∩ Iv .
3. Create the double toroidal texture tile.
• Synthesis
The range of horizontal and vertical overlapping intervals are the only parameters specified by the user. The
analytical part is completely separated from the synthesis. The most time consuming part of the analysis
is optimal cuts search whose time requirement is proportional to T ∝ v 2 hN − 2v 2 h2 + M vh2 . The optimal overlap search time is negligible and the synthesis
step contains no computations.

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We have tested the algorithm on several hundred colour and grayscale textures from the VisTex
database [Pic95], Noctua database, Brodatz textures
[Bro66] and mainly from our extensive Prague texture database, which currently contains over 500
colour textures. Tested textures were either natural
such as bark, wood, plants, water, etc., or man-made
knitwear, upholstery, brick wall, textiles, food products and many others. Some results (bark, rattan,
jeans cloth, sugar, text and wire mesh) are demonstrated in the following images.
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GRAPH 2001, Computer Graphics Proceedings, ACM
Press / ACM SIGGRAPH, E. Fiume, Ed., 341–346.
[Efr99] E FROS , A. A., AND L EUNG , T. K. 1999. Texture synthesis by non-parametric sampling. In Proc.
Int. Conf. on Computer Vision (2), 1033–1038.
[Gri03] G RIM , J., AND H AINDL , M. 2003. Texture modelling by discrete distribution mixtures. Computational Statistics Data Analysis 41, 3-4 (Jan.), 603–615.
[Hai00] H AINDL , M., AND H AVL Í ČEK , V. 2000. A multiresolution causal colour texture model. In Advances
in Pattern Recognition, Lecture Notes in Computer
Science 1876, F. J. Ferri, J. M. Inesta, and P. Pudil,
Eds. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, August, ch. 1, 114 –122.
[Hai02b] H AINDL , M., AND H AVL Í ČEK , V. 2002. A multiscale colour texture model. In Proceedings of the 16th
IAPR International Conference on Pattern Recognition, IEEE Press, Quebec City, R. Kasturi, D. Laurendeau, and C. Suen, Eds., vol. I, 255 – 258.
[Hai04] H AINDL , M., G RIM , J., S OMOL , P., P UDIL , P.,
AND K UDO , M. 2004. A gaussian mixture-based
colour texture model. In Proc. 17th IAPR Int. Conf. on
Pattern Recognition, IEEE Press, Los Alamitos, J. Kittler, M. Petrou, and M. Nixon, Eds., vol. 3, 177–180.
[Hai91a] H AINDL , M. 1991. Texture synthesis. CWI Quarterly 4, 4 (December), 305–331.
[Hai91b] H AINDL , M. 1991. Texture synthesis. Tech. Rep.
CS-R9139, Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
[Hai00] H AINDL , M. 2000. Texture modelling. In Proceedings of the World Multiconference on Systemics, Cybernetics and Informatics, International Institute of Informatics and Systemics, Orlando, USA, B. Sanchez,
J. M. Pineda, J. Wolfmann, Z. Bellahse, and F. Ferri,
Eds., vol. VII, 634–639.
[Hai03] H AINDL , M. F ILIP, J. 2003. Fast btf texture modelling. In Texture 2003, IEEE Computer Society.
[Hee95] H EEGER , D., AND B ERGEN , J. 1995. Pyramid
based texture analysis/synthesis. In Proc. SIGGRAPH
95, ACM, 229–238.
[Kas81] K ASHYAP, R. 1981. Analysis and synthesis
of image patterns by spatial interaction models. In
Progress in Pattern Recognition 1, Elsevier, NorthHolland, L. Kanal and A.Rosenfeld, Eds.
[Pic95] P ICKARD , R., G RASZYK , C., M ANN , S., WACH MAN , J., P ICKARD , L., AND C AMPBELL , L. 1995.
Vistex database. Tech.rep., MIT Media Laboratory.
[Wei01] W EI , L., AND L EVOY, M. 2001. Texture synthesis over arbitrary manifold surfaces. In SIGGRAPH
20001, Computer Graphics Proceedings, ACM Press /
ACM SIGGRAPH / Addison Wesley Longman.
[Xu00] X U , Y., G UO , B., AND S HUM , H. 2000. Chaos
mosaic: Fast and memory efficient texture synthesis.
Tech. Rep. MSR-TR-2000-32, Redmont.
[Zhu00] Z HU , S., L IU , X., AND W U , Y. 2000. Exploring texture ensembles by efficient markov chain monte
carlo - toward a “trichromacy” theory of texture. IEEE
Trans. on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence
22, 6 (June), 554–569.

Resulting textures are mostly surprisingly good for
such a very simple algorithm. For example our results on the text texture (the second from the bottom) are indistinguishable (see [Efr01]) from results
on the same texture using much more complicated
and slower image quilting algorithm [Efr01]. Obviously there is no optimal texture modelling method
and also the presented method fails on some textures.
However on most of our failure examples also some
alternative intelligent sampling methods failed. The
test results of our algorithm on our extensive natural texture collection are encouraging. The presented
method is extremely fast, very simple and easily implementable even in the graphical processing unit. The
method offers moderate compression ratio for transmission or storing texture information while it has negligible computation complexity. The roller method can
be used for easy and fast seamless synthesis of any required texture size for many natural or man made textures. The method’s extension for bidirectional texture
functions is straightforward.
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ABSTRACT
X-corner patterns are most widely used in camera calibration. In this paper, we propose a new sub-pixel detector
for X-corners, which is much simpler than the traditional sub-pixel detection algorithm. In this new algorithm,
the pixel position of X-corner is firstly detected by a new operator. Then a second order Taylor polynomial
describing the local intensity profile around the corner is educed. The sub-pixel position of X-corner can be
determined directly by calculating the saddle point of this intensity profile. Neither preliminary intensity
interpolation nor quadratic fitting of the intensity surface is necessary, which greatly reduces the computation
load of the detection process. Furthermore, computer simulation results indicate that our new algorithm is
slightly more accurate than the traditional algorithm.

Keywords
X-corners, sub-pixel detection, camera calibration

1. INTRODUCTION
Detection of target points is an important task in
camera calibration, which will greatly affect the
accuracy and stability of 3D machine vision. In
recent years, many patterns have been used in camera
calibration, such as squares [Zha00a], circles [Hei00a]
and crosses [Dev00a] etc. Checkerboards with blackand-white squares are most widely used because the
easy sub-pixel detection algorithm for X-corners with
high precision [Luc00a]. Traditional algorithm for
detecting X-corners first estimates their pixel
locations by standard corner detectors (such as Harris
[Har01a] and Noble [Nob00a]), then the sub-pixel
positions can be determined by fitting quadratic
functions to the local intensity profile around the
corners and computing their extremal points. The
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

main shortcoming of this algorithm is that the fitting
of local intensity surface complicate the detection
process. In 2001, Lucchese proposed a new
simplified algorithm finding the extremal points by a
morphological shrinking operation on the local
intensity profile [Luc00a]. This algorithm requires a
preliminary interpolation of intensity over the 2 × 2 pixel neighborhood of the detected corners, which
means that shortening the interpolation interval will
improve the precision of detection, but the
computation load will increase at the same time.
In this paper, we propose a new sub-pixel detector
for X-corners. We firstly use a new operator based on
Hessian matrix to find the pixel position of X-corner.
Then a second order Taylor polynomial describing
the local intensity profile around the corner is educed.
The sub-pixel position of the corner can be
determined directly by calculating the saddle point of
this profile. Our new algorithm does not need surface
fitting or intensity interpolation, which can simplify
the computation greatly.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
briefly the traditional sub-pixel algorithm for
detecting X-corners. Section 3 describes our new
sub-pixel detector in detail. Section 4 provides the
computer simulation results. The contrast of accuracy
and robustness between the new algorithm and the
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traditional algorithm is used to validate our new
algorithm.

3. NEW SUB-PIXEL DETECTOR
Model for X-Corner Intensity Profile
The model for the intensity of an ideal X-corner (see
Fig. 2a) can be expressed as
⎧0, xy ≤ 0 .
f (x, y ) = ⎨
⎩1, xy > 0
Because of the effect of noises, the X-corners in
practical target image are not consonant with this
ideal model, so preliminary low pass filter is
necessary in image processing, which can reduce the
effect of noises and smooth the intensity profile
around the corners. We select a standard Gauss
operator here:

2. TRADITIONAL ALGORITHM

Figure 1: X-corners pattern
Fig. 1 shows a planar target with X-corners widely
used in camera calibration. Traditional algorithm for
detecting X-corners first finds their pixel positions by
Harris detector based on a Hessian matrix looking for
the auto-correlation matrix:
⎡⎛ ∂ I ⎞ 2
⎤
⎛∂I ∂I⎞
⎜ ⋅ ⎟⎟ ⊗ w⎥
⎢⎜ ⎟ ⊗ w
⎜
⎝ ∂x ⎠
⎝ ∂x ∂y ⎠
⎥,
M=⎢
2
⎢⎛ ∂ I ∂ I ⎞
⎥
⎛∂I⎞
⎢⎜⎜ ⋅ ⎟⎟ ⊗ w ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ⊗ w ⎥
⎢⎣⎝ ∂x ∂y ⎠
⎥⎦
⎝ ∂y ⎠

1

g (x, y ) =

−

x2 + y2

2σ
.
2πσ 2
Then the model for the intensity profile of an Xcorner smoothed by Gauss operator is given by
r (x, y ) = g(x, y ) ⊗ f (x, y ) = Φ(x )Φ( y ) + Φ(− x )Φ(− y ) (2)
where

Φ( x ) =

where w is a Gauss smoothing operator. Harris
corner detector is expressed as
2
R = det (M ) − λ (trace (M )) .
The X-corner is just the local peak point of R .
Considering the local intensity around one X-corner
in the image which has been smoothed by a Gauss
low pass filter, we can see that the 3D shape of the
intensity profile is just like a saddle (see Fig. 2c). The
saddle point of this surface is just the X-corner to be
detected. For each X-corner, a quadratic fitting of the
local intensity profile can be obtained. The function
can be expressed as
F(x, y ) = ax 2 + bxy + cy 2 + dx + ey + f
(1)
This function turns out to be a hyperbolic, so the
position of the saddle point can be determined by
calculating the intersection of the two lines as follows:
⎧2ax + by + d = 0
⎨bx + 2cy + e = 0 .
⎩
In general, this traditional algorithm allows for
accuracies of the order of a few hundredths of a pixel
[Luc00a], which can satisfy most applications of 3D
machine vision. But the preliminary interpolation of
intensity and the latter surface fitting aggravate the
computation load of this algorithm. In section 3, we
can see that our new algorithm is more simple and
practical for X-corner sub-pixel detection.
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1
2π σ

2

e

∫

x

−

e

−∞

t2
2σ 2

dt .

Operator for X-Corner Detection
Before calculating the sub-pixel location of X-corner,
we need an operator to determine its pixel position.
Harris detector is a universal operator for detecting
all kinds of corners. But for X-corner, we can use a
new shape operator deduced by the eigenvalues of
Hessian matrix of the image function. Haralick has
discussed that the eigenvalues of Hessian matrix
correspond to the minimum and maximum second
directional derivatives of a surface, and their
associated eigenvectors are the directions in which
the second directional derivative is extremized and
are orthogonal to each other [Har00a]. Considering
the neighborhood of a pixel in an image function as a
surface patch, Hessian matrix is expressed as
r ⎤
⎡r
H = ⎢ xx xy ⎥ ,
r
⎣ xy ryy ⎦
where rxx , rxy , ryy are the second order partial

derivatives of the image function r (x, y ) . The two
eigenvalues of Hessian matrix are
1
1
λ1 = (rxx + ryy + D ) , λ2 = (rxx + ryy − D ) .
2
2
Corresponding normalized eigenvectors are
T

⎞⎤
⎟⎟ ⎥ ,
⎠ ⎥⎦

⎡ 1⎛
f − f xx
⎜⎜1 − yy
n1 = ⎢
D
⎢ 2⎝
⎣

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

f − f xx
1⎛
⎜⎜1 + yy
2⎝
D

⎡ 1⎛
f − f xx
⎜⎜1 + yy
n2 = ⎢
D
2
⎢
⎝
⎣

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

f − f xx
1⎛
⎜1 − yy
−
D
2 ⎜⎝

T

⎞⎤
⎟⎟ ⎥ ,
⎠ ⎥⎦

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: (a) An ideal X-corner consists of four neighboring black-and-white squares. (b) Smoothed X-corner.
(c) 3D intensity profile around X-corner. The saddle point corresponding to the X-corner is marked with a ‘+’.
(d) 3D profile of S around X-corner. The negative extremum point corresponding to the X-corner is marked
with a ‘+’.

where
D=

(r

xx

s=

− ryy ) + 4rxy2 .
2

For an X-corner point as Eq. 2, the maximum
eigenvalue λ1 of corresponding Hessian matrix is
positive and the minimum eigenvalue λ2 is negative,
so we can get a new simple operator to detect the
pixel position of an X-corner:
S = λ1 ⋅ λ2 = rxx ryy − rxy2 .

rxx ryy − r

2
xy

, t=

rx rxy − ry rxx

rxx ryy − rxy2

.

Detection of X-corners in Discrete Space
For discrete image, only one modification has to be
made, which is the implement of convolution in
discrete space. Here we select standard Gauss kernel
as the convolution mask. It is given by

Fig. 2d shows the 3D shape of S around an X-corner.
The corner to be detected is the local negative
extremum point of S . Based on this constraint, we
can determine the pixel position (x 0 , y 0 ) of an Xcorner.

Sub-Pixel Detection
It is obvious that the real sub-pixel position of the Xcorner must locate in the vicinity of (x0 , y 0 ) . We
suppose that its real position is (x0 + s, y0 + t ) ,

g (m, n ) =

1

−

m2 +n2
2σ 2

.
2πσ 2
The dimension of the mask is (2 N + 1) × (2 N + 1) ,
where N is given by 4[ σ ]. Then the partial
derivatives of discrete image can be obtained by
convolving the original image with corresponding
differential Gauss kernels.
e

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm has been tested on computer
simulated data. We built a planar target image with
144 X-corners as shown in Fig. 1. The size of each
square is 32 × 32 pixels, and the overall size of this
image is 512 × 512 pixels. In order to simulate the
real camera calibration, we get a second image
derived from this original image through a projective
operation as follows:
x 2 = Mx 1 ,
where
0.180 − 25.037⎤
⎡0.918
M = ⎢ − 0.109 0.997 28.723 ⎥ .
0
0.923 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣0
Moreover, zero-mean white Gaussian noises are
added to the resulting image to mimic the practical
situation. Fig. 3 shows the resulting images. The
standard deviation σ of the Gauss smoothing
operator is set as 3, and the size of the kernel is
25 × 25 . For each noise level, we perform 100
independent trials, and the results shown are the
average. The contrast of the estimated errors between
the traditional algorithm and the new algorithm is

where (s, t ) ∈ [− 0.5,0.5] × [− 0.5,0.5] . For each Xcorner, we can use a second Taylor polynomial to
describe the local intensity profile around it. Hence,

⎛r ⎞
r(x0 + s, y0 + t ) = r + (s t )⎜ x ⎟
⎝ ry ⎠
⎛ rxx rxy ⎞⎛ s ⎞
1
+ (s t )⎜⎜
⎟⎟⎜ ⎟
2
⎝ rxy ryy ⎠⎝ t ⎠

ry rxy − rx ryy

(3)

where r is the value of the image function r (x, y ) at
(x0 , y0 ) , rx , ry are the first order partial derivatives

of r (x, y ) at (x0 , y 0 ) , rxx , rxy , ryy are the second
order partial derivatives of r (x, y ) at (x0 , y 0 ) .

As confirmed above, an X-corner is just the saddle
point of the intensity profile. We can set the first
order derivatives of Eq. 3 along s and t to zero:
⎧rxx s + rxy t + rx = 0
⎨r s + r t + r = 0 .
yy
y
⎩ xy
Then we can get the sub-pixel position
(x0 + s, y0 + t ) of the X-corner to be detected, where
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summarized in Table 1, which indicates that our new
algorithm is slightly more accurate and robust.

(a)

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new sub-pixel
detector for X-corners in camera calibration targets.
This algorithm consists of a new X-corner operator,
followed by a second order Taylor polynomial
describing the local intensity profile around the Xcorner. The sub-pixel position of X-corner can be
determined directly by calculating the saddle point of
this polynomial. Neither intensity interpolation nor
surface fitting is necessary, which simplifies the
detection process greatly. Compared with the
traditional method, our new algorithm is slightly
more accurate and robust.

(b)
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Figure 3: Images of the simulated target, where Xcorners are marked as ‘+’. (a) Noise level σ n = 0 ; (b)

σ n = 0.04 ; (c) σ n = 0.08 ; (d) σ n = 0.12 ; (e)
σ n = 0.16 ; (f) σ n = 0.20 .
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Table 1: The estimated errors of the detection for Xcorners by two different algorithms: σ s is defined as

σs =

1
N

N

∑ xˆ

k

− xk

2

,

k =1

where x k is the true position of X-corner, and x̂ k is
the calculated position.
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ABSTRACT
Detection of some interest points on an object is useful for many applications, such as local shape description of
the object, recognition of the object in clutter environment etc. The same object present in different images can
have some geometric and photometric transformations with respect to one another. The detection method should
be robust to all these transformations. We describe relative scale Harris method for interest point detection. This
method is robust to linear geometric transformations. A threshold selection method is also described for
invariance to intensity change, partial occlusion and clattered environment. Unlike multi-scale methods our
method is fast enough to be suitable for real time applications.

Keywords: interest point, relative scale, invariance, repeatability
intensity invariant interest points, a heuristic based
method of threshold selection is proposed. So, our
detection method is robust for different kind of
geometric (translation, rotation and scale change) and
photometric transformations (intensity scaling and
intensity shift). This method is also robust for
cluttered environment and partial occlusion. Unlike
multi-scale interest point detection methods [Mik01],
[Mik04], our method is computationally quite fast.
The proposed method of interest point detection
could be quite useful for many applications such as
local shape description, object recognition in
cluttered environment etc.

1. INTRODUCTION
A reference object and a test image are given. The
reference object present in the test image can have
some geometric and photometric transformation,
with respect to the given reference object. Moreover,
the surrounding of the object of interest could be
cluttered with other objects and object itself could be
partial occluded. In all these conditions, we like to
detect similar sets of interest points on the reference
object and on the object of interest in the test image.
Harris detector [Har88] is a classical work on interest
point detection. Later, it was improved by Schmid et
al [Sch00] for better repeatability rate of interest
points, in presence of relative rotation. These
detectors fail when there is large scale change for the
object of interest, present in the image. To alleviate
the problem Mikolajczyk et al [Mik01], [Mik04]
investigated scale-space interest point detector, using
so called Harris-Laplacian method. But this method
could be computationally quite expensive for real
time applications.

Our detection method is described in Section 2.
Section 3 presents some experimental results to show
the effectiveness of the method. Section 4 concludes
the paper with future works.

2. METHOD
In this section, our goal is to detect two similar sets
of points on the same object presents in two images,
irrespective of different kinds of transformations.
Section 2.1 presents relative scale Harris method for
scale and rotation invariant interest point detection.
Section 2.2 gives a threshold selection method for
intensity invariant interest points. Section 2.3 deals
with cluttered environment and partial occlusion.

In this paper, we introduce relative scale Harris
method for scale invariant interest point detection. It
is assumed that the relative scales of the same object
presents in different images are known a prior. For
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

2.1

Relative scale Harris method

The detection method depends on the prior
knowledge about relative scales of the object,
present in the images. We assign an arbitrary
reference scale σR to the given reference object. A
point (x′, y′) on the object present in the test image is
related to a point (x, y) of the reference object by
linear geometric transformations as given bellow:
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 x′   s 0   cos θ
 y′ = 0 s   sin θ
  


is the local maximum of the measure of corner
responses [Har88], i.e. point X is a corner point if

− sin θ   x   a 
+
cos θ   y   b 

R(X, σI) > 0 and R(X, σI) > R(Xw, σI) ∀ Xw∈W

where s is arbitrary scaling factor, θ is arbitrary
rotation and (a, b) is arbitrary translation. The
relative scale σI of the object in the test image is a
linear function of the scaling factor s.

where W is the 8-neighborhoods of the point X.
A corner point could be selected as an interest point
if
R(X, σI) > Tc

σI = csσR

where Tc is a constant threshold.

where c is a constant. The value of c depends on the
reference scale σR and the range of scale of
consideration [σmin - σmax], where σmin < σR < σmax.

Experimental results for relative scale interest point
detection are shown in Section 3.

In original Harris method [Har88], the image is first
differentiated in two perpendicular directions and
then integrated by a circular Gaussian window. In
improved Harris version [Sch00], a 1D Gaussian
kernel is convolved with the image for
differentiation. Here, we use the relative scale of the
object σI as the variance of Gaussian for Harris
integration. The variance of Gaussian for Harris
differentiation is σD = kσI, where k is a constant. The
scale normalized auto-correlation matrix of Harris
detector [Mik04], [Mik01] at a point X = (x, y) of the
image I is given by

 I ( X ,σ D )

I x I y ( X ,σ D )

 I x I y ( X ,σ D )

I y2 ( X , σ D ) 

2
x

N(X, σI)=σD2 g(σI)⊗ 

2.2 Threshold selection for intensity
invariant detector
In this section, we investigate the effect of intensity
change on the detection method. The change in
intensity may happen for different reasons such as
different brightness of light source, direction of
incident, and change in camera aperture etc. In this
paper we only considered the effect of uniform
intensity changes, i.e. intensity scaling and intensity
shift.
I′(x, y) = sI(x, y) + c
where s and c are intensity scaling and shift
parameters respectively.



The measure of corner response R′(X, σI), at the point
X and scale σI for the image I′, is independent of
intensity shift but the intensity scaling affects the
response. It can be easily shown that the change in
corner response is not linear for intensity scaling i.e.

here, g(σI) which is the circular Gaussian integration
window at the scale σI is given by
2

g(σI)=

−

1
2πσ I 2

e

x +y
2σ I

2

2

R′(X, σI) = s2det(N(X, σI))- s4λtr2(N(X, σI))
Here, we propose a heuristic based method to select
the threshold for intensity invariant interest points.
The threshold Tv΄ is selected based on the
normalized-corner response. Consider, Λ = {Xi} is
the set of corner points for I′(x, y) and R′(Xi, σI) is the
corner response at point Xi. The points in the set Λ
are sorted in descending order i.e. R′(Xi, σI) >=
R′(Xi+1, σI) for i = 1…. |Λ| - 1; where |Λ| is number of
corner points. We get the normalized-corner response
Q(Xi, σI), normalizing R′(Xi, σI) by max(R′(Xi, σI)) =
R′(X1, σI) for i = 1…. |Λ|.

Ix(X, σD) and Iy(X, σD) are the partial derivatives of
the given image in x and y direction respectively and
can be found by convolving the image with the 1D
Gaussian kernel.
Ix(X, σD)=h(σD) ⊗I(X)
Iy(X, σD)=(h(σD))T⊗I(X)
where h(σD) is the 1D Gaussian first derivative
kernel at the scale of σI
h(σD)= −

−

x

σD

3

2π

e

x

2

2σ D

2

Q(Xi, σI) =

The measure of corner response at the point X and
scale σI is

R′ ( X i , σ I )
R′ ( X 1 , σ I )

Plotting the normalized-corner response Q(Xi, σI)
against the detected corner points we get Q-Λ
histogram. From experiments it can be seen that Q-Λ
histograms always have almost similar shape,
irrespective of the objects contained in the image.
Figure 1(a) and 1(b) show two images having

R(X, σI)=det(N(X, σI))-λtr2(N(X, σI))
where λ is a constant. R(X, σI) is positive in corner
region and a point is selected as a corner point if it
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threshold, allowing more interest points. For large
number of detected corner points due to the
cluttering, we want to reduce the threshold slightly to
ensure the higher repeatability rate. A particular
choice for the final threshold Tv, for invariant interest
point detection could be

translation, rotation, scale change and intensity
change, with respect to one another. Figure 1(c)
shows the Q-Λ histogram for the image 1(b). X-axis
of the histogram shows the sequence of detected
corner points in the sorted set Λ and the Y-axis
shows the corresponding Q(Xi, σI). Now we select a
threshold Tv΄ for Q(Xi, σI), where Tv΄ is sufficiently
large (for example 0.01 - 0.04) to discard most points
on the portion of the curve parallel to X-axis (Figure
1(c)). So, a corner point is an interest point if Q(Xi,
σI) > Tv΄.

(a)

Tv =

Tv′

ln(|Λ | )

where |Λ| is the number of detected corner points in
the set Λ.

(b)
Figure 2: Detected interest points for partial
occlusion and cluttered environment. Original
images are taken form RSORT [Sel99] and
then manipulated.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate our interest point detector we
have used the repeatability rate criterion proposed by
Schmid et al [Sch00]. Here, we can define the
repeatability rate as the ratio of number of
corresponding interest points pairs and the total
number of points detected on the given reference
object, with consideration of a localization error of ε.
Let Λ(r) = {Xi(r)} and Λ(t) = {Xj(t)} be the sets of points
detected on reference object and on the same object
in the test image respectively. If C(Xi(r), Xj(t)) is the
number of corresponding points pairs then the
repeatability rate is

(c)
Figure 1: Threshold selection method a) The
reference object and detected interest points.
This image is borrowed from RSORT [Sel99].
b) Modified image (reference object is rotated
(350), scale changed (50%), intensity scaled
(0.5) and intensity shifted (+10)). c) Q-Λ
histogram for the image in (b).

2.3 Cluttered environment and partial
occlusion

rr =

Now, we should consider two other important factors
for interest point detection: the given test image may
contain other objects and the object of interest may
be partially occluded (Figure 2). The threshold
selection method is greatly affected by these two
factors. In the case of cluttered environment, stronger
corner points may come from other objects, affecting
the normalization process. For Partial occlusion some
of the strongest corner points may be absent due to
the occlusion, again affecting the normalization
process. In both cases our solution is to reduce the

C (X i( r ) ,X (j t ) )
| Λ(r ) |

×100%

where |Λ(r)| be the number of points in the set Λ(r).
We carried out experiments on several objects from
two data sets: RSORT [Sel99] and COIL-20 [Mur95].
The four objects used for the experiments are shown
in Figure 3. The results are summarized in Table 1.
One of the main objectives of this work is to detect
scale invariant interest points. We changed the scale
of each of the objects from 150% to 50% with a
simultaneous change in rotation (350), intensity
scaling by a factor 0.6, and intensity shift +10. We
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computed average repeatability rate (avg-rr) for all
four objects. Figure 4 shows the avg-rr for scale
change. On the average, we got 86% avg-rr, which is
much better than the improved Harris detector
[Sch00] and better than Harris-Laplacian method
[Mik01], [Mik04]. Our relative scale method is as
fast as single step Harris method that is much faster
than the scale-space method. We computed avg-rr
for change of rotation angle (00 -1800) and change of
intensity (intensity scaling factor was changed from
1.6 to 0.4). We also carried out experiments for
partial occlusion and cluttered environment as shown
in Figure 2. Here, we have two objects of interest
(bear and car) present in the image. Both of them
have further scale, rotation and intensity change with
respect to the given reference objects. The
repeatability rate for the bear is 85% and car is 70%
and avg-rr for these two objects is 77.5%.

Transform- Range of Additional simultaneous transforation /cond- change
mation/condition
ition type
Rotation

Scale
Intensity
scaling

Average and
range of avgrr (%)

Scale 80%
00 - 1800 Intensity scaling 1.2
86.86
Intensity shift -5
[83.3 - 91.6]
150%50%

Rotation 350
85.84
Intensity scaling 0.6
Intensity shift +10 [83.3 - 87.8]

1.6 – 0.4

Scale 120%
Rotation 250

Scale 80%
Cluttered & Figure 2
Rotation 200
Partial
Intensity scaling 0.5
Occlusion

83.5
[83.5 - 83.5]
77.5
bear- 85%
car – 70%

Table 1: Results for different transformations and
conditions.

4. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we introduced the relative scale interest
point detection method for scale invariant interest
points. A heuristic based method was proposed to
select threshold for invariance to intensity change,
cluttered environment and partial occlusion. Our
detection method gives better performance than the
existing methods in term of repeatability rate and
computing time. The method could be useful for
many applications. For the relative scale method we
assumed that the scale of the object is known in
advance. Our method only deals with linear
geometric transformations. Consideration of affine
scale change is important for real-time applications.
As future work we like to find invariant descriptors
for the detected interest points. Such descriptors
could be helpful for point to point matching.
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Figure 3: Four reference objects used for
experiment. Detected interest points are also
shown. Images are taken from RSORT [Sel99]
and COIL-20 [Mur95] dataset.
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Figure 4: Average Repeatability rate (avg-rr) for
scale change (150% - 50%) for the four objects
in Figure 3.
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ABSTRACT

Advances in 3D scanning technologies have enabled the practical creation of hundreds of millions of points. In
this paper, we describe a novel image-based point rendering algorithm only using points. Most of previous point
rendering algorithms has to prepare normal vectors in advance to establish shading effects. Our algorithm is
based on image processing and can calculate normal vectors on the fly in each frame using principal component
analysis. Also, our algorithm is familiar with various other image processing algorithms. As an example we
demonstrate an interactive color-editing tool for points.

Keywords
Point-Based Rendering, Image Processing, Principal Component Analysis, Color Editing.

rendering can now be approximately the same as
polygon-based rendering whereas the data
representation of points keeps compact because faces
are not needed to render.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a large number of scanned points
can be acquired thanks to the development of
scanning technology via 3D range image scanners.
On the other hand, geometric processing techniques
such as surface reconstruction from range images
[Hoppe92] are needed to utilize points in the various
Computer Graphics (CG) applications. Surface
reconstruction is a laborious process and often
requires a try-and-error task to make polygonal
surfaces from such points suitable for practical use.

Point-based rendering was firstly introduced by
Levoy and Whitted [Levoy85]. In order to achieve
the rendering quality as same as polygon-based
rendering, a method to fill holes between points is
required. One type of approaches for filling holes is
to define a rectangle, a circle or an ellipsoid called as
splat [Rusin00] or surfel [Pfist00, Zwick01] for each
point. The other type of approaches based on image
processing [Gross98, Kawat04a] has been also
proposed.

Point-based rendering has been a focus of
constant attention to address the above issue. There
are several advantages compared to the polygonbased rendering: The image quality of point-based

On being related to the last advantage, there are
several painting or surface editing approaches.
[Agraw95] proposed 3D painting for scanned
objects; however the algorithm is used for meshes.
[Zwick02] developed an application for editing point
set surfaces. In this application, color editing and
surface editing for point set surface can be applied at
interactive frame rate. [Adams04] proposed another
painting method for point set surfaces. In this
approach a virtual brush for painting, which is also
defined by a point set, is used.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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In this paper, we propose a color editing tool by
using point based processing technique based on
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image processing. Our approach can render the
image by only using position information of points
without preparing normal vectors in advance. Our
approach is called as Image-Based Point Rendering
(IBPR) [Kawat04a].

point set and the distance from a view position to a
point ω and a field of view fov. σ is the resolution of
point set, λ is width or height, and zn , zf are the
distance from a view position to a near plane and to a
far plane respectively.

The paper is organized as follows, firstly in
Section 2, we describe an IBPR algorithm used in
color editing tool on our approach. In Section 3, we
propose color editing tools as an application of our
approach. In Section 4, we show results of our
approach. In Section 5, we conclude this paper and
discuss about our approach.

After all information of points is stored in an
image buffer, we compute a normal vector and create
a rectangle grid mesh from each pixel and its
neighbor pixels only which points are stored. We use
these meshes for shading which allow filling holes.
Finally, we magnify an image buffer to the size of an
original frame buffer for the actual rendering.

2. IMAGE-BASED POINT
RENDERING

We describe a method to compute normal
vectors for each pixel of an image buffer using
principal component analysis (PCA). We use PCA
here for only computing principal directions. In PCA
computation process, we need to search a set of
points for each pixel and its neighbor pixels. In our
approach, we can search neighbor points by referring
neighbor pixels of an image buffer efficiently. Figure
1 shows the range of pixels of an image-buffer
needed to search neighbor points (multiple points can
be stored for each element; these points are used in
up-sampling process described later in Section 3).

In this section, we describe a brief overview of
Image-Based Point Rendering (IBPR) algorithm
described in [Kawat04a]. The input data of IBPR is
only 3D positions pi = ( x, y , z ) (i = 1K n) of points.
Also, color information ci = (r , g , b, a ) can be attached
in each point if needed. In IBPR an image buffer is
provided to render points. We set the resolution of
such an image buffer smaller than screen resolution
(frame buffer). This approach is similar to the pullpush algorithm proposed by Grossman and Dally
[Gross98]. Whereas the pull-push algorithm uses
several multi-resolution images for filling holes, we
use only one low-resolution image with arranging its
resolution.

In original IBPR [Kawat04a], holes are filled
using a lower resolution image buffer. However, this
process itself causes a blurring effect on a resulting
image. We apply a hybrid rendering which both
mesh and splat are used as drawing primitives. We
describe the technique in Figure 2.

In the rendering process, we store each 2D
coordinates pi = ( pix , piy ) , color information ci and a
normal vector ni = (nix , niy , niz ) to a corresponding

The details of the computation of normal vectors
using PCA and hybrid rendering are also described in
[Kawat04b].

pixel of an image buffer. A normal vector is
computed using stored 2D positions pi in each frame
(see [Kawat04a]). We determine the resolution of an
image buffer ( w i , hi ) as follows:
wi = ws s , hi = hs s ,
zn ⋅ zf
⋅ ω + 1,
zf − zn
σ
1
⋅ ⋅ λ.
s=
tan( fov / 2) w
w=

3. COLOR EDITING
In this section, we propose a color-editing
method based on IBPR with some extensions. In our
approach, we can use general 2D image processing
algorithms, because IBPR is much familiar with
these algorithms. Since our approach uses an image
buffer, general 2D image processing techniques can
be applicable. In this paper, we focus on a stamp tool
(Figure 3) for points. In a stamp tool, one region of
an image is copied to another region. This tool can be
used for the removal of noises of range images.

(1)
(2)

where w s , hs are width and height of a frame buffer
respectively. s is determined by the resolution of a
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Figure 5. Up sampling process.
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dynamic up-sampling scheme is applied for less
density regions. We use a simple method to improve
the quality of destination regions in a stamp tool. In
this method neighbor point regions are used to
calculate new sampling points. Such regions are
given by an image buffer. Our up-sampling method
is described as follows:

First, the user defines the source region of the
image on screen space. 2D positions pi and colors c i
included in the specified region are stored to a
temporary buffer.
Second, the user defines the destination region
of the image on screen space. In this region color
information is updated according to the temporary
buffer. Figure 4 shows such an updating process. We
determine a color of pi by using the distance
between pi and its neighbor points p j . We also
calculate a weight for each neighbor point by using a
distance from pi . A color is calculated by a weighted
sum of colors in neighbor points. This calculation is
done for setting a higher priority to a closer point.
We also define the region of interest radius color . It is
also used for computing a weight. The weight is
computed as follows,
p j − pi
radiuscolor

..

(3)

1.

We define a sampling plane based on neighbor
points (Figure 5 left). The plane is defined by
three positions which are taken from an image
buffer.

2.

Next, we calculate an interval of new sample
points. Based on this interval, new points are
sampled on this plane (Figure 5 middle).

3.

We adjust a height from the plane of each new
sampled point according to source 3D points
(the positions of original 3D points) (Figure 5
right). Source 3D points are stored to an image
buffer in advance. We also compute a distance
height i from the plane to each source 3D point.
We use a Gaussian function to determine the
weight of source 3D point. A position p′j of new
sampled points are determined as follows:
r (d ) = e − d / h ,
(5)
p ′j = n ⋅ r ( p i − p j / range) ⋅ height i ,
2

Then, a color c i of pi is determined as follows,

∑
=
∑
n

ci

Source image

Figure 6. Result of up sampling.

In IBPR, a stamp tool is executed after all point
information is stored to an image buffer (described in
Section 2). We use this information for color editing
directly. Next, we describe the process.

ωj =

Adjust height using Gaussian
Function (Show in 2D).

pi

pj

Figure 3. Stamp tool.

New points are sampled
according to the plane.

j=1
n

c jω j

ωj

.,

{

(4)

2

}

where d is a distance from a source 3D point. h
is a user-specified parameter and is set to 0.2.
range is also a parameter and is set according to
an interval of up sampling. A direction n is a
normal vector of the plane.

j=1

where value of radiuscolor is defined by the user. This
process gives a simple way to find neighbor points
without any special data structure of point sets.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of resulting
images between up-sampling and the original
approach (up-sampling is not used). It can be seen
that the pasted image is clearly displayed compared
to the original approach.

Up-Sampling
In the above process, if the density of points on
the destination region is not enough, the blurring of a
resulting image can occur. To address this problem,
we apply up-sampling to increase the quality of a
resulting image.

4. RESULTS
In this section, we show the results of our
approach. We evaluate our approach on Pentium 4

Up-sampling is used in most researches about
point-based painting. For example in [Adams04],
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(a)

(b)
Figure ７. The results of stamp tool.

3.2 GHz CPU and 1GB RAM PC. For the
experiment we use an original range image of
Stanford Bunny (362,272 points). Figure 3 shows the
result of our point-based rendering with attached
color attribute and the right upper of Figure 3 show a
magnified image of the result with our stamp tool.
The rendering time is 1.11 seconds.
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Next, we show the results of color editing tool.
We used Beetle range images with color information
(559,327 points) for the experiment. We edit the
regions of noises appeared in range images by
pasting colors of other regions. Figure 7 (a) shows
rendering results before editing operations with
different view directions. Figure 7 (b) shows the
results after editing operations. On the left upper of
each figure, a magnified image to a modified region
is shown. From these results, it can be seen that the
regions of noises are corrected and are smoothly
rendered.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have described IBPR and its
application to color editing tool. Our approach for
point-based rendering is familiar with various 2D
image processing algorithms. As one of examples,
we have shown that a stamping tool can be
efficiently implemented on our point-based rendering
scheme. However, the rendering time is slow, but we
can imagine that an image-processing part of our
algorithms can be easily ported to a fragment
program of GPU, which dramatically improves the
rendering speed.
We have also demonstrated a stamp tool as an
application to our IBPR. We think that we can
implement other 2D image processing tools and also
3D geometry editing tools in the near future work.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an effective algorithm for occlusion culling using hardware occlusion queries. The number of
queries is optimized according to the results of the queries from several preceding frames. Parts of the scene
which are found to be unoccluded in recent frames, are tested less often thus reducing the number of queries
performed per frame. The algorithm is applicable to any kind of scene, including scenes with moving objects.
The algorithm utilizes a tree structure containing objects in the scene.

Keywords

Visibility, real-time rendering, occlusion culling, occlusion query
results of a query the application can decide whether
or not to render a full object.

1. INTRODUCTION

The number of details in virtual environments is still
increasing and requires the use of “clever” algorithms
for displaying a scene. Simple brute force approaches
to rendering complex scenes, do not achieve
interactive frame rates. Therefore algorithms
performing occlusion culling have to be used. Such
algorithms are able to detect objects, which are
occluded by another object(s) from a user's point of
view, and quickly discard these hidden objects from
further processing.

Despite the simplicity of the occlusion query
function, it is not trivial to use it correctly to gain a
significant performance boost. Several algorithms for
using occlusion queries have been developed.
One of the first was [Hil02a]. The scene is divided
into a grid and each cell in the grid contains list of
objects that are intersecting it. When rendering
a frame, the grid is processed by layers in front to
back order. For each cell the visibility of its bounding
box is queried and in cases where the box is visible,
objects in the cell's list are rendered, unless they had
not been previously rendered because they intersected
another already processed cell.

There are many methods for performing occlusion
culling (for more details see survey [Coh03a]).
In recent years hardware based occlusion queries
have started to be used. The query allows the
programmer to indirectly access the Z-buffer and test
if an object is visible or if it is shielded by already
rendered objects. The tested area is usually just a
bounding box of a fully detailed object. Based on the
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to
lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

Another approach was described in [Hey01a]. In
contrast with the previous method, this algorithm
works in screen-space. The screen is divided into
a regular low-resolution grid in which each cell
remembers whether the relevant part of the screen is
occluded. When rendering, objects in the scene are
processed in front-to-back order and each object is
tested against the occlusion grid. Because the
occlusion state of the cells in the grid is updated only
when it is necessary, this method is called “Lazy
occlusion culling” (for more details see [Hey01a]).
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Our method uses a scheme similar to one recently
described in [Bit04a]. The whole scene is organized
in a tree structure. During rendering the nodes are
traversed and their visibility is tested using occlusion
queries on their bounding boxes. The contents of a
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node are rendered only where such a node is found
visible.

When rendering a frame, the algorithm sets up
a queue which holds nodes to be processed. Initially
it contains the root node only. The queue is processed
in natural order and for each node the algorithm
decides whether the objects in a node will be
discarded, queried for visibility or rendered without
using an occlusion query.

In order to reduce the number of queries, we are
using heuristics to detect nodes, which are probably
visible and the algorithm renders such nodes without
issuing a query.

2. OCCLUSION QUERY

The first case is straightforward. If the node is
discarded, for example because of frustum culling, it
is removed from the queue and the algorithm moves
to the next node in the queue.

Occlusion query is a hardware function present in
modern graphic cards. The principle is simple: After
a part of the scene is rendered onto screen and to the
Z-buffer, there is a complex object to be rendered.
Instead of rendering it, the displaying algorithm may
choose to test whether the object is actually visible.
This test is performed by retrieving the bounding box
of the object and applying the occlusion query on it.
The occlusion query returns the number of pixels that
would have been visible, if the box had been
rendered. This is done by comparing the box with
stored Z-buffer values. If the number of possibly
visible pixels is equal to zero, the bounding box is
hidden by previously rendered object(s) and it is not
necessary to render the complex object.

The second case is slightly more complicated. For
some nodes, the algorithm may decide that an
occlusion query is not necessary (the decision process
will be described later). Objects which are stored in
such a node are immediately rendered and the node is
removed from the queue. Its descendants are placed
in the queue at the position of the deleted node. The
newly inserted nodes are sorted in front-to-back
order. The algorithm then continues with the first
descendant.
The third case is the most complex. If there is not
enough information about the results of recent
occlusion queries, it is difficult to predict, whether
objects in a node should be rendered or not. At this
point, the query is issued. The result of the query will
be available after some time. It is possible to wait for
the query to finish, but it would be a waste of time
that could be used for processing another node.
Hence the algorithm starts to process the next node
in the queue instead of waiting for the result.

Unfortunately, the use of the occlusion query function
is not that simple. Due to the buffering of data sent to
a graphic card it often happens that previous parts of
the scene have not been rendered at the time when a
query is issued. However, occlusion queries might be
processed asynchronously. It is possible to start a
query, then render some object and use the result of
the query later when it is available. Furthermore, it is
not necessary to wait with the next query until the
previous one is finished – the queries may run
simultaneously. The processes are illustrated in
Figure 1:

When a query finishes, depending on the result the
node may be either skipped or the objects in the node
are rendered and the node in the queue is replaced by
its descendants. Because newly inserted nodes
precede the currently processed node, the algorithm
has to sometimes return and pass through the queue
again. It can stop processing the queue at any time
and return to the beginning of the queue, usually after
the number of queries exceeds some threshold (about
20) and there is high probability that the first queries
are already finished. It would be possible to stop
processing the queue and return to the exact time
when the result of the first query is available, but that
would require additional checking of the status of the
query, which in itself is time consuming.

Figure 1: Illustration of simple and advanced use
of the occlusion queries

The actual implementation uses two queues – one is
the main query described above and the other is the
queue with nodes with the occlusion query issued and
not finished yet. Here is the overview in pseudocode:

3. ALGORITHM
Overview

Our algorithm requires the scene to be organized in a
hierarchical tree structure. In our experiments we
utilize an axis-aligned BSP tree, but octree, kD-tree
or other similar structures could also be used. Each
object in the scene is placed in exactly one node, that
encom-passes the object fully and as tightly as
possible.

queue.insert (root);
while (!queue.empty) {
while (!queue.empty &&
!query_queue.FirstNode.AnswerReady) {
act_node = queue.FirstNode;
action = CalcNodeAction (act_node);
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}

}

if (QUERY == action) {
act_node.IssueQuery;
query_queue.Add (act_node);
} else if (RENDER == action) {
RenderNode (act_node);
}
query.DeleteFirstNode ();

less often the query will be issued to check if it is still
visible.
Pseudocode for the optimized CalcNodeAction
function follows:
if (FrustumCulled (node))
return SKIP;
else if (ViewerIsInside (node))
return RENDER;
else {
if (StatisticsTooOld (node))
return QUERY;

queue.SetPointerToStart;
while (!query_queue.empty) {
visible_pixels =
query_queue.FirstNode.GetResult;
SaveStatistics
(query_queue.FirstNode,
visible_pixels);
if (visible_pixels > 0) {
RenderNode
(query_queue.FirstNode);
queue.AddChildrenBeforePointer
(query_queue.FirstNode);
}
query_queue.DeleteFirstNode;
}

if (OCCLUDED ==
LastQueryResult (node))
return QUERY;
occ_num = GetNumOfUnoccludedResults
(node);
not_query_time = last_query_time +
BASE_TIME * (2 – 0.5^occ_num);
if (actTime > not_query_time)
return QUERY;

The CalcNodeAction function is crucial for the
algorithm. It takes a node as a parameter and returns
the value, which informs the rest of the algorithm,
what actions should be taken for the given node. The
actions are:
–

RENDER. Objects in the node will be rendered
without issuing a query.

–

SKIP. The node is invisible, the objects in the
node will not be rendered.

–

QUERY. Occlusion query will be issued to
determine if the node is visible or not.

}

return RENDER;

The BASE_TIME constant depends on the speed of
viewer's movement and also on the type of scene. For
higher speeds we select a lower number. In our tests,
this constant was equal to 2/3 of second, which is a
good compromise between forgetting the statistics
too early and predicting the occlusion incorrectly
because of too old information.

4. RESULTS
All tests were performed on a computer with Intel
Pentium 4/2.0 GHz processor, 512 MB of RAM and
ATI Radeon 9700 with 128 MB of memory.

Here is a pseudocode for a simple version of the
CalcNodeAction function. This version does not
utilize any results of the preceding occlusion queries.

Three scenes were tested. The first one (Figure 2)
was the power plant model containing nearly 2
million triangles. It is a smaller version of the UNC's
power plant model. Unfortunately, it was not possible
to render the full model with its 12 million triangles
in interactive frame rate with this configuration.

if (FrustumCulled (node))
return SKIP;
else if (ViewerIsInside (node))
return RENDER;
else
return QUERY;

The second scene (Figure 3) was a computergenerated library with shelves containing nearly
40,000 books with a total of over 10 million triangles.
The shelves does not have back sides, so the books
were the main occluders.

Optimizations

The CalcNodeFunction can make an estimation
(based on the results of recent occlusion queries) and
change a return value from QUERY to RENDER.
This estimation has to be done carefully, otherwise
we could end up with rendering many objects, which
are actually occluded. On the other hand, we do not
want to use many occlusion queries as it may severely
reduce performance.

The third scene (Figure 4) consists of 5,000 randomly
placed teapots that are made of 32 million triangles.
Three different rendering algorithms were used:

The algorithm stores the results of several recent
occlusion queries for every node and uses them to
determine whether to initiate an occlusion query or
not. The more times the node was found visible, the
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–

No occlusion culling. This algorithm uses only
view-frustum culling, it does not use any kind of
occlusion culling.

–

Simple occlusion culling. The algorithm starts
with the root of the scene hierarchy and traverses

Figure 2: The power plant model (first test scene)

Figure 4: Teapots (third test scene)
usually only a little slower in these problematical
cases.

5.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have described a new occlusion culling
algorithm, which is able to render scenes up to four
times faster than algorithms using view-frustum
culling only. It can operate on any type of scene,
including a scene with moving objects.
There are many directions for future work. The
algorithm can be improved by better ordering of the
queries, or by improving prediction function based on
the recent statistics.

Figure 3: The library (second test scene)
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Statistical occlusion culling. This is the algorithm
described in the previous section.

For each scene we run these algorithms to render
a fly-through containing several hundred frames and
we measured the total rendering time. The result are
shown in Table 1:
Scene

No OC

Simple OC

Stat. OC

Power plant

43

37

22

Library

14

7

4

Teapots
33
11
11
Table 1. Time (in seconds) to fly through several
scenes using three different rendering algorithms.
The occlusion culling algorithm with statistically
controlled occlusion queries gives the best results in
most cases. However, sometimes it may be slower
than “Simple OC” because the statistics of a recent
occlusion may give a false prediction and
unnecessarily render many objects. But the statistics
are used only for a brief interval, so “Stat. OC” is
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ABSTRACT
Stereo Vision has been an active research field that has produced a variety of different algorithms. Unfortunately
most of the algorithms that produce superior results rely on non-linear optimization techniques that are very
computationally expensive, and therefore not feasible to use for real-time applications such as tele-immersion.
This paper will examine a number of real-time stereo algorithms based on dynamic programming (DP) used in
conjunction with structured light in order to improve the quality and facilitate the correspondence search. We
will examine some of the early DP algorithms as well as the more recent work produced by [Criminisi et al] for
the purpose of Gaze manipulation for teleconferencing in the context of 3d reconstruction. We present
adaptation of [Birchfield et al] DP algorithm to work with structured light. Additional we look at spatialtemporal support region for computing matching costs.

Keywords: Dynamic Programming, Stereo, Tele-immersion, Real-Time
literature on the subject. For an excellent overview of
modern stereo reconstruction techniques readers are
referred to [Scha02].

1. INTRODUCTION
Tele-immersion relies on creating the illusion that its
users are sharing a collaborative virtual space. This is
a difficult task to achieve but, with recent advances
in the fields of real-time 3d graphics, networking and
computer vision, this has become a feasible goal and
very promising results are starting to surface
[Mull04]. To maintain the illusion of tele-immersion,
users should perceive each other in 3d. This is not
limited to viewing each other in stereo since motion
parallax should be preserved (i.e. when a user moves
the display should update itself appropriately
rendering images from the new point of view).

This paper will focus on examining Dynamic
Programming algorithms with structured light for
stereo reconstruction owing to their relatively low
computational cost when compared to other stereo
reconstruction algorithms based on non-linear
optimization algorithms. The traditional DP
algorithms [Cox96] will be presented as well as more
recent variations. Their relative performance will be
examined in a structured and unstructured light
context. [Zhang03] proposed a framework for spacetime stereo that utilizes temporal coherence in-order
to further improve stereo reconstruction with
structured light. The algorithms presented in this
paper will similarly be extended into the space-time
domain.

Ideally, one would like to capture the 3d information
in real-time, thereby removing the requirement to
model deformations and not compromising
behavioral realism while maintaining an accurate
structural realism. Stereo vision has been a very
active field of research for a few decades and has
produced good results as well as a huge wealth of

2. DP STEREO FORMULATION
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This section will cover the standard DP stereo
formulation [Cox96] as well the variations due to
[Birch98] and [Crim03].

Traditional DP Stereo
Given a pair of rectified images

I l (x) and

I r ( y ) representing the left and right images at the
xth and yth pixels respectively for a given scanline, it
can be shown from [Forsyth02] that the depth of a
given pixel is inversely proportional to its
disparity ( x − y ) . The problem is therefore one of

correspondence. Using the uniqueness and
monotonic ordering constraint DP algorithms will
solve the disparity by minimizing a cumulative cost
function C(l, r) defined as follows:

four. This threshold is very low and is intended to
prevent the algorithm from making poor choices in
regions of the image that do not contain much
information. It also specifies on which side the depth
discontinuity must lie with respect to the intensity
variation and also requires occlusions to be
accompanied by the intensity variation on the
appropriate side.

⎧C (l − 1, r ) + OccCost
⎪
C (l , r ) = min ⎨C (l − 1, r − 1) + M (l , r )
⎪C (l , r − 1) + OccCost
⎩

Here, OccCost is a parameter of the system and
defines a penalty for occlusions and M(l,r) is a cost
function that defines the dissimilarity between two
pixels l and r of the left and right scanline
respectively. It is quite common for M(l,r) to be the
Sum of Squared Difference or SSD defined as:
M ( x, y ) =

∑ (I ( x) − I ( y))
l

The cost matrix is also computed in a more efficient
manner by computing the minimal cumulative cost of
reaching neighbouring cells through the particular
cell currently being evaluated. The computational
cost is equivalent to that of the traditional DP
algorithm [Cox96]. However, it permits the
algorithm to prune the cost matrix and further reduce
the number of cells that need to be evaluated and
thereby reducing the runtime to O ( n∆ log ∆ ) .

2

r

The recurrence in C(l, r) defines the allowed moves
in the forward pass of the DP algorithm, namely: one
horizontal occluded move, one diagonal matched
move, and one vertical occluded move. After
initialization of the cost matrix the DP algorithm
iterates through each cell within the constraint
network calculating C(l, r) and storing a backwards
link to the previous cell containing the minimum
cost. Once the cost matrix has been calculated the
second stage of the algorithm is a backwards pass
that follows all the stored links to produce the
minimum cost path and therefore the disparity for
that scanline. This is repeated for each scanline in the
pair of images and a disparity map is produced.

Once the cost matrix has been calculated, the initial
estimates of the disparities are further refined by post
processing steps. Firstly outliers are removed by a
mode filter. Then the disparities regions are grown in
the x and y axis based on reliability, the stopping
criteria is intensity variation. This paper will show in
section 4 that these post-processing steps can cause
problems when used in conjunction with structured
light.

Criminisi’s DP Algorithm
In [Crim03] a new DP algorithm is proposed with the
motivation of creating a depth map in order be used
in conjunction with an IBR technique that morphs
two images to create a new image from a different
view point. This paper evaluates this algorithm from
the point of view of 3d reconstruction. The algorithm
uses a three-plane graph, a left occluded plane L, a
matched plane M and a right occluded plane R (see
Figure 1).

Birchfield’s DP Algorithm
The [Birch98] algorithm differs from the traditional
DP algorithm in a few key ways, summarized as
follows. Firstly, the cumulative cost function and the
dissimilarity measure are changed and defined as
follows:
⎧C (l − 1, r ) + OccCost
⎪
C (l , r ) = min ⎨C (l − 1, r − 1) + M (l , r ) + Match Re ward
⎪C (l , r − 1) + OccCost
⎩

where:

{

}

M ( xi , yi ) = max 0, I L ( xi ) − I max , I min − I L ( xi )
I min = min
I R− =

(

(

I R− , I R+ , I R

( yi ) ) , I max = max (

)

(

I R− , I R+ , I R

( yi ) )

1
1
I R ( yi ) + I R ( yi − 1) , I R+ = I R ( yi ) + I R ( yi + 1)
2
2

)

The dissimilarity function M(x,y) measures how well
the intensity at x fits the linearly interpolated region
around y.

Figure 1 Adapted from [Crim03] showing the 13 allowed
moves of the algorithm

Another change is the addition of a constraint that
intensity variation accompanies depth discontinuities.
An intensity variation is defined as any set of three
pixels whose min and max levels vary more than
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This model allows a total of thirteen moves in the DP
and has the advantage of allowing a much finer grain
control of penalty costs. The following defines the
cumulative cost functions CL (l , r ), CM (l , r ), CR (l , r ) for
each plane L, M and R respectively:
⎧⎪CL ( l , r − 1) + α
CL ( l , r ) = min ⎨
⎪⎩CM ( l , r − 1) + β
⎧C ( l − 1, r )
⎪ M
⎪CL ( l − 1, r ) + β
⎪
⎪CR ( l − 1, r ) + β
⎪
⎪C M ( l , r − 1)
⎪
CM ( l , r ) = M ( l , r ) + min ⎨CL ( l , r − 1) + β
⎪
⎪CR ( l , r − 1) + β
⎪C
⎪ M ( l − 1, r − 1)
⎪
⎪CL ( l − 1, r − 1) + β
⎪C ( l − 1, r − 1) + β
⎩ R

Figure 2 3d Reconstruction based on obtained
disparity map using [Crim03] algorithm and spacetime window as well as regular triangulation

[Birch98] described in section 2. The structured light
pattern removes intensity variations along the y-axis
and therefore one of stopping criteria for the region
growing of the disparities along the y axis is violated.
These were subsequently removed with the one
exception of the mode filter.

⎧⎪CR ( l − 1, r ) + α
CR ( l , r ) = min ⎨
⎪⎩CM ( l − 1, r ) + β

The structured light pattern was generated as
described in [Zhang03] using a 16bit Reflected Gray
Code [Bit76] that is subsequently shuffled to produce
high frequency change in both the spatial and
temporal domains. The patterns are then smoothed
and projected using an Infocus DLP projector at a
resolution of 800x600 and are cycled through at the
same frame-rate as the cameras performing capture.

Here, α is the cost of moving within an occluded
plane and β the cost of making a transition between
planes. M(l,r) is a windowed normalized crosscorrelation: M ( l , r ) = (1 − M ′ ( l , r ) ) / 2 where
M ′(l, r ) =

∑ ( I − I )( I − I )
∑( I − I ) ∑( I − I )
L

L

R

R

2

L

L

R

.
2

R

The images were captured using two Balser A602fc
cameras at a resolution of 640x480 with a
quantization depth of 8bits. The camera calibration
and image rectification was performed using the
[Boug01] Matlab toolkit.

In [Crim03] the dissimilarity matrices are stacked
across all the scanlines and Gaussian smoothed with
a kernel orthogonal to both left and right scanlines.

3. IMPLEMENTATIONS

Finally the best disparity map was used to create 3d
surface using two different triangulation algorithms.
Figure 2 shows the 3d surface created using a regular
triangulation.

This section will cover the various implementations
as well as certain variations that had to be made in
order for the algorithms to work with structured
light. A possible framework for space-time stereo
using structured light described in [Zhang03]
motivated the extension of the implemented
algorithms into the space-time domain. However the
space-time support windows were not sheared and
skewed as described in [Zhang03]. The results of
these various implementations will be presented in
section 4.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A polystyrene head was used for the experiments.
The [Birch98] and [Crim03] algorithm were tested
against the following dataset

The [OpenCV] implementation was used for the
[Birch98] DP algorithm and modified while the
[Crim03] DP algorithm was implemented from
scratch without using Gaussian smoothing of the
dissimilarity matrix. Support for SSD dissimilarity
measure over spatial and temporal windows was
added to the [OpenCV] implementation. The
structured light patterns broke some of the
assumptions made in the post-processing steps of

-

A pair of naturally lit images using spatial
window.

-

A pair of images lit with a structured light
pattern using a spatial window

-

A set of images lit with a time varying structured
light pattern using a symmetrical spatio-temporal
window of size 5x5x8.

The [Birch98] algorithm was tested using both SSD
and interpolated cost functions, while the [Crim03]
was tested using the cross-correlation cost function.
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pixels for static scenes. However, it has also left
some questions unanswered, such as whether the
benefits of the [Crim03] algorithm in the
unstructured case are due to the fact it uses a
normalized cross-correlation dissimilarity function or
may they be mainly attributed to its three plane DP
graph approach. Further work still needs to be
carried out to evaluate these algorithms with dynamic
scenes and properly investigate whether or not the
[Crim03] algorithm is superior to the modified
[Birch98] algorithm when used with structured light
and with a spatio-temporal SSD dissimilarity
function.
Figure 3 top left to right: [Birch98] algorithm, without
light; with light; with light SSD 5x5; with light and a
SSD 5x5x8 spatio-temporal, bottom left to right
[Crim03], without light, with light 5x5, with light
5x5x8
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All results were evaluated qualitatively by examining
the disparity maps. However most of the differences
in quality are quite evident on visual inspection of
the disparity maps.
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Figure 3 illustrates all the results. Using structure
light improves the algorithm significantly, and,
again, using a spatio-temporal window improves it
even further. The results become interesting when
comparing the [Birch98] algorithm against the
[Crim03] algorithm under different conditions.
Without structured light, the [Crim03] algorithm
produces vastly superior results in comparison to the
[Birch98] algorithm. However, when structured light
is used with a spatial window the differences become
much less pronounced. When comparing the
performances of the algorithms with spatio-temporal
windows the differences become even more subtle.
Under these conditions, the performance criteria need
to be clearly defined and some quantitative measures
need to be applied.
From these results, one can clearly state that using
the given structured light pattern improves each
algorithm provided. One can make a similar
statement with regards to using a spatio-temporal
window with the structured light. However because
the spatio-temporal window is not sheared or skewed
it implicitly assumes a static scene. The statement
that using a symmetric spatio-temporal window leads
to an improved performance thus cannot, without
further investigation, be made with regards to
dynamic scenes.

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper has shown that structured light can be a
powerful tool for the improvement of the DP
algorithms described in Section 2. The paper has also
highlighted some of the benefits in using temporal
information when evaluating dissimilarities between
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ABSTRACT
Modern digital still cameras sample the color spectrum using a color filter array coated to the CCD array
such that each pixel samples only one color channel. The result is a mosaic of color samples which is used
to reconstruct the full color image by taking the information of the pixels’ neighborhood. This process
is called demosaicking. While standard literature evaluates the performance of these reconstruction
algorithms by comparison of a ground-truth image with a reconstructed Bayer pattern image in terms
of grayscale comparison, this work gives an evaluation concept to asses the geometrical accuracy of the
resulting color images. Only if no geometrical distortions are created during the demosaicking process,
it is allowed to use such images for metric calculations, e.g. 3D reconstruction or arbitrary metrical
photogrammetric processing.

Keywords
Bayer pattern demosaicking, Geometrical accuracy, Evaluation

1

INTRODUCTION

Commercially available digital still cameras are
based on a single CCD sensor overlaid by a color
filter array (CFA) which gives the possibility to
capture a color image with only one CCD sensor.
Several types of color mosaics have been implemented in the past, whereat the most common
CFA is called the Bayer pattern [Bayer76] and is
shown in figure 1. The scheme results in 25% red
and blue and 50% green coverage of the array. A
real example of an image captured by a CCD sensor that is equipped with a Bayer pattern filter is
shown in figure 2. It results in an image mosaic of
three colors, where the missing color pixels have to
be interpolated to get a complete full RGB color
image. This reconstruction is called demosaicking.

Figure 1: Concept of color acquisition using Bayer pattern (image from c 2003 Foveon, Inc. Used with permission). Digital sensor equipped with a color filter array,
where every pixel only records one color instead of three.

The paper is structured as follows. First, the state
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear
this notice and the full citation on the first page. To
copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Principle of Bayer pattern images. (a) Small
detail of a conventional color image with 19 × 19 pixels. (b)
This image is captured by a single CCD sensor equipped
with a Bayer pattern filter. The mosaic is strongly visible.
(c) Image (b) where each sample is plotted with the color
from the Bayer pattern.
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of the art of Bayer pattern demosaicking is presented in section 2. Next, the standard accuracy
evaluation method is described in section 3. In
section 4 the novel geometrical accuracy evaluation method and results are given. Finally, concluding remarks are made in section 5.

Several metrics are defined, to allow a quantitative
comparison. The root mean square error (RMSE)
counts the gray value differences of the images in
DN and is defined as follows
s
1 X
(Iref (i) − Ires (i))2
RM SE(Iref , Ires ) =
|N |
i∈N

2

(1)
where N is the neighborhood containing all pixels
of the image and i = (x, y) is the index for one single pixel. The RMSE is calculated for each color
channel and the total RMSE is defined by the sum
of the single RMSE values. [Raman02] suggests to
use the RMSE in the L∗ a∗ b∗ color model, which
has the advantage that color differences in this
color model match with human perception. This
error metric is defined as

STATE OF THE ART

The Bayer color filter was patented in 1976 by
[Bayer76]. To interpolate color values at each
pixel, Bayer proposed simple bilinear interpolation. At the beginning of the development of digital still cameras, [Cok87] suggested to use a constant hue-based interpolation, since pixel artifacts
in the demosaicking process are caused in sudden
jumps in hue. [Freem88] then proposed to use a
median-based interpolation of the color channels
to avoid color fringes. In 1993 Hibbard filed a
patent to adaptively interpolate a full color image
by using an edge-based technique. The patent was
approved two years later [Hibba95]. Meanwhile,
[Laroc94] got their edge-based method approved,
which can be seen as an extension to Hibbard’s approach. [Hamil97] used the concepts of both edgebased methods and created a combination and extension of these approaches. [Chang99] proposed a
simple, however promising method using a bigger
local neighborhood to define the gradients. The
difficulty of Bayer pattern demosaicking is still a
hot topic in the computer vision community, e.g.
see [Malva04]. A good survey is found in the review article [Raman02].

3

RM SEL∗ a∗ b∗ (Iref , Ires ) =
s
1 X
(∆L∗ (i))2 + (∆a∗ (i))2 + (∆b∗ (i))2
|N |
i∈N

(2)
where ∆L∗ (i) = L∗Iref (i) − L∗Ires (i), ∆a∗ (i) =
a∗Iref (i) − a∗Ires (i) and ∆b∗ (i) = b∗Iref (i) − b∗Ires (i).
All these error metrics are defined globally for
the whole image. Therefore, a small total RMSE
may not be directly related to a good demosaicking results. In homogenous image areas the
RMSE is near to zero, whereas it is larger near
edges. Therefore, an additional error metric is introduced, which calculates the RMSE per color
channel only in the neighborhood of Canny edges
[Perko04]. In the evaluation this error metric is
called RMSE at edges.
The results of the discussed demosaicking methods are given in table 1 for an aerial image.

EVALUATION

The standard evaluation concept for Bayer pattern demosaicking methods is to start with a color
image Iref . This image is converted to a Bayer
pattern image IBP , that is then reconstructed to
a full color image Ires by using a demosaicking
method. This image can now be compared with
the reference image Iref . Figure 3 illustrates the
evaluation setup.

Approach
nearest neighbor
bilinear
Cok logarithmic
Cok linear
Hibbard
Laroche
Hamilton
Chang

red

RMSE
green blue

RMSE at edges
total L∗a∗b∗ red
green blue

7.0
3.8
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.2
2.1
1.9

5.4
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.4
2.1
1.4
1.3

18.5
9.3
7.2
7.1
7.1
6.3
5.2
4.7

6.1
3.0
2.1
2.1
2.2
2.0
1.7
1.5

9.9
4.7
4.1
4.0
4.0
4.2
3.5
3.3

22.8
11.5
7.6
7.2
7.0
6.1
5.9
5.2

17.1
7.4
7.4
7.4
6.7
5.9
3.5
3.5

19.5
8.8
5.8
5.7
5.9
5.5
4.5
3.9

Table 1: Demosaicking results for an aerial image with
1500 × 480 pixel. A part of this image is shown in figure 2
(a). Given are RMSE in DN for all color channels and total
RMSE, the RMSE at edges in DN for all color channels and
the RMSE in L∗ a∗ b∗ color space.

In figure 4, the color fringes occurring at the edges
are visible, above all for the simple demosaicking
approaches (a) and (b). Visually the methods
by Hamilton and Chang perform best. The
numerical evaluation is not very surprising: As

Figure 3: Concept of Bayer pattern demosaicking evaluation setup.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(a)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(c)

Figure 5: Hypothesis that the demosaicking process may
introduce geometrical distortions. (a) Synthetic color image containing high frequencies. Each color channel contains concentric circles with varying center and frequencies. (b) Red color channel of the input image. (c) Red
color channel of reconstructed Bayer pattern image using
method by Hamilton.

(h)

Figure 4: Demosaicking results for different methods. A
detail with 19 × 19 pixel is used. (a) Nearest neighbor (b)
Bilinear (c) Cok logarithmic (d) Cok linear (e) Hibbard (f)
Laroche (g) Hamilton (h) Chang. Simple methods like (a)
and (b) produce color fringes at edges, whereas edge-base
approaches (e)-(h) converges more and more to the original
image.

not change the geometry, the grayscale images Iref
and Ires should now have a very similar geometry. This concept is illustrated in figure 6. Two
tests are performed to determine the geometrical
aspects:

expected the nearest neighbor methods perform
worst, followed by the bilinear and constant
hue-based interpolation.
The edge-based approaches outperform the non-adaptive ones and
give better results according to their complexity.
The algorithm of Chang gives the best results.
Of course the green color channel is reconstructed
with the smallest error, since already 50% of the
green data is available in the mosaic. Also worth
to mention is that, as expected, the RMSE at
edges is significantly higher (about a factor of 3)
than over the whole channel.

4

(b)

(i) Subpixel matching: According to this concept
two images are generated where one of them is
subpixel translated by a given subpixel shift (e.g.
(−0.3, −0.2) pixel). These resulting images are
then matched using the algorithm by [Gleas90].
Now, if there are differences in the geometry, the
image pair based on the Bayer pattern should give
a bigger error than the pair based on the input
image.
(ii) Subpixel corner detection: The image pairs are
generated as in the subpixel matching test. Then
subpixel Harris corners are extracted in both images and matched using nearest neighbor assignment.

GEOMETRICAL
ACCURACY

For metric digital cameras the geometrical accuracy of the resulting images is essential. The
higher the frequencies in an image, the more artifacts will occur after demosaicking. Since nonlinear interpolation is used in the edge-based approaches, the question is, whether the geometry
is changed by this procedure. The motivation
for this evaluation comes from the observation
sketched in figure 5. Strong image artifacts occur caused by non-linear interpolation. Therefore,
several algorithms based on the image geometry
are performed to answer this question. In this
evaluation, the following test setup is used: A
color image IRGB is converted to grayscale using
standard YIQ color model yielding to the reference grayscale image Iref . On the other side, the
color image IRGB is converted to a Bayer pattern
image IBP , which is then reconstructed to the full
color image IRGB0 and also converted to grayscale,
resulting in Ires . If the demosaicking process does

Figure 6: Concept of geometrical Bayer pattern demosaicking evaluation setup.

Both tests are performed on ten different images
and the average results are chosen. Figure 7 shows
the mean and the standard deviation of the errors
in x and y coordinates for the subpixel matching test and figure 8 for the corner detection test.
The errors are given in pixel for the original image and for eight demosaicking methods. As expected the nearest neighbor method introduces
the largest errors and should not be used. The
seven other methods give errors comparable to the
original image, however the method by Hibbard
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of our study is to introduce a new method for depth of field blur simulation used for compositing
real and synthetic images in a realistic way. Existing methods do not simulate accurately the depth of field blur
produced by photographic equipment. The problem is twofold: photometric and geometric. Existing methods
based on convolution do not produce a realistic photometric rendering compared to real photograph and the
photographic blur contains patterns associated with the diaphragm shape, neither handled by existing methods.
Our method, based on image processing, addresses these two issues by following the photographic image
creation process. It can be used on synthetic or real images, essentially for special effects compositing.

Keywords
Depth of field blur, Image compositing, Image processing, Special effects, Boke

1. INTRODUCTION

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Image processing

Depth of field is an inherent phenomenon of optical
systems. Cinema special effects intensively mix and
compose images from different sources: computer
graphic images, photographs, matte-painting, stock
shot and real shot. The goal is to obtain the
maximum of realism in the composite. One aspect of
realism is the depth of field blurs matching in
composited images, so frequently the depth of field
blur has to be simulated on sharp images. The depth
of field blur has some visual characteristics that
existing methods do not handle. Photographers know
that defocused lights tend to take on the characteristic
shape of the camera’s aperture. This phenomenon is
not simulated by any existing method. Moreover, the
lighter values tend to swallow dark values on
defocused images, and methods based on
convolution do not deal with this issue.

Potmesil and al. [Pot81] were the first to present a
method able to generate depth of field blur. This
method is based on convolution with a varying
kernel size dependant on the point depth on the
pixel. Kernel matrices are computed using
characteristics of the confusion circles created by a
thin lens. Shinia [Shi94] improved Potmesil’s
method by adding ray-tracing to compute masked
pixels.

Computer graphics

After introducing previous work, there follows an
explanation as to how we simulate the lens, and a
presentation of a method that takes into account
visual photographic defocus.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part
of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first
page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers
or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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Cook et al. [Coo84] describe an anti-aliasing raytracing method that can be used to simulate depth of
field blur and motion blur. The idea here is to use
anti-aliasing rays to simulate light beams. This
method is named distributed ray-tracing. Kolb,
Mitchel and Hanrahan [Kol95] describe a camera
model based on physical properties of lenses. Their
principle is to follow light rays through every optical
component of the lens from film to scene. Interactive
depth of field blur [Hae90] [Nei99] can be achieved
with OpenGL using an accumulation buffer. This
method is based on accumulating different images
taken from near viewpoints. There are no physical
properties behind this method, so the simulation is
not accurate. Heidrich, Slussallek, Seidel [Hei97]
extend this principle to improve the quality of the
rendering by computing the characteristics of the
various accumulated views.

3. LENS SIMULATION
A good review on lenses can be found in [Ray02].
To simulate the lens, we use the thin lens model

Copyright UNION Agency – Science Press
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described by Potmesil [Pot81]. We first add a
diaphragm shape to this model.

Diaphragm
The diaphragm is an aperture of varying size
generally placed inside the lens. Each aperture
diaphragm has a specific shape due to its conception.
Diaphragms are generally made with blades’ leaves
that form an iris. The more blades there are the more
circular the shape is. The side effect is the modeling
of light beams’ shapes, which affects the form of the
light stains projected on the film. To simulate the
form of the aperture, we use a Bezier curve. These
kind of curves can handle every form of existing
diaphragm. Rounded corners of diaphragms can be
simulated accurately.

Figure 1. Original image

4. FILM SIMULATION
Physical phenomenon
Physically, the film records exposure values (in
lux/s-1). The film is chemically processed and
generally scanned to obtain a digital image. The final
image I is in pixel values, with no physical unit.
There is a non-linear mapping between pixel values
and exposure values [Deb97].
€ On the film, each disk of light mixes with the others
and produces the image, blurry or not. Physically,
we can consider that a sort of convolution is done
with exposure values. Methods like Potmesil’s use
convolution of pixel values. We can notice in Figure
2 that the convolution of pixel values does not
produce the same visual result like defocused image
does in Figure 3. The convolution of pixel values
appears darker. Our idea is to simulate this
phenomenon using inverse mapping of the film. We
want to mix pixel values in a different space value,
ideally in the exposure space. Unfortunately the
conversion curves between exposure values and pixel
values are unknown and impractical to obtain for
most of the source images we use in compositing
environment: film, photographs, matte-painting,
stock-shots... Moreover, some exposure values
cannot be recorded on the film because they are too
high, for instance, light peaks. Therefore, they are
value-saturated and we cannot obtain their exposure
information without high dynamic range information
[Deb97]. We propose here a simple method to
simulate this conversion without using conversion
curves and high dynamic range information.

Figure 2. Gaussian blur

Figure 3. Defocused image
Note that this luminance does not have any physical
property. The conversion we propose is simple. We
apply a conversion function F to the initial pixel
value. This function F is used to control the
swallowing of the dark values and the boosting of
light values. Simple conversion functions can be
€
used for F like gamma
function, or look-up table
€
handled by Bezier curves. Processed pixels values are
then pre-multiplied by the digital luminance of the
source pixel. Then, an optical effect can be
€
simulated, as occurs in exposure values: motion blur,

Simple algorithm for film rendering
Our first idea is based on the fact that the bright
values tend to swallow darker values, as with
dilation. This phenomenon shows the importance of
the apparent brightness. The brighter the pixel is, the
bigger the effect. In order to characterise the
brightness of a pixel I (Ir, Ig ,Ib) we use the digital
luminance commonly defined as follows:
L(I) = 0.3× IR + 0.59 × IG + 0.11× IB
€
€
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depth of field blur, flare effects, etc. There follows an
explanation of how to make realistic depth of field
blur using this conversion. Note that we have to
store the pixel luminance contribution during
operation, therefore, we use a special channel. To
convert back in pixel values, we have to divide by
the luminance contribution, and apply the inverse
function F −1 (see Fig.4).

Light distribution depends on light waves, which are
difficult to obtain with pixel values. Moreover, the
use of intensity distribution would increase
computing time and the visual benefit would be
nominal when taking the time into account.

First stage
Our algorithm follows the photographic image
creation process. The processing consists of
accumulating each light stain produced by each
theoretical point of the scene. Theoretical points are
represented by the source image pixels. This
accumulation is done in an accumulation buffer
(see Fig.6). The algorithm works as follows:
1. For each pixel I( p') of the source image

F
X

Isource

€

L

RGB

/

F-1

Idest

Luminance

Operation

Figure 4. Film rendering principle

5. DOF BLUR ALGORITHM
Principle

1.

Compute luminance L ( I ) ,

2.

Compute value IF = F(Isource) ,

3. €
Multiply L with

Our algorithm is a mixture between Potmesil’s
method and OpenGL methods [Hae90][Hei97]. Like
Potmesil’s method we use an array of matrices and
the method is based on image processing. As with
OpenGL methods, we use the principle of the
accumulation buffer. The algorithm works in 3
stages:
• Matrices creations
• Accumulation of light stains
• Final rendering of accumulation buffer into
a frame buffer.

€

IF : Ipremult = L(I) × IF

Accumulate the resulting value Ipremult
in the €
accumulation buffer through the
appropriate
mask
€ Mi .
€
€
5. Also accumulate luminance
contribution L through the mask in a
€
special channel.
€
4.

Source Image

p'

€

L(I)

Ipremult

Mask matrices creation

Mask matrice

The mask matrices Mi are made by rasterizing the
Bezier diaphragm shapes. Figure 5 shows different
rasterized masks matrices. For each depth, we have to
create a mask matrix. The size of the mask calculated
€
in pixels depends
on the image format size and the
size of the stain. For the current application we only
store 256 matrices of different sizes, with the same
shape, each associated with an alpha value. A curve
is used to convert pixel depth to alpha values.
Computer artists can manipulate this curve. To fill
the mask matrices, we do not use intensity
distribution as with Potmesil’s method; we only use
black or white values. This choice has been made for
several reasons: light distribution for circular shapes
is known but for unknown shapes the light
distribution is undefined.

Mi

Accumulation buffer

+

+

RGB Channels

Luminance Channel

Figure 6. Accumulation principle

Second stage
The second stage is necessary to return to pixel
values. This can be seen as the “chemical process”.
When the accumulation of confusion stain values is
finished, the result is copied back from the
accumulation buffer into the frame buffer, dividing
by the contribution of luminance stored in the special
channel.

6. RESULTS
Figure 7 shows the real defocused image of the scene
and Figure 8 the original image processed with our
algorithm. We can see that the method produces the
same kind of visual effect. But we have to correct the
colour of the original image to obtain similar values
and to digitally remove the bridge fences in order to
obtain this image. We predict the result would be

Figure 5. Rasterized Bezier diaphragms
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better in terms of colour and visual effects if we were
to use high dynamic range images.

dimanche de fiançailles” by director Jean Pierre
Jeunet, and many others.
Nevertheless, we have made many assumptions: the
shape does not turn with the depth, distribution of
intensity is constant, the size of the image does not
vary with focusing, etc. None of these assumptions
provide enough visual improvement compared to the
time increase. In any case, this method is included in
our image compositing software DUTRUC, so
computer artists can pre-process original images in
order to obtain a satisfactory result.
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Figure 7. Defocused image

Figure 8. Defocus simulated
The second issue is that we generally do not have an
image depth map. So for Figure 8 we used a constant
value of mask. We can notice that the effect seems
bigger at the bottom of Figure 8 than in Figure 7.
This is because of the constant depth mask used.
For large size of defocus, we have to use multiresolution techniques because computing time can be
too important: it is possible to reach half an hour for
a 3000x2000 16bit/channel image on a 1Ghz
Pentium 4.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Our method can produce visual characteristics of
photographic defocus by simulating diaphragm shape
and film response. It can be used on real and
synthetic images to produce a photo-realistic depth of
field blur. This method tends to produce satisfactory
results in terms of user satisfaction and has been
intensively used on several French movies:
“Immortel” by director Enki Bilal, “Un long
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ABSTRACT
Inverse kinematics is commonly applied to compute the resulting movement of an avatar for a
prescribed target pose. The motion path computed by inverse kinematics, however, often differs
from the expected or desired result due to an underconstrained parameter space of the degrees-offreedom of all joints. In such cases, it is necessary to introduce additional constraints, for instance
by locking a joint’s position and / or rotation. We present a method to fix a joint in terms of
position and explain how to incorporate these constraints into the inverse kinematics solution.
Keywords: animation, inverse kinematics, positional / rotational constraints

1

INTRODUCTION

position. Specifying the configuration of the figure by rotating each joint one by one down the
hierarchy is denoted as forward kinematics (FK).
In contrast, when the position and orientation of
a specific end-effector is given, the rotation angles
of all joints further up the hierarchy can be computed using inverse kinematics (IK).

Many Computer Graphics applications, such as
virtual environments, computer games, and interactive stories, feature animated characters, for instance humans and animals. To create animated
sequences, the animator should be able to position and move all parts of the character. In many
animation systems, a skeleton (or articulated figure) of the character is used to specify positions
and motion. Such skeletons consist of rigid links
(denoted as segments in H-Anim [HAWG] terminology) connected by joints. Usually, the articulated figure has a hierarchical structure, where
each joint has its own coordinate system and is
positioned relatively to the coordinate system of
its parent. An articulated figure can often be divided into kinematic chains (limbs) where each
chain has one end that is free to move, called the
end-effector. To obtain a specific configuration of
the articulated figure, each joint needs to be set to
the correct rotation angle to obtain the required

We present a method to pin a joint to a position
in space and explain how to incorporate these constraints into the inverse kinematics solution.

2

RELATED WORK

The Resolved motion-rate method introduced by Whitney [Whi69], is one of the methods that are frequently used to solve the IK problem. Many extentions have been proposed, such
as the pseudo-inverse method [MK85], the Jacobian transpose method [Wel93] and the selectively damped least squares method [BK03]. Two
approaches making use of the resolved motionmethod are the weighting strategy and the taskpriority approach. With the weighting strategy,
such as in [BMW87], when tasks get into conflict,
the algorithm will distribute the residual error
among the tasks according to their weight. Therefore no task is exactly satisfied unless one task’s
weight is higly dominant with respect to other
weights. With the task-priority approach, conflicts are dealt with directly at differential level.
When all goals cannot be satisfied simultaneously,
the task with the highest priority reaches its goal
while the residual error of the other tasks are minimized [BB98]. We use the task-priority approach.
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Figure 1: Constraints for keeping wrist pinned when spine is rotated. Left three images: leaning forwards moving
pinned wrist; the shoulder first moves the pinned wrist away from the pinned position; the elbow moves the pinned
wrist back to its pinned position. Middle two images: Moving the pinned wrist back to its position when leaning
backwards. Right three images: twisting moving wrist from pinned position; the shoulder first moves the pinned
wrist away from the pinned position; the shoulder moves the pinned wrist back to its pinned position
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
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23.
24.
25.

Constraints Rotational constraints, where the
joint’s rotation about an axis is restricted within
joint angle limits, are addressed [MF98] [BT97].
Badler et al. [BMW87] addressed positional constraints by describing how to position an articulated figure with a weighting strategy. However,
joint angle limits and rotational constraints are
not considered.

3

OUR APPROACH

Inverse Kinematics Method
In our system we use the task-priority algorithm
with damped least-squares. We implemented the
recursive algorithm, including linear equality and
inequality constraints that are satisfied after each
iteration step, as discussed in [BB98].
Dealing with Positional Constraints
To efficiently check whether a joint caused a
pinned joint to move from its position, each joint
Ji is assigned a chain Ki (i = 1, . . . , n) that is used
in the pinning algorithm (see Table 1). A chain
Ki is a part of the hierarchy of the articulated
figure that contains the joint Ji . For a hierarchy similar to the H-Anim specification [HAWG],
the chain Ki usually starts at the joint Ji and
proceeds down the hierarchy to the leave nodes.
For instance, the chain corresponding to the right
shoulder joint would start at the shoulder, and
proceed via elbow and wrist to all finger joints of
the right hand. When checking whether a joint Ji
caused another pinned joint to move, only joints
in the chain Ki are tested. This provides the flexibility to allow a joint to be pinned for rotations
by a specified chain, but not pinned for rotations
by the other joints outside the chain.
The pseudo-code of our algorithm for handling
pinned joints is listed in Table 1.

4

for each simulation step
changed = FALSE
compute q̇ , q
∀ joints i = 1, . . . , n
θcurr = current rotation of Ji
θnew = θcurr + q˙i
∀ joints j in chain Ki
if (Jj is pinned)
poscurr = current position of Jj
set rotation of Ji to θnew
posnew = current position of Jj
if (poscurr 6= posnew )
∀ joints p = i + 1, . . . , n
φcurr = current rotation of joint Jp
φnew = φcurr + q˙p
set rotation of Jp to φnew
posnew = current position of Jj
if (poscurr 6= posnew )
set rotation of Ji to θcurr
changed = TRUE
∀ joints t = i + 1, . . . , n
set rotation of Jt to qt
set rotation of Ji to θcurr
if (NOT changed)
set rotation of Ji to θnew

Table 1: Our algorithm.
like articulated figure when positional constraints
are added to the IK problem.
Reachable Space
In many applications where a reaching task is
applied, it should be tested whether the goal is
within the reachable space of the hand, to determine whether the spine should remain fixed or
should be allowed to rotate in order to obtain a
natural pose. When the shoulder position is fixed,
the reachable space can be roughly approximated
by a half-sphere [Zha96]. However, when there is
a positional or rotational constraint set for the elbow, the method discussed in [Zha96] has to be
extended to deal with these cases.

ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS

In this section, we discuss special constraints that
can be used for the arm of a human-
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Figure 2:

Different types of constraints affect the motion towards a target position. Left three images: the goal
(indicated by the cyan square) is reached if no constraints are imposed on the right arm; the skeleton compensates
for a rotational constraint of the right elbow by leaning backwards; the goal cannot be reached if the right elbow is
pinned in space (left to right). Right three images: the right ankle reaches the goal without any constraints; a fixed
rotation of the right knee prevents the ankle from fully reaching the goal; a pinned right knee makes it impossible
for the ankle to get close to the goal (left to right).

If the elbow is not pinned in terms of position,
the origin of the sphere is the shoulder position,
the radius of the sphere is the arm length and the
x-, y- and z-axis of the sphere is approximately
the shoulder joint base frame. When the elbow
is pinned in terms of position, the origin of the
sphere is the elbow position, the radius of the
sphere is the lower arm length and the x-, y- and
z-axis of the sphere is approximately the elbow
joint base frame.
To determine if the goal position is within the
reachable space of the hand, the goal position is
transformed into spherical coordinates.
Let θ define the azimuthal angle in the xz-plane
and φ the polar angle from the y-axis. Let r be
the distance from the goal position to the origin
(radius). Let `L define the length of the lowerarm,
`U the length of the upperarm and d the distance
between the hand and the shoulder. Then,

with

r

=

θ

=

φ

=

π
≤
4
π
≤
−
2
0 ≤

−

r = d.

θ and φ should satisfy Equations (1) and (2), respectively, and r should satisfy either one of Equation (3), (4), (5) or (6), according to the constraints set for the elbow. If these equations are
satisfied, the goal position is within the reachable
space of the hand and the rotation of the vertebrae
is fixed. Otherwise the goal position is not within
the reachable space of the hand and the rotation
of the vertebrae cannot be fixed.
Spine Rotation
Bending forwards or backwards Assume the
wrist is pinned and the spine is rotated, bending the character forward. In Figure 3 let `L be
the distance between the shoulder and wrist, x
the distance between the current and pinned wrist
position and d the distance between the shoulder
and pinned wrist position. Angle B can then be
calculated making use of the Law of Cosines:

p

x2 + y 2 + z 2 ,
x
tan−1 ,
z
y
cos−1
r

θ

φ

r

3π
,
4
π
,
≤
2
≤ ` U + `L .

≤

⇒
(1)

(3)

(4)

If the elbow has a rotational constraint, and
the arm is outstreched, Equation (3) should be
changed to:
r = ` U + `L .

x2

=

`2L + d2 − 2`L d cos B

B

=

cos−1

`2L + d2 − x2
2`L d

!

.

(7)

The shoulder’s rotation around the x-axis is set
in such a way that it moves the wrist away from
the pinned position. Now the rotation of the elbow that is necessary to move the wrist back to
its pinned position, is calculated. In Figure 3
let `L be the length of the lowerarm, x the distance between the current and pinned wrist position and d the distance between the elbow and
pinned wrist position. Angle B can now be calculated as discussed above.When the spine rotates,
bending the character backwards, only the rotation for the shoulder should be calculated. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.

(2)

If the elbow is pinned to a position in space, Equation (3) should be changed to:
0 ≤ r ≤ `L .

(6)

(5)

If the elbow has a rotational constraint, and the
arm is not outstreched, Equation (3) should be
changed to:
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between our method and the weighting
strategy, can be found at: http://www.mpisb.mpg.de/resources/VirtualHumans/publ/
wscg2005.pdf

6

In future we want to apply the algorithm to motions such as walking and jumping, e.g. walking
up or down stairs, where one foot needs to stay
at a position while stepping downwards or upwards. Another possible application could be a
ballet dancer that needs to keep the hand on the
bar while doing the ballet movements and where
in many movements one foot has to stay pinned
at a certain position. We also want to extend the
algorithm to include the possibility to pin a joint
to a relative position in space, e.g. that the hands
stay on the back of the dancing partner while they
are dancing, i.e. moving in space.

Figure 3: Triangle that is formed between the
shoulder, elbow, and wrist.
Twisting Assume the wrist is pinned and the
spine is rotated, resulting in a twist. Then, in
Figure 3 let `L be the distance between the shoulder and wrist, x the distance between the current
and pinned wrist position and d the distance between the shoulder and pinned wrist position. The
rotation of the shoulder is calculated as discussed
above. The rotation of the shoulder around the yaxis is set such that the wrist is moved towards its
pinned position. Then the rotation of the shoulder
around the x-axis is calculated in the same way,
moving the wrist towards its pinned position. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.

5

FUTURE WORK
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RESULTS

Rotating spine When the spine is rotated and
the wrist is pinned, the rotation will move the
wrist from its pinned position, as can be seen from
the first pose from each group in Figure 1. Then
by adding the constraints discussed in Section 4,
the wrist is moved back to its pinned position.
Reachable space On the left of Figure 2 the
task is to move the right wrist upwards towards
the goal position. When there are no constraints
on the arm, the goal position is within the reachable space (discussed in Section 4) of the hand
and therefore the vertebrae do not rotate. When
the elbow is fixed, the goal position is not within
the reachable space of the hand (the distance to
the goal position is not equal to the length of the
arm) and therefore the rotation of the vertebrae
are not fixed. To compensate for the rotational
constraint of the elbow, the character leans backwards to reach the goal. When the elbow is pinned
to a position in space, the goal position is further
away than the length of the lowerarm and therefore not within the reachable space of the hand.
In an attempt to get as close as possible to the
goal position, the skeleton turns towards the goal,
but the goal cannot be reached.
The full version of the paper with a detailed discussion, as well as a comparison
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes an algorithm for matching line segments between two images which are related by
affine transformations using local affine moment invariant (AMI). Instead of using traditional methods for
objection recognition in which each object is globally represented by a vector of affine moment invariants, here
each pair of line segments extracted from each image is locally represented by an affine moment invariant. This
algorithm is suitable for line correspondences with multi-planes and occlusion. Matches are determined through
comparing invariant values and voting. Experimental results are given for both synthetic and real images. The
noise model of affine moment invariant is also presented.

Keywords
Affine transformation, Line matching, Local affine moment invariant (AMI)

invariants against the noise level (in SNR) on 1000
arbitrary quadrangles. The upper one is area ratio, the
middle one is distance ratio and the bottom one is
AMI. It can be seen that AMI can tolerate a larger
range of noise.

1. INTRODUCTION
Image matching is one of the basic problems in
computer vision. It is the process of finding features
such as line segments in different images that
represent the same feature of the observed scene.
Many papers have been published in the past on line
matching under an affine transformation. Some of
them make use of geometric invariants for matching.
Lamdan et.al [Lam90a] developed a geometric
hashing technique which calculates affine invariant
coordinates for arbitrary point sets under various
geometric transformations. The method is however
very computation intensive. There are three other
commonly used affine invariants: distance ratio
[Hut91a], area ratio [Cha02a], and affine moment
invariant (AMI) [Flu94a]. Distance ratio and area
ratio are ratios of two relative affine invariants, so
they may have an ordering problem. On the other
hand, AMI is defined over an area and is invariant to
the starting position. Besides, AMI is more robust to
noise. Figure 1 shows the average error (in %) of the
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Figure 1. Robustness of different invariants to noise.
All methods which use AMIs, to the best of our
knowledge, are mainly for pattern matching or object
recognition. They are computed over a set of data
points or a closed-boundary region (usually an
object), so they may encounter the problem of
occlusion. Distance ratio and area ratio have been
proposed by some authors for localized line matching
[Gro95a], but AMIs have not been used for the same
purpose. This paper presents the key idea to match
line segments between two affine transformed
images using local AMI. The noise model of AMI is
also presented.

2. ALGORITHM
2.1 Selection of line segments
This algorithm assumes that both images contain line
segments that do not intersect except at their end
points only. In the case that there are intersecting
lines, they are broken up so that finally there are only

two kinds of line configurations: connected lines (3
noncollinear point pairs) and disjoint lines (4
noncollinear point pairs). Since connected lines
provide just enough information to determine the
affine transformation, even if the point pairs are
mismatched, we can still find a transformation which
can exactly relate the point pairs. Hence, such
configuration does not help line matching at all. On
the other hand, for disjoint lines, besides 3 basic
point pairs, there is one extra point pair which
enforces an extra constraint for the determination of
an affine transformation. There is no exact solution
except when all 4 pairs are really related by an affine
transformation. Since such configuration has a
discriminatory power, this algorithm only considers
line matching based on the affine moment invariant
calculated from such configuration.

reduced by half if they are restricted to have a larger
area. If the area enclosed by the path (1→2→3→4)
or (3→4→1→2) is larger than that enclosed by the
path (3→4→2→1) or (2→1→3→4), then paths
(1→2→3→4) and (3→4→1→2) are selected.
1
1

4
3
4
3
Figure 4. Symmetric
Figure 3. Convex hull
line pattern.
containing 3 points.
In the case that the line pattern is symmetric as
shown in Figure 4, there is an ambiguity in choosing
the paths as the same area is enclosed by 4 different
paths. However, the shape enclosed by the path
(1→2→3→4) or (3→4→1→2) is just the reflection
of the shape enclosed by the other two paths, and
AMI is invariant to an affine transformation
including reflection. Therefore, the AMIs for both
areas are the same and can be used for matching.

2.2 Selection of starting position
Given a pair of disjoint lines in both images, the end
point correspondences are not known, so there are 4!
= 24 combinations of end point correspondence. To
reduce the number of combinations, the convex hull
constraints are added. Hartley proved that projective
transformation preserves the convex hull of a point
set [Har93a]. In the four-point case, the convex hull
may contain 3 or 4 points.

2.3 Affine moment invariant
A moment invariant is a moment-based descriptor of
a planar shape, and is very useful for pattern
recognition. J. Flusser and T. Suk extended the idea
to AMI, which is invariant under an affine
transformation [Flu93a]. The moment m(p,q) of
order (p + q) of a binary 2-D object G is defined as:
m( p, q) =
x p y q dx dy … (1)

First consider the convex hull containing all 4 points,
we can form a loop which passes through the end
points one by one with no skipping as shown below.
4
2
1

2

2

∫∫

G

while the central moment µ(p,q) of order (p + q) is
defined as:
µ ( p, q ) =
( x − x t ) p ( y − y t ) q dx dy … (2)

1

2

3 (I) 4
3 (II)
Figure 2. Convex hull containing 4 points.
If the conditions above are enforced, the number of
combinations is reduced to 8 (4 clockwise and 4 anticlockwise). If the orientation of the convex hull is
chosen for all pairs of lines in both images to be in
clockwise direction, the number of combinations is
reduced to 4. Finally, the loop can be restricted to
traverse both points of one line segment before going
on to another line segment, whereby the number of
combinations is reduced to 2. For example, in
diagram (II) above, the only possible loops are either
(1→2→3→4) or (3→4→1→2).
Now consider the convex hull containing only 3
points as shown in Figure 3. If the same rules are
applied, four combinations are valid: (1→2→3→4),
(2→1→3→4), (3→4→1→2) and (3→4→2→1).
Note that the relative size of areas is preserved under
an affine transformation, i.e., if area A is larger than
area B in the first image, the affine transformed area
A is still larger than the transformed area B in the
transformed image. Hence, the number of loops is
130

∫∫

G

where xt = m10/m00 and yt = m01/m00 are the
coordinates of the center of gravity of object G. The
second-order AMI is defined as [Flu94a]:
1
AMI =
( µ (2,0) µ (0,2) − µ (1,1) 2 ) … (3)
µ (0,0) 4

It is a time consuming task to compute the double
integrals of equations (1) and (2). Our algorithm is
based on the method described in [Sin93a]. In order
to use AMI for line matching, we need to derive the
variance of AMI when the line segments are
perturbed by noise. Assume we are given 4 ordered
points (xi, yi), i = 0,…,3, which form the object G.
Let (p1,…,p4,p5,…,p8) = (x0,…,x3,y0,…,y3), and AMI
= f(p1,…,p8), each variable pi can be expressed
as pi = pi + δ i , where p i is the true but unknown
value of p i , and δ i is a random perturbation (noise)
added to the true variable p i . Assume δ i is
independent and identically distributed with zero
mean and standard deviation σδ. Then AMI =
f ( pi + δ i ; i = 1,...,8). Expanding AMI in Taylor
series and neglect second and higher order terms:

8

AMI = f ( p1 ,..., p8 ) +

⎡

∑ ⎢⎣δ
i =1

Let P = ( p1 ,..., p8 ),

i

⎤
∂
f ( p1 ,..., p8 ) ⎥ K (4)
∂p i
⎦

previous step, they will not be considered in the
following steps.

E [AMI ] = f ( P ) K (5)

2.4.3 Step 3

Each affine moment invariant in the moment
invariant table for the first image is compared with
all invariants of the second image. If the affine
m( 2,0) m(0,2) − m(1,1) 2
moment invariant between two line segments in the
Let g ( P) =
...(7),
m(0,0) 4
second image is within the range of the invariant
(defined by the standard deviation of noise σδ)
From(3), f ( P) = g ( xi − xt , yi − yt ; i = 0,...,3), where
between two line segments in the first image, the
(xt , y t ) are the coordinates of the center of gravity
pairs of segments are regarded as a putative match
of object G without noise. Let X i = xi − xt ; Yi = yi − yt ,
which is then verified as follows. Since they are
arranged in the configuration described in section
each term in (6) can be computed as follows:
∂g ( X i , Yi ; i = 0,...,3)
∂g ( X i , Yi ; i = 0,...,3)
2.2, each pair of line segments would only have 2
∂f
∂f
=
...(8);
...(9)
=
possible paths. Therefore, by calculating the two
∂Yi
∂X i
∂y i
∂x i
1 ⎡
∂g
∂m(0,2)
∂m(2,0)
∂m(1,1)⎤ m(2,0)m(0,2) − m(1,1)2 ∂m(0,0) affine transformations and projecting the two line
(
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)
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2
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)
4
=
m
m
m
−
+
−
⎥
⎢
∂Xi m(0,0)4 ⎣
∂Xi
∂Xi
∂Xi
∂Xi ⎦
m(0,0)5
segments in the first image into the second image, the
1 ⎡
∂g
∂m(0,2)
∂m(2,0)
∂m(1,1)⎤ m(2,0)m(0,2) − m(1,1)2 ∂m(0,0) average projection error for each transformation is
m
(
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,
0
)
(
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(
1
,
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)
−
4
=
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⎥
⎢
∂Yi found. If the smaller of the two errors is less than a
∂Yi m(0,0)4 ⎣
∂Yi
∂Yi
∂Yi ⎦
m(0,0)5
∂m(0,2) 1
2
2
2
2
predefined threshold, then the pairs of line segments
= [Yi+1(Yi + YiYi+1 + Yi+1) −Yi−1(Yi−1 + Yi−1Yi + Yi )]
∂Xi
12
are regarded as matched with known segment
∂m(2,0) 1
2
2
2
correspondences.
= [( Xi−1 + Xi ) (Yi −Yi−1) + ( Xi + Xi+1) (Yi+1 −Yi ) + 2Xi (Yi+1 −Yi−1)]
2

2
σ AMI

⎛ ∂
⎞
⎜
⎟
= E[( AMI − E ( AMI )) 2 ] = σ δ2
⎜ ∂p f ( P ) ⎟ K (6)
i
⎠
i =1 ⎝

∂Xi

12

8

∑

[

]

∂m(1,1) 1 2
= Yi+1( Xi + Xi+1) + Yi2( Xi−1 − Xi+1) −Yi2−1( Xi−1 + Xi ) − 2XiYi (Yi−1 −Yi+1)
∂Xi 12
∂m(0,0) 1
= [Yi+1 −Yi−1];
∂Xi
2

∂m(0,0) 1
= [Xi−1 − Xi+1]
∂Yi
2

[
∂m(2,0) 1
= [X (X + X X + X ) − X (X + X X
∂Y
12
∂m(1,1) 1
= [X (Y + Y ) − X (Y −Y ) − X (Y + Y
∂Y
12

Next, form a voting table of size M×N. A vote is
added to each of the (i,k) and (j,l) cells of the vote
table if the segment pair (i,j) in the first image is
matched to (k,l) in the second image. This table
accumulates the number of votes for line
correspondences between the two images. The higher
the number of votes, the higher the possibility that
the corresponding line segments are matched.

]

∂m(0,2) 1
= (Yi−1 + Yi )2( Xi−1 − Xi ) + (Yi + Yi+1)2( Xi − Xi+1) + 2Yi2( Xi−1 − Xi+1)
∂Yi
12
i −1

2
i −1

i−1 i

2
i

i +1

2
i

i

2
i−1 i−1

i

2
i i −1

i+1

2
i+1 i

)]

2
i i+1 + Xi +1

) + 2XiYi (Xi−1 − Xi+1)]

i+1

Besides, form an ordering table of size M×M and
N×N for the first and second images. As described
above, each line segment may change its vertex order
such that it fulfills the requirement described in
section 2.2. The vertex ordering information is stored
in the ordering tables. The (i,j) entry states whether
the line segment i needs to change its vertex order
when pairing up with the line segment j.

i

2.4 Procedure
This subsection describes the whole procedure of
line matching in details. Given M and N line
segments extracted from two images which are
approximately related by unknown affine
transformations, the matching procedure consists of
the following steps:

2.4.1 Step 1

The ordering information is entered into the ordering
tables only when the pair of line segments has found
a match during comparison, i.e. the projection error
is less than the predefined threshold.

Construct connectivity tables of size M×M and N×N
for the first and second images respectively. These
tables show if segments are connected to the starting
or end points of other line segments in the image.

2.4.4 Step 4

2.4.2 Step 2

Given the vote table formed from Step 3, the final
matches between the two images are determined. A
winner-takes-all approach is adopted.

Construct affine moment invariant tables of size
M×M and N×N for the first and second images
respectively. In the calculation of the affine moment
invariant between two segments, a path through the
line segments is chosen such that the line
configuration fulfills the requirement described in
section 2.2. Besides, given the standard deviation of
noise σδ, the range for each affine moment invariant
(AMI ± σAMI) is computed. In the case that two line
segments are found to be connected from the

2.4.5 Step 5
After a set of line matches are found from Step 4, the
end point correspondences are performed. For each
matched line segment, by examining the ordering
information of all other matched line segments which
have been paired with it, we can deduce the correct
sense of direction of the line segment in a
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Figure 8. Line and vertex matching of Example 2.
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The algorithm for line matching between two images
related by affine transformations is developed, which
is based on the matching of local second-order affine
moment invariants. Experimental results are
presented which show the applicability to multiplanes line matching with noise.
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Figure 6. Line and vertex matching of Example 1.
Figure 6 shows the matching results. The left figure
shows the vector flows between the mid-points of
matched line segments superimposed on the first
image. Each flow is a match and the dot represents
the mid-point of the corresponding line segment in
the second image. In this example, all line matches
are correct. The right figure shows the vector flows
of vertex matching superimposed on the first image.
As each line segment has two vertices, the first
vertex is represented by a solid dot while the second
vertex is represented by a circle. In this example, all
vertices are correctly matched.

Figure 7 shows a pair of images with multi-planes.
The edges are approximated by noisy line segments
in the two images that may not correspond. The first
image contains 122 line segments and the second has
93. Figure 8 shows the matching results. 91 line
segments (182 vertices) are matched, with 13 (resp.
26 vertices) mismatches. The main reason for the
mismatches is that the series of windows at the
bottom of the images in Figure 7 are very similar and
errors often occur in such situations.
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There are other finer data available to improve the
validity of computed matches and possibly to find
new ones. One such information is the connectivity.
If two line segments are connected in the first image,
the corresponding line segments in the second image
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direction of the segments relative to the connected
vertex should be consistent.
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ABSTRACT
Generally, image registration using genetic algorithm is a time-consuming process since the algorithm needs to
evaluate the objective function several hundred times depending on the vastness of search space. The situation
appears worse if the registration is intensity-based due to the interpolation loops prior to each objective function.
However, with the availability of parallel processing method, one can accelerate the application of genetic algorithm
for iterative-based image registration process of up 80 % for multi-modality alignment

Keywords
image registration, genetic algorithm, parallel processing
based methods use full content available from the
images since they deal directly with grey-level
information but not with extracted or intrinsic feature.
These methods, however, suffers from long
computational
time
of
full-plane
grayscale
transformation leading to limitation of usage. Several
intensity-based methods are available including, for
example, the maximizing mutual information [Col90a],
correlation coefficients [Jun90a], or minimization of
squared intensity differences. For more details about
these methods and medical image registration, the
reader should consult [Ant98a].

1. INTRODUCTION
Image registration is essential in many medical tasks. It
provides useful information for diagnosis, surgical
planning, event tracking, radiotherapy, and so on. The
key of image registration is to find the proper
transformation of one image to another image so that
each point of one image is spatially aligned with its
corresponding point of the other. The intrinsic
registration is more preferable since it needs no extra
marker adhered to the patient while he/she is exposed
by the imaging equipment. The intrinsic registration
methods are divided into 3 types including landmarkbased, segmentation-based, and intensity-based
methods. Standing apart from other methods, intensity-

To find the optimum of transformation, the genetic
algorithm (GA) [Gol89a] is chosen because of its strong
immunity
to
local
minima,
flexibility
to
multidimensional
function,
and
simplistic
implementation procedure. Several image registration
techniques use GA as a parameter-search-for procedure,
but with intensity-based registration the GA is rarely
found because the repetitive call to the objective
function together with the computational cost of the
transformation makes the time of convergence crucial.
[Raj99a] are examples from the minority of literatures
that use GA searching for parameters from distance
function of grayscale images.
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The time consuming and the complexity of the image
registration process are the critical problems. In
addition, the registration process requires very high
performance of the computer. Therefore, in this paper,
concepts of parallel programming method is employed
to speed up a medical image registration process. In the
parallel processing, the appropriate amount of work is
distributed to each computer (node) in the clustering
system. The processing time is then diminished as a
function of number of dedicated computer.
The paper is organized as follows: - The second topic
presents the basic idea of genetic algorithm. The third
topic, objective function, describes the parameters used
to transform the image and the correlation coefficient
used to measured the similarity between registered
images. The forth topic proposed the concept of
parallel programming. The demonstrations are done
with unregistered images.The paper is finalized with
discussion and conclusion.

Figure 1. GA cycle.

(a)

2. BASIC IDEA OF
GENETIC ALGORITHM

(b)
Figure 2. Genetic operators, a) crossover and b)
mutation.
3.) Select the parents from the chromosomes with
the biased chances. The higher-fitness chromosome is
prone to survive.
4.) Generate the offspring using genetic operators
consisting of crossover and mutation. Crossover is a
recombination operator that swaps the parts of two
parents as shown in figure 2a. Two random decisions
are made prior to this operation, whether to do it or not
and where the crossover point is. Mutation gives a
good chance to explore the uncovered search space. It
mutates, or complements some genes in the
chromosome of the offspring, so that the new
parameter value takes place.
5.) Entirely replace the elder generation in the pool
with the newer one and return to step 2. In some case,
the few best elders may be kept away from replacement.
This is known as elitist strategy.
The criteria for stopping the revaluation loops are met
when a) the loop number is over some predefined point
or b) the steady state lasts for predetermined times.

GA mimics all the processes based on the concept of
natural evolution to find the optimized solution to the
given problem residing in the search space. The GA
pool contains a number of individuals called
chromosomes. Each chromosome encoded from the
parameters holds the potential solution. According to
the evolutionary theories, the chromosomes which only
have a good fitness are likely to survive and to generate
the offsprings and pass its strength to them by the
genetic operator. The fitness of chromosome is the way
that is linked to the predefined problem or objective
function. Figure 1. shows the possible stages of
evolution.
GA cycle can be decomposed into five steps described
as follows:1.) Randomly initialize the population in the pool.
With more population, the coverage in search space is
good but traded off by the calculation time in each
generation.
In the simplest way, the real-value parameter is binarycoded to give a bit string. The bit strings for
several parameters are concatenated to form a single
string or chromosome. In accord with the biology, each
bit corresponds to gene.
2.) Evaluate the chromosomes by objective
function. After the evaluation, all the chromosomes are
ranked for the fitness values in the descending or
ascending order depending on the purpose of objective
function.

3. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The image transformation is defined by the following
equation:

v
X i = s1 ( M (t i ))
v
Yi = s 2 (t i ) , i=1,...,N
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(1)
(2)

v

where ti denotes the spatial location, s1(t) and s2(t)

Parallel Application

denote two original images, Xi=(X1,...,XN) and Yi =
(Y1,...,YN) denote the transformed and normal image,
s1(M(·)) denotes a spatial transformation and
interpolation of s1(·) Generally, a similarity model is
sufficient to regulate the unregistered images especially
the tomographic-scanned images because they have no
perspective distortion. Therefore, the transformation
model M can be formed by multiplication of scaling S,
rotation R, and translation T matrices in the order that
there is no non-orthogonal scaling.
M = S·R·T

⎡ sx 0 0 0⎤ ⎡cosθ
⎢ 0 sy 0 0⎥ ⎢ sin θ
⎥⎢
=⎢
⎢ 0 0 1 0⎥ ⎢ 0
⎥⎢
⎢
⎣ 0 0 0 1⎦ ⎣ 0

− sin θ
cosθ
0
0

0 0⎤ ⎡ 1 0
0 0⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ 0 1
1 0⎥ ⎢ 0 0
⎥⎢
0 1⎦ ⎣dx dy

0 0⎤
0 0⎥⎥
1 0⎥
⎥
0 1⎦

Sequential Application

Cluster Middle Ware

WorkStation

Cˆ s ( X , Y ) , − 1 ≤ ρˆ ( X , Y ) ≤ 1
s
)
σ x2σˆ y2

(3)

(4)

where covariance Cˆ s ( X , Y ) , variances σˆ x2 , σˆ y2 , and
means X , Y are defined by
1 N
Cˆ s ( X , Y ) ≡
∑ ( X i − X )(Yi − Y )
N − 1 i =1
1 N
1 N
σ̂ x2 ≡
( X i − X ) 2 σ̂ y2 ≡
∑
∑ (Yi − Y ) 2
N − 1 i =1
N − 1 i =1

X≡

1 N
∑ Xi
N i =1

Y ≡

1 N
∑Yi
N i =1

WorkStation

WorkStation

WorkStation

High Speed Network

Noted that z-concerned parameters are discarded for
non-perspective 2D registration, and the matrices are
valid for row vector.
The validation of registration is measured by the
correlation coefficient between two aligned images.
The correlation coefficient method is most likely able
to measure similarity of multimodal images with the
simplicity. Given vectorized image X and Y, the
correlation coefficient ρ is defined as follows

ρˆ s ( X , Y ) =

Parallel Programming
Environment

Figure 3. Clustering system architecture developed
by using parallel programming environment such as
MPICH.
implementation on multi-computers. In general,
parallel implementations can be grouped into 3
categories: 1.) Hardware architectures designed
specially for parallel processing 2.) Software
implementations on machines with hardware support
for parallel processing [Kau88a] and 3.) Parallel
processing algorithms implemented entirely in software
on general-purpose hardware[Pet99a, Pot89a]. This
research falls into the third category. It includes the
clustering architecture [Buy99a] (shown in figure 1)
consisting of a homogeneous collection of general
purpose computer systems connected via networks,
also termed a clustered computing environment,
provides very powerful and cost effective image
registation. The parallel-implementation platform uses
a public domain software Massage Passing Interface
(MPI), which is easy-to-use and freely available.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
(5)
(6)

(7)

Hence, the correlation coefficient method can be used
as an objective function which has to be optimized to
maximum value.

We test the purposed system for multimodality image.
The searched-for parameters consist of: - 0.8 ≤ sx, sy ≤
1.31, -π ≤ θ ≤ π, and -127 ≤ dx,dy ≤ 128. String length
for each parameter is equal to 8, or the step of
quantization is equal to 256. The population size in
each generation is restricted to 150. With the crossover
probability of 0.6 and mutation probability of 0.06, GA
cycle always meets the criterion of 50-time steady-state
within 300 generations.
All the experiments in this paper are tested on
homogeneous system consists of 5 machines of Intel
Xeon 2.4GMHz Dual CPU, ECCRAM 1 Gbytes
connected via 1 Gbps LAN running Linux operating
system. The software is written on C++ using parallel
programming environment such as MPICH.
The PET and CT image to be aligned are shown in
figure 4.
With the size of 256 × 256 pixels × 8 bits,

4. PARALLEL PROCESSING
The computational expense of genetic algorithm and
the vast memory requirement of intensity-based image
registration have motivated the development of parallel
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increases. Specifically, four nodes can accelerate the
registration task more than one node does about 75%.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes the new method for intensitybased image registration process on clustering system
that faster than compute on single machine and single
memory. There are two contributions of this paper. The
first contribution is the application of genetic algorithm
for intensity-based image registration. The second
contribution is the application of parallel programming
method to distribute works to be processed
concurrently on each computer in the clustering system.
The result for multi-modality image registration is very
promising.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Unregistered (a) PET and (b) CT images
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.(a) Transformed PET image,(b) PET-CT
fusion
Multimodal
process

PET-CT 256 x 256
linear

nearest

1

0.59844

0.422585

2

0.309701

0.217344

3

0.217391

0.147382

4

0.165579

0.115491

5

0.13389

0.092646

Table 1. Averaged time per Genetic Cycle
the PET image is rotated by 45 degrees to see if there
are some transformation irregularities during GA cycle.
After certain point, the PET image is transformed to the
correct position resulting in growth of coefficient from
0.300463 to 0.753600. The parameters obtained from
GA are θ = 46.9, sx = 1.056, sy = 0.97, dx = -3,dy = -3.
Figure 5 shows the aligned position of PET and simple
PET-CT fusion image that gives both anatomical and
functional details. The times per generation are
recorded in Table 1.
Table 1 shows the average time per genetic cycle for
multimodality image registration. In multimodality
registration, the result of nearest and linear
interpolations are compared. One can be inferred that
system speed-up factor increases as the number of node
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ABSTRACT
Tomographic imaging is a technique for exploration of a cross-section of an inspected object without
destruction. Normally, the input data, known as the projections, are gathered by repeatedly radiating coherent
waveform through the object in a number of viewpoints, and receiving by an array of corresponding detector in
the opposite position. In this research, as a replacement of radiographs, the series of photographs taken around
the opaque object under the ambient light is completely served as the projections. The purposed technique can be
adopted with various beam geometry including parallel-beam, cone-beam and spiral cone-beam geometry.
From the process of tomography, the outcome is the stack of pseudo cross-sectional image. Not the internal of
cross section is authentic, but the edge or contour is valid.

Keywords: Image Reconstruction, 3D Rendering, Photographic Tomography, Helical Cone-Beam
Tomography

1. INTRODUCTION

various beam geometry. In the simple case, the object
is placed a long distance. In this case, each scan line
on the images taken from different projection is
served as the projection data for parallel-beam image
reconstruction algorithm.

Shape extraction is the first step of many 3D
applications, including a 3D modelling, object
recognition, robot navigation, machine inspection,
geometry measurement, and so on. To satisfy these
applications, it requires an appropriate shape
extraction method. Nowadays, several shape
extraction systems are proposed, and each one is
suitable in the limited range of applications. Some of
those, including stereo disparity [Bar82a-Dho89a],
laser range finder [Bos98a-Oka98a], structured light
[Sat94a-Boy14a], shape from shading [Hor89aPen93a], optical flow [Hor80-Bro97], etc.

The parallel-beam geometry is not applicable due to
the long focal-object distance (FOD). Cone-beam
geometry can be used in the case of small FOD.
However, when the long object is applied, in order to
cover the whole part of object, the wide-angle lens
must be used. This results in distortion of the
resulting 3D model. To avoid the problem, the spiral
cone-beam tomography is purposed. With the small
pitch distance and small field of view on the camera,
the trajectory of light from the object to the camera
resembles a parallel ray and hence lessen the
distortion problem.

In this research, we investigated the process for
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

This work is organized as the following: - Section 2
discusses theory involved in tomography in various
beam geometry. Shape extraction process is provided
in section 3. Section 4 explains the acquisition
system. The results are provided in section 5.
Discussions and conclusions are given in section 6.
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2. MODIFIED HELICAL
CONE-BEAM RECONSTRUCTION
ALGORITHM

the background is equal to zero and the foreground is
equal to one. As a result, this kind of shape extraction
algorithm can extract the shape of any object
regardless of the type of surface either the
Lambertian or non-Lambertian surface. When the
binary images or the silhouetted projections are
passed into the modified reconstruction algorithm
described previously, the stack of enhanced pseudo
cross-sections whose shape is comparable to its
original is attainable. This stack of cross sections can
be utilized in such applications as a 3D shape
modeling, geometric measurement, and so on.

The cone-beam process [Fel84a] can be modified to
cope with long object. By changing path of camera to
helix and using helical cone-beam reconstruction
algorithm [Wan93a], the speed of acquisition and the
resolution of results for long object are improved.
Since we can simultaneously change the azimuthal
angle and the z-level of camera while taking the
projections, the time used to complete all projections
is reduced.

4. ACQUISITIONING SYSTEM

And since we can place the camera close to the
object, the details in the projections are enlarged.
Mathematical model of the modified helical conebeam reconstruction algorithm is given by [Wan93a]

f (x, y, z) =

2
⎛ DSO t DSO ~
1 2π DSO
z ⎞
⎟dβ
⎜
,
R
2 β⎜
∫
2 0 (DSO − s) ⎝ DSO − s DSO − s ⎟⎠

In order to collect a series of photographs from the
inspected object, it is suggested to rotate the object
about the origin i.e. its axis and take the photograph
using a fixed camera rather than to move the camera
around the vertex path. This idea is substantial for the
object which is motionless and small to mediumsized, the common characters of most of the objects.
By adhering to this idea, the imaging unit can be
assembled simply from a few components, and less
in complexity.

(2.1)

where f(x, y, z) is the volumetric data, Rβ() is the twodimensional silhouetted projection, β is the rotational
angle, DSO is the cone distance, (t, s) are the
coordinates which are rotated from (x, y) by β, and
~
z is given by

hp β
~
z =z−
2π

The imaging unit shown in Figure 2 is mainly
composed of a digital camera, a controllable rotating
platform and the translatable platform. The object is
placed on the rotating platform and the camera is
placed translatable platform which is on the dual
rails. Controlled by a computer, the rotating platform
is capable of rotating precisely to any specified angle,
while the digital camera is capable of moving to the
specified z coordinate. For cone-beam tomography,
the camera is stationary while the object is rotated. In
the case of spiral cone-beam tomography, the camera
is translated when the object is rotated.

(2.2)

where hp is the pitch of the helix turn.

3. SHAPE EXTRACTION PROCESS
The entire process for the shape extraction from a
series of photographs is shown as a diagram in Figure
1. This process starts with capturing a number of
images around the inspected object, which will be
elaborated in section of imaging unit. As stated
before, the method concerns only the shape or outline
of the object; therefore, the segmentation procedure,
the thresholding for high-contrasting image or the
blue-screen technique for the others, is brought up to
turn the captured images into binary format where

For simply extracting the silhouette from the
photograph, the object is placed in front of the
background contrasting from the color of object, and
illuminated by an ambient light to avoid specula
artifacts.

5. RESULTS
When only the surface of the object is needed
regardless of an internal structure, it is advised to use
the surface rendering techniques, the most prominent
technique of which is the marching cube [Lor87a].
This technique uses the divide-and-conquer strategy
to complete the surface; it breaks up the volumetric
data into a number of small cubes and matches each
cube with the pre-calculated surface pattern. Hence,
it delivers the continuous surface made up of an
enormous number of linked triangles. However, the
marching cube only illustrates the first-order
interpolated frontier of the object. The rendering
technique together with the Gourad [Gou71a] and

Figure 1. The process diagram of the
photographic tomography
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models rendered in the distinctive viewpoints (cube
size of the marching cube equals to one). It is noted
assorted objects, whose surfaces are either
Lambertian
or
non-Lambertian
type,
are
reconstructed from their corresponding sequences of
photographs. All of the investigated objects are that
some objects use the number of projections twice as
many as the specific value to make the gradient
smoother.

Phong [Pho75a] shading and illumination can closely
resemble the real surface properties which response
to the specula and ambient lights.
The surface of the object is created by segmenting
the reconstructed data, calculating normal vectors for
every polygon from gray levels of the same
information, and then rendering using technique
described above. Regarding to the conditions verified
in the preceding chapter, the volumetric data of
shown in Figure. 3 to Figure. 5 along with their solid

Form the results, the process achieves successfully
on the simple-shaped objects such as the
woodcarving. Nevertheless, some information is
missing in the high-detailed object caused by the
totally concave problem. The ceramic cup is the best
examples of this problem;

Dual Rails

6. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Translatable
Platform

The 3D shape extraction using photographic
tomography is studied extensively. The main idea of
the method is that the tomographic imaging is used to
reconstruct the stack of pseudo cross-sectional
images from a series of photographs taken around the
object. The shape of the stack can closely resemble
the shape of original object. Compared with other 3D
shape extraction techniques, the equipment used to
collect the data for this technique is much lesser in
complexity. It mainly consists of the rotating
platform and the digital camera which is locally
available and affordable. Various beam geometry is
also investigated in this paper. Parallel-beam
geometry can be used when the focal-to-object
distance is large. Conversely, cone-beam geometry
can be used when the focal-to-object distance is
small. Spiral cone beam is considered when the long
object is modelled or when the perspective distortion
is meaningful. Despite some drawbacks, the
proposed technique is tested successfully to generate
the shape of a variety of objects.

Digital
Camera

Rotating
Platform

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Ceramic cup, (a) actual model and
(b) rendered model (Az.70,El.15,Tw.10)
(Cone-Beam: DSO = 50 cm)
Figure 2. The prototype of an imaging unit for
acquiring the sequence of photographs consisting
of digital camera, rotating platform and
translatable platform placed on dual rails.
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ABSTRACT
We introduce a non-iterative geometric-based method for shape matching using a novel set of geometric
landmarks residing on a 2D contours. These landmarks are intrinsic and are computed from the differential
geometry of the curve. We exploit the invariant properties of geometric landmarks that are local and preserved
under the affine and some perspective transformation. Geometric invariant exploits coplanar five-point invariant
and ration of area constructed from a sequence of consecutive landmarks. These invariants are preserved not
only in affine map but weak perspective map as well. To reduce the sensitivity of the landmarks to noise, we
use a B-Spline surface representation that smoothes out the curve prior to the computation of the landmarks. The
matching is achieved by establishing correspondences between the landmarks after a conformal sorting based on
derived absolute invariant and registering the contours. The experiments have shown that the purposed methods
are robust and promising even in the presence of noise.

Keywords Geometric Invariant, Affine Invariant, B-Spline
1. INTRODUCTION
Shape matching is a central problem in visual
information system, computer vision, pattern
recognition image registration, and robotics.
Application of shape matching includes image
retrieval, industrial inspection, stereo vision, and
fingerprint matching. The term shape is referred to
the invariant geometrical properties of the relative
distance among a set of static spatial features of an
object. These static spatial features are known as
shape features of the object. After extracting the
shape features for a model and a scene, a similarity
may be used to compare the shape features. The
similarity measure is referred to as a shape measure.

The shape measure should be invariant under certain
class of geometric transformation of the object. In the
simple scenario, shape measures are invariant to
translation rotation and scale. In this case, the shape
measures
are
invariant
under
similarity
transformation. When included the invariance of
shape measures to shear effect, the shape measures
are said to be invariant under affine transformation.
Finally in the complicated case, shape measures are
invariant under perspective transformation when
included the effect caused by perspective projection.
There are many techniques available to shape
matching which can be classified mainly into two
main categories; a global method and a local method.
The global method works on an object as a whole;
while the local method on a partially visible object or
occlusion. The well-known global method includes
Wavelet transform [Job95a, Wan97a], Momentbased approach [Hu62a], Fourier descriptors [Bri68a,
Zah72a, Ott92a] and Median Axis Transformation
[Blu67a, Blu78b, Pel81a]; while the well-known
local method exploits intrinsic properties of the shape
which includes geometric invariant [Bes88b,
Gov99a, Mun92a], curvature extrema point [Bol82a,
Mil89a, Chi89a, Rao94a], zero-curvature points
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[Ali98a], line intersections [Sto82a], and [Kan81a],
centroid of closed-boundary region [Gos86a], knot
points [Coh98a], etc. In this paper study local
geometric intrinsic features from which we derive a
set of fiducial points which are related to curve
derivative. Our shape matching is based on image
registration. We use the set of fiducial points as a
landmark. We then establish the correspondence
between two sets of fiducially points by exploiting a
local geometric projective (affine and weak
perspective) invariants which are extracted from the
five-point coplanar [Mun92a] spanned by the
landmark points. Once the corresponding landmark is
found, linear transformation parameter is estimated
and the shape are aligned.

and hence are affine invariant. Inflections have been
widely used as the candidates for curve matching
[Wal98a].
If we take derivative of (2.1), we have

x& (t )&y&&(t ) + &x&(t ) &y&(t ) − &x&(t ) &y&(t ) − &x&&(t ) y& (t ) =
x& (t )&y&&(t ) − &x&&(t ) y& (t ) = r (1) (t ) × r ( 3) (t ) = 0

which is the point at which r(1)(t) and r(3)(t) are
parallel and hence affine invariant. This point is the
point at which the affine curvature is maximum. We
call this point the maximum affine curvature point.
Compared with zero affine curvature points, the
maximum affine curvature points are more robust to
noise. Moreover, threshold of affine curvature can be
set such that only the maximum affine curvature
point of which its affine curvature exceeding the
threshold is selected. As a result, maximum affine
curvature points caused by local disturbance are
excluded.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the local geometric curve features used as
landmarks on the curve. The registration process is
thoroughly discussed in section 3. Experimental
results are shown in section 4. Discussion and
conclusion are presented in section 5.

The same concept can be applied to derive a set of
derivative of curve. Table 1 shows a set of geometric
feature. The maximum order of derivative of curve
used in the computation of relative affine invariant is
limited at two. In such case, we have 6 features; three
of which associate with points of minimum relative
affine invariant and the other three features
associated with points of maximum relative affine.

2. INTRINSIC GEOMETRIC
FEATURE OF CURVE
Let r(t) =[x(t), y(t)], where t is a parameter, represent
a shape (or curve) C in Cartesian coordinate system.
The Inflection points are the point at which their
curvatures are zero, i.e. The points at which

k (t ) =

r (1) (t ) × r ( 2 ) (t ) x& (t ) &y&(t ) − &x&(t ) y& (t )
=
=0
| r (1) (t ) |3
( x& (t ) + y& (t ) 2 ) 3 / 2

Relative
affine
Invariant

or the points at which

r (1) (t ) × r ( 2) (t ) = x& (t ) &y&(t ) − &x&(t ) y& (t ) = 0

k1 (t ) =

(2.1)

r (t ) × r (t )
(1)

As a results, r(1)(t) and r(2)(t) are parallel at the
inflection point.

k 2 (t ) =

Inflection points on the affine transformed curve are
the points at which
( 2)
a
3

k 3 (t ) =

or the points at which

r (t ) × r (t )
(1)

u& (t )v&&(t ) − u&&(t )v&(t ) = det[T ]( x& (t ) &y&(t ) − &x&(t ) y& (t ) ) = 0
(2.2)
x& (t ) &y&(t ) − &x&(t ) y& (t ) = 0

Feature related to
the zero relative
affine Invariant

Feature related to
the maximum of
Relative affine
Invariant

f1 (t ) ≡

f 2 (t ) ≡
k (t ) = 0
r (t ) × r ( 2) (t ) = 0
f 4 (t ) ≡

k1 (t ) = 0
r (t ) × r (1) (t ) = 0

f 3 (t ) ≡

r (t ) × r ( 2) (t )

r (t ) × r (t ) u& (t )v&&(t ) − u&&(t )v&(t )
=
=0
k a (t ) =
| ra(1) (t ) |
(u& (t ) + v&(t ) 2 ) 3 / 2
(1)
a

(2.3)

( 2)

k 2 (t ) = 0
r (t ) × r ( 2) (t ) = 0
same as f 2 (t )

(1)
1

k 2(1) (t ) = 0
[r (t ) × r (3) (t )] +
[r (1) (t ) × r ( 2 (t )] = 0

f 5 (t ) ≡
k 3 (t ) = 0

f 6 (t ) ≡
k (t ) = 0

r (1) (t ) × r ( 2) (t ) = 0

r (t ) × r (3) (t ) = 0

(1)
3

(1)

Table 1. Set of Geometric Feature of Curve

where [T] is the transformation matrix. Equation
(2.2) is the same as (2.1). As a consequence, at the
inflection points, the curvature or affine curvature is
zero and r(1)(t) and r(2)(t) are parallel. Since the affine
map preserve parallelism, we have shown that ra(1)(t)
and ra(2)(t) are also parallel. Therefore the inflection
points of the affine transformed curve are the
transformed inflection points of the original curve

3. CONSTRUCT ABSOLUTE
INVARIANT
Geometric invariants are shape descriptors that
remain unchanged under geometric transformations
such as perspective and affine transformation that
will be used mainly as object recognition and/or
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declares a match based on the longest string. Once
this correspondence is found, these matched
landmarks are used to estimate the transformation
matrix

image registration. A new approach of obtaining the
invariants has been developed and used in the curve
matching and recognition. A feature point explained
in section 3 which is the local and invariant intrinsic
property of the curve can be uniquely identified both
before and after transformation. The identified
feature points then are used to compute the geometric
invariants which serve as the curve signature for the
curve matching and recognition. The well-known
perspective invariant is five-point coplanar.

4. EXPERIMENT
To demonstrate the capabilities of the shape
matching exploiting a set of geometric invariance
curve, we applied the algorithm for shape
classification thirteen contours of fish which have the
various patterns. Each contour has approximately
400 points of coordinates. The third order B-Spline
with control points of 30 is employed to fit the
contours of fish. To find the fish which matches
with the 0th fish, a feature point f1 is determined.
Figure 2 shows the results of shape alignment

Any five nonlinear points in the plane,
namely P1 ,..., P5 can also form perspective invariantthe so-called five-point coplanar [Eam91a] with their
image, P1′,...P5′ ,

Figure 1. Five-point Coplanar Invaraint
′ m521
′
m431
m
m
= 431 521
′ m531
′
m421
m421 m531

(3.1)

where mijk = ( Pi Pj Pk ) with Pi = (xi yi 1)t ,

(

)

'
'
'
m'ijk = ( Pi Pj Pk ) with Pi ' = xi ' yi ' 1

t

and m is the

determinant of m.
Since the invariant relationship in equation
(3.1) holds under a perspective transformation, a set
of perspective invariant can be constructed by
considering 4 consecutive maximum-curvature
points and a centroid which is also preserved under
an affine and perspective transformation. For a curve
with n maximum-curvature points, there are n set of
geometric invariants denoted as I ( k ) for

Figure 2. The alignment of contour of fish oth
(dark contour) against thirteen contours of fish
(light contour) using feature f1 and five-point
coplanar invariance

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper we explore the geometric invariant points.
The fact that the geometric invariant points are local
and preserved under an affine transformation makes
them feasible to use for matching and classification
of curve. By exploiting the absolute affine and
perspective invariant using the feature points, the
correspondence between the feature points on the
original and the transformed curve is established, the
transformation parameters are computed and the
transformed curve is aligned against an original.

k = 1,2,..., n
In the absence of noise and/or occlusion, each of
I a ( j ) in the affine-transformed curve (3.1) will have
a counter part I(i) on the original curve with
I a ( j ) = I ( j ) , with that counterpart easily determined
through a circular shift involving n comparison
where n is the number of invariant. In the presence of
noise, occlusion and non-linear transformation, we
allow smaller error percentage between counterpart
invariant.
We adopted a run length method to
decide on the correspondence between the two
ordered set of maximum curvature point. For every
starting point on the transformed, this run length
method computes a sequence of consecutive
invariant that satisfies I (i ) − I a ( j ) < 0.05 I (i ) and
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new multi-step, skeleton-based approach for the temporal segmentation of human activities
from video sequences. Several signals are first extracted from a skeleton sequence. These signals are then
segmented individually to localize their cyclic segments. Finally, all individual segmentations are merged with
respect to the global set of signals. Our approach requires no prior knowledge on human activities and can use
any generic stick-model. Two different techniques for signal segmentation and for the fusion of the individual
segmentations are proposed and tested on a database of fifteen video sequences of variable level of complexity.

Keywords
Video Understanding, Motion Analysis, Periodicity Analysis, Signal Segmentation, Data Fusion.
The use of a skeleton1 model enables us to accurately
follow the periodic motion of a human subject
despite the periodic motion present in the
background. Another advantage of this high-level
motion description is the ability to detect an activity
by using anatomical information.

1. INTRODUCTION
Human activity description and recognition is
currently an active research area in computer vision.
As in [Pol94a], cyclic activities are defined as
regularly repeating sequences of motion events.
Among others, [Pol94a] and [Bob01a] have proposed
new methods for the description and recognition of
such activities. These methods are based on the
assumption that each video sequence contains
exactly one activity. However, activity recognition
systems should be able to handle sequences
containing several cyclic and non-cyclic activities.

Related Work
Few relevant papers have been published on the
temporal segmentation of human activities. Among
the few, [Yaz04a] describes a temporal segmentation
method of symmetric activities based on a 2D interframe similarity plot and requires no prior knowledge
on human activities.

Our research aims at extending the applicability of
such algorithms by extracting activities from video
sequences through temporal segmentation. The
proposed approach uses skeleton sequences to
represent the human motion and divides the
segmentation task into three sequential steps. Our
algorithms are based on periodicity analysis.

2. PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach is divided in three steps. In
the first step, signals are extracted from a skeleton
sequence in order to obtain simple but significant
data to work with. In the second step, these signals
are segmented individually in order to localize their
cyclic segments. In the final step, all individual
segmentations are coherently merged with respect to
the entire set of signals. This approach is highly
modular and allows for different implementations
depending on the priorities of the task at hand.
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A skeleton is a generic graph where each node has spatial
coordinates. These coordinates are changing over time,
thus forming a skeleton sequence.

long cyclic segments are preferred over smaller ones,
the length of the segment (i,j) can be normalized by
the length lS of the whole given signal S. To favor
length only in cyclic segments, a threshold η is
needed to define what is considered cyclic and what
is not. The length-normalized score is computed as
follows:

Signal Extraction
Using signals to represent significant attributes of an
activity (e.g. movement of a skeleton node, variation
of a joint angle, etc.) is an interesting choice as one
can expect such attributes to exhibit cyclic behavior
during activities. As a general rule, every node or
edge of the stick-model subject to independent and
significant motion (e.g. hands, feet, etc.) is to be
represented by at least one signal. These signals are
needed for the analysis of relative cyclic movements
(e.g. waving an arm). Also, at least one global
attribute, like the instantaneous speed of the centroid
of all nodes, is to belong to the signal-set. This global
feature is needed for the analysis of global cyclic
movements (e.g. jumping up and down). The actual
set of signals depends on the stick-model used.

⎛ ( j−i+1) ⎞
⎟⎟
1−⎜⎜
⎝ lS ⎠

ΥS(i: j) =η

A straightforward approach to implementing a signal
segmentation algorithm is based on periodicity
analysis. This approach computes a periodicity score
to rate different possible segments in the signal and
uses these ratings to select relevant segments. Other
approaches are also possible. For instance, an
effective way to reduce the complexity of the
problem is to first form a rough segmentation by
removing the ‘silences’ (i.e. portions of very low
amplitude) in the signal. A more informed approach
based on periodicity analysis can then be applied to
the resulting segments to refine this rough
segmentation.

lS

(2)

•

As the length of the segment (i,j) approaches
lS, ΥS(i:j) approaches ΨS(i:j)’ ;

•

As the length of the segment (i,j) approaches
0, ΥS(i:j) approaches η ;

•

(ΨS(i:j)’ < η) ⇔ (ΥS(i:j) < η) ;

•

(ΨS(i:j)’ > η) ⇔ (ΥS(i:j) > η) .

These statements imply that length improves the
score of a cyclic segment (i.e. a segment (i,j) with
(ΨS(i:j)’ > η)) but decreases the score of a non-cyclic
segment.

2.1.2 Segmentation
The proposed algorithm first detects the ‘most cyclic’
segment in a given signal using a bestSegment
algorithm. It then validates if the segment is cyclic
enough. If its periodicity score is above a threshold
τL, it is included in the segmentation set. The
algorithm then proceeds in the same fashion on the
remaining portions of the signal until the analysis of
the entire signal is completed. With the exception of
bestSegment, the remainder of the implementation is
rather simple.

2.1.1 Periodicity Score
The periodicity score rates the periodicity of a signal
S in the interval [0,1]. The periodicity scoring
algorithm used in this paper is a 1-D adaptation of
the lattice matching technique presented in [Cut00a].
Considering AS, the normalized mean-removed
autocorrelation of the signal S, MS, the ordered set of
maxima found in AS, and cS, the estimated cyclelength (i.e. the mean length between consecutive
autocorrelation maxima), the expression of the score
is:

1 MS ⎛ cS ⋅(i −1)−MS (i) ⎞
⎟⋅ AS (MS (i))
∑⎜1−
⎟
MS −1 i=2 ⎜⎝
cS
⎠

⋅ ΨS(i: j) '

The length-normalized score properties can be
summarized in a few key statements:

Individual Signal Segmentation

ΨS =

( j−i+1)

A first implementation of the bestSegment algorithm
simply computes the length-normalized score for
every possible segment (i,j) and returns the segment
with the maximum score. The segmentation
algorithm is called MaxS when it uses this
implementation of bestSegment.
A second implementation seeks the segment with the
best length-normalized score through numerical
optimization2. This approach is based on the fact that
the length-normalized score increases as a segment
grows within a cyclic portion of a signal, and it
decreases as this segment grows out of the cyclic
portion. The segmentation algorithm is called OptS
when it uses this implementation of bestSegment.

(1)

This score is a measure of proximity in lag and value
between actual maxima of AS and expected maxima
for a perfectly periodic signal of period cS. The score
of a periodic signal is equal to one and decreases as
the signal becomes less and less cyclic. The score
may be negative for degenerate cases.
For increased robustness, an adjusted score ΨS’ can
be computed in the same fashion using only the first
90% of the mean-filtered values of AS. Moreover, as

2
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Our implementation uses the DHC algorithm [Yur94a].

The two fusers (SimF and GenF) were first
confronted using MaxS in both cases. The most
promising fuser was then used to compare the two
segmentation algorithms.

Segmentations Fusion
In this last step, the idea is to use the segments
detected on each individual signal as candidates for
the global segmentation. The score threshold τL for
the signal segmentation should be high in order to
minimize the number of false detections. The set of
candidates therefore contains temporal segments
during which there is good reason to believe an
activity occurs. To create a robust segmentation, the
general idea is to compute a global score for each
candidate and keep the highest scoring nonoverlapping subset of candidates.

In all performed tests, τL = 0.8 was used as the lower
limit on the periodicity score for signal segmentation,
τG = 0.5 as the lower limit on the periodicity score
for global score computing and η = 0.5 as the lower
limit on the periodicity score for length-normalized
score computation.
The result tables provide two different validation
measures. The first measure indicates the number of
activities in the reference segmentation that were
correctly detected3 by the program and the number of
false detections made (i.e. the total number of
activities detected minus the number of correct
detections). These numbers can be compared to the
number of activities present in the reference
segmentation, noted on the right of the sequence
identifier. The second measure is a similarity score
between the reference segmentation (R) and the
segmentation obtained by the program (F). In short,
it represents how well the proposed approach detects
all the activities in their totality. This score is in the
interval [0,1], 1 being a perfect match, and is
computed in the following fashion:

In the presented implementations, the global score of
a segment is the sum of the scores greater than a
threshold τG obtained on each signal in the signal-set.
SimF is a straightforward fusion algorithm. It
iteratively removes the highest scoring candidate
from the initial set, adds it to the final segmentation
and removes from the set of candidates any
remaining candidate that overlaps the chosen
candidate.
A second fusion algorithm, GenF, is an alternative of
the one presented above. Instead of discarding
overlapping candidates entirely, GenF discards the
overlapping portion of the candidates. The
remainders are being considered as candidates if their
periodicity score is greater than τL on at least one
signal.

1.

Considering segments as sets of frames, a
matching score for each pair (r,f) in R×F is
computed as the cardinal of their intersection
divided by the cardinal of their union;

2.

For each r, the (r,f) pair with the maximum
matching score is noted. The value of segment
f is set to the score of (r,f) divided by |R|;

3.

The value of all other segments in F is set to a
penalty value of -1/(2⋅|R|) for false detection;

4.

The values computed in step 2 and 3 are
summed. A negative score is set to 0.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fifteen test sequences were captured in front of a
static background using a monocular camera at
30fps. A skeleton was then adjusted at each frame
using the single-frame extraction algorithm presented
in [Vig03a]. The resulting unfiltered skeleton
sequences are typically noisy and represent input
data for the approach. The duration of these test
sequences ranges from 300 to 1200 frames. The
activities in the sequences are cyclic, articulated
motions such as arm waving, side-stepping, etc. Nine
signals were extracted from each skeleton sequence
to form the corresponding signal-set: four angle
signals (shoulders and hips), four vertical position
signals (hands and feet) and the instantaneous speed
of the centroid of all nodes.

The reference segmentation in these two measures is
the mean of manual segmentations performed by ten
volunteers. Considering the small standard deviation
in these different segmentations, which was always
smaller than 6 frames, the mean of segmentations
represents a robust estimated ground truth.

The test sequences are partitioned according to their
complexity. The sequences of type A are sequences
where all the activities are temporally bounded by
pauses. The sequences of type B are sequences
where at least one activity is temporally adjacent to
another activity or to non-cyclic movements. Finally,
the sequences of type C are sequences where at least
one activity fuses with another, like waving an arm
immediately followed by waving the two arms.

Table 1 presents the results of MaxS-SimF and
MaxS-GenF on all of the test sequences. It can be
observed that both combinations make very few false
detections. Also, in both cases, in sequences of type
A and B, activities are almost always detected in
their totality as their high scores show. The
3
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If over 90% of the length of a segment overlaps a
reference segment, the activity is correctly detected.

advantage of using GenF rather than SimF is
observed with the scores on sequences of type C.
Sequence
(number of
activities)
A1 (2)
A2 (4)
A3 (3)
A4 (3)
A5 (2)
B1 (5)
B2 (2)
B3 (4)
B4 (3)
B5 (4)
C1 (2)
C2 (5)
C3 (5)
C4 (3)
C5 (5)

MaxS - SimF
Detections Score
(good:bad)
(2 : 0)
0.98
(4 : 0)
0.92
(3 : 0)
0.92
(3 : 0)
0.92
(1 : 1)
0.73
(5 : 0)
0.74
(2 : 0)
0.93
(3 : 1)
0.81
(3 : 0)
0.86
(3 : 0)
0.69
(1 : 0)
0.41
(2 : 0)
0.32
(1 : 1)
0.36
(3 : 0)
0.86
(1 : 1)
0.30

4. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a new approach for the temporal
segmentation of human activities in video sequences.
This approach requires no prior knowledge on the
activities to be detected and does not impose severe
constraints on the type of the activity. We have
proposed two different versions of the individual
signal segmentation techniques and of the
segmentation fusion techniques respectively.

MaxS - GenF
Detections Score
(good:bad)
(2 : 0)
0.98
(4 : 0)
0.92
(3 : 0)
0.92
(3 : 0)
0.92
(1 : 1)
0.73
(5 : 0)
0.74
(2 : 0)
0.93
(3 : 1)
0.81
(3 : 0)
0.86
(4 : 0)
0.87
(1 : 1)
0.85
(2 : 0)
0.32
(2 : 2)
0.70
(3 : 0)
0.92
(1 : 1)
0.30

MaxS-GenF proved to be effective on simple and
moderately complex sequences. Moreover, all
presented implementations have a low rate of false
detections, making their detections reliable. It is also
worth mentioning the noise robustness of the
algorithms, which faced noisy skeletons in all test
sequences. It was also demonstrated that in simple
cases OptS can be effective and efficient. Finally,
while a few thresholds were involved in the
presented algorithms, experimental results showed
that reliable results were obtained on all test
sequences using fixed thresholds.

Table 1. SimF / GenF comparison on all test
sequences
Table 2 presents the results of OptS-GenF on all of
the test sequences. Since OptS is non-deterministic,
these results are presented as means and standard
deviations based on 500 runs of the program on each
sequence. It can be observed that OptS generally
makes little false detection but generally makes
fewer good detections than MaxS. Nonetheless, in
the most simple cases, OptS performs well and
represents an interesting alternative to MaxS in terms
of efficiency: while the running time of MaxS on the
tests sequences ranges from 4 to 240 seconds, the
running time of OptS ranges from 0.4 to 2 seconds4.
Sequence
(number of
activities)
A1 (2)
A2 (4)
A3 (3)
A4 (3)
A5 (2)
B1 (5)
B2 (2)
B3 (4)
B4 (3)
B5 (4)
C1 (2)
C2 (5)
C3 (5)
C4 (3)
C5 (5)
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OptS – GenF
Detections (good:bad)
Score
mean
st.dev.
mean st.dev.
(1.53 : 0.00) ±(0.71 : 0.00)
0.63 ±0.30
(2.61 : 0.00) ±(0.67 : 0.00)
0.47 ±0.14
(1.23 : 0.03) ±(0.66 : 0.16)
0.31 ±0.19
(1.71 : 0.02) ±(0.78 : 0.13)
0.45 ±0.22
(1.76 : 0.24) ±(0.43 : 0.44)
0.68 ±0.16
(3.57 : 0.04) ±(0.61 : 0.21)
0.51 ±0.09
(1.00 : 0.78) ±(0.00 : 0.51)
0.16 ±0.17
(3.01 : 0.76) ±(0.78 : 0.70)
0.80 ±0.11
(2.10 : 0.13) ±(0.39 : 0.34)
0.61 ±0.14
(2.86 : 0.05) ±(0.72 : 0.22)
0.62 ±0.15
(1.80 : 0.20) ±(0.40 : 0.40)
0.79 ±0.07
(1.05 : 0.08) ±(0.22 : 0.22)
0.14 ±0.06
(1.07 : 0.97) ±(0.78 : 0.78)
0.36 ±0.13
(1.73 : 0.34) ±(0.49 : 0.47)
0.54 ±0.11
(0.84 : 0.21) ±(0.37 : 0.43)
0.17 ±0.03

Table 2. OptS - GenF results on all test sequences
(500 runs)
4

Running times are based on a C++ implementation
running on a P4 at 3GHz.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method to recognize and classify complex objects in digital images. To this end, a uniform
representation of prototypes is introduced. The notion of a prototype describes a set of local features which allow to
recognize objects by their appearance. During a training step a genetic algorithm is applied to the prototypes to optimize
them with regard to the classification task. After training the prototypes are compactly stored in a decision tree which
allows a fast detection of matches between prototypes and images. The proposed method is tested with natural images of
highway scenes, which were divided into 15 classes (including one class for rejection). The learning process is
documented and the results show a classification rate of up to 93 percent for the training and test samples.

Keywords
Pattern Recognition, Decision Trees, Genetic Algorithms

military application. Nelson and Selinger [NS00]
researched unsupervised learning in the context of
appearance based object recognition.

1. INTRODUCTION
The recognition of complex objects in digital images is
one of the major tasks in computer vision with many
applications in automatisation. Traditional graph based or
grammar based approaches model complex objects as sets
of homogeneous image regions [BB97][KC03]. The
challenge in this approach is to achieve a robust
segmentation under varying lighting conditions. Recent
appearance based approaches avoid the segmentation
step. Instead, pose, lighting conditions and the object
composition are part of the model. Murase and Nayar
[MN95] showed experimentally that it is possible to
estimate the pose and illumination projecting an unknown
image into a low dimensional subspace constructed from
the sample images. Ettelt [Ett02] applied a decision tree
to accomplish a fast object detection with an intensity
based model. Low-pass filters were used to reduce the
search space. Olson and Huttenlocher [OH97] used an
edge-pixel based object model for object recognition in a

The method presented in this paper uses a decision tree
for the representation of a prototype based object model.
This model combines edge-based and intensity based
features in a uniform way. A genetic feature selection
algorithm is used to obtain prototypes which generalize
over one class but separate between different classes. The
algorithm is tested with car images from highway videos
using the background of the images as a natural rejection
class.

2. OBJECT RECOGNITION
Structure of Prototypes
The use of prototypes is motivated by a probabilistic
understanding of the object recognition process. From
this point of view, an image of width w and height h is
perceived as the joint ensemble C0,0C1,0 ...Cw,0 ...Cw,h

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this
work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee
provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or
commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the
full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to
post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.

where

C x , y is a triple

(c

xy

, AC , PCxy ) with cxy

denoting a random value (the colour at coordinate x,y)
which takes on values from the alphabet AC (a discrete
colour space) with the probabilities

PCxy . Assuming we

have a certain number of sample images which represent
objects of different classes a simple nearest neighbour
classification algorithm would execute a pixelwise
comparison between a new image and the sample images
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prototypes are kept for further processing, while the worst
prototypes are discarded. They will be replaced by new
ones during the next generation or mutation step.

and then return the most similar one as the result.
Following the probabilistic approach this can be regarded
as the maximisation of the conditional probability

k
u
u
k
P ( k | c0,0 = c0,0 ,..., cw,h = c w,h )

2.1.1 Prototype Generation
New prototypes are initialised with a random number of
features at random positions. If the gradient at a feature
position is above a certain threshold, the direction of the
gradient is used as feature. Otherwise the red, green and
blue component of the pixel serve as features. A [-0.5 -1
0 +1 +0.5] filter matrix is used to compute the horizontal
and vertical gradient. The orientation is computed via the
arc tangent. Since the box classificator is sensitive to
impulsive noise, the sample images are first filtered with
the known olympic filter.

that the unknown image corresponds to a certain sample
image given the result of the pixelwise comparison. Here

cxyk denote the pixel value for the coordinate x,y of
u

sample image k and c denote the pixel values of the
unknown image. From the observation that in natural
images the colour is nearly constant over small distances
follows that some pixels have a negligible influence on
P(k). To achieve a viable computation time we exclude
these pixels from the recognition process and benefit
more from the information contained in the geometric
relationship between the remaining pixels. In this paper
the notion of a prototype is used to refer to such a set of
pixels. More abstractly, a prototype is regarded as a list of
local features F={f1, f2,...,fn}. Each feature f = {x,y,T,v}
describes an object with regard to the the position (x,y) of
the feature measured in pixels, the type T of the feature
and the discrete number v giving the value of the feature
up to a sufficient accuracy. In this paper the red, green
and blue component of a pixel, as well as the gradient
orientation serve as features.

2.1.2 Selection
The fitness of prototypes is measured in terms of
selectivity and generalisability. A high selectivity means
that a prototype matches only the desired class and
produces few false positive results. A high
generalisability on the other hand means that a prototype
matches many sample images from one class. To
determine the generalisability the number of matching
relative positions

M prot =

The comparison of a prototype with an unknown image is
executed using special thresholds tR, tG, tB, tφ, according to
the type of the feature. We obtain the box classifier

box( x, y ) =

∑ match( F , x, y )
x, y∈I

between an image I and the prototype F from class k is
determined. An image is covered by F if there is at least
one match. Denoting the number of images in class k
covered by F with Mcov, the generalisability g is computed
according to the equation

1, if c xy − v < t
R,G ,B

0, otherwise

g=

M cov

(1)

.

for RGB-features and an analogous classifier for the
gradient direction which takes care of the fact that the
domain of v is a modulo ring here. With the number
n
M feat = ∑ box( xi + xOffs , yi + yOffs )
i=1

The division by the class size is used to normalize the
result to the interval [0 1]. To determine the selectivity
the total number of matches of F to images from other
classes than k is computed according to the equation

of positive classifications for the features {f1, f2,...,fn}
shifted by the offset (xOffs,yOffs) relatively to the image we
obtain a matching function

H = ∑ ∑ match( F , x, y ) .
I∉k x, y∈I

class size ( k )

To speed up the computation a upper limit HStop of total
matches is introduced, so the matching procedure can be
stopped early for non-selective prototypes. The selectivity
s is then computed as

1, if n = M feat
match({f1,..., f n }, xOffs , yOffs ) = 
0, otherwise
which returns one if a prototype matches to the relative
image position (xOffs,yOffs) with regard to a number of
fixed thresholds.

s = 1−

Genetic Feature Selection

log 10(1 + H )
log 10( H Stop )

.

(2)

The logarithm expresses that the selectivity is more
interesting for lower numbers of matches. Like the
generalisability the selectivity is normalized to the
interval [0 1]. The fitness is then computed as the product
of the selectivity and the generalisability.

After creating an initial set of prototypes a number of
training cycles are executed which consist of a generation
and a mutation operation. After each operation a measure
of fitness is computed for every new prototype. The best
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consisted of 899 training cycles. The number of
prototypes obtained by a generation and mutation
operation in every cycle was set to five.

2.1.3 Mutation
Mutation is carried out here by adding zero-mean
gaussian noise of a certain standard deviation to the
feature coordinates. If an edge feature moves into a
homogenous region or vice versa, the type of the feature
is adapted. Features are discarded if their coordinates
leave the image borders. The prototypes are randomly
chosen for mutation. The probability of a prototype to be
chosen depends linearly on its position in the list of
prototypes sorted by fitness.

Figure 3.2. Learning rate during training: mean
selectivity (upper curve), mean generalisability (mid),
mean fitness (lower curve)

Classification via Decision Trees
After training the prototypes are converted into a more
compact decision tree representation which allows a fast
image recognition. The tree structure is vaguely related to
Quinlan's C4.5-Algorithm [Qui93]. The decision tree is
used to classify all pixel positions of an image, which
corresponds to adding an offset to the position of every
feature {x,y,T,v} of a prototype. Since single non-selective
prototypes have a strong influence on the search result, a
further threshold is introduced to exclude bad prototypes
from the tree generation.

Figure 3.2 shows the learning curves for the genetic
feature selection algorithm. The learning rate is measured
in terms of mean selectivity and mean generalisability
over all prototypes. It can be seen that the curves steadily
increase during the first 300 training cycles and later
converge to fixed values. The theoretical maximum of 1.0
resulting from the equations 1 and 2 is not reached in
practice. From figure 3.3 it can be seen that for some
classes no optimal set of prototypes can be determined.

3. EXPERIMENTS
Data Base
The experiments were conducted on a data base of 1900
car images and 120 images of highway scenes without
cars. The car images stem from different highway videos
and were cut out by hand and classified by a human. To
make the object recognition process independent of the
context, the background of the car images was removed
manually. Figure 3.1 shows four cars from the data base
in different positions, sizes and lighting conditions.

Figure 3.3. Mean fitness separated by classes
The reproduction of prototypes by mutation reduces the
variety of sample images whose features are represented
by the prototypes. Figure 3.4. illustrates this effect
showing the number of different sample images used to
form the prototypes of one class averaged over all classes.
This observation has lead to the fixed assignment
between classes and a set of prototypes.

Figure 3.4. Variety among prototypes
Figure 3.5 shows the coverage of the training samples by
the prototypes. The rate of recognized training samples
stays between 92 and 100 percent during the training
process. The curve does not approach 100 percent
because the set of prototypes is not trained for a complete
coverage of the sample images as a whole. Instead the
algorithm searches for single prototypes which represent
good features to recognize different classes of objects.

Figure 3.1. Examples from the car data base

The Learning Process
For the experiments the number of prototypes was set to
35 per class. Initial experiments on a two class problem
showed that the number of prototypes is uncritical for
values between 20 and 200. The learning process
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Figure 3.5. Coverage of the training samples

Classification Results
The classification results for the trained prototypes are
shown as confusion matrices. To facilitate the
computation of confusion matrices objects and
background were treated separately. All samples images
were classified giving one vote to every image, i.e. the
distribution of positive results was normalised to a sum of
1.0 for every image. The background images were used to
compute the classification rate for the rejection class.
Here both positive and negative results are counted. Table
3.1 shows the proportion of true positives and the total
number of predictions (from another training process
with identical parameters). A classification rate of 93.1
percent is reached after 25 training cycles, which is an
improvement of 6.8 percent over the untrained prototype
set. For the following training cycles the results are
worse, which seems to be a result of the decreasing
variety among the prototypes. For later training cycles the
accuracy increases again as a result of the growing
generalisability. The similarity for the training and test
samples indicates that the results are representative.
Training cycles
0
25
50
100
200
400
800

Training samples
0.883
0.926
0.848
0.870
0.850
0.890
0.927

Figure 3.6. Confusion matrix for the test samples
As our experiments show, the structure of prototypes is
capable of recognizing complex objects without a
previous segmentation step and an explicit higher-level
model. The problem of model construction and
comparison to noisy segmentation results is avoided. The
analysis of the learning process shows that single
prototypes can be trained successfully to generalize over
one class and at the same time to distinguish between
objects of different classes. The experiments show also a
certain potential for improvements concerning the
coverage of the samples by the prototypes. Thus, in our
future work we will investigate how whole sets of
prototypes can be trained instead of single prototypes.
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Test samples
0.863
0.931
0.859
0.874
0.847
0.894
0.908

Table 3.1. Accuracy of the object recognition
Figure 3.6 shows the confusion matrix after 800 training
cycles. Row 1 represents the rejection class. As apparent
from the pictures the false matches are not evenly
distributed over the confusion matrices but can be divided
into objects which are not recognized at all and classes
which are often misclassified as one single other class.
The first group results from the training of single
prototypes rather than sets of prototypes. The second kind
of error is caused by single ambiguous prototypes.

4. CONCLUSION, FUTURE WORKS
The object recognition method presented in this paper
employs trained prototypes to find and classify objects by
their appearance. The training is conducted with objects
from real world images using their natural background as
rejection class.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present our implementation of physically-based simulation of hair strips. We used a
mass-spring model followed by a hybrid approach where particle systems and the method of clustering
of hair strands are employed. All the forces related to springs are implemented: gravity, repulsions
from collisions (head and ground), absorption (ground only), frictions (ground and air), internal spring
frictions. Real-time performance is achieved for physically-based simulation of hair strips and promising
results in terms of the realistic hair behavior and hair rendering are obtained.
Keywords: hair simulation, physically-based, real-time, strip-based

1 INTRODUCTION
Hair is very important to create natural looking virtual characters. However, producing realistic looking
hair is one of the most challenging problems in computer graphics. There are approximately 100,000 to
150,000 individual hair strands to simulate on the scalp
of a human head. Besides, different hairs have different
colors and varying degrees of waviness and thickness.
These complexities and the number of hair strands on
the head create difficulties for generating a formulation
for modeling and simulating hair [HT00, LK01]. There
are three main aspects of simulating hair: hair modeling, hair animation (dynamics), and hair rendering.
There are various approaches to hair modeling, dynamics and rendering such as the explicit models, particle
systems [BCN03], volumetric textures, cluster models
and hair as a fluid etc. A detailed survey and discussion
on the state of the art in these aspects can be found in
Hadap et al. [HT00].
Each individual hair strand interacts with its environment. From a dynamics point of view, most
important interactions occur with the head, the body
itself, and the other strands. Strands are also responsive to the external forces such as the movement of the
head, collisions with obstacles, the wind and the forces
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
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created by the static electricity, etc. All these interactions have to be simulated for each strand to achieve
realistic hair behavior and accurate and smooth animation. Since the number of strands is very large we need
somehow to simplify physical formulas for the motion
of the hair and fast and high-quality collision detection mechanisms to be able to do the simulation in realtime [KH00, KH01, CJY02].

2 OUR WORK
In this paper we are mainly concerned with the dynamics and rendering aspects of human hair simulation. We
used a mass-spring model for implementing hair dynamics and followed a hybrid approach where particle
systems and the cluster model are used.

Hair Modeling and Rendering
Human hair may be modeled in strips (clusters) but
this somehow results in less realistic images. However, increasing the number of the strips may solve
this problem. The more strips you create, the better you approximate the hair. Of course, the better you approximate the hair, the more calculations
are needed for the physically-based simulation of the
hair [WLL+ 03, YXWY00, KH01].
The rendering of hair involves dealing with hair
color and texture, shadows, specular highlights, varying degrees of transparency, and anti-aliasing. Mainly,
we only used strips to visualize the hair realistically in
our implementation. An alpha blended texture, which
is used to make the strips that has randomized tips, is
mapped onto the patches that were created on the fly
from top to bottom of each hair strip. The texture and
the method we used is the same as in [KH01]. Since
we mainly concentrated on the dynamics and rendering
of the hair, no hair style was applied. However, some
curliness was given to the strands by procedural meth-

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The angular spring model for hair strands (a)
and the linear spring representation of the corresponding model (b).
ods. The connection points of hairs are determined by
using the tools 3ds max 4.2 and Milkshape3D.

Hair Dynamics
A simple mass-spring system for an individual hair’s
dynamics includes a damping factor that is used to
calculate the bending stiffness. To be able to simulate the bending stiffness and elasticity of each hair
strand, we may see the hair as an oriented particle system as shown in Figure 1 where each spring
constant affects both bending and stretching of the
strand [iAUK92, RCT91, HT01]. The effects of the
bending stiffness and collision with the head is shown
in Figure 2.
The spirals shown at each particle position represents the angular springs. This is used to obtain the
bending stiffness needed for each hair strand. However, linear springs are used to represent those angular
springs for uniformity and performance. Linear representations of angular springs supply bending and torsion effects. We used springs with relatively lower
spring constants and lower internal friction constants
in their implementation. Thus, some other springs are
connected with particles such that each particle also has
a connection with the particle next to its neighbor.
The implemented forces, which have an impact on
the motion of the hair strands, are spring forces, gravity, repulsions from collisions (head and ground), absorption (ground only), friction (ground and air), and
internal spring frictions.
Although the cantilever dynamics and collisions of
each hair strand with the body are within the reach
of current computing power, modeling the complex
hair-to-hair interactions is still a challenge [iAUK92,
RCT91, KH01, KH00]. Therefore, hair-to-hair interactions are not considered in this implementation to
achieve real-time performance.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
The hair simulation algorithm is given in pseudo-code
in Figure 3 and the algorithm for solving the equations
of motion of the hair particles is given in Figure 4. At
each frame update, we iterate the springs used in the
simulation a number of times according to the secondsper-frame rate and a predefined maximum seconds that
may pass between two frames of the animation. This
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Figure 2: Collisions with the head and the bending
stiffness of the strips.
is needed in order to prevent a pass over of the nonprecise time calculation.
A simulation is first initialized, solved and then updated. In our implementation, each hair strand is a separate simulation of particles and springs that hold those
particles together. Particles are initialized to their stable states at each frame, i.e. the forces applied on the
masses are set to zero. Each new force adds a new constraint to the movement of the mass. A spring is just
an additional force on the two masses that this spring
is virtually connecting together.
At each frame of the simulation, each hair strip,
which is also a simulation itself, is simulated independently. All the external forces and the forces that stem
from the springs are added together, which give the
hair its final movement direction. When the end of the
frame update comes, the changes in the velocities of the
particles are calculated, which then affects the change
in the position of the mass. Forces are applied according to the time between two frames and the motions of
the virtual particles are simulated afterwards.
Masses have properties such as their position, and
the force that is applied on this mass at an instance.
Springs have properties such as their spring constants,
inner friction constants and their stable lengths. There
are other constants such as the air friction constant,
ground friction constant, ground repulsion constant,
ground absorption constant and most importantly the
gravitational acceleration constant. All these constants
are given when initializing the simulation. A simple
sphere is used for the head and a simple plane is used
for the ground. No collisions applied with the body of
the model.
After the forces on each particle are calculated, these
forces are applied on each particle. Basic physics formulas apply at this point and the velocity of the particle and its new position are calculated. We used Euler Method for solving the equations of motion. This
method is not always accurate, but it is simple to implement.

4 RESULTS
We implemented the described methods using the C++
language and OpenGL1 . Performance results of our im1
Animations generated with our implementation can
be seen at http://www.cs.bilkent.edu.tr/
gudukbay/hairmodeling.html.



NHS
100
100
100
100
200
200
200
200
300
300
300
300
400
400
400
400

procedure SolveHairSimulation {
for i from 0 to numHairStrands do {
// Initialize the masses for this frame
for j from 0 to hair(i)->numParticles do
hair(i)->particle(j)->force := 0;
// Solve spring forces and apply forces
// on the masses that this spring connects
for j from 0 to hair(i)->numSprings do {
hair(i)->spring(j)->force := 0;
// Solve spring equation by taking the
// spring’s internal friction into account
solve(hair(i)->spring(j));

}

// Apply the spring force to the masses
// in opposite directions
applyForce(hair(i)->spring(j)->particle1,
hair(i)->spring(j)->force);
applyForce(hair(i)->spring(j)->particle2,
-1 * hair(i)->spring(j)->force);

}

NSP
1000
1500
2000
2500
1000
2000
2400
2800
1800
2100
2400
3000
1200
2000
2400
2800

SES
17
27
37
47
7
17
21
25
9
11
13
17
3
7
9
11

NSS
1700
2700
3700
4700
1400
3400
4200
5000
2700
3300
3900
5100
1200
2800
3600
4400

FPS
62.50
62.50
62.50
31.50
62.50
62.50
32.50
10.60
62.50
45.20
32.00
6.41
62.50
45.20
21.25
8.00

Table 1: Performance results of the simulation. NHS:
Number of Hair Strips, PES: Particles at each Strip,
NSP: Number of Simulated Particles, SES: Springs at
each strip, NSS: Number of Simulated Springs, FPS:
Frames-per-Second.

// Apply other forces
for j from 0 to hair(i)->numParticles do {
// Apply gravitation
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),
gravitation_force);
// Apply air friction
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),
air_friction_force);
// Collide with the head
if hair(i)->particle(j) is colliding
with the head then do
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),
head_repulsion_force);

}

PES
10
15
20
25
5
10
12
14
6
7
8
10
3
5
6
7

// Collide with the ground
if hair(i)->particle(j) is colliding
with the ground then do
{
// Absorb some energy from the hair
// by applying an absorption force
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),
ground_absorption_force);
// Apply the ground friction
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),
ground_friction_force);
// Apply the ground repulsion
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),
ground_repulsion_force);
}

}

Figure 3: The algorithm for solving the hair simulation

procedure SimulateHair(dt) {
// Solve the simulation
SolveHairSimulation();
for i from 0 to numHairStrands do {
for j from 0 to hair(i)->numParticles do {
// Calculate new velocity of each particle
hair(i)->particle(j)->velocity +=
dt * (hair(i)->particle(j)->force /
hair(i)->particle(j)->mass);
// Calculate new position of each particle
hair(i)->particle(j)->position
+= dt * hair(i)->particle(j)->velocity;
}
}

plementation, running on a computer that has a Pentium IV (HT) 2.80GHz CPU, NVIDIA GeForce FX
5600 chipset VGA Adapter and 512 MB RAM, is given
in Table 1.
All the other parameters that affect the frame rate
were held fixed as the number of particles are increased
in the simulation. As the number of particles changes,
the number of springs connecting the particles together
changes too. Each additional particle adds two more
springs to the system. Total number of springs are
the number of hair strips multiplied by the number of
springs for each strip.
We may derive from the table that after some point,
an increase in the number of particles - and so the
springs - creates an exponential degradation in performance. Of course there are other factors affecting these
results such as the usage of alpha blending, increase in
the number of patches as the number of particles increase, the width of the patches used, etc. However,
we could still obtain the realtime performance with 300
hair stripes each having 8 particles, or 400 hair stripes
each having 5 particles. Most of the force calculation
steps are dedicated to the springs. The spring force
calculation includes a square-root calculation, 3 multiplications and a division operation. It is possible to
optimize the simulation for speed. We could create a
look-up table for the square-root values to eliminate the
costly square-root function calls.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

}

Figure 4: The algorithm for solving the equations of
motion for hair particles
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We presented our implementation of physically-based
simulation of hair strips. It is still very far to imagine
hair blowing with full rendering and collisions in realtime, however we obtained promising results. We will
work on other applications of our implementation.
As a future work, levels-of-detail for hair may be
added as described in [KH01] and [WLL + 03, WL03].
This can be done in two ways. Either we may decrease
the number of hair strands, or we may decrease the

number of particles used to represent each hair strand
while the viewer is far from the hair. Both of these
methods reduce the calculations needed in terms of dynamics and graphics.
Besides, other collisions, such as the ones with the
body and obstacles, etc., and other external forces, such
as the wind, static electricity, etc., could be handled.
Wet hair simulation could be done by increasing the
weight of each particle in the hair. Another improvement could be adding hair shape modeling into our
framework. A comb, which is used to brush the hair
would not be just a fine addition, but also it would be a
good practice of dynamics.
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ABSTRACT

An iris recognition system is proposed in this paper. This system implements (a) the combination of proposed
black hole search method and integro-differential operators for iris localization, (b) one-dimensional fractal
analysis for feature extraction and (c) dissimilarity operator for matching. The black hole search method achieves
100% accuracy of pupil detection for both CASIA and MMU Iris databases. Experiment results show that the
proposed system has an encouraging result with low EER to 4.63% in CASIA iris database and 4.17% in MMU
iris database. It provides an alternative solution for iris recognition and acts as a spring board for further
investigation.

Keywords
Black hole Search, 1-D Fractal Dimension, Dissimilarity Operator.

patterns of striations, pits, coronas, freckles, fibers,
filaments, furrows, rifts, rings, and vasculature. As
reported in Daugman [Dau95a] the uniqueness of
every iris parallels the uniqueness of every
fingerprint, but owns further practical advantages
over fingerprint and other biometrics. This indicates
that no two irises are indistinguishable and that the
chance of finding two people with identical iris
pattern is almost zero [Tis02a], [Bo98a].
Furthermore, the iris pattern is stable throughout life
and can be noninvasive authenticated due to its
externally visible behaviour [Ma03a]. These
advantages make it a promising solution to security
and commercial applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
The latest threats of security have led to increased
awareness of biometric technologies. Biometric, in
general terms, is defined as automated personal
identification or authentication based on a
physiological and behavioural characteristics
[Tis02a]. Fingerprint-based authentication is the most
widely accepted and mature biometric, dominating
the majority of commercial, civilian, and law
enforcement markets. However, it requires physical
contact with scanner, and dirt on the finger can affect
the recognition.
Recently, iris-based authentication presents
promising results for biometric technologies. The
iris, as showed in Figure 1, has rich and unique
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fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
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In this paper, we propose a novel analysis
for an iris recognition system based on onedimensional fractal dimension. The rest of this paper
is structured as follows. Section 2 contains a
complete account of the overall process of proposed
system. Experimental results are displayed in section
3.

Iris
Pupil

Sclera

Figure 1. Sample of iris image
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coordinate-x and Ey denotes the estimated center
coordinate-y from the global image analysis, where W
and H represent the sum of detected coordinate-x and
coordinate-y which satisfy I(x, y) < t respectively.

2. Iris-based Authentication System
This section describes an overview of all fundamental
processes in our iris recognition system. These
processes are generally referred to as image
acquisition, image preprocessing, feature extraction
and matching, respectively.

W −1 H −1

∑
Ex = ∑
x= 0 y = 0

x

if I(x, y) < t;

WH

2.1 Image Acquisition

W −1 H −1

∑
Ey = ∑
x = 0 y = 0

We are using the iris image database from CASIA Iris
Image Database [CAS03a] and MMU Iris Database
[MMU04a]. CASIA Iris Image Database contributes
a total number of 756 iris images which were taken in
two different time frames. Each of the iris images is
8-bit gray scale with a resolution of 320x280. Details
of iris image acquisition technique can be referred
from [Ma03a]. Nevertheless, MMU Iris Database
contributes a total number of 450 iris images which
were captured by LG IrisAccess®2200.

y

(1)

In order to acquire more accurate result, we
repeat the steps and calculate the actual center of
mass (Cx, Cy) from the local region analysis where a
square window with side 60 centered at Ex, Ey is
chosen for the analysis. Equation 2 defines the actual
center of the pupil, and w and h represent the sum of
detected coordinate-x and coordinate-y which satisfy
I(x, y) < t in predefined region respectively.
Ey + L

Ex + L

∑ x
Cx = x =∑
Ex − L y = Ey − L

2.2 Iris Region Localization
Daugman’s integro-differential operators [Dau95a]
have been proven effective in iris localization. Our
studies serve the dual purposes of gaining a broad
understanding on integro-differential operators, and
combining a new mathematical solution with it to
improve the computational speed and reliability
during localization process. For this reason, we
introduce a combination of black hole search method
and integro-differential operators for iris localization.
Firstly, a black hole search method is proposed to
detect the center of a pupil. For simple objects like
circle and square, the center of mass is at the center
of the object [Gre94a]. The center of mass refers to
the balance point (x, y) of the object where there is
equal mass in all directions [Gre94a]. Both the inner
and outer iris boundaries can be taken as circles.
Therefore, we can find the center of pupil by
calculating its center of mass. The steps of black hole
search method are as follows:
1.

if I(x, y) < t

WH

if I(x, y) < t;

wh

Cy=

Ex + L

Ey + L

x = Ex − L

y = Ey − L

∑

∑

y

if I(x, y) < t

(2)

wh

In Equations 1 and 2, t is the threshold value
and I(x, y) is the image intensity. CASIA iris images
are captured by near-infrared illumination sensor.
Therefore, they have no reflected spot on the pupil. In
contrast, MMU iris images are captured by nonintrusive illumination and have less reflected spot on
the pupil. As a result, the proposed algorithm is very
effective for both CASIA and MMU iris database.
Furthermore, the radius can be calculated from the
given area (total number of black holes in the pupil),
where
Radius =

Area
π

(3)

In order to complete the iris localization
process, a Gaussian smoothing is used to filter out the
high frequency noise of the image. Next, the outer
boundary of an iris can be detected by using integrodifferential operators [Dau95a]. This method is found
to be efficient and effective in CASIA and MMU iris
images as well. Figure 2 shows the detected inner and
outer boundary of an iris. At the same time, the
localized iris region is positioned into rectangular iris
template.

Find the darkest point of image (referred as black
hole) in the global image analysis.

2.

Determine a range of darkness (based on 1)
designated as the threshold value (t) for
identification of black holes.
3. Determine the number of black holes and their
coordinates according to the predefined
threshold. Calculate the center of mass of these
black holes.
4. Construct a square region centered at the
estimated center.
5. Repeat step 3 to improve the estimation of actual
center of pupil.
The black holes represent the pixels exist
within the interior of the pupil. Similarly, the total
number of black holes represents the area of the
pupil. In Equation 1, Ex denotes the estimated center

Figure 2. Sample iris after localization
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2.3 Image Normalization

Figure 4. Pixel allocation with L x L window size

An iris has the function of controlling the light
entering into the eye by adjusting the size of pupil.
Consequently, it causes the elastic deformation in iris
image. On the other hand, the size of iris image can
be inconsistent due to different distance between the
iris and camera.

Next, a surface coverage method [Ewe93a]
is performed to calculate the fractal dimension.
The fractal dimension [Sch91a] is defined as:
D = log(N)
log(1 / r )

Thus, it is important to normalize the iris
image into a standard size (87x360) using
interpolation technique. Figure 3 shows the
normalized template of an iris.

where N is the number of scaled down copies
(difference of dimension between neighboring pixels
within a box) of the original object which is needed to
fill up the original object and r = 1/L. Consequently,
each row of the iris template will produce the fractal
information and form a structured feature vector (f)
for particular iris.

Radius
87

360

θ

f = {D1, D2, D3…, Dm-3, Dm-2, Dm-1, Dm}

Figure 3. Sample iris after normalization

2.4 Feature Extraction

The approach mentioned above has fast
computational speed and less memory usage due to
the compression of a list of circular data into a single
fractal feature. Moreover, it achieves rotational
invariant as the 1-D feature represents the whole
circular data.

2.5 Matching
In the matching phase, a simple dissimilarity operator
is proposed to compare a pair of iris code. The steps
of formulating the dissimilarity operator are described
as follows:

The earliest step in fractal analysis endeavor
is to normalize all the pixels from the preprocessed
iris. The gray level value of I(x, y, h) for all pixels in
the iris template is normalized according to Equation
4.
L
H

(4)

where the L is the appropriate window size and H is
the maximum value of gray level.
In advance, the pixels within each row along
the angular direction are positioned into an
appropriate square with L x L window size. This
pixel allocation process is illustrated in Figure 4.
I(1), I(2), I(3), I(4), I(5), I(6), I(7),………., I(n-6), (n-5), I(n-4), I(n-3), I(n-2), I(n-1), I(n)

(6)

where Dm is the fractal information of mth row in a
iris template. In feature extraction stage, we generate
87 features to illustrate an iris code. This record is
saved in a database for further comparison.

Fractal geometry can intuitively be thought as
irregular geometric representation in human’s iris.
Thus, the fractal information can be used to illustrate
an iris. In fact, the fractal information from a multidimensional image can be calculated by constructing
it into three-dimensional representation [Low99a],
where the additional h-axis is represented by its gray
levels. On the other hand, the unique details of the iris
generally spread along the angular direction which
corresponds to the variation of pattern in vertical
direction [Ma04a]. Owing to the two fundamental
properties above, we use one dimensional fractal
analysis to generate a structured feature vector for an
iris.

I ( x, y, h) = I ( x, y, h) ×

(5)

1.

Initialize a tolerance threshold. In our
we use Tt (= 0.0025).

case,

2.

Compute the absolute differences between
default feature vector (D1) and current feature
vector (D2).

3.

Increase the number of occurrence for every
absolute feature-by-feature differences that
exceeds tolerance threshold through accumulator

4.

Calculate the average dissimilarity between two
feature vectors.

The equation of our dissimilarity operator
can be expressed as:
87
Average Dissimilarity = 1 ∑ | D1i - D2i |
87 i =1

Mth row

if | D1i - D2i | > Tt

I(1), I(2), I(3), I(4), I(5), I(6), I(7)

(7)

.........................

.........................

.........................

where D1 is the default feature vector, D2 is current
feature vector and Tt is the tolerance threshold. In
real application, the average dissimilarity equal to
zero seldom happens. Therefore, the algorithm to
select a good match is based on average dissimilarity

L

.........................

.........................

I(n-6), (n-5), I(n-4), I(n-3), I(n-2), I(n-1), I(n)

L
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which is nearest to zero and falls below a predefined
threshold (t).
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3. Experiment Results
The proposed black holes search method proves its
ability to detect inner boundary of the iris. It exhibits
100% success of pupil detection for both CASIA and
MMU Iris databases. Figure 7 shows the actual
results of black hole search method.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a traffic simulation system based on multi-agent animation method. The behaviour model of
individual virtual agent defines the driving characteristics of the vehicle agent and cell-based configurations
allow real-time dynamic path planning and efficient traffic flow simulations. By incorporating the advantages of
discrete cellular automation algorithms and the continuous model of fluid dynamics, our 3D virtual reality traffic
simulation system achieves realistic and accurate simulations in virtual environments.
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the simulation system deals with large numbers of
social agents (cars, pedestrians, motorcycles, and
bicycles) and each of them has its own behaviour
characteristics, the challenge is to model the
massively distributed parallel behaviours [Reeves
1983, Metoyer and Hodgins 2000]. However,
individual characteristics of traffic elements
including human factors, vehicle specifications and
dynamics, could be very difficult to model using
traditional traffic flow theories or macroscopic
simulation approaches []. The multi-agent traffic
simulation system for urban environments described
in this paper is capable of modelling large volumes
of traffic in response to current network loading at
the time of interest. The responsive simulation
system calculates traffic control management and
operations according to different traffic flow
situations. The system models the motion behaviours
of each individual vehicle agent using a set of objectorientated simulation components, which acts upon the

1. INTRODUCTION
Traffic simulation for urban environments has an
important role in meeting future urban development
and planning. In the context of traffic simulation,
numerical results can provide useful and detailed
quantitative descriptions of a traffic network, while
3D virtual environments of the simulation
demonstrates the overall performance of specific
traffic flow situations visually, from which a trained
operator can quickly access the dynamic changes
within a road network and select plans to enable the
network to adapt the situations. For example the
operator can specify traffic light signal timing to ease
congestions at a particular location point of the
network during rush hours or when an incident
occurs [van Katwijk and Koningsbruggen 2002]. As
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

vehicle agents to manage the behaviours of the agents
during the simulation. Based on an origin-destination
matrix, the system is capable of providing an accurate
description of the expected traffic flows using a realtime path-planning algorithm, which estimates route
choices and the effect of unexpected congestions.
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We present a multi-agent 3D simulation system, in
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which a roadway network is represented as strings of
cells and vehicles in the roadway-network are
modelled as a continuous flow. The discrete space
for the roadway network provides a framework for
high-speed system update and traffic management
registration, while a continuous space and time for
modelling vehicle dynamic movements produces
realistic traffic flow. Therefore the approach takes
the advantage of discrete models at the same time
maintains the features of fluid dynamic models. The
model is capable of taking into account the human
factors for more accurate simulation results.
Compared with existing systems, which are mainly
two-dimensional simple graphical representations
[Nagel and Schreckenberg 1992], a threedimensional visualisation system is developed based
on the approach. At the current development stage,
our system is able to simulate small and medium
scale traffic flows of urban environments.

Figure 2. A screen capture of the roadway
network in the simulation system
Traffic congestion and uncertainty will occur when
traffic demand is higher than usual supply, which
brings inefficiency to all road users. During the
simulation, the state of each cell is updated according
to the traffic flow. A cell is registered as occupied
when there are vehicle in the cell. Otherwise it is
registered as an empty cell. There will be no
difference for the vehicle’s exact position to the road
situation as long as the vehicle is in the area defined
by the cell configuration at the period of interest. The
network configuration for a particular urban
environment is loaded from the configuration map of
the network at the initialisation stage.

2. CONFIGURATION OF TRAFFIC
NETWORK
A traffic network in the simulation system is
modelled as a connection of desecrated cells. Each
road configuration maintains a table of these cells.
As shown in Figure 1, a vehicle agent is an
individual element, which travels from one location
to another via a route with dynamic velocity V
through a list of cells along the roadway network to
destination. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the
roadway network in the simulation system for a
housing estate.

3. PATH PLANNING
Based on an origin-destination matrix for the period
of interest, the system is capable of providing an
accurate description of the expected traffic flow
using real-time A* path-planning algorithm, which
estimates route choices of the vehicle agents.

Figure 3 Description of the perception of
virtual vehicle agents: Vi – velocity of vehicle i,
Ri-perception radius of i, Vj- velocity of vehicle
j, Rj-perception radius of j.

Figure 1. Description of a roadway network
system

The average travel time for a vehicle traversing a
specific route can be calculated. Upon arrival of an
individual vehicle, the traffic stream is split to follow
routes according to the cost value of the chosen
route. The vehicle will choose the least cost route to
travel. Each vehicle in the system has been assigned
a circular vision zone representing the views of
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added into the formulation although no clear solution
has yet been found. We consider two general cases.
First, Equation 3 applies for high densities of a
roadway. Second, Equation 4 is for small densities.
Because for small densities of a roadway, the speed
changes of a vehicle are more likely influenced by
the speed limit, say 30 miles per hour for residential
areas. Therefore, v= vmax, and the velocity at the
maximum flow is:

mirrors and of the front screen.
At time t, the position of a vehicle moving along a
roadway is designated x0(t), then its velocity is
dx0(t)/dt, and its acceleration d2x0(t)/dt2 . With N
vehicles in the system, there are N different
velocities, each depending on time, and the velocity
of each vehicle is designated vi(t), i=1,…,N. At time t
and position x, the velocity of the vehicle i can be
expressed as a point in space of a velocity field:

vi ( xi (t ), t ) = vi (t )

v(

(1)

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
The traffic management module of the system
carefully controls the traffic flows for vehicles both
entering and leaving a roadway of the network. If the
flow exceed the designed capacities of that roadway,
congestions and delays are introduced. Figure 4
shows the virtual vehicles agents arriving at a
roundabout.

(2)

The dynamics of an individual moving vehicle must
follow the basic laws of motion, which may be
represented as a set of general ordinary deferential
equations with delay. The behaviour of each vehicle
is modelled in relation to the vehicle ahead. This is
refereed as car-following models []. This model
captures individual driver’s reaction to the road
conditions ahead. Although drivers will decelerate
and accelerate quite differently, the driving
behaviour also depends on the distance to the
preceding vehicle. The closer the driver is, the more
likely the driver is to respond strongly to an observed
relative velocity. Therefore, the sensitivity is
inversely proportional to the distance ahead.
d 2 x n (t + T )
dt 2

dx (t )
= c ⋅ ( n +1 ) m ⋅
dt

(

dx n (t ) dx n −1 (t )
−
)
dt
dt
l
[x n (t ) − x n −1 (t )]

(4)

The system updates the internal state of each agent of
the network consistently. Agents are maintained by
Finite State Machines (FSMs). At each simulation
frame, the state of an agent has a specific set of
outputs.

In order to measure the traffic, the traffic flow q,
which is the average number of vehicles passing per
lane per unit time, say per hour, is defined. The
number of vehicles in a given length of roadway,
which might be converted into the number of
vehicles per unit length (per lane), is called the
density of vehicles p. The general relation of the
three variables is:

q = p ⋅v

p max
)=c
e

(3)
Figure 4. Vehicles approaching a roundabout
The design of the network must take into account the
congestion and queuing at junctions. The system uses
the average number of arrivals per unit time for each
junction. There is a maxim queue length beyond
which the change of traffic signal is enforced. It is
desirable for junctions of the network to be in
equilibrium so that the entering and leaving of the
traffic flow of a roadway are the same. This process
can be summarised by Figure 5 for a traffic light
controlled junction.

where T is the reaction time between stimulus and
response, which summarizes all delay effects such as
human reaction time or time the vehicle mechanics
need to react to input, c is a chosen constant, which
can be interpreted as the velocity corresponding to
the maximum density pmax. The constant m describes
the perception-reaction time and various responses to
the movement of other vehicles including individual
driving attitudes, while constant l expresses the road
conditions and other related factors. Important
human performance characteristics can therefore be
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In ambient traffic situations, a roundabout is assumed
more efficient than a traffic light controlled junction
if the design of other sections of the roadway remains
the same. However, in an ill-designed roadway
network, a roundabout can cause traffic congestion
very quickly in heavy traffic. The simulation for the
large residential area as shown in above figures runs
at 13 to 15 frames per second for 500 moving
vehicles, which is near real-time visualisation.
Figure 5. A queuing system of a traffic light
controlled roadway.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

Traffic jam occurs when the flow of input is greater
the throughput.

Using a computer animation approach, we have
simulated a large complex roadway network with
different designs and configurations in a 3D
visualisation of a housing estate. Users of the system
can populate the network during the simulation to
test the roadway traffic flow. Users can set the origin
-destination matrix of the vehicle agents. Timing of
the traffic signals can also be altered in the event of a
traffic jam. New network design and alterations of
junctions including the type and control management
of the junctions can be loaded from a design map
before a simulation. We are able to simulate a large
number of vehicles in the environment effectively
with different traffic situations and conditions, and
the results agree well with the reality of similar
situations.

Figure 6. Traffic jam at roundabout during
morning rush hours of a residential housing estate

It is very common in reality that there are vehicles
waiting at traffic lights and roundabouts. A longlived queue is considered as congestion, if the delay
time of a vehicle at a junction is greater than
expected Figure 6 demonstrates a traffic jam at a
roundabout of a residential area in the morning rush
hours.
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Cells of the roadways are used as sensors for
detecting congestion in different regions of the
network. Information will be posted to inform the
following vehicles on the same roadway of the
congestion. These vehicles would change routes by
re-planning a path from their current position to
destinations.
As the behaviour modelling in our simulation is an
individual agent based approach, it enables good
capture of stochastic characteristics of traffic in
reality. For a period of interest, the system
subdivides the time period into short measuring
intervals.
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ABSTRACT

The need for more intuitive, faster and more effective tools for freeform product design is still an
outstanding research issue in shape modeling. We propose a new methodology in which the designer can
define optimal shape modification tools for the situation at hand. The key to this method is a dialogue
between the designer and the computer, in which the details of the requested shape modifier are settled.
The proposed tool, called user-defined modifier (UDM), is based on recent techniques from freeform
shape recognition and parameterized, template-controlled shape modification. The dialogue between user
and the system is described, and the basic techniques for the UDM tool are presented as well.

Keywords
Freeform shape design, freeform features, parameterization, reverse design

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade effective freeform modeling
tools have emerged. The creation of freeform
product shapes is relatively well supported by
current CAID (Computer-Aided Industrial Design)
systems, commonly based on a workflow in which
surfaces are defined from planar or 3D curves, and
surfaces are subsequently synthesized into a shape
model. However, any deviation from this forward
design paradigm is much less supported, or even
unsupported at all, forcing the designer to redo a
significant amount of work. A general, effective
method for freeform modification is still not
available.
The main assumption behind the requirements
for such method is the ability of the designer to
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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define a shape modification in terms of
displacements relative to the current shape. Recent
studies have revealed that for the exploration of
freeform shape concepts, designers are able to
express intended shape modifications in a natural
way by putting displacement vectors in the effect
region [Coo02a].
The main research challenge of the proposed
tool is the trade-off between user requirements and
technical requirements. A sophisticated solution to
meet the user requirements may imply a high
complexity of the model and even a degradation of
the model into low-level geometry.
Reverse design versus forward design
Forward design is a common workflow of
design, where a model is built up from low-level
elements to features and parts, which are assembled
into a product model. If a strict work plan of the
design process exists, this workflow will be
efficient. However, the workflow is not supportive
to freeform shape modeling decisions in any order
other than the sequential one prescribed by the
workflow. It does support pure synthesizing of
shape by combining elements and features, where
constraints within and among the features may be
defined during the building process. Also

refinements and features can be included in later
stages.
Reverse design of freeform shapes, on the
other hand, supports referring back to previous
designs. Existing shapes or features can be
extracted and be inserted into a model, or otherwise
reused for the creation of a new design. Here it is
essential to note that the existing features might not
be designed as such, but are perceived as an entity
by the designer. In addition, the designer might
expect that the feature possesses parameters that
he/she can control, whereas such parameters were
never defined. An important aspect of reverse
design is therefore the interactive assignment of
complex controls to shapes or features. These
controls are needed by the designer to achieve
shape modifications, which could be very situation
dependent. The interactive assignment can be
dependent on, or expressed in terms of, for
example, characteristic points or curves in the
shape under construction or in any other existing
shape. This referring to features which were not
designed as such is one form of reverse design.
This paper presents a new approach towards a
tool, called user-defined modifier (UDM), that
meets the 6 requirements. A formal problem
statement will be provided in Section 3. Whereas
the problem formulation applies to classical
contexts, a target application is specified in Section
4. In Section 5 the dialogue and workflow
concerning the reverse design of styling lines will
be presented. In the Conclusions in Section 6 it will
be pointed out how recent techniques can form the
basis for the implementation of a UDM.

2. RELATED WORK
Forward design
In the prismatic/spherical/cylindrical shape
domain,
the
requirement
of
high-level
parameterization of geometry was early recognized
and led to the introduction of features [Sha95a].
Most commercial solid modelers have adopted the
concept of feature, and typically a user follows a
workflow in which parts are created in a sequence
of operations, such as extrusions, intrusions,
Boolean operations and parameter setting.
A big contrast between regular-shaped features
and freeform features is that the latter can hardly be
predefined generically, but should evolve in a
specific design context and be customized
consequently. This seems to require a different
design workflow than the one known for
mechanical feature-based design. Yet it has been
shown in [Mit00a] that an object-specific feature
anatomy enables accurate performance predictions
of the product design. In Mitchell's method, a
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tennis racket design is generically defined as a
system of features, with predefined types of
relationships. In general, however, the principle of
aggregation of feature instances as to form the
entire design model seems too restrictive. This may
explain the considerable attention that has been
paid to the development of detail feature modeling
techniques, as for example by [Cav95a], [Els98a]
and [Per02a].
Reverse design
In reverse design, an existing portion of a
shape model is regarded as a starting point for
shape modification. The user may, however, expect
shape handles to be available which were never
defined for the selected portion.
In current techniques for reverse engineering
of shapes, freeform shapes can be extracted from
geometrical data, where the shapes are represented
as surface descriptions, typically B-splines. A Bspline surface can be regarded as a geometric
object with parameters, where the parameters are
the control points of the B-spline surface. It is clear,
however, that "recognition" of a shape portion as a
B-spline surface is not reverse design; the designer
will normally expect higher level shape handles
than the control points are.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We formally state the problem of supporting
reverse design in the freeform domain as follows.
Given: A shape S in 3D space. We assume that
S is all or part of the boundary of a compact subset
of 3-space and can be considered as a 2-manifold.
There are a number of implicit control elements
(points, curves or surfaces) ei, i=1, ..., n associated
to S. The ei are not explicitly represented and
therefore called implicit. The ei have significance
for the user as a reference object to control a shape
modification. We assume that there exists a
derivation procedure D that derives the elements ei
from the given shape S, so that {e1, ..., en} = D(S).
D specifies the association between the shape and
the implicit control elements. For each ei there is a
target element ti. Each ti specifies an intention of
the designer concerning the shape modification.
Wanted: A shape S' such that D(S') = {t1, ...,
tn}. Furthermore we need for i=1, ..., n a control
function fi of a real variable ai such that fi (0) = ei,
fi(1) = ti, where fi produces a smooth transition from
ei to ti when ai increases from 0 to 1. Instead of
[0,1], any other parameter interval could be chosen.
Although the formal problem statement is
dedicated to reverse design in the freeform domain,
the basic principle can be clarified in the prismatic
domain, where the ei and ti happen to be explicitly
defined. The problem statement is even relevant for

forward design. Below we will, for didactic
reasons, provide an example situation to which the
problem statement applies.

4. TARGET APPLICATIONS
A more complicated example can be given in
case of car body development. A styling line is a
contiguous set of points of high curvature in the car
body's surface. Although the styling line may never
have been explicitly constructed as a curve, the
styling line is generally perceived as a curve. Let us
denote this curve as s. Let us assume that the
designer wants to achieve a shape modification
local to s. He/she selects a point pj on s. If we
determine the intersection curve ei of the car body
surface with a plane containing pj, perpendicular to
the direction of s at pj , then the curvature of ei will
have a maximum in pj, due to the definition of the
styling line. Suppose that the designer intends to
reduce the sharpness of the entire styling line s.
He/she can specify this intent by modifying the
profile of the intersection curve, which is now a
controlling element, ei to a curve ti which is less
sharp near pi. Formally, the shape of the car body
should now modify in such a way that the new
intersection curve at pj becomes consistent with ti.
Moreover, the surface should not be modified at
point pj only, but everywhere along the styling line
s. The modification specified at point pj should be
applied to all other points of s, because that is
typically what the designer expects. The
modification specified at point pj is thus a kind of
exemplar of the modification of the surface shape.
Obviously, the exemplar does not specify a unique
modification of the surface. However, some "most
likely" modifications can be implemented and be
offered to the designer as options. It should be
noted that the amount of curvature reduction can be
represented by a continuous parameter ai.

5. TYPICAL WORKFLOW
The whole process is illustrated with Figures 1
to 4. The surface of the computer mouse in figure 1
appears to have a rounded edge (indicated by
arrows) which could be called a styling line. It
should be emphasized that "line" is a terminology
only; it is neither known nor assumed that the
design of the shape of the mouse contains or is
based on a line or curve.
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Figure 1 Computer mouse and perceived styling
line indicated.

Figure 2. Surface mesh S obtained after 3D
scanning of the mouse.
The visibility of the styling line is obviously
depending on the positions of the light sources, the
viewing direction etc. Suppose that for aesthetic,
ergonomic or other reasons, the shape should be
redesigned in such a way that the styling line would
be "more rounded" (or oppositely "sharper"). The
intent is then to leave the shape and the location of
the styling line unchanged and to make the
transition between the surface parts on both sides of
the styling line smoother (or sharper). If the shape
were designed with CAD, using a curve forming
the connection between the two surface parts, then
the redesign could have taken place by editing the
geometric elements of the model. However, if the
model would have been created differently, or if no
CAD model is available at all, then the "standard"
reverse engineering method could be applied to
obtain a solid or surface model from a 3D
digitization from the physical shape.
In our proposed methodology, the user
designates the styling line on the surface mesh
(Figure 2) obtained from 3D digitization. The curve
following the locus of points at maximal curvatures
is shown in Figure 3. A number of planes

perpendicular to the curve are generated to
determine the intersection profiles associated with
the styling line (Figure 4). These profiles constitute
the elements ei which the user can manipulate.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND ONGOING
RESEARCH
Locally a styling line can be characterized by
the intersection curve of a plane with shape S.
Along the styling line this intersection profile may
vary, but in general the variation will be moderate,
otherwise the styling line would not have been

perceived as such. Therefore, the various profiles
will have something in common, which helps to
recognize them and the similarity also simplifies
the user interaction with the UDM system: a
modification made to one profile should be applied
to all profiles.
The styling line tracking have been developed
based on the marching template method. Tthe
adaptation of the shape S to the modified profiles ti
can be based on template-based deformation
[Son04a).
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ABSTRACT
Visualization harnesses the perceptual capabilities of humans to provide the visual insight into data. Structure
preserving projection methods can be used for multidimensional data visualization. The goal of this paper is to
suggest and examine the projection error minimization strategies that would allow getting a better and less
distorted projection. The classic algorithm for Sammon’s projection and two new its modifications are examined.
All the algorithms are oriented to minimize the projection error because even a slight reduction in the projection
error changes the distribution of points on a plane essentially. The conclusions are made on the results of
experiments on artificial and real data sets.

Keywords
Multidimensional data, visualization, Sammon’s mapping, mapping error, coordinate descent
faithfully as possible. Examples of such techniques
are principal component analysis [Tay03a],
multidimensional scaling [Kas97a], [Bor97a],
Sammon’s mapping [Sam69a], and others.

1. INTRODUCTION
Objects from the real world are frequently described
by an array of parameters (multidimensional data).
Data understanding is a difficult task, especially
when it refers to a complex phenomenon that is
described by many parameters. One of the ways in
analyzing data is visualization. It involves the
constructing of a graphical interface that enables to
understand complex data. Visualization is also used
to display the properties of data that have a complex
relation – possibly patterns not obtainable by the
current computation methods.
In this paper, we discuss visualization of
multidimensional data by using structure preserving
projection methods. These methods are based on the
idea that the multidimensional data points can be
projected on a lower dimensional space so that the
structural properties of the data are preserved as
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

This paper deals with Sammon’s mapping.
Sammon’s mapping comes from the area of
multidimensional scaling. The only difference
between both methods is that the errors in distance
preservation are normalized with the distance in the
original space. Because of the normalization, the
preservation of small distances will be emphasized
[Kas97a]. The analysis of relative performance of
the different algorithms in reducing the
dimensionality of multidimensional vectors, starting
from the paper by Biswas [Bis81a], indicates
Sammon’s projection to be still one of the best
methods of this class (see also [Fle97a]) and finds
new applications (see, e.g. [Dze01a]). When
visualizing the multidimensional data using the
nonlinear projection, the projection errors are
inevitable. The goal of this paper is to suggest and
examine the projection error minimization strategies
that would allow getting a better and less distorted
projection.

2. STRATEGIES FOR PROJECTION
ERROR MINIMIZATION
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Let us have s objects (points, vectors)
X i = ( x1 ,..., xn ) , i = 1,..., s from an n-dimensional
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space R n . The aim of this method is to find s points
in an m-dimensional space ( m < n , usually m=2)

Here d ij* is the distance between two n-dimensional

The coordinate descent method with noise (S3).
It has been noted that the 1st derivatives of E s are
smooth enough in algorithm S1 (Fig. 1), but the 2nd
derivatives are alternating (Fig. 2). Iris data set is
analyzed. The 1st and 2nd derivatives of E s were
measured in each iteration, when new coordinates
of the 4th data point were determined. Numerous
experiments allowed us to see that the disperse of
two-dimensional points from the line (initialization
rule of two dimensional points) increases with an
increase in fluctuation of the 2nd derivatives. We
decided to apply artificial fluctuation to the 2nd
derivatives (to apply noise) in algorithm S2. In such
a way a new algorithm S3 has been created.

points; d ij is the distance between two points in the

1st coordinate

Yi = ( y1 ,..., y m ) ∈ R m , i = 1,..., s so that the
corresponding distances of m-dimensional points
approximate the original ones as well as possible.
Sammon’s mapping [Sam69a] is one of such
methods. It tries to minimize the projection error:
Es =

1
s

∑

s

∑

(d ij* − d ij ) 2

d ij* ii ,<jj=1

d ij*

(1)

i , j =1
i< j

yik ( m'+1) = yik (m' ) − α

∂E s (m' )
∂yik ( m' )

4000
-1000

iteration
1

41

81

121

161

-6000

Figure 1. Fluctuation of the 1st derivative in S1.
2nd derivative

two-dimensional vectors
Yi = ( yi1 , yi 2 )
computed by the iteration formula:

1st derivative

two-dimensional space. Even a slight reduction in
E s changes the distribution of points on a plane
essentially. This proves the necessity to make every
effort for minimizing the distortion of projection
E s . In this paper, three strategies for projection
error minimization are investigated: (1) classical
Sammon’s algorithm [Sam69a] (S1); (2) applying
the Seidel coordinate descent for Sammon’s method
(S2); (3) applying the noise for S2 method (S3).
Classical Sammon’s algorithm (S1). In this
method, the coordinates y ik , i = 1,..., s, k = 1, 2 of
are

∂ 2 E s ( m' )

1st coordinate

100

iteration

0
1

41

81

121

161

-100
-200

2
(m' )
∂yik
Here m' denotes the iteration order number; α is a
step length, also called a „magic factor“, because
the obtained projection error depends on it.
One iteration of the algorithm contains calculations,
where both components of all the points Yi ,
i = 1,..., s are recalculated. These components are
recalculated taking into account the coordinates of

Figure 2. Fluctuation of the 2nd derivative in S1.
The first idea was to add random noise to the
second derivative as follows:
∂ 2 Es

∂ 2 Es

+ξ
2
2
∂y ik
∂yik
Here ξ is a random number. However, the
problems arose to schedule the level of noise
depending on the value of the second derivative and
the order number of the current iteration. Therefore,
a more effective way has been found to define noise
by some heuristic rule:

Yi , i = 1,..., s , obtained in the previous iteration.
Seidel-type coordinate descent for Sammon’s
mapping (S2). Seidel-type coordinate descent
method is used for solving linear equation systems
and in optimization [Kar03a]. We suggest applying
coordinate descent for Sammon’s mapping. The
coordinates of two-dimensional vectors Yi are
recalculated, taking in to consideration not only the
coordinates, obtained in the previous iteration, as in
classical Sammon’s algorithm, but also the new
coordinates, obtained in the current iteration: the
coordinates y jk (m′ + 1) , if
j = 1,..., i − 1 , and

∂ 2 Es
2
∂y ik

⇐

∂ 2 Es
2
∂y ik

⇐

′
(1 − e −λm ) sin(βm ′) , for m ' <

τ
.
n

Here λ, β
are some constants, selected
experimentally, τ is the total number of iterations,
m ' is the order number of the current iteration.

3. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS
Experiments were carried out with real and artificial
data. The dependence of E s on different factors is

y jk (m′) , if j = i + 1,..., s .
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investigated on: the computing time, the number of
iterations, and the value of “magic factor” α .
projection error

Data for analysis. Artificial data sets:
1. Uniformly distributed data: 100 10-dimensional
points generated at random in the interval [-1; 1];
2. Uniformly distributed data: 500 points generated
at random, as No1.
3. Clustered data: ten 10-dimensional points are
generated at random; in the area of each point,
nine 10-dimensional points are generated by
normal distribution.
The experiments have been repeated for 100 times
with different sets of 10-dimensional vectors
generated as given above (data sets No1-No3). The
average results have been calculated.

40
time (seconds)

projection error

0.1
0.3

0.6
0.9
"magic factor"

1.2

1.5

Data

artificial (No1)
clusters
0.0058476 0.0045259 0.0040088
Iris
0.0243263 0.0257550 0.0256691
Wood
0.0112111 0.0113962 0.0049657
HBK
Table 1. Projection errors
0.1209452 0.1201307 0.1203316
0.0710200 0.0711317 0.0695346

Analysis of mappings
The minimal projection errors have been found for
each real data set. After examining the artificial data
No1, the average values of minimal projection
errors have been calculated over 100 experiments
( α = 0.25 ) (Table 1). The largest distortion of
projection has been obtained using by algorithm S1
in all the cases. The smallest projection error has
been obtained using algorithm S3 in most cases.
In Figures 5-6, the mappings of the real data are
presented. They have been obtained using
algorithms S1 and S3 that gives the smallest
projection error with the real data (see Table 1).
The figures show that, if a smaller projection error
is obtained, the preserving data structure is more
precise. When analyzing the iris data, three flower
types are separated more precisely by using
algorithm S3 (see Fig. 5b); when investigating the
HBK data, classical Sammon’s mapping (S1) is able
to separate point groups (see Fig. 6a), but all the
three groups are separated more exactly when
algorithm S3 is used (see Fig. 6b).

(S3)

60

0.2

Strategies of E s minimization
(S1)
(S2)
(S3)

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
20

0.3

Figure 4. Dependence of the projection error on
the value of “magic factor”.

The advantages of algorithm S3 in comparison with
algorithm S1, S2 have been shown by analyzing
data No2 ( α = 0.25 ). A lower projection error and
its faster convergence to optimal value have been
obtained using algorithm S3. In order to get a lower
value of E s , it suffices to perform less iterations,
i.e. the computing time is saved (Fig. 3).

0

(S3)

0.4

0

Dependence of the projection error on
computing time

(S2)

(S2)

0

Real data:
• The classical Fisher iris data set [Fis36a].
• The Wood data set [Dra66a].
• The HBK data set [Haw84a].

(S1)

(S1)

0.5

80

Figure 3. Dependence of the projection error on
time.
Difference between projection errors in the whole
iteration process of algorithms S2 and S3 is rather
small, but in most cases, the final results obtained
by S3 are better (see Table 1).

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the new opportunities for minimizing
the multidimensional data projection error E s (1)
are suggested and examined experimentally.
Classical Sammon’s mapping S1 is compared with
two new algorithms S2 and S3.

Dependence of the projection error on
the “magic factor”
While examining the dependence of projection error
on the value of α , artificial data No1 are analyzed
with different values of α (0.1; 0.11;…;1.45; 1.5).
In Fig. 4, the mean value of the projection error is
presented. It is shown that dependence on the
“magic factor” α is less using the Seidel-type
coordinate descent method (S2). Applying noise
(S3) does not influence the dependence on α .

Smaller projection errors are usually obtained by
using algorithms S2 and S3 compared with the
errors by classical Sammon’s algorithm S1. Another
advantage of the new algorithms is that small errors
are obtained after a smaller number of iterations and
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sooner.
Therefore,
the
projections
of
multidimensional data on a plane are more
faithfully; lower dependence of the projection
quality on the value of α is obtained.

initial two-dimensional points from the line. This
improves the quality of visualization, because the
smaller projection errors are obtained.
Finally, the discovered new ways for minimizing the
projection error allow a better perception of the
Sammon-type projection and make a basis for
further research.

Applying noise to the 2nd derivatives in first
iterations of the projection error minimization
process (algorithm S3) speeds up the moving of the

a)

a)

b)

Figure 5. Projections of the iris data: a) S1 ( E s = 0.0059 ); b) S3 ( E s = 0.0040 ).

b)

Figure 6. Projections of the HBK data: a) S1 ( E s = 0.0112 ); b) S3 ( E s = 0.0050 ).
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ABSTRACT
In this paper the concept and design of a software framework which provides a transparent data flow for interactive
Mixed Reality (MR) applications is discussed. The design was affected by our demands on platform independency,
simplicity, network transparency, maximum performance and availability of runtime debugging facilities. Our
software framework tries to simplify the development of MR applications by using the concept of a data flow
graph. The developer builds such a graph from a library of small software components that communicate via the
edges of the graph.

Keywords
Mixed Reality, Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, Device Management, Tracking, Interaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
In our daily work on various Mixed Reality applications, we made the experience that we usually spend
most of our time on implementing code that handles
communication with hardware devices and software
components provided by our project partners, instead
of concentrating on the application itself. This paper
describes the result of our efforts to minimize the work
we have to do when implementing the “infrastructure”
of our application.
The base of our MR applications is our selfdeveloped rendering framework “Avalon” [3] that utilizes VRML/X3D. An interesting feature of VRML is
that it does not only allow to describe graphical objects
and animations, but also to specify the interactions that
are possible with these objects. In fact, VRML allows
to write huge parts of applications by using standard
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VRML nodes, JavaScript or Java, instead of doing tedious C++ compiler sessions.
Unfortunately, VRML has quite limited capabilities to
integrate hardware devices and to communicate with
other software components. In this paper we describe
how we extended our rendering framework by an sophisticated device management system. The fundamental idea is to create a library of small software
modules that handle specific tasks, for example operating devices or transforming data values provided by
devices, and to assemble these modules into a data flow
graph.

2. RELATED WORK
The main research focus in the area of Mixed Reality
has been the determination of the user’s position and
orientation (tracking), appropriate interaction methods
for MR applications, graphical problems like the correct illumination of virtual objects and the occlusion of
virtual objects by real objects, and the development of
powerful and yet lightweight wearable computers. But
recently, the development of MR software frameworks
gained more and more attention.
An early example of a software framework is COTERIE [6]. COTERIE is a set of packages written in
Modula-3 that allow to create “Distributed shared objects”, i.e. data objects that are transparently shared by
processes on different machines in the network.
Another well-known software-framework is Studierstube [9]. Studierstube is based on the concept of a distributed scene graph (Distributed Open Inventor), and a

data flow framework called OpenTracker [8] that handles different kinds of trackers.
DWARF [2] is using a concept similar to our own
concept described in this paper. AR applications are
build by using services that form a distributed data flow
graph. CORBA is used for all network communication.
Tinmith [7] is using an object store based on Unix
file system semantics. Applications can register callbacks on these objects to get notifications when an object changes. Objects are automatically distributed between different processes on the network.
Other software frameworks that focus on the development of VR applications are VR Juggler [4] and DIVERSE [1]. VRPN [11] and IDEAL [5] are device
management systems that concentrate on the flexible
and network-transparent access to VR devices.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
Our concept of an MR framework is influenced by the
design of VRML. In VRML, each node of the scene
graph is a small status machine that receives events by
inslots, changes its status according to the event, and
sends events to outslots. Outslots and inslots are connected by ROUTEs. This architecture in fact establishes a second graph besides the scene graph, a data
flow graph that contains large parts of the application
logic.
The advantage of VRML over applications written in
C++ or any other compiled language is that it is completely system independent. The same VRML world
can be viewed on different operating systems, on lowend desktop PC’s and high-end graphic workstations
that operate immersive stereoscopic projection systems.
For our MR framework, we chose an approach that is
strongly influenced by the VRML data flow graph and
therefore has similar attractive properties. The main
task of our MR framework is to handle input and output devices efficiently, because this is an area that is not
handled by VRML. But besides simply allowing access to devices, our MR framework should also handle
all preprocessing of the data provided by the devices.
For example, it should not only allow the application to
grab video frames from a web cam, but also to determine the position and orientation of the user by using
these video frames (i.e. video based tracking).
Our intention is to create a library of small software
modules that are specialized on simple tasks. Some
software modules act as device drivers, i.e. they produce or consume data streams. Others act as filters, i.e.
they transform incoming data streams. The modules
are nodes of a data flow graph, and they receive data
from and send data to other modules via the edges of
the graph. The application developer should be able to
build as much as possible of his application by simply
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assembling these prefabricated software modules into
a data flow graph, allowing him to concentrate on the
application logic.

3.1. Nodes
Nodes are the core component of the data flow graph.
There are four types of nodes:
1. Nodes that produce data. These are usually device drivers of input devices, nodes that replay
data streams stored on a hard disk, timers etc.
2. Nodes that transform data. Examples are nodes
that transform coordinate systems, or video tracking systems that take video frames and transform
them to position and orientation values.
3. Nodes that consume data. These are usually device drivers of output devices, nodes that store
data streams on a hard disk, etc.
4. Nodes that do not deal with data in any way. This
sounds strange at a first glance, but our system
currently already has three nodes of this kind: The
“Network” node that makes the system network
transparent, the “Web” node that provides a user
interface to the framework, and the “Inline” node
that allows to integrate subgraphs stored in configuration files.
To create a new node, the developer has to derive a
new class from the abstract node base class. Nodes can
be linked into the application executable (mostly used
for the basic, application-independent set of standard
nodes provided by the system), or they can be loaded
as plugins during runtime (application-specific nodes).
An important design decision that has to be made by
the developer of a new node is whether the node uses
its own thread or not. Device driver nodes for input
devices usually always need to have an own thread,
because they have to listen to the port the device is
connected to. All other types of nodes do not necessarily need to have their own thread. For example, filter
nodes that transform position values into another coordinate system usually directly calculate the new values
when they are notified that new data is available. This
means that they are in fact driven by the threads of the
device driver nodes that provided the incoming data
values. On the other hand, filter nodes that have to perform complex calculations, like video trackers, usually
get their own threads.

3.2. Outslots and Inslots
Outslots and inslots are the means used by nodes to exchange data values. Outslots are used to send data to
other nodes, and inslots are used to receive data from
other nodes. Both outslots and inslots are typed, i.e.
you have to specify what kind of data can be send to
or received from the slot when you create it. When a

node writes data values into an outslot, the outslot automatically transfers copies of these data values to all
inslots it is currently connected to. For efficiency reasons, smart pointers are used to transfer large amounts
of data, i.e. copying data values into inslots usually
just requires to copy a pointer.

3.3. Routes
When creating nodes of the data flow graph, the application developer has to specify a unique name for
each of these nodes, e.g. “Joystick 1” and “Joystick
2” for two nodes that operate joysticks attached to the
system. Each outslot and inslot of a node has a unique
label as well, e.g. “Button #1” for the first button of a
joystick or “X-Axis” for the x-axis. As a result, each
slot in the system can be identified by a unique label
consisting of the node name and the slot name, e.g.
“Joystick 1/Button #1” for the first button of the first
joystick or “Joystick 2/X-Axis” for the x-axis of the
second joystick. To connect an outslot to an inslot, the
application developer simply has to create a so-called
“Route” that maps the label of an outslot to the label of
an inslot. Of course, only slots sending and receiving
the same data type can be connected by routes.

3.4. Configuration File
The configuration file allows to store the whole data
flow graph on hard disk and to restore the graph when
starting the application again. The format of the configuration file is XML due to the fact that this is a wellknown, established standard for storing information.
Even though it is possible to create these XML files by
hand, this approach is not recommended. Instead, the
application developer uses the integrated user interface
of the device management system to create a data flow
graph that fulfills his needs. This user interface also
allows to save the current status into a configuration
file.
There are two ways to restore a saved graph from a
configuration file:
1. The user simply loads the configuration by using
the integrated user interface.
2. There is a special “Inline” node that allows to integrate configuration files into other configuration
files, exactly the same way as the VRML “Inline”
node allows to integrate several VRML subgraphs
into one scene graph, or the C “include” preprocessor statement allows to integrate several pieces
of source code into one file.

Our system does not support network transparency directly. Instead, it is made available by a special node
called “Network”. We did this to achieve a clear separation between the device management and the network code.
When the Network node starts operation, it automatically connects to all other Network nodes on the
network. We are using a technique called “Multicast DNS” [12] to automatically discover all Network
nodes available on the network without the need of any
configuration or central servers. After connecting, the
Network nodes create local proxy nodes for all nodes
available on remote machines. These proxy nodes can
be used to create edges between nodes on different machines.
Each data value that gets transferred via a network
connection needs to be transformed into a systemindependent byte stream (serialization). For each data
type, a corresponding codec has to be implemented
that performs this serialization. Such codecs already
exist for the default data types provided by the system,
but the application programmer has to implement and
register codecs for all application-specific data types.
Most codecs simply write the data values into the byte
stream, but more sophisticated codecs are possible that
compress the transferred data, e.g. when transfering
video frames.

3.6. User Interface
Our device management system has an integrated
Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows to modify
the data flow graph during runtime. During our work
on several MR projects it soon became obvious that it
is quite often impossible to do development and debugging directly on the machine the application is running
on. Instead, we need means to control our application
from other machines in the network.
Our solution is a small web server that provides a user
interface build from HTML pages. This web server
is not part of the device management system, instead
it is implemented as a node that can be added to the
data flow graph. The web server solution allows us to
control the device management system from any device that has a simple web browser installed and that
is connected via network to the machine the application is running on. The interface allows to inspect the
current state of the system, to add and to remove nodes
and routes from the graph, to change parameters, and
to save the current state to or to restore it from a configuration file.

3.5. Network Transparency

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

The concept of a data flow graph makes it simple to
introduce network transparency into the device management system. Nodes of the graph communicate via
edges, so the most elegant solution is to allow edges to
be created between nodes on different machines.
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In this section we will discuss the solution for the task
of combining tracking systems which is necessary in
many Mixed Reality applications. The MEDARPA
Project focused on the development of a flexible medical augmented reality system supporting minimal in-
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Figure 1. Graph for a composed tracking
system. Dashed arrows depict event based
data flow, solid arrows continuous data flow.
vasive interventions. Medical Image data and navigation support as augmentation are given on a transparent display which is mounted on a swivel arm. 6DOF
tracking of the physicians head, the transparent display, patient and the instrument for the intervention
is needed in order to provide the augmentations. An
optical tracking system is used for the tracking of the
physicians head as well as for the display position and
orientation. For the tracking of the instrument an electromagnetic tracking system was chosen. These two
tracking systems were combined as discussed in [10]
by applying several consecutive transformations to all
measurements to get the output of all tracking systems
to a common coordinate system. A 6DOF transform
consists of a rotation component and a translation component which are represented in a 4 × 4 transformation
matrix and referred as T in the following. Usually the
sensor of a tracking system cannot be placed exactly
at the location which is to be tracked e.g. the tip of an
instrument, the local transform Tlsens allows to specify
the location of the instruments tip in the sensor coordial
nate system. The alignment transform Ttr
is needed to
get the frame of reference defined by each tracking system aligned to a common frame of reference by mapping the output of one system to the frame of reference
w
allows
of the other system. A final transformation Tal
to change the frame of reference if this is required by a
special application.
tr
For each measurement Tsens
reported by the tracking
system, the transformation
al
tr
w
· (Ttr
· (Tsens
· Tlsens ))
T = Tlw = Tal
needs to be calculated. The resulting transformation
T can then directly be routed into the corresponding
VRML Transform nodes of the scenegraph which is
loaded on the Avalon rendering system. The resulting
application dataflow is shown in figure 1.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the framework we use for
MR applications. It is currently implemented as a C++
library on several operating systems (Windows, MacOS X, Linux, IRIX and SunOS) and as a Java package
(written in pure Java, therefore running on all systems
where a Java virtual machine is available). We are currently developing MR applications based on the framework, and the experiences we gain from these practical trials propel the further advancement of the system.
Our current research focus is the identification, design
and implementation of new nodes that further ease the
development of MR applications.
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ABSTRACT
Among all the existing realistic lighting methods, the radiosity method is the only one that gives precisely an
analytic solution of diffuse light exchanges. The gradient of this solution have been studied but not often used in
a context of pure rendering. We present in this article a method to render a surface using the radiosity contour
levels. First, we define a differential formulation of the radiosity equation which leads us to a new expression of
the gradient of radiosity. We deduce from this general equation a simpler equation of this gradient in the case of
a planar surface lighted by a light source reduced to a point. Then we present our method to render planar
surfaces using a radial mesh that follows the contour levels of the radiosity. This method is shown to improve
the quality of the rendering and decrease the number of vertices used for rendering.

Keywords
Differential radiosity, Radiosity gradient, Global illumination, Rendering.

the scene and to consider a constant radiosity
function on every single single generated face.
Therefore the computer graphics community had to
elaborate different methods to solve these problems.
Hierarchical methods were form the first of these
answers. These methods use meshes that adapt
themselves to the radiosity function and to the
shadows cast on objects which reduces considerably
the number of generated faces. A second answer was
found in progressive algorithms that are able to
compute quickly a reconstruction of the illumination
function by considering first the main light transfers.
But the two answers were mainly algorithmic
solutions to an analytic problem. Research based on
the analytic formulation of the radiosity equation
finally gave birth to the higher order radiosity
methods that separate the radiosity function from its
geometric support by projecting it on higher order
function bases.

1. INTRODUCTION
The generation of photo-realistic images using
just a scane description requires a precise and realist
lighting model. The radiosity method, initially
proposed by Goral et al. [Gor84] uses a faithful
model of diffuse light exchanges. This method
belongs to the global illumination methods that strive
to describe the light interactions as precisely as
possible. Though this approach tends to be less
widely used today, it is still the only one that gives a
true analytic solution of the illumination solution on
the surfaces forming the virtual scene. Moreover the
use of radiosity is still perfectly adequate in the case
of architectural scenes where its ability to handle
multiple light sources and indirect lighting allows the
generation of truly amazing images.
Netherveless, the initial approach of Goral et al.
requires to mesh precisely the surfaces composing

We follow the same strategy focusing on the
radiosity function. We propose a new equation of the
radiosity function gradient but instead of using it to
build oracles used in the refinement process of a
hierarchical method, as proposed by Holzshuch et al.
[Hol95], we use it for rendering. Coupled with the
property of unimodality of the radiosity function we
propose a meshing method using directly the shape
of the radiosity function as opposed to using the
geometry support of that function.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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2. A NEW FORMULATION OF THE
RADIOSITY GRADIENT
Let F denote the set of faces describing a scene. The
exchanges of radiosity Bi between a face i belonging
to F and the rest of the scene are described by the
equation [Gor84] where Ei is the emittance of the
face i and ρi its reflectivity.

Bi = Ei + ρi∑Bj Fi, j

Using the following notations :

⎧O T = dk u
k
⎪ k k
⎪⎪O l Tl = dk u l
⎨
⎪M k = O k + λ O kTk
⎪M = O + λ O T
l
l l
⎩⎪ l

(2.1)

j∈F

In the case of unoccluded polygonal surfaces, we can
define the oriented contour of the surface Ai as the set
βi of its oriented edges. The form factor Fi,j between
two polygonal surfaces Ai and Aj can be expressed :

(

we get, after some computations [Der04] :

dB r = dE r +∑
dBr Sr r
h
h lr ∈B l l ,h

)

(2.2)
1
dM i dM j
r r ln M M
i
j
r
r∑ ∫k ∫l
2π Ai k∑
1
4
4
4
4
2
4
4
4
4
3
∈β l ∈β

Fi, j =

i

j

ρi
r
2π Ai k∑
∈β
i

∑ ∑β B L
r
j∈F l ∈

j

Sr r
l ,h

⎛
ρi 1 1 ⎜ M kr M lr
log⎜
∫∫
2π Ai 0 0 ⎜ M r M r
k ∈β(i)
τ(k)
l

= r∑

⎝

⎞
(2.6)
⎟
⎟ ukr . ulr dk dl dλ dµ
⎟
⎠

(

)

We study then what happens to equation (2.6) when
the distances dk and dl decrease toward 0. By
grouping the terms of both the “vertical” and the
“horizontal” edges, we get the following equation
[Der04] :
S =
l,h

ρi

2π dhl
2

(

)

⊥
dk dl ⎡⎢ ⎛⎜ uhr . ulr ⎞⎟+2 ⎛⎜ uhl .u −1 r ⎞⎟ (ulr ∧uhl) .un ⎤⎥
σˆ (h ) ⎠
⎠ ⎝
⎣⎝
⎦

Let dhl denotes the distance between the points Mk

(2.3)

rr
k ,l

(2.5)

with :

Lkr,lr

Our objective is to find an equation describing the
gradient of the radiosity function. So we consider an
oriented square discretization of all the surfaces
describing the scene and we study the difference of
radiosity between two adjacent faces i and i'
compared to the radiosity of every other face j in the
scene. Starting from equation (2.1) and using the
form factor on polygonal contours (2.2) we obtain
the following equation :

Bi = Ei +

∑

dBhr = dEhr +r

and Ml, uhl the normalized direction between these

j

points, and un the normal to face i on edge h. We
can now express the gradient of the radiosity [Der04]
in the equation (2.7) that follows :
grad Bi = grad Ei −

ρ
− i

ρi
⊥
⎛
⎞
∫∫ 12 ⎜ Grad B j ∧ un ⎟⎠ dAj
2π j∑
∈F A dhl ⎝
j

∫∫ 2
π j∑
∈F A dhl
j

−

Figure 1 : Notation of a face i and its neighbor i’
We first subtract the radiosity Bi' to the radiosity Bi
where i' is the neighboring face of i along the edge h.
Every internal edge of the scene i is counted twice in
the sum (2.3), once positively and once negatively.
We group this terms together to get :
dBhr

= Bi −Bi'
i
= dEr +
h
2π Ai

∑ ∑L

rr
k,l
r
r
k ∈β(i) l ∈B

dBlr −

ρ

i'
2π Ai'

∑ ∑L

r
k ∈β(i')

r
k,l
l ∈B

B ρ

(uhl − (uhl .un )un )⎛⎜ ⎛⎜⎝ Grad B j ⊥ ∧ uhl ⎞⎟⎠ .un ⎞⎟ dAj
⎝

[(

) (

(

⎠

) )( ulr ∧ uhl ).un )]dl

j i
ur ∧ un + 2 uhl − uhl .un un
∑ ∫
2
j∈F C 2π dhl l
j

We also check that this equation is still valid even in
the case of a discretization using parallelograms
instead of squares. We get, instead of expressions in
[Hol95], a gradient contained in the plane since we
consider the radiosity as a two dimension function.
But equations are close especially in the simple case
that we will study in the next section. This confirms
the two different approaches.

(2.4)
ρ

1

dB
l

The gradient being orthogonal to the contour levels,
it can prove interesting to consider the cross product
of the previous equation with the normal to the
surface to obtain the tangent to the contour levels :

We then separate the edges of the discretization that
form the contour of the surfaces from the internal
edges. Let Be denote the first set of edges and Bi the
second one. Equation (2.4) can then be rewritten as
follows:
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⊥

grad Bi = grad Ei

⊥

ρ
− i∑

ρ
− i
2π
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j
n
2
⎠ n j
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∑

at any point of the plane, knowing that radiosity is
constant on the emitter:

∫∫

(

)(

⊥
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After some manipulations and a polynomial
expansion of order 2 in Rj/OM, we wet a simple
analytical expression of the radiosity gradient on any
point M of a plane lighted by a disc.

) )]

Bj
ρ
− i∑ ∫
ur ∧ u ∧ u + 2 uhl ∧ un uhl ∧un . ur dl
l
2π j bord d2 l n n
hl

(2.8)

⊥

3. GRADIENT IN A SIMPLE CASE

[(OM . u ) (u ∧ u )
(3.2)
− 4 (u . u )(OM ∧ u )
⎤
(OM ∧ u ).(OM ∧ u )
(OM ∧ u )⎥
+4

grad Bi (M) =

We will show here an interesting use of the radiosity
gradient in a simple case : a disc lighting a plane.
This simple case allows us to compute in any point
of the plane an analytic expression of the radiosity
and also an analytic expression of the radiosity
gradient.

ρi L j

OM

4

ni

ni

nj

ni

ni

ni

OM

Analytic equation of radiosity

nj

nj

2

ni

⎥
⎦

4. RENDERING USING RADIOSITY
GRADIENT

We consider now the simple case of a disc of center
O emitting light and illuminating a surface contained
in an infinite plane P (cf. figure 2). Moreover, we
will consider that the radiosity of the disc will be
constant and equal to its emittance.

We use here our analytic expression of radiosity and
its gradient in any point of a plane illuminated by a
source disc. We present in this section an algorithm
using this gradient that improves and speeds up the
rendering of such a surface.

Unimodality of Radiosity
Radiosity is a function from ℜ2 to ℜ. The idea our
rendering method is to use the image space instead of
the definition space as it is done in classical
rendering algorithms, including the ones based on the
radiosity method.
Figure 2 : Our study case : A source disc lighting
a plane

We decide to discretize the image space so that it
follows closely the various values radiosity can take
on a surface (cf. figure 3). This approach, though it
can seems similar to the one presented in [Dre93],
differs in the exact use of the gradient and the use of
a radial discretization scheme.

We will also consider that the radius of the disc is
small compared to the distance disc – plane, a
property that we will use to compute difficult
integrals. Finally, we do not consider any occlusion
between the disc and the plane.
The case of a disc emitting light is nothing new. It
was abundantly studied and multiple analytic
solutions, approximate or not, were formulated
[Wal89]. The contribution of the face j to the
radiosity of face i is computed according to the
approximation given by Wallace et al.:
Bi =

ρi B j A j
n

n

∑δ
k =1

k

cos(θ kj ) cos(θ ki )
Aj
π rki +
n

(3.1)

Figure 3. definition space discretization vs. image
space discretization

where rki is the distance from a source point to M, θkj
(respectively θki ) is the angle between the normal to
the receiver (respectively to the emitter) and the
vector between this two points, and δk has 1 for value
if the points see each other and 0 else.

Moreover we know, thanks to the unimodality
properties of the radiosity solution, that if we
consider the case of a single light source then the
contour levels of the radiosity function are
imbricated curves. Therefore, any line going from the
maximum of radiosity toward any direction of the
plane intersects every contour level of the radiosity

Analytic equation of the gradient
We now try to use equation (2.8) to compute a
simple analytic equation of the gradient of radiosity
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function whose value lies between this maximum and
0.

Figure 5 also allows us to compare the results
generated by our technique using a radial
discretization scheme with 20 radial subdivisions and
5 contour levels and those generated by a 30x30
square discretization. With such discretization levels
we achieve comparable results. As expected, thanks
to our radiosity-following discretization scheme, we
get good visual results while using fewer vertices.

Discretization of the image space
To be able to discretize the image space we have to
find where the maximum of the radiosity function
lies. The position of this maximum is given by the
following expression:
B(x) =

h x sin(φ) + h² cos(φ)
(x 2 + h 2) 2

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

(4.1)

This article presents a new rendering technique based
on a radial discretization scheme which follows the
contour levels of the radiosity function. To achieve
this, we present first an equation of the radiosity
gradient in a simple case of a source disc lighting a
plane. Then a technique similar to the gradient
method is used to compute the positions of our
vertices. Our method generates a radial mesh that is
closer to the radiosity function and is therefore less
costly in terms of vertices, allowing us to build
images that are both more realistic and faster to
compute.

where h is the distance from source point O to plane
P, x is the distance from point M to the projection of
O on P, and φ is the angle between the direction of
the source point and the normal to plane P.
The maximum of equation (5.1) is given by the
following formula :
1
6

h(−4+ 2 4+3tan(φ)² )
tan(φ)

(4.2)

Once we know this position, we choose first the set
of radiosity values we want to represent, and then a
set of directions sampling uniformly all the
directions. Then for every direction d and for every
value of radiosity Bk, we find the intersection point
Xk,d between the line [Od) and the contour level Bk
(cf. figure 4) using a variation of the classical
gradient algorithm.

We plan to use this rendering technique in a fast
global illumination algorithm to compute coarse
radiosity solution. Moreover, the equations presented
in this article do not constraint in any way the
formulation of the radiosity function, and therefore
we want to apply this technique to higher order bases
methods.
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Figure 4. Intersection of a direction and a line of
contour
Once we have these points, we have to restrict the
rendering of the lighted plane to the boundaries of
the real surface. This is done using OpenGL’s stencil
test to restrict the drawing to the lighted area.

5. RESULTS
We implemented the previous algorithm allowing us
to discretize more adequately the illuminated
surfaces. This discretization which follows the
contour levels of the radiosity function, allows us to
render faithfully this function at a lower cost in terms
of vertices compared to a classical square
discretization scheme.
Our technique following as closely as possible the
contour levels of the radiosity function, we can
expect visual results that are more faithful than those
given by a square discretization. Figure 5 shows the
results given by a 10x10 square discretization and
those given by our results using 20 radial
subdivisions and 5 contour levels. As expected we
get a real improvement in terms of visual aspect.
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